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Revelation 12:9 And the great dragon, that nachash hakadmoni was thrown down, the one being called the
malshin and hasatan, the one deceiving the whole inhabited world.
2 Thess. 2:6 -12 And now you know what holds back, for him [the anti-Mashiach] to be revealed in his own
time. For the mystery of lawlessness(anti-Torah/not subject to Torah) is already working, only he is now
holding back until it comes out of the midst. And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom haAdon shall
consume with the breath (ruach) of His mouth and shall destroy with the brightness of His coming [Is.11:4],
whose coming is according to the working (energy) of HaSatan with all power (koach) and signs (miracle/
otot) and lying wonders, and with all deceit of unrighteousness in those who perish, because they did not
receive the love of the truth (emet), so that they might be saved. And for this cause Elohim shall send them
strong delusion (false enticement/error), that they should believe a lie (sheker), so that all those who do not
believe the truth, but delight in unrighteousness, might be condemned.
2 Cor. 11:3 -4 But I fear lest by any means, as the serpent (nachash) beguiled (seduced wholly) Chawa in his
craftiness (cunning), so your thoughts (perception) should be corrupted (defiled) from the simplicity due to
Mashiach. For if, indeed, the one coming proclaims another (different) Mashiach /Yahshua, whom we have
not proclaimed, or if you receive another spirit, which you did not receive, or another good news, which you
never accepted, you might well endure these.
John/Yochanan. 18:38 What is truth?
Psalm/Tehillim 119:142 Your righteousness is an everlasting righteousness, and your Torah is truth.
2Tim. 4:3-4 3 For the time will come when they will not hear sound teaching, but according to their lusts, they
will multiply teachers to their nefeshot with the itching of their hearing, 4 And they will turn their ear from the
truth, and they will turn aside to myths.
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Preface
Author’s Introduction
What you are about to read may disturb you, make you outraged, confront your belief system, confuse you,
and may cause you to question everything you have called truth in the past. However, it is time for those who
claim to follow the Jewish Messiah to mature spiritually. For those who will accuse me of not walking in love
and being angry or bitter towards the church system, all I can reply is that you are wrong in your perception of
my motivation in writing this book. This teaching is presented for the reader’s consideration out of a sincere
love for their spiritual well-being and a desire to see the scales to fall off of their eyes in order to see the
deception that has hidden the real power behind what is called “the church”. What the reader does with the
material is totally up to him, however it does makes him accountable before the Creator for the information he
is reads. The creator has given all of us the gift of intelligence and we need to use it to discern truth when we
see it. We have to remember that the fact that a majority of people believe something is true does not mean that
it is the truth. A big lie is easier to believe than a small lie. Once a lie is embraced as truth, more lies have to be
told to cover up the original lie. To understand spiritual truth, the student must understand historical truth
•

Adolf Hitler said, “The great masses of the people…more easily fall victim to a big lie than a little
one.”

•

“People in power are able to lie better,” -Dana Carney, a management professor at Columbia Business
School

The pathway we journey upon will lead us to Tzion not Rome. If you have no desire to change then this
teaching is not for you because you will learn what it means to walk in truth(Torah), and you will have to
question past teachings and assumptions that have indoctrinated you into a system of bondage to man. After
reading this you may want to go back to where you began and stay comfortable and safe.
This book will challenge you to consider making changes in the way you practice your faith. Altering the ways
in which we serve YHWH is no simple task. When people suggest significant changes in some of the hallowed
practices, cries of "heretic" can be heard. Such protest is common largely because people have no knowledge of
the true foundations of their faith. However, one must learn to view the Messiah through the eyes of the early
Jewish disciples, not the non-Jewish Roman pagans who later gave birth to what today is called “Christianity”.
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It is sad that most Christians are totally ignorant of two thousand years of history and the sufferings of the
Jewish people at the hands of Christians. It is the Church that has actually written most of Yisrael’s history in
Jewish blood. The church’s hands are stained with the blood of the Jewish people because of the deception
perpetrated by historians and theologians. Wrong theology and arrogance of the leaders in Christianity helped
pave the way for full blown anti-Semitism, prejudice, stereotypes, and persecutions that still exist today in
seminaries, Bible colleges, sermons, Sunday school lessons, and Bible translations.
You must learn about history because history is the key to discover how things became so distorted. You have
to be able to separate the myth from the man, fact from fiction, and history from legend. You must understand
that YHWH is more concerned about what you do rather than what you believe. You must consider context and
culture. You have to know the context and setting of the practices early followers of the Messiah. The context is
Second Temple Judaism in an occupied Land. The problem is that we take what we want and try to combine it
with our Western culture and ideas, resulting in a distortion and a hybrid monster that was created by Western
Greco-Roman thought, culture, and religion.
Change is not easy and is always painful. It challenges our history, culture, values, beliefs, and practices that
have saturated our minds since birth. We are forced to confront images burned into our minds by parents,
teachers, and preachers. We have to confront the emotional ties to a false system and be able to divorce
ourselves from the hold it has on our minds. A deception has to be packaged in a desirable manner that appeals
to the consumer in order to be sold to the public.
People in all ages have sincerely subscribed to erroneous notions and no one who has ever lived is has been
exempt from error. We cannot employ different standards of judgment (equal weights and measures) in testing
the validity of written records and documents because one set of documents is held with greater reverence than
another. We have to reach our conclusions and get results by unbiased methods. We cannot neglect or suppress
evidence that we find disturbing or that challenges our deeply held set of beliefs. This is exactly what has
happened to people who subscribe to the beliefs and history of what is known as modern “Christianity”.
I am convinced that the entity called the “church” does not capture the ultimate truth of either YHWH or the
Messiah. We can abandon the established worn-out dogmas and doctrines of the “church” without abandoning
the true Elohim of Yisrael and His Messiah, Yahshua. Denying historic truth and reality is never the way to
YHWH. A religious system built on sand is bound to crumble eventually. The Elohim I serve cannot be
threatened by scholarship or truth. The Western Roman gentile captivity of the Messiah and his message has run
its course and will be revealed to be absolutely empty of any saving nature.
4

The life touched by the Messiah does not become pious, self-righteous, or defensive of Elohim. A faith that is
so fragile that it is destroyed by truth is no faith at all but the blind leading the blind. A faith that is threatened
by the explosion of knowledge is already too weak to command our allegiance and blind obedience to the
hierarchy that supports it. Those who study the Scriptures change their behavior accordingly, but those who do
not study do not see any need to change. Their minds are made up and do not want to be confused by the facts.
The wonder that the Messiah offers can only be seen when our eyes are opened and our consciousness is raised
to a higher level of understanding of the Scriptures. When our lives are truly touched by the reality of the
Jewish Yahshua, scales fall off our eyes and we see far into that realm of the magnificence of YHWH’s plan for
His people, Yisrael, and we begin to understand the essence of the Moshiach as defined by the Hebrew
Scriptures and the early Nazarenes. It will surprise you that the real Messiah that walked the earth 2,000 years
ago does not resemble the “Jesus” you grew up with in Sunday school and church. This statement should not
threaten the religious insecure but rather be a statement for rejoicing. For if I had not become convinced that the
reality of the real Yahshua went far beyond the definition to which the majority of the people pledge their
allegiances, then I, like many in the newer generation are now doing, would have probably abandoned the
Messiah altogether in disgust for the ignorance found in the church institutions. I discovered and still
discovering the wonder of what is the original Hebraic perspective of the Scriptures. So by entering this world
of the Hebrews, truth seemed to open and widen and deepen for me until I could swim endlessly in the sea of
the Elohim of Yisrael where all barriers disappear.
As you read through the following pages, you may be surprised to discover that a great deal of what Christians
believe did not come from Yahshua, the apostles, or the Scriptures. Nor did it come from Judaism. After the
Romans destroyed Jerusalem in CE 70, the Nazarenes waned in numbers and power and the new faith began to
absorb Greco-Roman philosophy and ritual. Strikingly, much of what people do for "church" was lifted directly
out of pagan culture in the post apostolic period. According to Paul F. Bradshaw, fourth-century Christianity
"absorbed and Christianized pagan religious ideas and practices, seeing itself as the fulfillment to which earlier
religions had dimly pointed."' While today we often use the word pagan to describe those who claim no religion
whatsoever, to the early Nazarenes, pagans were those polytheists who followed the gods of the Roman Empire.
Paganism dominated the Roman Empire until the fourth century CE, and most of its elements were absorbed by
“Christians” in the first half of the first millennium CE, particularly during the Constantinian and early postConstantinian eras (324 to 600 CE).
Warning: If you are unwilling to have your Christian beliefs seriously examined, do not read beyond this page.
However, if you choose to "take the red pill" and be shown "how deep the rabbit hole goes"' . . . if you want to
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learn the true story of where your Christianity came from . . . if you are willing to have the curtain pulled back
on the contemporary church and its traditional presuppositions fiercely challenged . . . then you will find this
work to be disturbing, enlightening, and possibly life changing. Put another way, if you are a Christian in the
institutional church who takes the so-called “New Testament” seriously, what you are about to read may lead to a
crisis of conscience for you will be confronted by unmovable historical fact .Please read carefully the evidence
presented in the material and footnotes. It is the first step one must take if one is going to embrace and reclaim our
religious heritage for the person who calls on the Name of YHWH. Yahshua calls us to “feed my sheep” according
to the fourth Gospel. This I have attempted to do in this short study. This is by no means an exhaustive
compilation of all the historical and Scriptural evidence that is available to the public.
Shalom - Be blessed in your journey,
Rabbi Edward “Levi “Nydle- B’nai Avraham P.O. Box 556 - Ottumwa, IA. 52501 -5772 C.E.

Remove the false way from me, and graciously grant me your Torah. I have chosen the way of faith; I have
placed your ordinances before me. (Psalm/Tehillim 119:29-30)
Thus says YHWH, "Stand by the ways and see and ask for the ancient paths, Where the good way is, and walk in
it: And you shall find rest for your souls...."(Jer. 6:16)
“When I despair, I remember that all through history the way of truth and love have always won. There have
been tyrants and murderers, and for a time, they can seem invincible, but in the end, they always fall. Think of
it--always.” ― Mahatma Gandhi
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Chapter One
A Short History Lesson
"And you shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free." (John/Yochanan 8:32).

“A lie can travel half way around the world while the truth is putting on its shoes.”
― Mark Twain
“We desire to have nothing in common with this so hated people, for the Redeemer has marked out another
path for us. To this we will keep, and be free from disgraceful association with this people (the Jews) Constantine.
The word ‘myth’ derives from the ancient Greek word muthos, which meant simply an ‘utterance’ or a
‘traditional tale’. And these utterances or traditional tales – usually concerning gods and heroes – were
generally considered to be true stories. Like all religions, Christianity is powered by a myth1. As startling as that
statement may sound, the religion the world knows as Christianity was not founded by a person named “Jesus
Christ”! Within the span of three hundred years, this “new” religion had become a vast political and religious
authoritarian organization with a favored clergy class presiding over rites taken from pagan mysteries. It had
borrowed the best elements of Greek philosophy, Roman mythology, the Gnostics, and had formed doctrines
and dogma appealing to human reason and emotion.2 This vast religious institution had become a prevailing
political and economical force throughout the Roman Empire and united the Empire under a single religious
system and leader.

1

A myth is an untrue story and baseless. Scholars call myth a story or group of images in which religious energy and emotion are
vested. The myth tells people who they are, giving the community its identity and distinguishing it from other groups or religions. The
myth is the center belief of the community and the energy center by which it lives. The Christian myth is that the Jews rejected and
killed “Christ”. It is the central pillar of the Christian myth. The Jews are cast as the enemies of “Christianity” and “God” because they
had broken their covenant so He made a “new” covenant with a new people drawn from the Gentiles. This new people superseded the
Jews as “God’s chosen people” and were the “new” Yisrael. The myth continues that their punishment was the Temple was destroyed
and they were exiled from the Land forced to wander the earth as a cursed people. Augustine wrote that the Jews are to remain in the
world as a permanent witness to their crimes, bearing the mark of Cain, but like Cain, not to be killed by others. It is impossible to tell
the Christian myth without the Jewish people being cast in the role of the adversaries. The vast majority of Christians still believe this
myth that has been told for 2,000 years because they continue to learn about the origins of Christianity exclusively through the
traditional translations, teachings, and liturgy.
2
Almost all ancient time forerunners in the field of humanism were found in Greece. After Protagoras later in succession followed
other Greek humanists including, Aristotle, Plato, Socrates, Democritus, Epicurus, Sophocles, Euripides and Pericles. As Rome rose in
dominion over the Mediterranean, it adopted basic ideas on philosophy from Greece. Rome tended to adopt ideas that seemed to work
towards their goal achievements and thus saw humanism as a more of a practical approach on issues and ideas .It is also a fact that as
depicted by the flow through time, humanism originated from Greece and the Greeks and was passed on by the Romans on to the
Italians. The Italians, in turn, nurtured it through the renaissance and passed it on to the new world.
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•

"Contemplate the Christian Church at the beginning of the fourth century, therefore, and some difficulty
will be experienced in recognizing in her the community of Apostolic times, or rather, we shall not be
able to recognize it at all" (Ancient, Medieval, and Modern Christianity, Charles Guignebert, p. 122).

Evidence suggests that the group known historically as the Nazarenes represented the Judaism taught by the
Messiah and the early apostles. The term "Nazarene" is first mentioned in Acts 24:5 3where it is used to refer to
true disciples of the Messiah. The Nazarenes were the original core group from which was to be called
“Christianity” grew and spread4. But initially they still considered themselves to be Jews in every sense of the
word. They prayed in the Temple at Jerusalem, went to synagogue on Shabbat, and they followed the traditional
Jewish religious practices found in the Written and Oral Torah.5 Other people in the city regarded them as a new
Jewish sect. During their years in Jerusalem, the Nazarenes sometimes called themselves followers of "The
Way". By this, they apparently meant their way of life according to Acts 4:32-33.Between these Jewish
believers distributed among the towns and villages of Palestine, little or no connection at first existed. Their life
remained unaltered; they worshipped in the synagogues with their fellow Jews, and were distinguished only by
their adherence to the Galilean rabbi whose claims they no doubt pressed as occasion offered. The driving force
of the future Nazarene sect was concentrated in a small body of the Messiah’s most intimate friends and some
members of his family, who, according to the account in Acts, took up residence in Jerusalem in anticipation of
his speedy and glorious return.6 This was the fundamental and the inspiration of their teaching — the
resurrection and ascension of the Messiah and his coming again in due season to reestablish the kingdom of
YHWH and of Yisrael.

Nazarene Judaism maintained a belief in Yahshua as the Jewish Messiah. They did not leave the Jewish
identity, heritage and culture to "convert" to a new or foreign religion called “Christianity”. Under the
3

"We have, in fact, found this man a pestilent fellow, an agitator among all the Jews throughout the world, and a ringleader of the
sect of the Nazarenes" (Acts 24:5, New Revised Standard Version).
4
The fourth century "church father" Epiphanius gives a more detailed description: “But these sectarians... did not call themselves
Christians--but "Nazarenes," ... However they are simply complete Jews. They use not only the New Testament but the Old Testament
as well, as the Jews do... They have no different ideas, but confess everything exactly as the Law proclaims it and in the Jewish
fashion-- except for their belief in Messiah, if you please! For they acknowledge both the resurrection of the dead and the divine
creation of all things, and declare that G-d is one, and that his son is Y'shua the Messiah. They are trained to a nicety in Hebrew. For
among them the entire Law, the Prophets, and the... Writings... are read in Hebrew, as they surely are by the Jews. They are different
from the Jews, and different from Christians, only in the following. They disagree with Jews because they have come to faith in
Messiah; but since they are still fettered by the Law--circumcision, the Sabbath, and the rest-- they are not in accord with
Christians.... they are nothing but Jews.... They have the Good news according to Matthew in its entirety in Hebrew. For it is clear
that they still preserve this, in the Hebrew alphabet, as it was originally written.(Epiphanius; Panarion 29)
5
According to the book, The Mission and Expansion of Christianity in the First Three Centuries, New York 1908:“Jerome does
assert that Nazarenes were to be found in every Jewish synagogue throughout the East. What am I to say about the Ebonite’s who
allege themselves to be Believers? To this day the sect exists in all the synagogues of the Jews, under the title “the minim”. The
Pharisees still curse it, and the people dub its adherents ‘Nazarenes’.”
6

Ya’akov, Yahshua’s brother obviously led the Nazarenes at Jerusalem according to Acts 15.

8

leadership of Simon bar Yonah the Galilean fanatics, as they were then known, carried on an energetic
propaganda in the name of Yahshua, proclaiming his Messiahship in the Temple courts, synagogues, markets,
and everyplace of public assembly. As devout Jews, they were regular attendants at the places of worship, while
they sustained their cause by informal prayer and discussion at the houses of some of their number.7 In the first
century there were literally hundreds of thousands of Jewish followers of Yahshua (Acts 2:41, 47; 4:4; 6:7;
9:31; 21:20) they were zealous for the Torah (Acts 15:19-21; 21:17-27) and met in synagogues (James 1:1,
2:2).8 They lived as Jews and died or were martyred as Jews. If we start with the history of the Christianity that
exists today and work backwards to the Nazarenes, the first set-ones (apostles), and Yahshua we cannot find
any connection because the links have been destroyed by church historians and theologians.

There would have been nothing contrary to Jewish law in the Nazarenes attempting to convince their fellow
Jews that Yahshua was the Messiah, provided the activity was not accompanied in actions contrary to the
existing halakah .There was nothing in the teachings of Yahshua that would have led his disciples after his
death to break from Jewish observance in their own behavior, and there is no evidence historically that they did
so. Simply believing that Yahshua was the promised Messiah would not have aroused any persecution from the
Jews for there was nothing contrary to Judaism in a Messianic claim. Any joining of so-called Gentiles to the
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James Parkes has written: “the rabbis at Jabne had decided that the presence of these people could not be tolerated, the JudeoNazarenes, however much they disagreed from the other Jews on the question as to whether the Messiah had or had not come, still
considered themselves to be Jews; and it is not too much to suppose from this that there were also Jews who considered that a
disagreement on this point did not make fellowship with them impossible. They must have been generally accepted; o it is incredible
that they should have continued to frequent the synagogue. They were evidently there as ordinary members, since it needed the
introduction of this formula t detect them…It is reasonable also to date the letters and “apostles” sent out to the Jews of the Diaspora
to the end of the first century…The letter contained a formal denial of the truth of the Believers account of the teaching and
resurrection of Y’shua. Messianism was a denial of Elohim and the Law. It was based on the teachings of Y’shua, who was a deceiver,
and who had been put to death…His disciples had stolen his body, and then pretended that he had risen again from the dead and was
the Son of Elohim. It was therefore impossible for the Jews to have anything to do with such teaching, and his followers should be
formally excommunicated.(Justin, and Jerome, On Isaiah,xvii, 2;P.L. xxiv,p.184)Jews were to avoid all discussions of any kind with
the Nazarenes.(Justin xxxviii, nd Oregon,Celus,vi,27;P.G.xi ,p.1333)…letters contained a copy of the Birchat HaMinim, with
instructions to include it into Eighteen Benedictions. For the daily cursing of Messiah in the synagogue is very closely associated with
the letters. (Justin, xvi, xlvii, xcv. cxxxiii)…All three writers, insist on the official character of these letters, and on their wide
dispersion.” James Parkes, The Conflict of the Church and the Synagogue,pp.78-80
8

The meeting places most frequently mentioned in the book of Acts is the temple, the synagogue, and private houses (once, a
gathering in the open air). In Acts 2:46 the report that the Nazarenes were “attending the temple together and breaking bread in their
homes”. However in chapter 5:42 it says that “every day in the temple and at home they did not cease teaching and preaching Yahshua
as Messiah.” The picture that emerges from Acts is indeed of an intense communal life of the new converts who “with one accord”
(Acts 1:14) would often gather to share their faith publicly in the temple, Solomon’s portico, or in the synagogues, as well as privately
in houses. But presumably a difference did exist between these two types of gatherings. In the temple and synagogue the primitive
community could proclaim the Gospel (Acts 3:11; 5:12) as well as participate in the prayer (Acts 3:1; 22:17; 2:46-47) and instruction
from the Scriptures. In the private meetings, on the other hand, believers could receive personal instruction from the Apostle (Acts
6:42; 1:14) as well as express their bond of fellowship by partaking together of food in a communal meal. The frequent references to
the temple, the synagogue, prayer and preaching, suggest that Nazarene worship arose not as an ex novo institution but rather as a
continuation of the Jewish religious services.
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Chosen people without circumcision, mikveh, and a commitment to the Torah would have violated Jewish law
and cut at the roots of the Jewish identity of the Nazarenes.9 Anyone coming into the Nazarene faith had an
obligation to observe the Torah corporately and individually according status and position (women had different
obligations than men, and the priests from the Levites and Yisraelites.)It meant changing one’s heredity and
acquiring a new identity that could be passed down to one’s children. It involved receiving the benefits and
responsibilities of the Covenant YHWH established with Yisrael at Mt. Sinai. It was not a decision to be lightly
entered undertaken with a single “sinner’s prayer” as we see in the mass “evangelism” of Christianity.10 It was a
lifetime commitment to the Torah.11 The early Nazarenes did not think of themselves as belonging to a new
religion, but as a Jewish/ Yisraelite community living in the end times.

Later Jewish writings also referred to them as Nazarenes.12 Two Catholic writers, Epiphanius and Jerome, stated
that the Nazarenes of their day dwelt in Berea, Pella, and in other cities in the hill country of Judea and Syria.
Julius Africanus corroborates that Nazarene leaders included offspring from Yahshua's family. These disciples
had a complete gospel of Matthew in Aramaic, as well as commentaries on the TaNaK, which Jerome himself
used. They followed the Torah of Moshe along with the teachings of the Messiah Yahshua.13 With the rise of
9

See Acts 15 and the ruling of the Jerusalem council. It is obvious that circumcision would eventually be required for any person
becoming a follower of Yahshua, because he would hear the Torah read every Shabbat and realize that circumcision was a
requirement to be considered a part of the children of Avraham and the House of Yisrael. Taking on the yoke of the Torah always
meant transforming one’s perception of the world and spirituality. It meant leaving all paganism to embrace YHWH and the Torah.
10
We never see any mass evangelism portrayed in the Scriptures.
11
See the teaching on conversion to the Nazarene faith on my web site.
12
Jacob Jocz, a Jewish professor and scholar, while agreeing with the claims of Yahshua, is very honest with the facts in his book,
“The Jewish People and Jesus Christ:“The Shemone Esreh, which is the Tephillah, par excellence and the central feature of the
three daily prayers’, contains a strange blessing the much discussed Birchat HaMinim. It is associated with the names of Gamaliel
(C.E. 100) and Samael the Small (died C.E. 125)… It is obvious from the Talmud passage that the rabbis have tried to find some
justification for the introduction of the curse into the otherwise lofty prayer of the Shemone Esreh. Jewish scholars have long
maintained that the Birchat HaMinim was mainly directed against heresy as such and only indirectly against Hebrew Nazarenes.
Even Israel Abrahams in his notes to Singer’s Prayer Book says that the benediction ‘was directed against…sectarians (minim) within
the synagogue…’The Jewish Believers in Y’shua of Nazareth were the real and immediate danger to the synagogue. There can be
little doubt who are meant by the minim. There was no other sect or heresy which could compare in importance with the Nazarenes.
The Nazarenes were steeped in the traditions of Judaism; many were loyal to the traditions of the elders. They were spiritually alive,
abounding in religious zeal. They were aggressive, and had above all; they were enthusiastic bearers of the greatest Jewish heritagethe Messianic Hope. They were dangerous because they had the advantage of attacking the new rabbinical Judaism from within. It
was therefore imperative that the synagogue isolate them. For that purpose of the Birchat HaMinim was composed. Loewe (a Jewish
scholar who helped write A Rabbinical Anthology with C.G. Montefiore) rightly calls this ‘a test passage; its intention being to
separate the sheep form the goats, and compel the minim to declare themselves. It naturally had the effect of widening the breach
between the Y’shua believing and the non-believing Jews in that it made it impossible for the believers to worship in the
synagogues…Its main purpose was self-defense. For that purpose, it introduced the Birchat HaMinim; it altered liturgy; it changed its
emphasis, especially with regard to Messianic teaching; it created barriers.’” Jacob Jocz, The Jewish People and Jesus Christ,
pp.51-53,190
13

The writings of the Catholic teacher, Bonacursus, entitled "Against the Heretics," refer to the Nazarenes, who were also called
"Pasagini." Bonacursus wrote: "Let those who are not yet acquainted with them, please note how perverse their belief and doctrine
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Constantinian Christianity in the third century C.E., it is apparent that the Netzarim could not have possibly
assimilated into the “Church”. The Church Fathers made it clear that the Nazarenes were "nothing but Jews."14
Most Jewish historians recognize that the Nazarene Jews were a valid Sect in Second Temple Judaism and for
several centuries later.15
•

“…the earliest Believers did not separate themselves from the community of Israel, but worshipped in
the same synagogues, and even served as prayer leaders. One may therefore conclude that, during the
first generation following Y’shua, these Jews were not yet rejected nor perceived as a danger.
Essentially there was no disagreement between them and other Jews save that concerning the identity of
the Messiah, which was the kind of question over which in R. Yochanan ben Torta concerning the
messianic claims of Bar Kokhba. True, the Believers believed that their messiah had already left this
world, but this did not affect their basic hope for the coming of the Messiah and the national
redemption…It was natural enough that the Jewish Believers should wish to introduce a change into
that prayer dealing with the coming of the Messiah son of David namely, the blessing Et Zemah. What
would be more natural than a Nazarene attempt to mention the name of Y’shua within the framework of
this blessing? Thus, the formula mazmiah geren le-David was replaced by mazmiah geren Yeshuah. In

are. First, they teach that we should obey the Law of Moses according to the letter - the Sabbath, and circumcision, and the legal
precepts still being in force. Furthermore, to increase their error, they condemn and reject all the Church Fathers, and the whole
Roman Church."
14

Sect of primitive Christianity; it appears to have embraced all those Christians who had been born Jews and who neither would nor
could give up their Jewish mode of life. They were probably the descendants of the Judæo-Christians who had fled to Pella before
Titus destroyed Jerusalem; afterward most of them, like the Essenes in former times, with whom they had some characteristics in
common, lived in the waste lands around the Dead Sea, and hence remained out of touch with the rest of Christendom. For a long
time they were regarded as irreproachable Christians, Epiphanius ("Hæres." xxix.), who did not know much about them, being the
first to class them among heretics. Why they are so classed is not clear, for they are reproached on the whole with nothing more than
with Judaizing. As there were many Judaizing Christians at that time, the Nazarenes cannot be clearly distinguished from the other
sects. The well-known Bible translator Symmachus, for example, is described variously as a Judaizing Christian and as an Ebionite;
while his followers, the Symmachians, are called also "Nazarenes" (Ambrosian, "Proem in Ep. ad Gal.," quoted in Hilgenfeld,
"Ketzergesch." p. 441). It is especially difficult to distinguish the Nazarenes from the Ebionites. Jerome obtained the Gospel according
to the Hebrews (which, at one time regarded as canonical, was later classed among the Apocrypha) directly from the Nazarenes, yet
he ascribed it not only to them but also to the Ebionites ("Comm. in Matt." xii. 13). This gospel was written in Aramaic, not in
Hebrew, but it was read exclusively by those born as Jews. Jerome quotes also fragments from the Nazarenic exposition of the
Prophets (e.g., of Isa. viii. 23 [in the LXX. ix. 1]). These are the only literary remains of the Nazarenes; the remnants of the Gospel
according to the Hebrews have recently been collated by Preuschen in "Antilegomena" (pp. 3-8, Giessen, 1901).Jerome gives some
definite information concerning the views of the Nazarenes ("Ep. lxxxix. ad Augustinum").Jerome's Account. "What shall I say of the
Ebionites who pretend to be Christians? To-day there still exists among the Jews in all the synagogues of the East a heresy which is
called that of the Minæans, and which is still condemned by the Pharisees; [its followers] are ordinarily called 'Nazarenes'; they
believe that Christ, the son of God, was born of the Virgin Mary, and they hold him to be the one who suffered under Pontius Pilate
and ascended to heaven, and in whom we also believe. But while they pretend to be both Jews and Christians, they are neither."
The Jewish Encyclopedia
15
G. Alon, an expert on First Century Judaism, has written concerning the fear of the Nazarenes by the rabbis: “...These were
sectarians [Nazarenes] who had not given up their Jewish identity.”
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so doing, the Jewish Believers did not intend to alter the original intention of this blessing, but merely to
reinterpret it in light of their own views, utilizing the then-accepted option to vary the formulae of
blessings…According to the Cairo Genizah, this blessing (the Birchat HaMinim) speaks explicitly
against the apostates and Nazarenes…But this was not the only change introduced in the prayer book at
that time. At that time the blessing Et Zemah was removed from the prayer book, and from then on this
blessing was no longer recited in the Palestinian ritual…the main motivation for the elimination of the
Et Zemah was the same as that which led to the introduction of the Birchat HaMinim-namely the
distancing of the Nazarenes. The sages knew the Nazarenes expressed their belief in Y’shua in this
blessing…Therefore , they decided at Yavneh

to eliminate this blessing entirely, with all the

associations involved in it…Another anti-Nazarene change was made at Yavneh…the name of David
was added to the previous blessing, concluding the blessing for Jerusalem with the formula, Elohei
David u-voney Yerushalayim.”Dr. Yehudah Liebes, “Who Makes the Horn of J-sus to Flourish.”
Immanuel #21, Summer 198716
•

“The formation of separate synagogues seems to have been a feature of Jewish life in Jerusalem. Soon
there was added a new synagogue, that of the Nazarenes.” Jacob Jocz, The Jewish People and J-sus
Chr-st.p.164

•

“Archaeologists in Jerusalem have discovered, in the basement of the site of the Upper Room, the
remains of a first-century Judeo- Nazarene congregation that met in a synagogue.” Grant Jeffrey, War
in the Middle East & the Road to Armageddon, Toronto , 1991 ,p.264

Among Christians today Yahshua as a historical person remains totally removed from Judaism and the first
century Jewish culture and practice. Most Christians assume that the early community of Nazarenes were like
their church around just the corner, and Yahshua and his disciples were like their modern group of Christians
whether Catholic or Protestant. Here are some other common errors that Christians commit: Yahshua was a
Christian not a Jew and he attended a church on Sunday, not a synagogue on Shabbat; Yahshua started a new
religion called Christianity that replaces Judaism; and he came to do away with the Law and establish a new
way of salvation by grace through an entity called the “church” with pastors and priests. All these statements
are totally false but yet held near and dear to every Christians and are taught by every Sunday keeping church or
cult. The historical Yahshua would be dismayed at the great deception that has been spawned in his name and
would not recognize the monster that was created by Constantine and the Protestant Reformation.
16

The early Believers retained their Torah observance and did not feel that they broke from Judaism. The early Messianic Believers
were forced to abandon the Torah by the Roman Catholic leaders. The struggle was no longer an internal struggle of the Jews but a
battle between the Nazarenes and the Roman Christians
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•

"In the process of replacing the old religions, Christianity became a religion."—ALEXANDER
SCHMEMANN, 20th century EASTERN ORTHODOX priest, teacher, and writer

Most Christians have a religion about “Jesus” but do not practice the religion of Yahshua. He never went to
church, and never celebrated Xmass or Easter. He was born a Jew from the linage of David, raised in an
observant Jewish home by Jewish parents, he kept the Shabbat, the Feasts of YHWH, ate kosher food, wore
tzitzit, a head-covering and tefillin, and he prayed in the Temple and synagogues. His faith and practice were
Jewish to the core. He was killed by the Romans as a political threat as a devout Jew loyal to the heritage of his
faith.
Christians never bother to ask themselves, “How did Yahshua view the Torah?” Due to their perverted view of
Torah, they view the Torah as some works-related legalistic salvation and not the Divine wisdom given by a
loving Father to His children (Yisrael). Those wanting to understand Torah must never reject the Jewish people
and Judaism because Yahshua can never be alienated from Judaism, the Jewish people, and the Torah.
Christians are guilty of killing Yahshua by destroying his links to his people and his faith. Yahshua never came
to destroy or replace Judaism and the Torah, he came to properly interpret the Torah and revitalize the faith of
the Jewish people. Christian scholars cannot even explain why a new religion should have been founded in
“Jesus’ name” in the first place! All his early followers were observant Jews and never left Judaism.
17

According to Hans Conzelmann,
•

"The first Christians are Jews without exception. For them this is not simply a fact, but a part of their
conscious conviction. For them their faith is not a new religion which leads them away from the Jewish
religion" (History of Primitive Christianity, Hans Conzelmann, p. 37).

•

"Since the Christians still know themselves to be Jews, they appear to have continued to participate in
the Jewish worship in the temple and the synagogue. But this participation now has acquired a new
sense. It documents the fact that the Christians hold to their membership in the chosen people and
confess the God of Israel" (History of Primitive Christianity, p. 49).

17

With the outbreak of the Bar Kokhba Revolt, Jabneh ceased to be the center of Jewish life in Erez Israel and the Diaspora. After the
war, unsuccessful attempts were made to transfer the Sanhedrin from Galilee back to Jabneh (RH 31a–b). A strong Jewish element
remained in the city, but the Samaritans constituted the majority (Tosef., Dem. 1) At Yavneh, Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai met with
his talmidim in an attic. He was one of the leading Pharisees in Yerushalayim and a deputy to the head of the Sanhedrin. He distrusted
the Nazarenes and the religious zealots. It was at Yavneh, he and his disciples gave the TaNaK its canon form. All Jewish literature
had and the recent books by the Nazarenes had to be examined and everything with any doubt in it, had to be weeded out. Any Jewish
writings that even had any traces of Nazarene syncretism were out rightly rejected. Books were chosen and others omitted and have
disappeared over the centuries since then.
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Unfortunately, the Messiah’s voice has been silenced and replaced by theologians, seminaries, and Bible
colleges who continue to perpetuate the lies of the anti-Nomian Church fathers. For the devout “Christian”,
there has been no need for them to reconcile their faith with the facts, or history from theology, simply because
he has had no reason to believe there exists a distinction between them. The average person sitting in a pew has
had no reason to understand the historical, cultural, religious, geographical, political, and economic factors of
the Second Temple period. It is obvious that the clergy class (Protestant priesthood) will never enlighten their
sheep to the reality of the organized silent conspiracy on the part of the church to keep the sheep in the dark.
There is an ecclesiastical hierarchy, steeped in what has been written in the past, and a laity that has absolutely
no knowledge of any Biblical scholarship or history. The result is a congregation that never questions the
inconsistencies between fact and faith, and a clergy class that will not inform their flock of the truth because he
prefers to peddle the Word of Elohim for a profit. A thinking pew sitter is the pastor’s worse nightmare.
Because of what the church has taught for centuries it is even more difficult for Christian “scholars” to
undertake any investigation into history objectively.18
•

Facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored.” ― Aldous Huxley, Complete Essays 2, 1926-29

Beginning of the fourth century C.E., compiled from legends, fabrications and imagination is the only early
history of Christianity that still exists today.19 All subsequent histories have been forced to base themselves on
Eusebius' dubious claims20, because there has been little other information to draw on.21 All those with a
different perspective on Christianity were branded as heretics and eradicated. In this way falsehoods compiled
in the fourth century have come down to us as established facts. The history of the “church22” that has been
18

The Roman Church required a suitable history of its faith which vilified its enemies and celebrated its triumph as a sign of its “Godgiven destiny”. The truth of Christianity's origins was, therefore, rigorously suppressed and a more acceptable history was concocted a fabrication which is still taken to be accurate by the vast majority of people to this day.
19
For example, the religion of Zoroaster was founded circa 628-551 BCE in ancient Persia and roused mankind in the need for hating
a devil, the belief of a paradise, last judgment and resurrection of the dead. Mithraism, an offshoot of Zoroastrianism probably
influenced early Christianity with their beliefs the most. The Magi described in the New Testament appear to be Zoroastrian priests.
Note the word "paradise" came from the Persian pairidaeza. Other similarities between the Jesus story and other god men such as
Horus, Krishna, Mithras, Dionysus and Osiris.
20
Eusebius is quoted as an authority on Christian history simply because his is the only surviving 'history’ of the Church during the
first three centuries. His account has, therefore, been adopted by all Church historians after him, thereby perpetuating the lies which
have become the traditional history of Christianity. Eusebius himself indirectly confesses that he has included in his account of
Christian history only that which 'might redound to the glory' of the Church, while suppressing whatever could disgrace it .This then
was the man who gave us what has passed for the history of Christianity, an obsequious employee of a tyrannical Roman Emperor
who based his work on a 200-year tradition of deceit and forgery
21
Fictitious biographies were routinely constructed for Christian saints, often directly based on the lives and legends of dead Pagan
holy men. Stories were invented of Peter coming to Rome and being crucified upside down to give credence to the Church of Rome
being the centre of Christian power. But these tales were invented so late that no one even considered including them in the New
Testament
22
The English word "Church" comes originally from the Old English word KIRKE. The Old English word KIRKE was the word the
Anglo- Saxons used to refer to their pagan places of worship. When they became Christianized the Anglo-Saxons continued to call
their places of worship KIRKES and as the language evolved "Churches". You may have heard that the word "Church" originally
referred to the people and later came to refer to the building. This is not true. The word "Church" originally referred to the building
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bequeathed to Christians from the Roman Church is a gross distortion of the truth. They have enforced one of
the greatest cover-ups and deception in the history of mankind. History has been hijacked by authoritarian
institutional spiritual terrorists who have created a dogmatic religion and brutally enforced it through a
historical deception that defies the human imagination. 23
The “new” message of the Roman church was oriented towards a Romanized audience seeped in idolatry and
the mystery cults.24 The new religion had to be made acceptable to the people in Syria, Asia Minor, Egypt,
Rome, and Western Europe. It had to be able to hold its own against already established creeds and pagan gods.
The Paganized people of these areas had to be able to bring their practices, gods, and faith into the new mystery
religion called “Christianity”. “Jesus” had to be able to compete with Tammuz, Adonis, Attis, Osiris, and all the
other dying and resurrected gods who populated the world.25 The Easter festival was made to coincide with the
spring rites of other contemporary mystery cults and schools of the period. By pandering to a Romanized
audience and casting the despised Jews as the scapegoats in the death of Yahshua, the spread of what was to be
Christian orthodoxy was assured to be a success. All they needed was a single catholic (universal) church

and later came to refer to the people. Moreover the word "church" is of pagan origin .The Greek word that appears where our English
Bible's have "church" is EKKLESIA. EKKLESIA is just the Greek word for "assembly". Although it comes from a root meaning "to
call out" there is no special theological significance to this word. In fact this is the same Greek word which was used for "assembly"
by the classical Pagan Greek writers. Inscriptions in ancient Greek auditoriums where pagan ritual dramas were performed by the
Bacchus cult have the audience section inscribed with the sign "EKKLESIA". There are also many places where the Greek word
EKKLESIA appears in the Renewed Covenant but which the KJV and other translators did not translate the word as "church". This
same Greek word is even used in Acts 19:32-41 to describe an unruly mob. There is therefore no such thing as the "church" because
the Greek word translated "church" does not mean "church" at all but “assembly". The "Church" as most Christians have understood it
never existed. All of the passages people have thought were talking about the "Church" were actually talking about the Assembly of
Yisrael, not Christianity, but the Nazarene sect of Judaism. Yisrael is the allegorical "Body of Messiah". In the TaNaK Yisrael is
commonly called "The Assembly of Yisrael" and wherever the phrase "The Assembly of Yisrael" appears in the TaNaK the Greek
LXX has "EKKLESIA of Yisrael". Here's a quotation from Fossilized Customs: The Pagan Sources of Popular Customs by Lew
White (p.100): “The Old English word was CIRICE, and you will see it spelled CHIRCHE written above many old "church" entrances
throughout England. This is from the West Germanic KIRIKA, which is based on the Greek deity's name, CIRCE. Circe was famous
among Pagans for turning men into pigs, or other animals, using drugs.” Any encyclopedia, or dictionary of mythology, will reveal
who Circe was. She was the goddess-daughter of Helios, the Sun-deity! Again, another form of Sun-worship, this time the name of the
daughter of the Sun-deity, had become mixed with the Messianic Belief.”
23
The result was that finally the religious exertion of Roman Church became so intermingled with her monetary interests as to identify
the former with the latter, so that very often one could see a bishop or a pope fulminate excommunication and anathema against
individuals, guilds, cities, princes and kings, seemingly to preserve and defend the spiritual prerogatives of the Church, when in reality
they did so exclusively to preserve, defend or expand the territorial, financial or even commercial benefits of a Church determined to
retain, and indeed to add to, the wealth it already enjoyed.
24
“Taken altogether, the coincidences of the Christian with the heathen festivals are too close and too numerous to be accidental.
They mark the compromise which the Church in the hour of its triumph was compelled to make with its vanquished yet still dangerous
rivals. The inflexible Protestantism of the primitive missionaries, with their fiery denunciations of heathendom, had been exchanged
for the supple policy, the easy tolerance, the comprehensive charity of shrewd ecclesiastics, who clearly perceived that if Christianity
was to conquer the world it could do so only by relaxing the too rigid principles of its Founder, by widening a little the narrow gate
which leads to salvation. In this respect an instructive parallel might be drawn between the history of Christianity and the history of
Buddhism.”-The Golden Bough, Frazer
25
“Like other gods of vegetation Dionysus was believed to have died a violent death, but to have been brought to life again; and his
sufferings, death, and resurrection were enacted in his sacred rites.”-The Golden Bough, Frazer
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resting on an invented apostolic foundation and a fixed list of authoritative writings controlled by the Roman
church and historians.
Because of the church’s political and religious agenda, whether they want to admit or not, there is a spirit of
anti-Semitism in the church today.The root is in the false doctrine called “Replacement Theology”,26 the idea
that the church replaces Yisrael and the church alone is the fulfillment of the prophecies in the TaNaK regarding
the promise by YHWH to our father Avraham and his eternal covenant with the Hebrew people. The
“Christians” has not replaced Yisrael as YHWH’s chosen people and the “church” has not replaced Yisrael.
YHWH will never forsake His people Yisrael and their possession of the Land of Yisrael given by eternal
covenant to Avraham and his descendants.
However, it helps when we understand that the faith and practice of the early followers of Yahshua did not
wish to start a new religion but it was a recognized sect within monotheistic Judaism of the Second Temple
Period. The early believers were Jews who held Yahshua to be their King and deliverer

26

Replacement Theology - reduced to its simplest form - teaches that the Church has replaced Yisrael in YHWH’s plan. The term
“Replacement Theology” is relatively new and unfamiliar to many people (in some cases, even those who believe in it). Among
theologians, the older and more widely used term is “supersessionism.” The Church “supersedes” Yisrael. Its proponents teach that
YHWH has set aside Yisrael and made the Church “new Yisrael,” the new and improved people of YHWH. Perhaps Martin Luther
articulated this position most eloquently when he wrote: “For such ruthless wrath of God is sufficient evidence that they [i.e., the
Jewish people] assuredly have erred and gone astray. Even a child can comprehend this. For one dare not regard God as so cruel
that he would punish his own people so long, so terrible, so unmercifully … Therefore this work of wrath is proof that the Jews, surely
rejected by God, are no longer his people, and neither is he any longer their God” (“On the Jews and Their Lies,” Trans. Martin H.
Bertram, in Luther’s Works [Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971], p. 265). Martin Luther, the father of the Protestant Reformation,
was a supersessionist. Near the end of his life, he said that synagogues and Jewish schools should be burned to the ground, Jewish
people run out of their homes, their prayer books and Talmudic writings burned, and the rabbis forbidden to preach or teach on penalty
of death (“On the Jews and Their Lies,” Trans. Martin H. Bertram, in Luther’s Works [Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971], pp. 268271). Luther also declared that Jewish people in Germany should be confined to their own homes and neighborhoods - a plan the
Nazis implemented literally when they quarantined Jewish families in ghettos in Poland and other places before shipping them to the
death camps for extermination. One historian writes: “It is difficult to understand the behavior of most German Protestants in the first
Nazi years unless one is aware of two things: their history and the influence of Martin Luther. The great founder of Protestantism was
both a passionate anti-Semite and a ferocious believer in absolute obedience to political authority. He wanted Germany rid of the
Jews. Luther’s advice was literally followed four centuries later by Hitler, Goering, and Himmler.” (William L. Shirer, The Rise and
Fall of the Third Reich [New York: Simon & Shuster, 1960], p. 236). Replacement Theology is closely associated with Reformed (or
Covenant) Theology, the brand of theology historically linked to John Calvin (1509-1564) and the Protestant Reformation.
Reformed/Covenant Theology, in turn, is closely associated with amillennialism, an eschatological view with a spiritualized (rather
than literal-historical) interpretation of the prophetic Scriptures. The natural affinity these views (that is, Replacement Theology and
amillennialism) seem to have for each other is understandable because Replacement Theology relies so heavily on a non-literal and
allegorical interpretation of the biblical promises to Yisrael. Elements of Replacement Theology can be traced as far back as Marcion
(CE 160), who carried on a theological crusade to purge the Church of what he perceived to be dangerous Jewish errors and
influences. Later, many of these same anti-Judaic sentiments found their way into the thinking (and writings) of the Early Church
fathers. Irenaeus (c. 180), for instance, wrote, “The Jews have rejected the Son of God and cast Him out of the vineyard when they
slew Him. Therefore, God has justly rejected them and has given to the Gentiles outside the vineyard the fruits of its cultivation” (The
Ante-Nicene Fathers, Ed. Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, [1885-1887], Volume 1, p. 493). Over time, statements like these
became the basis for full-blown anti-Semitism in some sectors of Christianity. Anything Jewish was renounced as an attempt to
subvert and “Judaize” the Church. Teachings like chiliasm (millenarianism), for instance, were denounced as “Jewish fables.” The
incredible irony here is that only a few centuries earlier, the believers had been almost exclusively Jewish! The Messiah was Jewish;
the writers of the Bible were Jewish; the apostles were Jewish; the earliest Nazarenes were Jewish; the first congregation was Jewish
(located in Jerusalem); and the first missionaries were Jewish!
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(Mashiach/Messiah)/Anointed One). They followed not only a person but also an idea, an idea that current
among the Jews of his time, an idea totally alien from Western thought, Messianism.27
Populations have been slaughtered and wars waged in order to enforce certain interpretations of verses in the
Bible. Once embraced by the church hierarchy and clergy, these verses become enshrined as dogma and
enforced by inquisitions and crusades. Over the centuries these interpretations of scripture then become fact and
embraced as “truth” instead of speculations and interpretations. Traditions based upon these speculations then
become mistaken for fact. Power prefers spin to truth.
“History is a set of lies agreed upon.” ― Napoleon Bonaparte
Historical Background
In order to get the true historical picture of Yahshua and the Nazarenes we cannot turn to the Bible. We have
to study Jewish tradition and history. We have to understand the two Jewish revolts against Roman domination.
The first revolt took place in 66 CE and the second revolt in 132 CE. There was Jewish resistance to the
Romans long before the time of Yahshua, especially after the death of King Agrippa 1 in 44 CE. In this time the
beginnings of the Nazarenes are set and we have to recognize the effect upon the minds of the loyal Jews who
followed Yahshua as the Messiah.
Rome was the enemy of Yisrael. 28It was identified as the fourth kingdom, the worst oppressor of the prophecy
in Daniel. Only the coming of the Messiah would destroy its power. With messianic fervor inspiring the
27

The original believers in Yahshua were a Jewish sect known as "Nazarenes" or in Hebrew "Netzarim" (Acts 24:5). The "church
father" Jerome (4th Cent.) described these Nazarenes as those "...who accept Messiah in such a way that they do not cease to observe
the old Law." (Jerome; On. Is. 8:14). Elsewhere he writes: “Today there still exists among the Jews in all the synagogues of the East a
heresy which is called that of the Minæans, and which is still condemned by the Pharisees; [its followers] are ordinarily called
'Nazarenes'; they believe that Messiah, the son of G-d, was born of the Virgin Miriam, and they hold him to be the one who suffered
under Pontius Pilate and ascended to heaven, and in whom we also believe." (Jerome; Letter 75 Jerome to Augustine). The fourth
century "church father" Epiphanius gives a more detailed description: “But these sectarians... did not call themselves Christians—but
"Nazarenes," ... However they are simply complete Jews. They use not only the New Testament but the Old Testament as well, as the
Jews do... They have no different ideas, but confess everything exactly as the Law proclaims it and in the Jewish fashion-- except for
their belief in Messiah, if you please! For they acknowledge both the resurrection of the dead and the divine creation of all things, and
declare that Elohim is one, and that his son is Yeshua the Messiah. They are trained to a nicety in Hebrew. For among them the entire
Law, the Prophets, and the... Writings... are read in Hebrew, as they surely are by the Jews. They are different from the Jews, and
different from Christians, only in the following. They disagree with Jews because they have come to faith in Messiah; but since they
are still fettered by the Law--circumcision, the Sabbath, and the rest-- they are not in accord with Christians.... they are nothing but
Jews.... They have the Good news according to Matthew in its entirety in Hebrew. For it is clear that they still preserve this, in the
Hebrew alphabet, as it was originally written.” (Epiphanius; Panarion 29)
28
Throughout Biblical and later Torah literature Rome/Europe is always referred to as Edom. Edom is one of the Biblical names given
to Jacob’s twin brother and sworn enemy Esau. Therefore, all references to Edom, Biblical and otherwise must always be understood
as a reference first to Rome and then to Christianity in general, which inherited the role of Rome in the world. Roman Catholicism has
stood at the pinnacle of world-wide Christianity for nearly two thousand years. In spite of it not being the only Church, it is
nevertheless the greatest, wealthiest and most powerful Church. As such it has carried out the mission of its Edomite ancestor Esau
and has mercilessly persecuted Jacob (the Jewish people) in the most cruel and unyielding of ways.
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struggle, the revolt was a terrible one, in which terrorism, fanaticism, and patriotism played a part. The climax
came with the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple in 70 CE. The casualties at Jerusalem were so heavy
because of the refugees who had sought safety there and the pilgrims coming to worship at the Temple, who
were slaughtered by the Romans.
The Nazarenes had their headquarters in Jerusalem. There is no doubt that the early disciples were Jewish and
considered Yahshua the promised Messiah. Their message was one of the Messiah, son of David and would
have stirred up an eager response from the Jewish people who longed to be free from Rome.
Ya’akov, the brother of Yahshua, had presided over their councils and affairs until his murder in 62 CE. The
Nazarenes fled Jerusalem and crossed the Jordan during the Jewish Wars. The Nazarenes were scattered around
Yisrael, but many were killed in the invasion of Jerusalem by the Romans. Josephus reports they inhabited
places such as Caesarea, Lydda, Joppa, and of course the Galilee region.
At the beginning of the Jewish revolt the Gentiles in Caesarea massacred over 20,000 Nazarenes and Jews in
one hour, and Caesarea was completely emptied of any Jews. In Lydda fifty Jews were killed and the town
burned to the ground (the inhabitants had fled). Galilee suffered greatly also as it was the home of the Jewish
resistance movement. The Romans killed any of age to bear arms against them, burned the fields, and pillaged
the properties of the people. Galilee became a scene of fire and blood. The slaughter was so bad that it is
reported that the Sea of Galilee turned red with blood and was covered with corpses. We can see that most of
the early Nazarenes perished during the revolt against Rome. This was the setting for the writing of the Gospels.
All were written after the Jewish revolts. It is then natural to see why they had to represent the Romans in a
good light and cast the Jews in the role of the enemy of their “Jesus” and the ‘Christians”.
The Jewish wars were fought with a messianic impetus, and the effects of the wars were profound upon the
early followers of Yahshua. The followers of Yahshua were now primarily “Gentiles” and the influence of the
Nazarenes was diminished opening the door for the intrusion of pagan beliefs and compromise. It began to
attract the Greek speaking non-Jews from polytheism.
The Jewish Zealots acting as apostles were seeking to enlist support among the Jews in the Diaspora. These
apostles did not get much of a response in the cities in the West because the Jews there were enjoying the
privileges they had under Roman rule, and did not want to see the Romans leave Yisrael and leave the Jews in
the West at the mercies of the Greeks. The Romans knew what was going on and the Roman emperor Claudius
(41-54 CE) wrote to the Jews of Alexandria not to entertain any itinerant Jews from Syria (of which Judea was a
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part) lest they be seen as traitors. All foreign Jews were expelled from Rome due to their messianic message of
revolution.
In the latter part of the Book of Acts, taking place under the more tolerant Emperor Trajan, in its efforts to
placate the Romans, does not conceal the truth, but does try to disguise it in claiming the Messianic message
was misrepresented by its Jewish traducers. The Jews in the Greek cities attacked Shaul in his journeys because
they believed him to be a Zealot agitator, since they were proclaiming the Messiah.29 Shaul was finally indicted
at Caesarea before the Roman Governor Felix as a ringleader of the Nazarene party.30 Shaul was proclaiming
the resurrection of the Messiah, which could be equally understood as “Messianic uprising”. The Romans
believed that since Shaul had establish groups of Nazarenes in various cities, these sleeper cells of conspiracy
could be used for collecting funds to take to the Nazarenes in Judea, which could be used for the purchase of
weapons.
The Nazarene message preached by Shaul appealed to the slaves and under-privileged. Many of them were of
low morality, factious, restless, and disaffected. No doubt many were antagonistic towards Rome and more than
willing to take part in any subversive activities. The Romans were no fools, so they must have had some reasons
to view the Nazarene movement with some suspect of harboring terrorists against Rome. After the first Jewish
revolt the Romans did not outlaw Judaism, but they did ban the Nazarenes. The Nazarenes, coming from a
Messianic Jewish sect, could be considered a threat due to their preaching of their propaganda on behalf of an
asserted king and Jewish Messiah named Yahshua. If the Nazarenes and their converts refused to burn incense
to the image of Caesar, it was to be put down as a treasonable sect. The Nazarenes proclaimed allegiance to
another king other than Caesar and taught that Yahshua’s soon return would destroy the Romans and establish
the Kingdom governed by the Messiah and his people.31

29

Acts 17:6-7 And not finding them, they drew Jason and certain brothers before the city judges, crying, These who have turned the
world upside down have come here too, whom Jason has received. And these all act contrary to the decrees of Caesar, saying that
there is another king, Yahshua.

30

Act 24:5 For we have found this man pestilent, and moving rebellion among all the Jews throughout the world, and a ringleader of
the sect of the Nazarenes,

31

An ancient Jewish prayer that is still prayed today focuses entirely on YHWH’s kingdom. The name, “Aleinu” is the first word of
the prayer and is pronounced “Ah-LAY-nu.” It means, literally, “it is upon us,” which means “we must” or “it is our duty to.”
Scholarly sources believe that this beautiful prayer pre-dates Yahshua, so that he himself would have prayed it. Even today it is prayed
at the conclusion of every service, and is especially prominent on Rosh Hashanah when it is traditional to focus on YHWHs kingship
over the world. Through the prayer the worshipper exalts YHWH as his or her king, and prays that all the world will repent and do the
same. “It is our duty to praise the Master of all, to acclaim the greatness of the One who forms all creation. For Elohim did not make
us like the nations of other lands, and did not make us the same as other families of the Earth. Elohim did not place us in the same
situations as others, and our destiny is not the same as anyone else's. And we bend our knees, and bow down, and give thanks, before
the Ruler, the Ruler of Rulers, the Holy One, Blessed is Elohim. The One who spread out the heavens, and made the
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The whole Roman Empire was at this time knit together by an Imperial cult, which combined the worship of
the Sun with the worship of the Emperor. The Sun cult had developed during the reign of Augustus, who
accepted deification and authorized the building of temples in which he was worshipped. He was formerly
decreed to be the son of god by the Senate. Gaius Caligula (37-41 CE) was obsessed with the idea of his deity,
as was Domitian (81-96 CE). This concept would play an important part when the Romans changed the Jewish
concept of the Messiah into “Jesus Christ the Son of God”. In view of the Imperial cult it was bound to happen
that for the non-Jewish “Christians” the Jewish concept of the Messiah would be transformed into the “Lord
Christ”, like the lord Serapis, savior and son of god.32
Even the word “evangelion (Gospel) in Greek translates to the Hebrew “besorah (good news/glad tidings)”,
and “basar (to give out glad tidings)”. The Glad Tidings awaiting Yisrael was the news that the Messiah and his
Kingdom was imminent. This “good news” was spread by the apostles throughout Judea and the other areas
where Jews could be found. The message was that YHWH would save His people in their distress by the hand
of His Messiah and demonstrate His Kingdom over all the nations. All nations would acknowledge YHWH,
cease their idolatry, observe the Torah, and cease from war. The Gospel of the early Nazarenes was none other
than this Gospel, the proclamation of the Kingdom of YHWH and His Messiah King.
We can see that the early Nazarene faith was a Jewish religious/political Messianic movement, having been
birthed in the Land of Yisrael at a very critical moment in Jewish history, and that its development as a new
religion was conceived in a pagan environment found in the Roman Sun cult and emperor worship. It became
transformed by the assimilation of pagan ideas and modes of thought. In the process it ceased to be a reliable
source for its own beginnings, so much so that it is with enormous difficulty the average Christian can know the
true roots of this new religion.

foundations of the Earth, and whose precious dwelling is in the heavens above, and whose powerful Presence is in the highest heights.
YHWH is our Elohim, there is none else. Our Elohim is truth, and nothing else compares. As it is written in Your Torah: "And you
shall know today, and take to heart, that YHWH is the only Elohim, in the heavens above and on Earth below. There is no other."
Therefore we put our hope in You, YHWH our Elohim, to soon see the glory of Your strength, to remove all idols from the Earth,
and to completely cut off all false elohim; to repair the world, Your holy empire. And for all living flesh to call Your name, and for
all the wicked of the Earth to turn to You. May all the world's inhabitants recognize and know that to You every knee must
bend and every tongue must swear loyalty. Before You, YHWH, our Elohim, may all bow down, and give honor to Your precious
name, and may all take upon themselves the yoke of Your rule. And may You reign over them soon and forever and always. Because
all rule is Yours alone and You will rule in honor forever and ever. As it is written in Your Torah: "YHWH will reign forever and
ever." And it is said: "YHWH will be Ruler over the whole Earth, and on that day, Elohim will be One, and Elohim's name will be
One.” –The Aleinu Prayer
32

Professor Max Miller tells us emphatically that anyone who uses terms such as 'logos' or 'the word', 'monogenes' or 'the onlybegotten', 'protokos' or 'the first-born', 'hyios tou theou' or 'the Son of God' has 'borrowed the very germs of his religious thought from
Greek philosophy'. The writings of early Christians, including the New Testament, are rife with such Pagan concepts, which go
unnoticed because they are disguised by poor English translations of the original Greek. The language used by early Christianity is in
fact so similar to that of the Mysteries that we often cannot tell from burial inscriptions whether the deceased was a Christian or a
Pagan!
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The 13th Apostle-Constantine33
One of the major players in this great cover-up was Eusebius. He compiled legends, fabrications, and his own
imagination to record the only early history of “Christianity” that exists today. He was not a true historian, but
Constantine’s mythmaker. Any future historical claims were based upon his writings, because very little other
information exists in written form. Much of what he wrote is self-created out of the myths in his own mind.
Thus his “facts” have been handed down for centuries as an accurate history of that period. Any writings that
dispute his accounts are called “heretical” and have been eradicated by the Roman Church. Eusebius was
employed by the Roman Emperor Constantine, who made Christianity the state religion of the Empire and gave
Literalist Christianity the power it needed to begin the final eradication of Paganism and Gnosticism.
Constantine wanted 'one God, one religion' to consolidate his claim of 'one Empire, one Emperor'. He oversaw
the creation of the Nicene Creed - the article of faith repeated in churches to this day as a loyalty oath to
Constantinian Christianity. Christians who refused to assent to this creed were banished from the Empire or
otherwise silenced. Anything different was deemed heresy and to be exterminated.
This 'Christian' Emperor then returned home from Nicaea and had his wife suffocated and his son murdered.
He deliberately remained unbaptized until his deathbed so that he could continue his atrocities and still receive
forgiveness of sins and a guaranteed place in heaven by being baptized at the last moment. Although he had his
'spin doctor' Eusebius compose a suitably obsequious biography for him, he was actually a monster - just like
many Roman Emperors before him. Is it really at all surprising that a 'history' of the origins of Christianity
created by an employee in the service of a Roman tyrant should turn out to be a pack of lies? Elaine Pagels, one
of the foremost academic authorities on early Christianity, writes:
•

'It is the winners who write history - their way. No wonder, then, that the traditional accounts of the
origins of Christianity first defined the terms (naming themselves "orthodox" and their opponents
"heretics"); then they proceeded to demonstrate - at least to their own satisfaction - that their triumph
was historically inevitable, or, in religious terms, "guided by the Holy Spirit". But the discoveries [of the
Gnostic gospels] at Nag Hammadi reopen fundamental questions.’

History is indeed written by the victors. The creation of an appropriate history has always been part of the
arsenal of political manipulation. The Roman Church created a history of the triumph of Literalist Christianity
33

"Christians claim to follow the teachings of the one they call Jesus Christ, but their traditions today are radically different
than the original teachings of that man. The process of the development of Christianity is a long and complicated one, but there are a
number of key influential figures who played a crucial role in it. While most are familiar with the names of the 12 apostles, they are
usually unfamiliar with the one who claimed to be the 13th, Constantine the Great, the first Holy Roman Emperor."-The Thirteenth
Disciple Constantine and The Trinity by Nozrem ha Brit
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in much the same partisan way that Hollywood created tales of 'cowboys and Indians' to relate 'how the West
was won' not 'how the West was lost'. 34History is not simply related, it is created. Ideally, the motivation is to
explain historical evidence and come to an accurate understanding of how the present has been created by the
past. All too often, however, it is simply to glorify and justify the status quo. Such histories conceal as much as
they reveal. To dare to question a received history is not easy. It is difficult to believe that something which you
have been told is true from childhood could actually be a product of falsification and fantasy. 35
It is easy to believe that something must be true because everyone else believes it. But the truth often only
comes to light by daring to question the unquestionable, by doubting ideas which are so commonly believed that
they are taken for granted. The Vatican was constructed upon the site of an ancient Pagan sanctuary because the
new is always built upon the old.36 In the same way Christianity itself has as its foundations the Pagan
spirituality that preceded it. It is only because the conventional history has been so widely believed for so long
that this idea could be seen as heretical and shocking.37
Christianity is not some creation of “Jesus” 2,000 years ago but is a patchwork of ancient motifs, legends,
myths, and pagan practices38 found throughout the world centuries before Yahshua and Second Temple period

34

The Church Triumphant began to vest herself with the raiment of the world. The state became the protector. With this came not
only power, but also wealth. Accumulation of the latter was no longer regarded solely for the purpose of helping the poor. It became
a visible testimony to her newly found status; a necessity which went with her prestige and mounting strength and power. This was
reflected in the multiplying erection of prestigious cathedrals, the opulence of the vestments of her prelates, the magnificence of her
liturgy. Parallel with these grew unchecked worldly pride, also mounting greed for earthly riches. The two begot lack of charity,
which turned soon into blatant intolerance. Pagan temples were either closed, transformed into Christian shrines or demolished.
Their properties were summarily added to the Church’s patrimony. The wealth of sundry religions was mercilessly expropriated,
their clergy dismissed or persecuted, when not civilly or even physically obliterated. This transfer of political might made an easy
transition into acquisitional power, the Roman Catholic Church set out in earnest to promote a policy of swift appropriation of real
estate, of highly remunerative governmental posts, and even of speculative monetary and commercial enterprises.
35
You don't hear about Christianity's Pagan origins because the story that survived antiquity was Eusebius' Roman Catholic version,
written by a Roman Christians, for Roman Christians.
36
"From the time of Constantine onward, the worship of the Roman Catholic Church, in its forms and ceremonies, has been
more clearly identified with the paganism of Ancient Rome, than with the religion of the New Testament. The customs of pagan
religion were only baptized with Christian names." -Paganism Surviving in Christianity By Abram Herbert Lewis "The Control of
Christianity by the State Under Constantine and his Successors" Chapter X; pg. 210
37
Justin Martyr, one of the first Christian historians and defenders, wrote: ‘When we say that he, Jesus Christ, our teacher, was
produced without sexual union, was crucified and died, and rose again, and ascended into Heaven, we propound nothing different
from what you believe regarding those who you esteem Sons of Jupiter.’ In a different writing, Justin Martyr said, ‘He was born of a
virgin; accept this in common with what you believe of Perseus.’ It’s obvious that Justin and other early Christians knew how similar
Christianity was to the Pagan religions. However, Justin had a solution. As far as he was concerned, the Devil did it. The Devil had the
foresight to come before Christ, and create his characteristics in the Pagan world. Celsus, a second-century Greek Philosopher, did not
hold back his criticisms of various supernatural Christian claims: “Are these distinctive happenings unique to the Christians—and if
so, how are they unique? Or are ours to be accounted myths and theirs believed? What reasons do the Christians give for the
distinctiveness of their beliefs? In truth there is nothing at all unusual about what the Christians believe, except that they believe it to
the exclusion of more comprehensive truths about God.”
38
There is no consistent, reasoned analysis of the evidence that can pick out Christianity as fundamentally different from other ancient
Pagan religions. Christianity is an ancient Pagan religion.
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Judaism.39 Many of the ideas found in the mystery cults and Babylonian/ Egyptian/Greco-Roman mythology40
contain elements which are found in modern Christianity.

41

It has inherited much of the philosophy, customs,

and flavor of the pagan Hellenistic world. Most of the methods of Biblical interpretation stemmed from
Hellenism.42 Even the famous Christian theologian Reinhold Niebuhr said the following statement:
•

“The Christian faith is an amalgam of Hebraic and Hellenistic elements.” Pious and Secular America,p.108

39

Like many of the beliefs and rites of Romanism, transubstantiation was first practiced by pagan religions. The noted historian
Durant said that belief in transubstantiation as practiced by the priests of the Roman Catholic system is "one of the oldest ceremonies
of primitive religion." The Story of Civilization, p. 741. “The syncretism and mysticism of the Middle East were great factors in
influencing the West, particularly Italy.” Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius, Dill. “In Egypt priests would consecrate
mest cakes which were supposed to become the flesh of Osiris.” Encyclopedia of Religions, Vol. 2, p. 76. “The idea of
transubstantiation was also characteristic of the religion of Mithra whose sacraments of cakes and Haoma drink closely parallel the
Catholic Eucharistic rite. The idea of eating the flesh of deity was most popular among the people of Mexico and Central America
long before they ever heard of Christ; and when Spanish missionaries first landed in those countries "their surprise was heightened,
when they witnessed a religious rite which reminded them of communion...an image made of flour...and after consecration by priests,
was distributed among the people who ate it...declaring it was the flesh of deity..." Prescott's Mexico, Vol. 3.The early believers for
the first three hundred years remained somewhat pure and faithful to the TaNaK, but after the pseudo-conversion of Constantine, who
for political expedience declared Christianity the state religion, thousands of pagans were admitted to the church by baptism alone
without true conversion. They brought with them pagan rites which they boldly introduced into the church with Christian terminology,
thus corrupting the primitive faith. Even the noted Catholic prelate and theologian, Cardinal Newman, tells us that Constantine
introduced many things of pagan origin: "We are told in various ways by Eusebius, that Constantine, in order to recommend the new
religion to the heathen, transferred into it the outward ornaments to which they had been accustomed in their own...The use of
temples, and these dedicated to particular saints, and ornamented on occasions with branches of trees; incense, lamps, and candles;
votive offerings on recovery from illness; holy water; asylums; holydays and seasons, use of calendars, processions, blessings on
fields, sacerdotal vestments, the tonsure, the ring in marriage, turning to the East, images at a later date, perhaps the ecclesiastical
chant, and the Kyrie Eleison, are all of pagan origin, and sanctified by their adoption into the Church." An Essay on the
Development of Christian Doctrine, pp. 359, 360. This unholy alliance also allowed the continuance of the pagan custom of eating
and drinking the literal flesh and literal blood of their god. This is actually how transubstantiation entered the professing church.
40

“Krishna, Mithra of Persia, Quexalcote of Mexico, the Chinese savior Xaca, Ya, the Chinese monarch, Plato, Pythagoras,
Tamerlane, Gengis Khan, Apollonius of Tyana and Augustus Caesar, were all supposed to have been the product of immaculate
conceptions.Krishna, Mithra of Persia, Quexalcote of Mexico, Chris of Chaldea, Quirinus of Rome, Prometheus, Osiris of Egypt, Atys
of Phrygia, all rose from the dead after three days. At the birth of Confucius, five wise men from a distance came to the house,
celestial music filled the air, and angels attended the scene. The Sacrament or Eucharist was practiced by the Brahmins of India, and
was introduced into the mysteries of Mithras, as well as among the Mexicans. The concept of the 'Trinity' is Hindu. The Sanskrit term
is 'Trimurti', meaning 'three bodies in one godhead'. In the Hindu trinity, it was Siva; the other members of the trinity being Brahma
and Vishnu. In the Mexican trinity, Y Zona was the Father, Bascal the Word, and Echvah the Holy Ghost, by the last of whom
Chimalman conceived and brought forth Quexalcote.] Other 'mythologies' that compare in one form or another includes Hercules,
Mithra, Hermes, Prometheus, Perseus and others compare to the Christian myth. According to Patrick Campbell of The Mythical
Jesus, all are pre-Christian sun gods, yet all allegedly had gods for fathers, virgins for mothers; had their births announced by stars;
were born on the solstice around December 25th; had tyrants who tried to kill them in their infancy; met violent deaths; rose from the
dead; and nearly all were worshiped by "wise men" and were alleged to have fasted for forty days.” [McKinsey, Chapter 5]
41
Christian and Muslim beliefs concerning G-d and Satan, the soul, heaven and hell, the virgin birth of the savior, the slaughter of the
innocents, resurrection, the final judgment, etc. were all derived from Zoroastrianism. A Saoshyant (savior) will be born of a virgin,
but of the lineage of the Prophet Zoroaster who will raise the dead and judge everyone in a final judgment. Dualism will come to an
end and Goodness will be all in all... This is a theme that is seen in many world religions.
42
Most scholars of religion, particularly of Christian religion, are Christians. Liberal or conservative (bible-wise), their scholarship
isn't about whether Christianity is true. Their scholarship is about how Christianity is true. Being scholars, they've heard about
Christianity's Pagan origins, but being Christians, they don't believe it. You're not going to hear about Christianity's Pagan origins
from them.
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The religious philosophy of Hellenism was rejected by the majority of Jews, just as they spurned other pagan
religions. Judaism and Hellenism battled each other in Judea, Samaria, and Galilee during the Maccabean Wars.
Most of the Greek culture and influence did not penetrate into the Jewish society of Judea until after 70 C.E.
There was intense rivalry between the Jews and the Greeks in the Roman Empire for cultural dominance.
Traditional Greek anti-Semitism derived from a conviction of the superiority of their culture to that of the Jews.
They ridiculed the Jews observance of the Sabbath, circumcision, and dietary laws of the Torah. The Greeks
brought into Christianity a residue of pagan anti-Semitism.
The Ancient Nazarene Historian and commentator Gish’fa (Hegesippus) (180 CE) writes of the time following
the death of Shim'on, who succeeded Ya'akov HaTzaddik as Nasi of the Nazarene Sanhedrin and who died in 98
CE:
•

Up to that period (98 CE) the Assembly had remained like a virgin pure and uncorrupted: for, if there
were any persons who were disposed to tamper with the wholesome rule of the preaching of salvation,
they still lurked in some dark place of concealment or other. But, when the sacred band of Emissaries
had in various ways closed their lives, and that generation of men to whom it had been vouchsafed to
listen to the G-dlike Wisdom with their own ears had passed away, then did the confederacy of godless
error take its rise through the treachery of false teachers, who, seeing that none of the apostles any
longer survived, at length attempted with bare and uplifted head to oppose the preaching of the truth by
preaching "knowledge falsely so called." (Hegesippus the Nazarene; c. 185 CE Eusebius; Eccl.
Hist.3:32)
Follow the Roman Road

The so-called “Donation of Constantine” used by the church in the eighth century to establish its authority in secular
affairs, is a blatant forgery

and all the traditional Christian historians’ accounts of Constantine’s contribution to

Christianity are erroneous. The true history of Christianity begins with the so-called “conversion” of the Roman

emperor Constantine and the Council of Nicea in 325 C.E. and not the Bible. This event marks the true birthday
of the person called “Jesus Christ”. In fact, for the first 150 years of so-called “Christianity” the only
authoritative Scripture was the TaNaK because the “New Testament” did not exist.43
In 321 C.E. Constantine became the first Christian Emperor. Although his motivation was clearly political, not
spiritual, many years after the event he claimed that his conversion had come about through a holy vision. On

43

The earliest fragment of the Gospel of John dates around 125 C.E. In fact the N.T. was not settled until the Councils of Hippo and
Carthage on 393 & 397 C.E. - over 360 years after the events happened.
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the eve of battle, he and 'all the troops' had seen a 'sign of the cross'44 in the noonday sky, inscribed with the
words 'By this conquer.' This was not the familiar Christian cross,45 however, but the Pagan 'chi-rho' symbol.
Having gone to bed wondering what the sign in the sky had meant, Constantine had been visited in his dreams
by Christ, who was bearing the same symbol, and who commanded him to 'use its likeness in his engagements
with the enemy’. Constantine emblazoned the emblem on his troops' shields, won the battle as promised and
became a Christian. If he is to be believed, it would seem that Jesus the 'Prince of Peace' won over the most
terrible Empire of the ancient world by offering its Emperor a magical military talisman! The chi-rho
monogram originated in Pagan papyri where scholars used it as a sign to mark prophetic passages with 'chi-rho',
standing for the Greek chreston, meaning 'auspicious'. With Constantine's conversion to Christianity, the chi-

44

Dr. Bullinger, in the Companion Bible, appx. 162, states, "crosses were used as symbols of the Babylonian Sun-god ... It should be
stated that Constantine was a Sun-god worshipper ... The evidence is thus complete, that the Lord was put to death upon an upright
stake, and not on two pieces of timber placed at any angle." Rev. Alexander Hislop, The Two Babylons, pp. 197-205, frankly calls
the cross "this Pagan symbol ... the Tau, the sign of the cross, the indisputable sign of Tammuz, the false Messiah ... the mystic Tau of
the Cladeans (Babylonians) and Egyptians - the true original form of the letter T the initial of the name of Tammuz ... the Babylonian
cross was the recognized emblem of Tammuz." In the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th edition, vol. 14, p. 273, we read, "In the
Egyptian churches the cross was a pagan symbol of life borrowed by the Christians and interpreted in the pagan manner." Jacob
Grimm, in his Deutsche Mythologie, says that the Teutonic (Germanic) tribes had their idol Thor, symbolized by a hammer, while the
Roman Christians had their crux (cross). It was thus somewhat easier for the Teutons to accept the Roman Cross. Numerous other
sects of India also used the sign of the cross as a mark on their followers' heads. "The cross thus widely worshipped, or regarded as a
'sacred emblem', was the unequivocal symbol of Bacchus, the Babylonian Messiah, for he was represented with a head-band covered
with crosses.”It was also the symbol of Jupiter Foederis in Rome. Furthermore, we read of the cross on top of the temple of Serapis,
the Sun-deity of Alexandria. The ancient Egyptians also adopted the cross as a religious symbol of their pagan gods. Countless
Egyptian drawings depict themselves holding crosses in their hands. Among them, the Egyptian savior Horus is depicted holding a
cross in his hand. He is also depicted as an infant sitting on his mother's knee with a cross on the seat they occupy. The most common
of the crosses used by these pagan Egyptians, the CRUX ANSATA, was later adopted by the Christians. The Egyptian savior, Osiris,
the Egyptian god of the dead and the underworld, is sometimes represented holding out this cross to mortals signifying that this person
has discarded mortality for the life to come. Another cross has been unearthed in Ireland. It belongs to the cult of the Persian god of
the sun "Mithra" and bears a crucified effigy. The Greeks and Romans too adopted the cross as their religious symbol many centuries
before Christianity did the same. An ancient inscription in Tessaly is accompanied by a Calvary cross. More crosses can be found to
adorn the tomb of king Midas in Phrygia. The above references may be referred to for many more examples Greek dictionaries,
lexicons and other study books also declare the primary meaning of stauros to be an upright pale, pole or stake. The secondary
meaning of "cross" is admitted by them to be a "later" rendering. At least two of them do not even mention "cross” and only render the
meaning as "pole or stake". In spite of this strong evidence and proof that the word stauros should have been translated "stake", and
the verb stauroo to have been translated "impale", almost all the common versions of the Scriptures persist with the Latin Vulgate's
crux (cross), a fallacious "later" rendering of the Greek stauros. The indisputable sign of Tammuz, the mystic Tau of the Babylonians
and Egyptians, was brought into the Church chiefly because of Constantine, and has since been adored with all the homage due only to
the Most High. It will come as a surprise to many that the first known figure of a god on a cross is a likeness of the sun god Orpheus
from some three centuries B.C.E. The crucifix on the amulet on the cover of The Jesus Mysteries, by Freke and Gandy, clearly
depicts this image. (Tom Harper, The Pagan Christ, pp. 45-46). "That which is now called the Christian cross was originally no
Christian emblem at all, but was the mystic Tau of the Chaldeans and Egyptians -- the true original form of the letter T -- the initial of
the name of Tammuz .That mystic Tau was marked in baptism on the foreheads of those initiated in the Mysteries, and was used in
every variety of way as a most sacred symbol. The Vestal virgins of Pagan Rome wore it suspended from their necklaces, as the nuns
do now. The Egyptians did the same. There is hardly a Pagan tribe where the cross has not been found. The cross was worshipped by
the Pagan Celts long before the incarnation and death of Christ”.
45

In Alexandria the birth of Osiris-Dionysus was celebrated January 6 the same day the Armenian Church celebrates the birth of the
“Christ child.”Those taking part in the ceremonies went to a cavern from which they took an image of the god carved in wood and
marked the “sign of the cross on their hands, knees, and head.” They also announced that: “Today at this hour the virgin Kore has
given birth to Aion.”
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rho (X + P)46 became interpreted as an abbreviation for Christ. This symbol therefore had a double meaning,
one for Pagans and one for Christians, which suited Constantine's purposes perfectly.

46

The symbol was in use long before Christianity, and X (Chi) probably stood for Great Fire or Sun, and P (Rho) probably stood for
Pater or Patah (Father). After Constantine had the "vision of the cross", he and his army promoted another variety of the cross, the
Chi-Rho or Labarum. This has subsequently been explained as representing the first letters of the name Christos, the being the Greek
for "Ch" and the being the Greek for "r". Again, this emblem had a pagan origin. The identical symbols were found as inscriptions on
a rock, dating from the year ca. 2 500 B.C.E., being interpreted as "a combination of two Sun-symbols", as the Ax or Hammer-symbol
of the Sun- or Sky-deity, and the or as the ancient symbol of the Sun, both of these signs having a sensual or fertility meaning as well.
The list of the deathless mortals who suffered for man that he might receive the boon of eternal life is an imposing one. Among those
connected historically or allegorically with a crucifixion are Prometheus, Adonis, Apollo, Arys, Bacchus, Buddha, Christna, Horus,
Indra, Ixion, Mithras, Osiris, Pythagoras, Quetzalcoatl, Semiramis, and Jupiter. Concerning the crucifixion of the Persian Mithras, J. P.
Lundy has written: "Dupuis tells us that Mithra was put to death by crucifixion, and rose again on the 25th of March. In the Persian
Mysteries the body of a young man, apparently dead, was exhibited, which was feigned to be restored to life. By his sufferings he was
believed to have worked their salvation, and on this account he was called their Savior. His priests watched his tomb to the midnight
of the vigil of the 25th of March, with loud cries, and in darkness; when all at once the light burst forth from all parts, the priest cried,
Rejoice, O sacred initiated, your God is risen. His death, his pains, and sufferings, have worked your salvation." (See Monumental
Christianity.). The East Indian equivalent of Christ is the immortal Christna, who, sitting in the forest playing his flute, charmed the
birds and beasts by his music. It is supposed that this divinely inspired Savior of humanity was crucified upon a tree by his enemies,
but great care has been taken to destroy any evidence pointing in that direction. Louis Jacolliot, in his book The Bible in India, thus
describes the death of Christna: "Christna understood that the hour had come for him to quit the earth, and return to the bosom of him
who had sent him. Forbidding his disciples to follow him, he went, one day, to make his ablutions on the banks of the Ganges.
Arriving at the sacred river, he plunged himself three times therein, then, kneeling, and looking to heaven, he prayed, expecting death.
In this position he was pierced with arrows by one of those whose crimes he had unveiled, and who, hearing of his journey to the
Ganges, had, with generation. a strong troop, followed with the design of assassinating him. The body of the God-man was suspended
to the branches of a tree by his murderer, that it might become the prey of vultures. News of the death having spread, the people came
in a crowd conducted by Ardjouna, the dearest of the disciples of Christna, to recover his sacred remains. But the mortal frame of the
redeemer had disappeared--no doubt it had regained the celestial abodes and the tree to which it had been attached had become
suddenly covered with great red flowers and diffused around it the sweetest perfume." Other accounts of the death of Christna declare
that he was tied to a cross-shaped tree before the arrows were aimed at him. The existence in Moor's The Hindu Pantheon of a plate
of Christna with nail wounds in his hands and feet, and a plate in Inman's Ancient Faiths showing an Oriental deity with what might
well be a nail hole in one of his feet, should be sufficient motive for further investigation of this subject by those of unbiased minds.
Concerning the startling discoveries which can be made along these lines, J. P. Lundy in his Monumental Christianity presents the
following information: "Where did the Persians get their notion of this prophecy as thus interpreted respecting Christ, and His saving
mercy and love displayed on the cross? Both by symbol and actual crucifix we see it on all their monuments. If it came from India,
how did it get there, except from the one common and original centre of all primitive and pure religion? There is a most extraordinary
plate, illustrative of the whole subject, which representation I believe to be anterior to Christianity. It is copied from Moor's Hindu
Pantheon, not as a curiosity, but as a most singular monument of the crucifixion. I do not venture to give it a name, other than that of a
crucifixion in space. Can it be the Victim-Man, or the Priest and Victim both in one, of the Hindu mythology, who offered himself a
sacrifice before the worlds were? Can it be Plato's second God who impressed himself on the universe in the form of the cross? Or is it
his divine man who would be scourged, tormented, fettered, have his eyes burnt out; and lastly, having suffered all manner of evils,
would be crucified? Plato learned his theology in Egypt and the East, and must have known of the crucifixion of Krishna, Buddha,
Mithra [et al]. At any rate, the religion of India had its mythical crucified victim long anterior to Christianity. One of the most
remarkable of the crucified World Saviors is the Central American god of the winds, or the Sun, Quetzalcoatl, concerning whose
activities great secrecy was maintained by the Indian priests of Mexico and Central America. This strange immortal, whose name
means feathered snake, appears to have come out of the sea, bringing with him a mysterious cross. On his garments were embellished
clouds and red crosses. In his honor, great serpents carved from stone were placed in different parts of Mexico. The cross of
Quetzalcoatl became a sacred symbol among the Mayas, and according to available records the Maya Indian angels had crosses of
various pigments painted on their foreheads. Similar crosses were placed over the eyes of those initiated into their Mysteries. When
Cortez arrived in Mexico, he brought with him the cross. Recognizing this, the natives believed that he was Quetzalcoatl returned, for
the latter had promised to come back in the infinite future and redeem his people. In Anacalypsis, Godfrey Higgins throws some light
on the cross and its symbolism in America: "The Incas had a cross of very fine marble or beautiful jasper, highly polished, of one
piece, three-fourths of an ell in length, and three fingers in width and thickness. It was kept in a sacred chamber of a palace, and held
in great veneration. The Spaniards enriched this cross with gold and jewels, and placed it in the cathedral of Cuzco. Mexican temples
are in the form of a cross, and face the four cardinal points. Quexalcoatl is represented in the paintings of the Codex Borgianus nailed
to the cross. Sometimes even the two thieves are there crucified with him. In Vol. II. plate 75, the God is crucified in the Heavens, in a
circle of nineteen figures, the number of the Metonic cycle. A serpent is depriving him of the organs of generation. In the Codex
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Constantine was above all a pragmatist. His Christianity was only prominent when it His Christianity was only
prominent when it was politically expedient. When the victory he had been promised in his vision was honored
with a monument, the inscription made no reference to Christianity and depicted Roman soldiers receiving
divine assistance from the usual Pagan heavenly helpers. Despite his miraculous conversion to Christianity,
Constantine had his own head put on the massive statue of the sun god47 Helios in the forum in Rome and had
coins minted which depicted him alongside Helios and he still accepted the title of Pontifex Maximus, the high
priest of the Pagan world - as did all Christian Emperors up until 382 C.E.
We have to remember that Constantine had one obsessive goal and that was unity-unity of politics, religion,
and territory. A cult religion that would be all inclusive would help achieve his goal. He deliberately blurred
distinctions between Christianity, Mithraism, and Sol Invictus- deliberately chose not to see any points of
contention between them. His “Jesus Christ” could be recognized as the earthly representation of Sol Invictus.
He could build a church building in one part of the city and, in another, erect statues of the Mother Goddess
Cybele and Sol Invictus, the sun-god- the latter of course being in his own likeness, with his features.48

Borgianus, (pp. 4, 72, 73, 75,) the Mexican God is represented crucified and nailed to the cross, and in another place hanging to it,
with a cross in his hands. And in one instance, where the figure is not merely outlined, the cross is red, the clothes are colored, and
the face and hands quite black. If this was the Christianity of the German Nestorius, how came he to teach that the crucified Savior
was black? The name of the God who was crucified was Quexalcoatl.”
47
Many deities have been associated with the sun. The Greeks believed that Apollo, Bacchus, Dionysos, Sabazius, Hercules, Jason,
Ulysses, Zeus, Uranus, and Vulcan partook of either the visible or invisible attributes of the sun. The Norwegians regarded Balder the
Beautiful as a solar deity, and Odin is often connected with the celestial orb, especially because of his one eye. Among the Egyptians,
Osiris, Ra, Anubis, Hermes, and even the mysterious Ammon himself had points of resemblance with the solar disc. Isis was the
mother of the sun, and even Typhon, the Destroyer, was supposed to be a form of solar energy. The Egyptian sun myth finally
centered around the person of a mysterious deity called Serapis. The two Central American deities, Tezcatlipoca and Quetzalcoatl,
while often associated with the winds, were also undoubtedly solar gods. Among other allegories borrowed by Christianity from
pagan antiquity is the story of the beautiful, blue eyed Sun God, with His golden hair falling upon His shoulders, robed from head to
foot in spotless white and carrying in His arms the Lamb of God, symbolic of the vernal equinox. This handsome youth is a composite
of Apollo, Osiris, Orpheus, Mithras, and Bacchus, for He has certain characteristics in common with each of these pagan deities.
48
Armilus the anti-Messiah must be understood within the context assigned to him throughout Torah literature. He is said to be the
head of Edom, the King of Rome, and the ultimate enemy of Yisrael. Armilus thus is taught to both sit as head of the Catholic Church
and as head of the nations of United Europe, which today can be a reference to the European Union. As such Armilus will represent
that world body (the Christian Church) which claims to represent “Jesus Christ”... Armilus is thus said to be the anti-messiah, or as the
Christians refer to him, the “anti-Christ.” What makes the Christian term “anti-Christ” so ironic is that the Armilus “anti-Christ” is to
be the one who is to confront YHWH’s true Messiah, Yahshua. The Christians who believe their Jesus is “the Christ” are destined to
be led and ruled over by one who heads the Church as their Christ, but who in reality will be their own anti-Christ. During his political
reign none of this is to be apparent, at least until the true Messiah of Yisrael comes and destroys both Church and Jesus Christ (who is
the Armilus, anti-Christ). How ironic that the one whom the Christians believe will lead them to world dominance will be none other
than the archetype antagonist of both YHWH and Yisrael. To say it bluntly, the coming “Jesus Christ” will be the anti-Christ. How
ironic and unfortunate this will be for sincere, moral and otherwise good Christians around the world. Judging from this Midrash, the
Christians will have their long awaited second coming, only their Christ and anti-Christ will actually be one and the same person. Now
here is the greatest stroke of historical irony, Jesus the Christ will come to lead a modern day religious/secular new European empire
under the banner of what will become a re-organized Church. Jesus will sit upon his throne and as in the past lust to usurp the position
of his brother Yisrael. Thus, Armilus will attack Yisrael and Jerusalem. The Messiah of Yisrael will rise up to face him. A great battle
(Gog & Magog / Armageddon) will occur. Armilus is destined to wreck havoc on all those Jews who did not accept him as their
“Christ”. Much is to happen during this period of great travail. Yet, in the end, Armilus will meet his fate at the hands of the true
Messiah Ben David, Yahshua.
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The Council of Nicea was the attempt of Constantine to unify the various competing cults into one universal
“Catholic” church, controlled by Constantine and Rome. Rome claimed ultimate authority due to its
establishment by the rock Peter. The statue of Jupiter in Rome was renamed St. Peter and the other gods of cults
were turned into the apostles and other saints. The first edict in favor of the 'Venerable Day of the Sun"
(Sunday) was made at the Council of Nicea. Until this time, both followers of the Messiah and Jewish people
generally observed the seventh day Shabbat, according to the commandment. Constantine decreed that Sunday
would be a day of rest—a legal holiday. It appears that Constantine's intention in doing this was to honor the
god Mithras,49 the Unconquered Sun.'(He described Sunday as "the day of the sun.") Further demonstrating
Constantine's affinity with sun worship, excavations of St. Peter's in Rome uncovered a mosaic of Christ as the
Unconquered Sun."50
It was at the Council of Nicea that the names of “Jesus” and “Christ” were put together for the first time in the
phrase “Jesus Christ “or “ Christ Jesus”, uniting the two into one, Jesus representing the Hesus of the Druids,
Joshua of the Jews, Horus/Iusa of the Egyptians, and IES/Iesios of the Dionysians/Samothracians, and Christ

49

A savior born of a virgin on the 25th of December, birth attended by Magi (Persian priests or wise men) who followed a star from
the east, was baptized, taught, crucified, buried in a cave, sent to the underworld and resurrected three days later, at the time we now
call Easter, promising to return at the Last Judgment - Son of god, Lord of Light, member of the Holy Trinity. Of course we all know
who THAT is. Well, no, in fact we don't. "Mithras, God of the Morning, our trumpets weaken the wall; Rome is above the nations, but
thou art over all! Now as the names are answered, and the guards are marched away; Mithras, also a soldier, give us strength for the
day!" - Rudyard Kipling His name was Mithras and he was 'born' some seven centuries before the now-better-known figure who
inherited his titles. Mithraism was an offshoot of Persian Zoroastrianism, was a warrior cult dominant among Mede and Parthian
(Persian) armies encountered by Rome in its Eastern Campaigns. The Romans brought Mithras home with them, Latinized his name to
Sol Invictus, the Invincible Sun (or Son, as virtually all cultures of the period made no distinction between their 'son' and 'sun' gods),
and installed the transplanted religion into the Roman capitol. The cult of Sol Invictus was dominant in Rome from the first century
before the present era, and its ruling priesthood occupied the caverns under what is now the Vatican. Eventually the Christian Messiah
was merged with Sol Invictus (Mithras), resulting in the official 'Church of Rome'. "He who shall not eat of my body, nor drink of my
blood so that he may be one with me and I with him, shall not be saved." - Mithraic Communion.
50

“This assimilation of our Saviour to the Sun-deity was not difficult, for the pagans of the Roman Empire were steeped in Sunworship and they referred to their Sun deity as their "Lord" (Kurios). Helios, the Sun-deity, was called "the Lord (Kurios) of the
heaven and the earth." Indeed, certain historians have felt that Sun-worship has really given Sunday the name "Lord's day". A. Paiva
writes, "The first day of each week, Sunday, was consecrated to Mithra since times remote, as several authors affirm. Because the Sun
was god, the Lord par excellence, Sunday came to be called the Lord's day, as later was done by Christianity." Our Saviour was
called "Lord" (Kurios) and the Sun-deity was also called "Lord" (Kurios), the "Lord par excellence". So, the name-titles being easy to
unite, it made it easier to identify our Savior’s "day" with the day of the Sun-deity! Thus, civically the "venerable day of the Sun" was
legislated to be the rest-day. It now only remained for the Church to fall in line with the civil law of Constantine, who, although being
a Sun-worshipper, had already showed some affinity towards Christians, especially by ending their persecution. This change-over to
Sunday by the Church happened in the year 336 (some authorities give the date as 364) at the Council of Laodicea, Canon 29:
"Christians must not Judaize by resting on the Sabbath, but must work on that day honoring rather the Lord's Day by resting, if
possible, as Christians. However, if any shall be found Judaizing, let them be shut out from Christ." Bishop Eusebius (270-338 C.E.),
who worked with Constantine, admits the Church's decision to change from Sabbath to Sunday, "All things whatsoever that it was
duty to do on the Sabbath, these we have transferred to the Lord's Day." (Eusebius, Commentary on the Psalms, quoted by Moses
Stuart, Commentary on the Apocalypse, vol. II, 9.40.) The Church had succumbed, the fusion was virtually accomplished. The
Unconquered Sun, the Sun deity, was proving the merit of its name - it was invincible!”-C.J. Kostner, Come Out of Her My People
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representing the Krishna/Christos of India, the Messiah of the Jews, and KRST of Egypt, among others.51 The
name “Jesus Christ” NEVER appears in Greek or Latin prior to the Council of Nicea. Thus, all the pagan deities
where unified into a single person in “Jesus Christ”.52It is fair to say that Christianity as it exists today derives,
not from the teachings of the historical person Yahshua, but from the Council of Nicea. They had given birth to
the only begotten53 “Son of God”54 in the image of their pagan god-men.

51

Constantine's intention at Nicaea was to create an entirely new god for his empire who would unite all religious factions under one
deity. Presbyters were asked to debate and decide who their new god would be. Delegates argued among themselves, expressing
personal motives for inclusion of particular writings that promoted the finer traits of their own special deity. Throughout the meeting,
howling factions were immersed in heated debates, and the names of 53 gods were tabled for discussion. Constantine was the ruling
spirit at Nicaea and he ultimately decided upon a new god for them. To involve British factions, he ruled that the name of the great
Druid god, Hesus, be joined with the Eastern Savior-god, Krishna (Krishna is Sanskrit for Christ), and thus Hesus Krishna would be
the official name of the new Roman god. A vote was taken and it was with a majority show of hands (161 votes to 157) that both
divinities became one God. Following longstanding heathen custom, Constantine used the official gathering and the Roman
apotheosis decree to legally deify two deities as one, and did so by democratic consent. A new god was proclaimed and "officially"
ratified by Constantine (Acta Concilii Nicaeni, 1618). That purely political act of deification effectively and legally placed Hesus
and Krishna among the Roman gods as one individual composite. That abstraction lent Earthly existence to amalgamated doctrines
for the Empire's new religion; and because there was no letter "J" in alphabets until around the ninth century, the name subsequently
evolved into "Jesus Christ".
52

Who was this Chrestos or Chreston with which Christos became confused with? We have already seen that Chrestos was a common
Greek proper name, meaning "good". Further, we see in Pauly-Wissowa, Real Encyclopaedie, under "Chrestos", that the inscription
Chrestos is to be seen on a Mithras relief in the Vatican. We also read in J.M. Robertson, Christianity and Mythology, p. 331, that
Osiris, the Sun-deity of Egypt, was reverenced as Chrestos. We also read of the heretic Gnostics who used the name Chreistos. The
confusion, and syncretism, is further evidenced by the oldest Christian building known, the Synagogue of the Marcionites on Mt.
Hermon, built in the 3rd century, where the Messiah's title or appellation is spelt Chrestos. Justin Martyr (about 150 C.E.) said that
Christians were Chrestoi or "good". Tertullian and Lactantius inform us that "the common people usually called Christ Chrestos".
Clement of Alexandria, in the same age, said, "All who believe in Christ are called Chrestoi, that is 'good men.'"The word Christos
could even have been more acceptable to the Krishna-worshippers, because the name of Krishna was pronounced, and still is to the
present day, as Krista, in many parts of India.Thus, we can readily see that the word Christos was easier to convert the pagans with
than the word "Messiah", especially because of the anti-Judaism that prevailed among the pagans. The syncretism between Christos
and Chrestos (the Sun-deity Osiris), is further elucidated by the fact of Emperor Hadrian's report, who wrote, "There are there (in
Egypt) Christians who worship Serapis; and devoted to Serapis, are those who call themselves 'Bishops of Christ'."198 Serapis was
another Sun-deity who superseded Osiris in Alexandria.-C.J. Kostner, Come Out of Her My People
53

Yahshua, the man, did not pre-exist as a person as the church teaches. He was begotten by the Father. He was “brought forth” from
the Father in the womb of Miryam. He had to have a father and he is NOT the Father. So before Yahshua, the Messiah was begotten
by the Father, he had no existence. 1 Yochanan 4:2-3 It was only after his death that he became the mediator of the Renewed
Covenant with all Yisrael.
54

Son of God: A term applied to an angel or demigod, one of the mythological beings whose exploits are described in Gen. vi. 2-4,
and whose ill conduct was among the causes of the Flood; to a judge or ruler (Ps. lxxxii. 6, "children of the Most High"; in many
passages "gods" and "judges" seem to be equations; comp. Ex. xxi. 6 [R. V., margin] and xxii. 8, 9); and to the real or ideal king over
Israel (II Sam. vii. 14, with reference to David and his dynasty; comp. Ps. lxxxix. 27, 28). "Sons of God" and "children of God" are
applied also to Israel as a people (comp. Ex. iv. 22 and Hos. xi. 1) and to all members of the human race. Yet the term by no means
carries the idea of physical descent from, and essential unity with, God the Father. The Hebrew idiom conveys nothing further than a
simple expression of godlikeness. In fact, the term "son of God" is rarely used in Jewish literature in the sense of "Messiah." Though
in Sukkah 52a the words of Ps. ii. 7, 8 are put into the mouth of Messiah, son of David, he himself is not called "son of God." The
more familiar epithet is "King Messiah," based partly on this psalm (Gen. R. xliv.). In the Targum the of Ps. lxxx. 16 is rendered
(= "King Messiah"), while Ps. ii. 7 is paraphrased in a manner that removes the anthropomorphism of the Hebrew: "Thou
art beloved unto me, like a son unto a father, pure as on the day when I created thee."The Pious as Sons of God. The Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha contain a few passages in which the title "son of God" is given to the Messiah (see Enoch, cv. 2; IV Esdras vii. 28-29;
xiii. 32, 37, 52; xiv. 9); but the title belongs also to any one whose piety has placed him in a filial relation to God (see Wisdom ii. 13,
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Nicea, with its theological anti-Judaism, laid the groundwork for anti-Semitic legislation of later church
councils. The Council of Antioch (341 CE) prohibited Christians from celebrating Passover with the Jews. The
Council of Laodicea in the same century forbade Christians from observing the Sabbath. Christians were also
forbidden from receiving gifts from Jews or matzah from Jewish festivals and "impieties." When the Council of
Nicea took place, the Emperor Constantine:
Declared the Roman Sun-day to be the Christian Sabbath. Thus forever severing the ties to the Scriptural
Sabbath and YHWH’s people-Yisrael
-

Adopted the traditional birthday of the Sun-god, and the twenty-fifth of December,55 as the birthday of

Jesus56

16, 18; v. 5, where "the sons of God" are identical with "the saints"; comp. Ecclus. [Sirach] iv. 10). It is through such personal
relations that the individual becomes conscious of God's fatherhood, and gradually in Hellenistic and rabbinical literature "sonship to
God" was ascribed first to every Israelite and then to every member of the human race (Abot iii. 15, v. 20; Ber. v. 1;). The God-child
ship of man has been especially accentuated in modern Jewish theology, in sharp contradistinction to the Christian God-sonship of
Jesus. The application of the term "son of God" to the Messiah rests chiefly on Ps. ii. 7, and the other Messianic passages quoted
above. The phrase "the only begotten son" (John iii. 16) is merely another rendering for "the beloved son." The Septuagint translates
("thine only son") of Gen. xxii. 2 by "thy beloved son." But in this translation there is apparent a special use of the root
, of
frequent occurrence in rabbinical literature, as a synonym of
("choose," "elect"; see Bacher, "Die Aelteste Terminologie der
Jüdischen Schriftauslegung," s.v.); the "only begotten" thus reverts to the attribute of the "servant" who is the "chosen" one. It has
been noted that the Gospel of John and the First Epistle of John have given the term a meta-physical and dogmatic significance.
Undoubtedly the Alexandrian Logos concept has had a formative and dominant influence on the presentation of the doctrine of Jesus'
sonship in the Johannean writings. The Logos in Philo is designated as the "son of God"; the Logos is the first-born; God is the father
of the Logos ("De Agricultura Noe," § 12 [ed. Mangey, i. 308]; "De Profugis," § 20 [ed. Mangey, i. 562]). In all probability these
terms, while implying the distinct personality of the Logos, carry only a figurative meaning. The Torah also is said to be God's
"daughter" (Lev. R. xx.). At all events, the data of the Synoptic Gospels show that Jesus never styled himself the son of God in a sense
other than that in which the righteous might call themselves "sons" or "children" of God. The parable of the faithless husbandmen and
the vineyard (Mark xii. 1 et seq.) certainly does not bear out the assumption that Jesus described himself as the "son of God" in a
specific theological sense. The parable recalls the numerous "son" stories in the Midrash, in which "son" is employed just as it is here,
and generally in similar contrast to servants. If these considerations create a strong presumption in favor of the view that the original
gospel did not contain the title, the other Synoptics do not veil the fact that all men are destined to be God's children (Matt. v. 45;
Luke vi. 35). The term is applied in Matt. v. 9 to the peacemakers. God is referred to as the "Father" of the disciples in Matt. x. 29,
xxiii. 9, and Luke xii. 32. Several parables illustrate this thought (Luke xv. 11 et seq. and Matt. xxi. 28 et seq.). Much has been made of
the distinction said to appear in the pronouns connected with "Father," "our" and "your" appearing when the disciples are addressed,
while "my" is exclusively reserved to express the relation with Jesus, and then, too, without the further qualification "who art [or "is"]
in heaven" (see Dalman, "Worte Jesu," pp. 157, 230). But in the Aramaic this distinction is certainly not pronounced enough to
warrant the conclusion that a different degree or kind of sonship is conveyed by the singular pronoun from what would be expressed
by the plural. In the Aramaic the pronoun would not appear at all, "Abba" indiscriminately serving for the apostrophe both in the
prayer of a single individual and in the prayer of several. The title occurs with a distinct theological significance in Rev. ii. 18 and
xxii. 13, as it does in the Pauline documents (Rom. i. 3, 4; viii. 3, 4, 32 [Jesus is God's ἴδιος, i.e., own son]; and in Heb. i. 2, 3, 6; v. 5,
8). These writings indicate that the rise of the dogma was subsequent to the decades marked by the ministry of Jesus and his
immediate disciples.-The Jewish Encyclopedia : On the other hand other Jewish works, including the Zohar, the Bahir, Sefer
Yetzirah, the book of Enoch, parts of the Talmud and Midrash Rabbah, along with the writings of such famous teachers as
Nachmanides, present evidence, made up of elements such as; Metatron, Tipheret, Melchizidek and the forty-two letter name of
Elohim, that point distinctly to an individual. The characteristics of this person fulfill the role of; Messiah, "Son of Yah," "sun of
righteousness," the "middle pillar" (Jacob's ladder), atonement of Yisrael, "living waters," bridegroom, High Priest, and above all -the image of the invisible Elohim. Few Christians know that Adam was called the son of Elohim in Luke 3:38
55

“The sun is born on the 25th of December, the birthday of Jesus Christ. The first and greatest of the labors of Jesus Christ is his
victory over the serpent, the evil principle, or the devil. In his first labor Hercules strangled the serpent, as did Krishna, Bacchus, etc.
his is the sun triumphing over the powers of hell and darkness; and, as he increases, he prevails, till he is crucified in the heavens, or
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-

Borrowed the emblem of the Sun-god, the cross of light, to be the emblem of Christianity

-

The statue of “Jesus” replaced the idol of the Sun-god and Constantine decided to incorporate all the

ceremonies which were performed at the Sun-gods birthday celebrations into their own ceremonies.
Excerpts from the letter of the Emperor (Constantine) to all those not present at the council. (Found in
Eusebius, Vita ConsL, Lib 11118-20)
•

"When the question relative to the sacred festival of Easter arose, it was universally thought that it
would be convenient that all should keep the feast on one day; for what could be more beautiful and
more desirable than to see this festival, through which we receive the hope of immortality celebrated by
all with one accord and in the same manner? It was declared to be particularly unworthy for this, the
holiest of festivals to follow the customs (the calculation) of the Jews, who had soiled their hand with the
most fearful of crimes, and whose minds were blinded in rejecting their custom, we may transmit to our
descendants the legitimate mode of celebrating Easter; which we have observed from the time of the
Savior’s passion (according to the day of the week). We ought not therefore to have anything in common
with the Jews, for the Savior has shown us another way; our worship following a more legitimate and
more convenient course (the order of the days of the week): And consequently In unanimously adopting
this mode, we desire, dearest brethren to separate ourselves for it is truly shameful for us to hear them
boast that without their direction we could not keep this feast How can they be in the right, they who,
after the death of the Savior; have no longer been led by reason but by wild violence, as their delusion
may urge them? They do not possess the truth in This Easter question, for in their blindness and
repugnance to all Improvements, they frequently celebrate two Passovers in the same year. We could
not imitate those who are openly in error. How then, could we follow these Jews who are most certainly
blinded by error? For to celebrate a Passover twice in one year is totally inadmissible. But even if this
were not so it would still he your duty not to tarnish your soul by communication, with such wicked

is decussated in the form of a cross (according to Justin Martyr) when he passes the equator at the vernal equinox.” (Lloyd Graham,
Myths and Deceptions of the Bible, p. 208)
56
Concerning this season of celebration, an anonymous Master of Arts of Balliol College, Oxford, in his scholarly treatise, Mankind
Their Origin and Destiny, says: "The Romans also had their solar festival, and their games of the circus in honor of the birth of the
god of day. It took place the eighth day before the kalends of January--that is, on December 25.” Servius, in his commentary on verse
720 of the seventh book of the Æneid, in which Virgil speaks of the new sun, says that, properly speaking, the sun is new on the 8th of
the Kalends of January-that is, December 25. In the time of Leo I. (Leo, Serm. xxi., De Nativ. Dom. p. 148), some of the Fathers of
the Church said that 'what rendered the festival (of Christmas) venerable was less the birth of Jesus Christ than the return, and, as
they expressed it, the new birth of the sun.' It was on the same day that the birth of the Invincible Sun (Natalis solis invicti), was
celebrated at Rome, as can be seen in the Roman calendars, published in the reign of Constantine and of Julian (Hymn to the Sun, p.
155). “This epithet 'Invictus' is the same as the Persians gave to this same god, whom they worshipped by the name of Mithra, and
whom they caused to be born in a grotto (Justin. Dial. cum Trips. p. 305), just as he is represented as being born in a stable, under
the name of Christ, by the Christians." To summarize, as Sol Invictus or the Unconquered Sun—again, who is likewise identified with
Mithra—Attis too would have been depicted as having been born on December 25th or the winter solstice, the time of the Natalis
Invicti.
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people (the Jews). You should consider not only that the number of churches in these provinces make a
majority, but also that it is right to demand what our reason approves, and that we should have nothing
in common with the Jews."
Dr. Henry R. Percival's "The Nicean and post Nicean Fathers". Vol. XIV Grand Rapid: Erdmans pub. 1979,
pgs. 54-55:
•

"Already during the second and third centuries the 'Church Fathers' unleashed a cruel discrimination
campaign against the Jews and anything Jewish including the Torah or the Law of Moses. In his book
Our Father Abraham, Marvin Wilson states: "Furthermore the Church Fathers taught that the
unfaithfulness of the Jewish people resulted in a collective guilt which made them subject to the
permanent curse of God."

•

“Since the fourth century after Christ there have been three anti-Jewish policies: [forced] conversion,
expulsion, annihilation. The second appeared as an alternative to the first, and the third emerged as an
alternative to the second…The missionaries of Christianity had said in effect: You have no right to live
among us as Jews. The secular rulers who followed proclaimed: You have no right to live among us. The
Nazis at last decreed: You have no right to live. The process began with the attempts to drive the Jews
into Christianity. The development was continued in order to force the victims into exile .It was finished
when the Jews were driven to their deaths. The German Nazis, then, did not discard the past; they built
upon it .They did not begin the development; they completed it.” Raul Hillberg, scholar of the
Holocaust

Among the biggest persecutors of the Jews were Justin Martyr and Origen but there are many other well
known names. In year 325 C.E., Constantine adopted 'a Paganized form of Christianity' as the official religion
of the Eastern Roman Empire, called Byzantium. He made official what had already started happening in the
second and third centuries, the total divorce from the Jews and anything connected with them, including the
Torah. It was at that time that what they call 'the New Testament' today was canonized.57 Until then, the only

57

After his victory over Licinius, Constantine inaugurated a more and more hostile policy toward the Jews. It is true that as early as
321 a law was promulgated which made it obligatory for Jews to fill onerous, expensive municipal offices; while on the other hand
such Jews as had devoted themselves to the service of their own religion were exempted in 330 from all public services, and those who
were already "curiales" were freed from the levying of taxes. In 329, however, the Jews were forbidden to perform the rite of
circumcision on slaves or to own Christian slaves; the death penalty was ordained for those who embraced the Jewish faith, as well as
for Jews versed in the Law who aided them. On the other hand, Jewish converts to Christianity were protected against the fanaticism
of their former coreligionists. Simultaneously with this an edict was issued forbidding marriages between Jews and Christians, and
imposing the death penalty upon any Jew who should transgress this law. Some of these enactments were affirmed in 335. Noteworthy
is the hostile language of several of these laws, in which Judaism is spoken of as an ignominious or as a bestial sect ("secta nefaria"
or "feralis").The hostile attitude of the Christianized state, which later became more and more accentuated under Constantine's sons,
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Scriptures were the TaNaK. Some Scriptures were purposely changed and manipulated in order to support the
total disconnection of the Church from its Jewish roots.
After Constantine's death, he was declared to be "divine." (This was the custom for all pagan emperors who
died before him.) It was the senate who declared him to be a pagan god at his death. And no one stopped them
from doing so. With the coming of Constantine various customs of ancient Roman culture flowed into the
Christian liturgy, even the ceremonies involved in the ancient worship of the emperor as a deity found their way
into the church's worship, only in their secularized form. The name of Nazarene, formerly honored by every
follower of the Man of Nazareth, was now wholly discarded by the Catholic Church, and reserved exclusively
for the “heresy” of the faith which he had founded.58
One of the trademarks of the Constantinic Era is that he changed the Scriptural seasons and Feasts to Roman
Solar feasts and Holidays. He also set himself to be the head of the State Church. Constantine was a sun
worshipper until the day of his death. He was never born from above, and yet the whole “Church” fell into his
trap. In the book of Daniel, (Daniel 7:25), we read that the Anti -Christ will change the times and the seasons.
59

Constantine was a type of Anti Messiah. He forbade anyone to celebrate Passover and instead instituted

thus owed its origin to Constantine himself; it is even probable that it was Constantine who renewed the law prohibiting the Jews from
entering Jerusalem.-The Jewish Encyclopedia
58

In the words of John Allegro referring to the transition into what we know as Christianity today: “When, in the early fourth
century, the so-called Great Church attained its goal, its internal enemies lay torn and bleeding, or scattered into the heretical
wilderness. Their books were burned, their doctrines forsworn, and often intentionally perverted. Its mythology was misinterpreted
and mocked, but a single figure was wrested from its rich store of imagery and made paramount, even historical. The Joshua/Jesus
Cycle of stories was pruned of some of the more improbable narratives, given an unrealistic pro-Roman slant, and combined with
genuine Essene moral teachings suited more to the sheltered life of a closely knit desert commune that the rough-and-tumble of
secular living...”
59
It is clear that Christianity adopted an aspect of Mithraism - the celebration of the birth of Christ on December 25, a
tradition that began in the 4th century. A Christian writer admitted this in 320 CE, explaining: “We hold this day holy, not
like the pagans because of the birth of the sun, but because of him who made it.” December 25 was also the birthday of the
more popular Roman god known as the "Unconquered Sun" (with whom Constantine identified himself before his conversion
to Christianity), who was closely associated with Mithras. Mithras’s supposed creation had occurred in a ‘time before men’, a
cosmic creation in a celestial heaven. At no time was it believed that he had lived as a mere mortal and trod the earth.
Mithraism's failure to have anthropomorphised its god into a man – something which was to be accomplished so successfully
by Christianity – weakened the cult's appeal to the uneducated and opened the door to the competition. Mithras had had
twelve followers with whom he had shared a last sacramental meal. The evidence from a mithraeum at Dura Europus
suggests members of the congregation and thiasos (sacred company) held a banquet in which eating, drinking and musical
performances featured as well as religious ceremonial. He had sacrificed himself to redeem mankind. Descending into the
underworld, he had conquered death and had risen to life again on the third day. The holy day for this sun god was, of course,
Sunday (Nazarenes continued to follow the Jewish Sabbath until the fourth century). His many titles included ‘the Truth,’
‘the Light,’ and ‘the Good Shepherd.’ For those who worshipped him, invoking the name of Mithras healed the sick and
worked miracles. Mithras could dispense mercy and grant immortality; to his devotees he offered hope. By drinking his blood
and eating his flesh (by proxy, from a slain bull) they too could conquer death. On a Day of Judgment those already dead
would be raised back to life. Tammuz, was incorporated into Mithras .Tammuz was always called Adon, meaning Lord. (the
Greek Adonis was based on him). Actually all these deities were based on the first deity to have died and resurrected the
Egyptian deity Osiris. OSIRIS came to fulfill the law. Called "KRST," the "Anointed One." Born of the virgin Isis-Meri on
December 25th in a cave / manger, with his birth announced by a star and attended by three wise men. Earthly father named
"Seb" At age 12 he was a child teacher in the Temple and at 30 he was baptized, having disappeared for 18 years. Osiris was
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Easter, a feast and a name derived from the Babylonian goddess Ishtar.60 He also changed the day of rest to the
Sun's day instead of the Shabbat, (Friday night to Saturday night), because he was a sun worshipper that
worshipped his "god" the sun on the Sun's day. The Roman never had a seven day week tell it was forced on
them. Their calendar had an eight and ten day cycle in it. The Council of Nicaea was the culmination of many
years of compromise with paganism. It climaxed in legislation which outlawed the only calendar by which the
true seventh-day Sabbath, and also the true date of the resurrection, may be found. Counterfeit worship requires
a counterfeit calendar and the Council of Nicaea provided it. 61
The following quotations, all from Roman Catholic sources, freely acknowledge that there is no Biblical
authority for the observance of Sunday, 62that it was the Roman Church that changed the Sabbath to the first day
of the week. From their own lips:

baptized in the river Iarutana -- by "Anup the Baptizer," who was beheaded. He performed miracles, exorcised demons,
raised El-Osiris from the dead. Walked on water and was betrayed by Typhon, crucified between two thieves on the 17th day
of the month of Athyr. Buried in a tomb from which he arose on the third day (19th Athyr) and was resurrected. His
suffering, death, and resurrection celebrated each year by His disciples on the Vernal Equinox -- Easter. He was called "The
Way, the Truth, the Light," "Messiah," "god's Anointed Son,' the "Son of Man," the "Word made Flesh," the "word of truth."
Expected to reign a thousand years. The Catholic Encyclopedia as well as the early Church Fathers found this religion of
Mithras very disturbing, as there are so many similarities between the two religions, as follows:
1) Hundreds of years before Jesus, according to the Mithraic religion, three Wise Men of Persia came to visit
the baby savior-god Mithra, bring him gifts of gold, myrrh and frankincense.
2) Mithra was born on December 25 as told in the “Great Religions of the World”, page 330; “…it was the
winter solstice celebrated by ancients as the birthday of Mithraism’s sun god”.
3) According to Mithraism, before Mithra died on a cross, he celebrated a “Last Supper with his twelve
disciples, who represented the twelve signs of the zodiac.
4) After the death of Mithra, his body was laid to rest in a rock tomb.
5) Mithra had a celibate priesthood.
6) Mithra ascended into heaven during the spring (Passover) equinox (the time when the sun crosses the
equator making night and day of equal length).
60
M.M. Mangasarian: “The fact that Jesus' death was accompanied with the darkening of the Sun, and that the date of his
resurrection is also associated with the position of the Sun at the time of the vernal equinox, is further intimation that we have in the
story of the birth, death, and resurrection of Jesus, an ancient and nearly universal Sun-myth, instead of verifiable historical events.
Barbara Walker: Christians ever afterward kept Easter Sunday with the carnival processions derived from the mysteries of Attis. Like
Christ, Attis arose when “the sun makes the day for the first time longer than the night.”
61
Early Egyptian religious leaders placed the date of the birth of “Jesus” on May 20th, while others said it was April 19th or
20th.Though it was said to be first recognized in CE 98, the earliest record of its observance was found in the writings of Clement of
Alexandria, near the end of the second century, who placed the date of His birth at November 17th. In 137, Telesphorus, the Bishop of
Rome, said that it was to be a feast day. In the Commentary on Daniel, by Hippolytus (170-235), he placed the date at December 25th,
as did Julius Sextus Africanus, a historian in Alexandria, Egypt, who wrote a chronicle of world history in AD 221. In 351, Pope
Julius I ruled that December 25th was to be the day when the Roman Catholic Church would hold the "Mass of Christ," which is how
Christmas got its name. In, Bishop Liberius of Rome officially recognized the date of His birth as December 25th. Even if you think
the evidence which I have presented here is too circumstantial, you honestly have to admit that the evidence is overwhelming against
the notion that Yahshua was born on December 25th, and that he was born in the fall, and most likely in the month of
September/October.
62
The Mithraic sacred day being Sunday represents a well-known tradition. As the Catholic Encyclopedia states, “Sunday was kept
holy in honor of Mithra…” Since Mithras was a sun-god, Sunday was automatically sacred to him—the “Lords Day”—long before
Christ. A Dr. Ezquerra states, “Some say the Lord’s Day was celebrated on Sunday because that was the Dies Solis, the day of the
Sun, which in turn had something to do with Mithraism.” Concerning Mithraism and Christianity, the Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia
summarizes: “The birth of Mithra and of Christ were celebrated on the same day; tradition placed the birth of both in a cave; both
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James Cardinal Gibbons, The Faith of our Fathers, 88th ed., pp. 89.
•

"But you may read the Bible from Genesis to Revelation, and you will not find a single line authorizing
the sanctification of Sunday. The Scriptures enforce the religious observance of Saturday, a day which
we never sanctify."

Stephen Keenan, A Doctrinal Catechism 3rd ed., p. 174.
•

"Question: Have you any other way of proving that the Church has power to institute festivals of
precept?”Answer: Had she not such power, she could not have done that in which all modern
religionists agree with her-she could not have substituted the observance of Sunday, the first day of the
week, for the observance of Saturday, the seventh day, a change for which there is no Scriptural
authority."

John Laux, A Course in Religion for Catholic High Schools and Academies (1 936), vol. 1, P. 51.
•

“The Church chose Sunday, the first day of the week, and in the course of time added other days as holy
days. Some theologians have held that God likewise directly determined the Sunday as the day of
worship in the New Law, that He Himself has explicitly substituted the Sunday for the Sabbath. But this
theory is now entirely abandoned. It is now commonly held that God simply gave His Church the power
to set aside whatever day or days she would deem suitable as Holy Days. “

Daniel Ferres, ed., Manual of Christian Doctrine (1916), p.67.
•

"Question: How prove you that the Church hath power to command feasts and holy days?”Answer. By
the very act of changing the Sabbath into Sunday, which Protestants allow of, and therefore they fondly
contradict themselves, by keeping Sunday strictly, and breaking most other feasts commanded by the
same Church.'

James Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore (1877-1921), in a signed letter.
•

"Is Saturday the seventh day according to the Bible and the Ten Commandments? I answer yes. Is
Sunday the first day of the week and did the Church change the seventh day -Saturday - for Sunday, the
first day? I answer yes. Did Christ change the day'? I answer no! "Faithfully yours, J. Card. Gibbons"

regarded Sunday as sacred; in both the central figure was a mediator (mesitēs) who was one of a triad or trinity; in both there was a
sacrifice for the benefit of the race..”
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The Catholic Mirror, official publication of James Cardinal Gibbons, Sept. 23, 1893.
•

"The Catholic Church . . . by virtue of her divine mission, changed the day from Saturday to Sunday."

Catholic Virginian Oct. 3, 1947, p. 9, art. "To Tell You the Truth."
•

"For example, nowhere in the Bible do we find that Christ or the Apostles ordered that the Sabbath be
changed from Saturday to Sunday. We have the commandment of God given to Moses to keep holy the
Sabbath day, that is the 7th day of the week, Saturday. Today most Christians keep Sunday because it
has been revealed to us by the [Roman Catholic] church outside the Bible."

Peter Geiermann, C.S.S.R., The Converts Catechism of Catholic Doctrine (1957), p. 50.
•

"Question: Which is the Sabbath day?”Answer: Saturday is the Sabbath day. "Question: Why do we
observe Sunday instead of Saturday?"Answer. We observe Sunday instead of Saturday because the
Catholic Church transferred the solemnity from Saturday to Sunday."

Martin J. Scott, Things Catholics Are Asked About (1927), p. 136.
•

"Nowhere in the Bible is it stated that worship should be changed from Saturday to Sunday .... Now the
Church ... instituted, by God's authority, Sunday as the day of worship. This same Church, by the same
divine authority, taught the doctrine of Purgatory long before the Bible was made. We have, therefore,
the same authority for Purgatory as we have for Sunday."

Peter R. Kraemer, Catholic Church Extension Society (1975), Chicago, Illinois.
•

"Regarding the change from the observance of the Jewish Sabbath to the Christian Sunday, I wish to
draw your attention to the facts:"1) That Protestants, who accept the Bible as the only rule of faith and
religion, should by all means go back to the observance of the Sabbath. The fact that they do not, but on
the contrary observe the Sunday, stultifies them in the eyes of every thinking man."2) We Catholics do
not accept the Bible as the only rule of faith. Besides the Bible we have the living Church, the authority
of the Church, as a rule to guide us. We say, this Church, instituted by Christ to teach and guide man
through life, has the right to change the ceremonial laws of the Old Testament and hence, we accept her
change of the Sabbath to Sunday. We frankly say, yes, the Church made this change, made this law, as
she made many other laws, for instance, the Friday abstinence, the unmarried priesthood, the laws
concerning mixed marriages, the regulation of Catholic marriages and a thousand other laws."It is
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always somewhat laughable, to see the Protestant churches, in pulpit and legislation, demand the
observance of Sunday, of which there is nothing in their Bible."
T. Enright, C.S.S.R., in a lecture at Hartford, Kansas, Feb. 18, 1884.
•

"I have repeatedly offered $1,000 to anyone who can prove to me from the Bible alone that I am bound
to keep Sunday holy. There is no such law in the Bible. It is a law of the holy Catholic Church alone.
The Bible says, 'Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy.' The Catholic Church says: 'No. By my
divine power I abolish the Sabbath day and command you to keep holy the first day of the week.' And lo!
The entire civilized world bows down in a reverent obedience to the command of the holy Catholic
Church."

We can see from the above quotes that even the Catholics admit that the Scriptural Sabbath is the seventh day.
Some of the early Nazarenes fell into his trap because Constantine, a Sun Worshipper, commanded the
persecution against Christians to cease. Until then, believers were being thrown to the lions for their Jewish
Faith.63 Persecution was tremendously fierce during the time of the Roman Empire against every one of the
New Jewish Faith. The Sect of the Nazarenes, the followers of the Jewish Messiah, was a Jewish Sect. They
were Nazarene Jews. Their members attended synagogue and considered themselves Jews in every respect.
Today even all Protestant Churches are sects of the Roman Catholic Church, and have no connection or roots in
the Jewish sect of the Nazarenes found in the Brit Chadasha.

63

Writes Ray Pritz, in Nazarene Jewish Christianity, “On the Jewish side, the exclusion of the Nazarenes was not nearly so gradual.
At the end of the first century, the birkat ha-minim was formulated with the sect specifically named. This is recorded in both patristic
and Jewish sources. Nonetheless, we have found it possible that there was some limited synagogue attendance by Nazarenes into the
early decades of the second century. In addition to this, we find continued contact between the two communities in the form of a
polemic or dialogue. Such contact should not surprise us, since the Nazarenes lived in the same geographical areas with
predominantly Jewish communities. However, as the polemic and distrust grew, the separation and isolation from the Jewish
community were increased. Different steps along the way effected this separation: the flight to Pella, the birkat ha-minim, the refusal
of the Nazarenes to recognize and support Bar Kochba. By the middle of the second century, the rift was probably complete" (p.
109).The controversy between the Nazarenes, and the Pharisaic-Rabbinic leaders of Judaism could only grow over the years, since
neither group was willing to compromise or adopt the beliefs of the other. The Nazarenes were well aware of the fact that Judaism of
their time had been divided primarily into two beliefs-- the teachings of the House of Hillel, and the teachings of the House of
Shammai. Both Houses had rejected the Messiahship of Yahshua. Those who were converted and accepted Yahshua, from either
house, were banished from Judaism, looked upon as traitors, and expelled often from the synagogue. Prior to the Bar Kochba
rebellion in 132 to 135, when the Romans broke the back of the Jews and killed over a million, and sent the remainder into exile and
the Diaspora, banning Jews from Jerusalem from that time forward, the Jewish rabbinical community and the Nazarene Christians
had dwelt in relative peace, if not in harmony and unity. As Pritz writes, "The Nazarenes must have remained on such intimate terms
with rabbinic Judaism that they were familiar with the names of its leaders into the later second century. This necessitates a
familiarity with the mishnaic tradition, which in turn indicates some continuing contact between communities" (p. 62)."The
Nazarenes, as Jews, continued to observe certain aspects of Mosaic Law, including circumcision and the Sabbath, and it was this
which brought about their [eventual] exclusion from the Church. This rejection and exclusion was, however, gradual" (p. 109).”
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So when Constantine declared a "peace treaty", some of the followers of the Nazarenes64, exhausted by the
persecution against them, welcomed the "peace treaty" and thus compromised the keeping of the Elohim of
Yisrael's Sabbath for the Sunday worship of Constantine. A compromise that has cost the lives of far more
people than if the persecution would have continued against the Nazarenes.65 The Christians in the Roman
Empire departed from being a sect of Judaism and became the Pagan Roman Church. The “Church” now had
acceptance and respectability for an official place in the social structure from the Romans- in exchange for
compromises and syncretism with the pagans. After prolonged persecution, the prospect of power appeared
worth the concessions.
The first-century Nazarenes avoided any contact with paganism and idolatry. This all changed during the
fourth century when the “church” emerged as a public institution in the world and began to absorb and
Christianize pagan religious ideas and practices. Church buildings took the place of pagan temples; church
endowments replaced temple lands and funds. Under Constantine, tax exempt status was granted for all church
property. The idea that the church building is "the house of G-d" and is constantly referred to as "church" is not
only un-Scriptural; it violates the Scriptural understanding of what the ekklesia really is. We believe that this is
why the early Nazarenes did not erect buildings and there were no “church” buildings until the era of
Constantine.
•

"The belief in miracle-working objects, talismans, amulets, and formulas was dear to Christianity, and
they were received from pagan antiquity . . . The vestments of the clergy and the papal title of 'Pontifex
Maximus' were legacies from pagan Rome. The [Catholic] Church found that rural converts still
revered certain springs, wells, trees, and stones; she thought it wiser to bless these to Christian use then
to break too sharply the customs of sentiment . . . Pagan festivals dear to the people, reappeared as
Christian feasts, and pagan rites were transformed into Christian liturgy . . . The Christian calendar of
saints replaced the Roman 'fasti' [gods]; ancient divinities dear to the people were allowed to revive
under the names of 'Christian saints' . . . Gradually the tenderest features of Astarte, Cybele, Artemis,
Diana, and Isis were gathered together in the worship of Mary"--Will Durant, The Age of Faith, 1950,
pp. 745-746.

64

Netzarim were excluded from the meeting at Nicea. Jewish practices were banned. The "Day of the Sun" was substituted for the
Biblical Sabbath. For the first time Gentile Christianity officially labeled the Nazarenes as apostates. From this time forward
Nazarenes begin to be listed in the catalogs of apostate movements (the first of these to include the Nazarenes was Epiphanies’
"Panarion" around 370 C.E.).
65
Professor Shlomo Pines has discovered an early source in an Arabic text made in the 10th century C.E. which proves that the last
groups of the Jewish Nazarenes were still in existence at that time. They were persecuted by the Romans. It is clear that Christianity
adopted an aspect of Mithraism - the celebration of the birth of Christ on December 25, a tradition that began in the 4th century. A
Christian writer admitted this in 320 AD, explaining: Christians and regarded as infidels and heretics who tried to Judaize their pagan
Christianity.
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•

"The [Catholic] Church took the pagan philosophy and made it the buckler of faith against the heathen.
She took the pagan Roman Pantheon, temple of all the gods, and made it sacred to all the martyrs; so it
stands to this day. She took the pagan Sunday and made it the Christian Sunday. She took the pagan
Easter and made it the feast we celebrate during this season . . . The Sun was a foremost god with
heathendom . . . The sun has worshipers at this hour in Persia and other lands . . . Hence the Church
would seem to say, 'Keep that old pagan name [Sunday]. It shall remain consecrated, sanctified.' And
thus the pagan Sunday, dedicated to Balder, became the Christian Sunday, sacred to Jesus"--William L.
Gildea, "Paschale Gaudium," in The Catholic World, 58, March, 1894, p. 809 [A Roman Catholic
weekly].
The Clergy Class

“Such thinking fits poorly with the early Christian mindset. Bible colleges, seminaries, and even Sunday
schools were utterly absent from the early church. All are human inventions that came hundreds of years after
the apostles left the human stage. . . Unlike today’s ministerial training, first-century training was hands-on,
rather than academic. It was a matter of apprenticeship, rather than of intellectual learning. It was aimed
primarily at the spirit, rather than at the frontal lobe.” Pagan Christianity p 247.
And he put down the {f} idolatrous priests66, whom the kings of Judah had ordained to burn incense in the high
places in the cities of Judah, and in the places round about Jerusalem; them also that burned incense unto Baal,
to the sun, and to the moon, and to the planets, and to all the host of heaven.(f) Or Chemarims, meaning the
priests of Baal who were called Chemarims either because they wore black garments or else were smoked with
burning incense to idols. 2 Kings 23:5
If the head be corrupt, so also must be the members. If the tree is poison, so is its fruit. If the emperor be
essentially Pagan67, what else can be the character of his clergy? If they derive their orders from a radically
corrupted source, these orders must partake of the corruption of the source from which they flow. Clergymen
under Constantine received the same honors as the highest officials of the Roman Empire and even the emperor
himself. In fact, Constantine gave the bishops of Rome more power than he gave Roman governors. He also
ordered that the clergy receive fixed annual allowances. In 313 C.E., he exempted the Christian clergy from
66

The idolatrous priests -  הכמריםhakkemarim. Who these were is not well known. The Chaldee, Syriac, and Arabic, call them the
priests simply, which the kings of Judah had ordained. Probably they were an order made by the idolatrous kings of Judah, and called
kemarim, from  כמרcamar, which signifies to be scorched, shriveled together, made dark, or black, because their business was
constantly to attend sacrificial fires, and probably they were black garments; hence the Jews in derision call Christian ministers
kemarim, because of their black clothes and garments. Why we should imitate, in our dress, those priests of Baal, is strange to think
and hard to tell.
67
Constantine all his life acted as the chief priest of the sun worship cult and his reign as emperor was called “sun emperorship” and
Sol Invictus was everywhere- including the coins and the empire’s banners.
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paying taxes—something that pagan priests had traditionally enjoyed. He also made them exempt from
mandatory public office and other civic duties. By the fourth century CE, the ceremony of ordination was
embellished by symbolic garments68 and solemn ritual. Ordination produced an ecclesiastical caste that usurped
the believing priesthood. From where do you suppose the Roman Christians got their pattern of ordination?
They patterned their ordination ceremony after the Roman custom of appointing men to civil office. The entire
process down to the very words came straight from the Roman civic world.

The clergy had the prestige of church office bearers, the privileges of a favored class, and the power of the
wealthy elite. They had become an isolated class with a separate civil status and way of life. (This included
clergy celibacy.)69 They even dressed and groomed differently from the common people. Bishops and priests
shaved their heads. This practice, known as the tonsure, comes from the old Roman ceremony of adoption. All

68

“Magi, priests of Zarathustra, wore robes that featured the sword of Mithra. Identical robes are worn by Christian priests to this
day. The Mithraic Holy father wore a red cap and garment and a ring, and carried a shepherd’s staff. The Head Christian adopted the
same title and outfitted himself in the same manner."-- Mythology's Last Gods: Yahweh and Jesus, by William Harwood
69
“Celibacy was originally practiced by pagan priests such as the Flamens. According to Elizabeth Abbott in her book "A History of
Celibacy," the first traces of celibacy can be seen predating the Catholic Church in pagan cultures and countries. Greek myths feature
goddesses such as Athena and Artemis abstaining from sexual acts, as do Egyptian ones with the Cult of Isis. Historian Alexander
Hislop tells us that celibacy originated in worship to the goddess Semiramis: “Strange though it may seem, yet the voice of antiquity
assigns to that abandoned queen [the goddess Semiramis] the invention of clerical celibacy, and that in the most stringent
form...When the Pope appropriated to himself so much that was peculiar to the worship of that goddess, from the very same source,
also, he introduced into the priesthood under his authority the binding obligation of celibacy. The introduction of such a principle into
the Christian Church had been distinctly predicted as one grand mark of apostasy.” In the great pagan religions of the ancient
Mediterranean, celibacy was practiced in various contexts. In Rome the institution of the Vestal Virgins, who were required to remain
celibate for at least the 30 years of their service, indicates that celibacy was a very ancient aspect of Roman religion. As Classical
civilization developed, two ideals of masculine celibacy appeared, that of the ascetic philosopher and that of the priest of the mystery
religions. The Pythagoreans are an excellent example of the former. Pythagoras (c. 580 bce–c. 500) established a small community
that emphasized study, vegetarianism, and sexual restraint or abstinence. Many later philosophers believed that celibacy is conducive
to the detachment and equilibrium required by the philosopher’s calling. The Stoic philosopher Epictetus (ce 55–c. 135) for example,
held that the ideal teacher would be unmarried and that his task would require freedom from the cares of family life. A different mood
was set by the celibate priests of the mysteries. Celibacy was especially characteristic of priest-devotees of the Great Mother cults.
The well-organized priesthood of the religion of Isis, for example, represented a serene sacerdotalism; sexual abstinence was an
absolute requirement of those who celebrated her holy mysteries. In many other cults—e.g., Manichaeism, Gnosticism, and
Hermeticism—an inner circle of worshipers was required to observe strict continence. The philosophical and religious ideals of
celibacy in the Classical world strongly influenced subsequent practices of celibacy and monasticism in Christianity. “But every
scholar knows that when the worship of Cybele, the Babylonian goddess, was introduced into Pagan Rome, it was introduced in its
primitive form, with its celibate clergy. When the Pope appropriated to himself so much that was peculiar to the worship of that
goddess, from the very same source, also, he introduced into the priesthood under his authority the binding obligation of celibacy. The
introduction of such a principle into the Christian Church had been distinctly predicted as one grand mark of the apostasy, when men
should "depart from the faith, and speaking lies in hypocrisy, having their consciences seared with a hot iron, should forbid to marry."
The effects of its introduction were most disastrous. The records of all nations where priestly celibacy has been introduced have
proved that, instead of ministering to the purity of those condemned to it, it has only plunged them in the deepest pollution. The history
of Tibet, and China, and Japan, where the Babylonian institute of priestly celibacy has prevailed from time immemorial, bears
testimony to the abominations that have flowed from it. The excesses committed by the celibate priests of Bacchus in Pagan Rome in
their secret Mysteries, were such that the Senate felt called upon to expel them from the bounds of the Roman republic. In Papal Rome
the same abominations have flowed from priestly celibacy, in connection with the corrupt and corrupting system of the confessional,
insomuch that all men who have examined the subject have been compelled to admire the amazing significance of the name divinely
bestowed on it, both in a literal and figurative sense, "Babylon the Great, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF
THE EARTH."-The Two Babylons by Hislop
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those who had shaved heads were known as clerks or clergy.70 They also began wearing the clothes of Roman
officials. The practices of the mystery religions began to be employed in the church's worship. And the pagan
notion of the dichotomy between the sacred and profane found its way into the Christian mind-set. It can be
rightfully said that the clergy/laity class distinction grew out of this very dichotomy. By the end of the fourth
century on into the fifth, the clergy had become a sacerdotal caste—a spiritually elite group of holy men.71

Rome's College of Cardinals coincides with the Babylonian Council of Pontiffs and the Pagan College of
Pontiffs. The word "Cardinal" comes from the word "cardo" which meant hinge. Janus, the god of doors and
70

“These celibate priests have all a certain mark set upon them at their ordination; and that is the clerical tonsure. The tonsure is the
first part of the ceremony of ordination; and it is held to be a most important element in connection with the orders of the Romish
clergy. When, after long contendings, the Picts were at last brought to submit to the Bishop of Rome, the acceptance of this tonsure as
the tonsure of St. Peter on the part of the clergy was the visible symbol of that submission. Naitan, the Pictish king, having assembled
the nobles of his court and the pastors of his church, thus addressed them: "I recommend all the clergy of my kingdom to receive the
tonsure." Then, without delay, as Bede informs us, this important revolution was accomplished by royal authority. He sent agents into
every province, and caused all the ministers and monks to receive the circular tonsure, according to the Roman fashion, and thus to
submit to Peter, "The most blessed Prince of the apostles." "It was the mark," says Merle D'Aubigne, "that Popes stamped not on the
forehead, but on the crown. A royal proclamation, and a few clips of the scissors, placed the Scotch, like a flock of sheep, beneath the
crook of the shepherd of the Tiber." Now, as Rome set so much importance on this tonsure, let it be asked what was the meaning of it?
It was the visible inauguration of those who submitted to it as the priests of Bacchus. This tonsure cannot have the slightest pretence
to Christian authority. It was indeed the "tonsure of Peter," but not of the Peter of Galilee, but of the Chaldean "Peter" of the
Mysteries. He was a tonsured priest, for so was the god whose Mysteries he revealed. Centuries before the Christian era, thus spoke
Herodotus of the Babylonian tonsure: "The Arabians acknowledge no other gods than Bacchus and Urania [i.e., the Queen of
Heaven], and they say that their hair was cut in the same manner as Bacchus' is cut; now, they cut it in a circular form, shaving it
around the temples." What, then, could have led to this tonsure of Bacchus? Everything in his history was mystically or
hieroglyphically represented, and that in such a way as none but the initiated could understand. One of the things that occupied the
most important place in the Mysteries was the mutilation to which he was subjected when he was put to death. In memory of that, he
was lamented with bitter weeping every year, as "Rosh-Gheza," "the mutilated Prince." But "Rosh-Gheza" also signified the "clipped
or shaved head." Therefore he was himself represented either with the one or the other form of tonsure; and his priests, for the same
reason, at their ordination had their heads either clipped or shaven. Over the entire world, where the traces of the Chaldean system
are found, this tonsure or shaving of the head is always found along with it. The priests of Osiris, the Egyptian Bacchus, were always
distinguished by the shaving of their heads. In Pagan Rome, in India, and even in China, the distinguishing mark of the Babylonian
priesthood was the shaven head. Thus Gautama Buddha, who lived at least 540 years before Christ, when setting up the sect of
Buddhism in India which spread to the remotest regions of the East, first shaved his own head, in obedience, as he pretended, to a
Divine command, and then set to work to get others to imitate his example. One of the very titles by which he was called was that of
the "Shaved-head." "The shaved-head," says one of the Purans, "that he might perform the orders of Vishnu, formed a number of
disciples, and of shaved-heads like himself." The high antiquity of this tonsure may be seen from the enactment in the Mosaic Law
against it. The Jewish priests were expressly forbidden to make any baldness upon their heads (Lev 21:5), which sufficiently shows
that, even so early as the time of Moses, the "shaved-head" had been already introduced. In the Church of Rome the heads of the
ordinary priests are only clipped, the heads of the monks or regular clergy are shaven, but both alike, at their consecration, receive
the circular tonsure, thereby identifying them, beyond all possibility of doubt, with Bacchus, "the mutilated Prince” …In Scandinavia,
the priestesses of Freya, who were generally kings' daughters, whose duty it was to watch the sacred fire, and who were bound to
perpetual virginity, were just an order of nuns. In Athens there were virgins maintained at the public expense, who were strictly bound
to single life. In Pagan Rome, the Vestal virgins, who had the same duty to perform as the priestesses of Freya, occupied a similar
position. Even in Peru, during the reign of the Incas, the same system prevailed, and showed so remarkable an analogy, as to indicate
that the Vestals of Rome, the nuns of the Papacy, and the Holy Virgins of Peru, must have sprung from a common origin. -The Two
Babylons by Alexander Hislop
71
Letters attributed to Ignatius likewise warn that the bishop presides 'in the place of God'. Indeed, the faithful should 'revere, honor,
and obey the bishop as if he were God'! Without the bishops, priests and deacons, 'there is nothing that can be called a church'. The
author writes: 'Let no one do anything pertaining to the church without the bishop. Let that be considered a valid Eucharist which is
celebrated by the bishop, or by the person whom he appoints. It is not legitimate either to baptize or to hold an agape (cult meal)
without the bishop. To join with the bishop is to join the church; to separate oneself from the bishop is to separate oneself not only
from the church, but from God himself.'
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hinges, Patulcius and Clusius, was the opener and the shutter, controlling the door of heaven. Peter's chair,
similar to that of Hercules and Mohammad, is where the ancients were carried in pomp and state in Egypt.
Janus was the incarnation of Noah, half man and half fish. The Pontifical crosier corresponds to the magic of
Nimrod.
The origin of the modern Pastor and church hierarchy can be traced to Ignatius. Ignatius elevated one of the
elders above all the others and called him “the bishop.” According to Ignatius, the bishop has ultimate power
and should be obeyed absolutely. Consider the following excerpts from his letters:
•

“All of you follow the bishop as Jesus Christ follows the Father. . . No one is to do any church business
without the bishop. . . Wherever the bishop appears, there let the people be. . . You yourselves must
never act independently of your bishop and clergy. You should look on your bishop as a type of the
Father. . . Whatever he approves, that is pleasing to God. . . Early Christian Writings: The Apostolic
Fathers (New York: Dorset Press, 1968). pp 75-123)

•

The Early Christian Church, p. 92. “Due to the influence of Cyprian, a former pagan orator who
converted to Christianity, the door was open to resurrect the Old Testament economy of priests, temples,
altars and sacrifices. Bishops began to be called ‘priests,’ a custom that became common by the third
century. They were also called ‘Pastors’ on occasion. In the third century, every church had its own
bishop. And bishops and presbyters together started to be called ‘the clergy.”

Contrary to popular opinion, clergy apparel (including the "ecclesiastical vestments" of the high church
tradition) did not originate with the priestly dress of the TaNaK. It rather has its origin in the secular dress of the
Greco-Roman world. With the coming of Constantine, distinctions between bishop, priest, and deacon began to
take root.
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When Constantine moved his court to Byzantium and renamed it Constantinople in 330 C.E., the

official Roman dress was gradually adopted by the priests and deacons.
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The clergy were now identified by

their garb, which matched that of secular officials.
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“The two-horned mitre, which the Pope wears, when he sits on the high altar at Rome and receives the adoration of the Cardinals,
is the very mitre worn by the priests of Dagon, the fish-god of the Philistines and Babylonians."- The Two Babylons ; Alexander
Hislop; p. 215"The most prominent form of worship in Babylon was dedicated to Dagon, later known as Ichthys, or the fish. In
Chaldean times, the head of the church was the representative of Dagon, he was considered to be infallible, and was addressed as
‘Your Holiness’. Nations subdued by Babylon had to kiss the ring and slipper of the Babylonian god-king. The same powers and the
same titles are claimed to this day by the Dalai Lama of Buddhism, and the Pope. Moreover, the vestments of paganism, the fish mitre
and robes of the priests of Dagon are worn by the Catholic bishops, cardinals and popes.” -The Wine of Babylon; Pg 9
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In Zoroastrian ritual, men wore black, being called “dark ones” because their robes became soiled too easily with the soot and ashes
of keeping the “sacred fires” going. These fires were used to sacrifice human lives. Monks also wear red ceremonial robes, symbolic
of the fire of the sun. Israel had no one dressed in black or red ~ the Hebrew priests wore white linen. There were no shaven headed
monks, because such “trimming” was specifically forbidden by YHWH at Lev. 19, most likely because the Pagans did it.
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Cardinal Newman admits in his book that;
•

the "temples, incense, oil lamps, votive offerings, holy water, Holidays, and seasons of devotion,
processions, blessings of the fields, sacerdotal vestments, the tonsure (of priests, monks and nuns),
images, and statues... are all of PAGAN ORIGIN." -The Development of the Christian Religion
Cardinal Newman p.359

Cardinal Newman lists many examples of things of "pagan origin" which the papacy brought into the
church:
•

"in order to recommend the new religion to the heathen: "in order to recommend the new religion to the
heathen:" "The use of temples, and these dedicated to particular saints, and ornamented on occasions
with branches of trees; incense, lamps, and candles; holy water; asylums [hermitages, monasteries and
convents]; [pagan] holy-days, processions, sacerdotal vestments, the tonsure, the ring in marriage,
turning to the East, images, . . . and the Kyrie Eleison."--Cardinal J. H. Newman, An Essay on the
Development of Christian Doctrine, 1920 edition, p.373 [Roman Catholic].

Another Cardinal writes:
•

The penetration of the religion of Babylon became so general and well known that Rome was called the
"New Babylon." -Faith of our fathers 1917 ed. Cardinal Gibbons, p. 106

•

“It has often been charged… that Catholicism is overlaid with many pagan incrustations. Catholicism is
ready to accept that accusation and even to make it her boast… the great god Pan is not really dead, he
is baptized” — The Story of Catholicism p 37.

Let’s go to Church!
"That the Christians in the apostolic age erected special houses of worship is out of the question.... As the
Saviour of the world was born in a stable, and ascended to heaven from a mountain, so his apostles and their
successors down to the third century, preached in the streets, the markets, on mountains, in ships, sepulchers,
eaves ,and deserts, and in the homes of their converts. But how many thou-sands of costly churches and chapels
have since been built and are constantly being built in all parts of the world to the honor of the crucified
Redeemer, who in the days of his humiliation had no place of his own to rest his head!"—PHILIP SCHAFF,
NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICAN CHURCH HISTORIAN AND THEOLOGIAN
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It is important to understand Constantine's mind-set—for it explains why he was so enthusiastic about the
establishment of church buildings. Constantine's thinking was dominated by superstition and pagan magic. Even
after he became emperor, he allowed the old pagan institutions to remain as they were."Following his
“conversion” to Christianity, Constantine never abandoned his sun worship. He kept the sun on his coins and he
setup a statue of the sun god that bore his own image in the Forum of Constantinople (his new capital).
Constantine also built a statue of the mother-goddess Cybele.

Almost to his dying day, Constantine still functioned as the high priest of paganism. In fact, he retained the
pagan title Pontifex Maximus, which means chief of the pagan priests! (In the fifteenth century CE, this same
title became the honorific title for the Roman Catholic pope.)" Further, all historical evidence indicates that
Constantine was an egomaniac. When he built the Church of the Apostles in Constantinople, he included
monuments to the twelve apostles. The twelve monuments surrounded a single tomb, which lay at the center.
That tomb was reserved for Constantine himself—thus making himself the thirteenth and chief apostle. Thus
Constantine not only continued the pagan practice of honoring the dead, he also sought to be included as one of
the apostles of “Christ”.

Constantine also strengthened the pagan notion of the sacredness of objects and places." Largely due to his
influence, relic mongering became common in the church. By the fourth century CE, obsession with relics got
so bad that some “Christian” leaders spoke out against it, calling it "a heathen observance introduced in the
churches under the cloak of religion . . . the work of idolaters.""

Something should be said about Constantine's mother, Helena. This woman was most noted for her obsession
with relics. In 326 CE, Helena made a pilgrimage to Palestine." In 327CE in Jerusalem, she reportedly found
the cross and nails that were used to crucify “Jesus”. It is reported that Constantine promoted the idea that the
bits of wood that came from “Christ's cross” possessed magical spiritual powers. Truly, a pagan magical mind
was at work in Emperor Constantine—the father of the church building.

Following Helena's trip to Jerusalem in 327 CE, Constantine began erecting the first church buildings
throughout the Roman Empire, some at public expense. In so doing, he followed the path of the pagans in
constructing temples to honor their gods. Interestingly, he named his church buildings after saints—just as the
pagans named their temples after their gods. Constantine built his first church buildings upon the cemeteries
where the Christians held meals for the dead saints. That is, he built them over the bodies of dead saints.
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Constantine's church buildings were spacious and magnificent edifices that were said to be "worthy of an
Emperor." They were so splendid that his pagan contemporaries observed that these huge buildings imitated the
structure of pagan temples. Constantine even decorated the new church buildings with pagan art. The church
edifices built under Constantine were patterned exactly after the model of the basilica. These were the common
government buildings, designed after Greek pagan temples.

Basilicas served the same function as high school auditoriums do today. They were wonderful for seating
passive and docile crowds to watch a performance.74 This was one of the reasons why Constantine chose the
basilica model. He also favored it because of his fascination with sun worship .Basilicas were designed so that
the sun fell upon the speaker as he faced the congregation. Like the temples of the Greeks and Romans, the
Christian basilicas were built with a facade facing east.

The inside of the Christian basilica was an exact duplicate of the Roman basilica that was used for Roman
magistrates and officers. Christian basilicas possessed an elevated platform where the clergy ministered. The
platform was usually elevated by several steps. There was also a rail or screen that separated the clergy from the
laity.

In the center of the building was the altar. It was either a table or a chest covered with a lid. The altar was
considered the most holy place in the building for two reasons. First, it often contained the so-called relics of
the martyrs. (After the fifth century CE, the presence of a relic in the church altar was essential to make the
church legitimate.) Second, upon the altar sat the Eucharist (the bread and the cup). The Eucharist, now viewed
as a sacred sacrifice, was offered upon the altar. No one but the clergy, who were regarded as "holy men," were
allowed to receive the Eucharist within the altar rails.

In front of the altar stood the bishop's chair, which was called the “cathedra." The term ex cathedra is derived
from this chair. Ex cathe-dra means “from the throne."", and the bishop's chair, or "throne" as it was called,
was the biggest and most elaborate seat in the building. It replaced the seat of the judge in the Roman basilica.

74

It must be remembered that the Vatican - or rather, the Catholic Church - owns thousands upon thousands of churches, cathedrals,
monasteries, nunneries and sundry edifices throughout the Western world. What is the value of the land upon which all these buildings
stand, in current money? What is the value of the actual buildings themselves? If one should give modest prices for the humble parish
churches and parish halls, what prices would an estate agent give, for instance, for St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York, Notre Dame in
Paris, and St. Peter's in Rome, to mention only a few? Therefore, the Vatican was, and still is, the most redoubtable wealth
accumulator and property owner in existence. No one knows for certain how much the Catholic Church was, or is worth in terms of
dollars and other currencies, not even the pope himself.
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And it was surrounded by two rows of chairs reserved for the elders. The sermon was preached from the
bishop's chair. The power and authority rested in the chair, which was covered with a white linen cloth. The
elders and deacons sat on either side of it in a semicircle. The hierarchical distinction embedded in the basilica
architecture was unmistakable. Interestingly, most present-day church buildings have special chairs for the
pastor and his staff situated on the platform behind the pulpit. (Like the bishop's throne, the pastor's chair is
usually the largest of them all.) All of this is a clear carry over from the pagan basilica.

In addition to all of this, Constantine did not destroy pagan temples on a large scale. Neither did he close them.
In some places, existing pagan temples were emptied of their idols and converted into Christian edifices. The
Christians used materials stripped from pagan temples and built new church buildings on pagan temple. With
the rise of the Roman Catholic Church, the practice of crowning buildings with pointed tops reemerged. Toward
the end of the Byzantine period, Catholic popes drew inspiration from the obelisks of ancient Egypt.75

All Protestant architecture produces the same sterile effects that were present in the Constantinian basilicas.
They continue to maintain the unbiblical division between clergy and laity. And they encourage the
75

Obelisk, slender four-sided tapering monument, usually hewn of a single great piece of stone, terminating in a pointed or pyramidal
top. Among the ancient Egyptians these monoliths were commonly of red granite from Syene and were dedicated to the sun god.
Acclaimed author Joseph Campbell, the author of "The Hero with A Thousand Faces" and "Myths to Live By," has written that
"There are still in existence today remarkable specimens of original phallic symbols...steeples on the churches...and obelisks...all
show the influence of our phallus-worshipping ancestors," including ancient Yisraelite and Canaanite tribes. These tribes had rituals
including the baking of long loaves of bread for blessing, which were, in turn, placed under poles representing the fertility and power
of the gods. Eventually, the tall poles became focal points for community worship and were included in the earliest churches as
Christianity swept through the region. Scholar Ruth Anderson notes that when Christianity was gaining strength in its early years,
priests and practitioners often adopted local traditions and religious symbols and beliefs as a way to convert non-Christians. "Pagan
symbols abound within the church," says Anderson. "The steeple probably has its origins in the phallic obelisks or pillars of pagan
practice. Particularly in the British Isles," she continues, "phallic imagery---as well as imagery of women represented by large
vaginas---is commonplace, both in pagan sites and in churches. Lots of people never notice!" In the Middle Ages, steeples were built
as high as possible not only to point to heaven but also to protect worshipers from the evil spirits many Christians believed plagued
church buildings. Steep roofs, sharp steeples and gargoyles---as hideous and as scary looking as possible---were added to churches in
great numbers by parishioners hoping to drive away evil creatures. One Luciferian author writes that "... the lingam [male phallus]
was an upright pillar" [W. Wynn Wescott, Numbers: Their Occult Power and Mystic Virtues, Theosophical Publishing Society,
1902, p. 33] The Customs of Mankind by Eichler, “There are still in existence today remarkable specimens of original phallic
symbols... steeples on the churches ...and obelisks ...all show the influence of our phallus-worshipping ancestors.” Baal worship
involved phallus worship, so it is no surprise that all churches would have a phallic steeple.
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congregation to assume a spectator role. The arrangement and mood of the building conditions the congregation
toward passivity. The pulpit platform acts like a stage, and the congregation occupies the theater.

The Christian building demonstrates that the “church” had entered into a close alliance with pagan culture. As
Will Durant, author of The Story of Civilization (an eleven-volume work on world history that earned him a
Pulitzer Prize), put it, "Pagan isles remained in the spreading Christian sea."

The liturgy, the sermon, clerical vestments, the hierarchical leadership structure, and the church building were
all pagan customs absorbed into the new Constantine Christian faith. Rather than being from the TaNaK, as
they are often attributed, these practices came by way of the mysteries and the pagan cults and are wrongly
justified by incorrect references to the TaNaK and Jewish practices.

What Reformation?
The Catholic Church looks at the Protestants who claim to have separated from the Catholics in the
Reformation. “What are the Protestants protesting?” ask the Pope, cardinals and bishops, “The Protestants, by
keeping Sunday as their holy day, have endorsed OUR right to change the Scriptures, to put tradition above the
Bible, while they claim to accept the Bible and the Bible only for doctrine.”
What the Protestant Church has failed to realize is that the first century followers of Yahshua were Jewish in
faith and practice. Any attempt of any so-called reformation falls short due to the fact that they still abide by the
authority of Constantine and his church councils and creeds. If there was such a reformation then why did it
retain the Roman calendar and Roman theology? Why do the Protestants still go to church on Sunday and
observe the Roman pagan holidays? What are they protesting? Instead of just one pope, they have hundreds of
them heading up their denominations (demon-nations) and enforcing the creeds of their particular brand of
pagan Christianity.
The Paganism in Constantine's State Church has affected the salvation of millions in Christianity until this
day.76 It has deceived millions of people into believing that they are still following Jesus Christ of the Jewish
sect of the Nazarenes. When one follows the Religion of the Roman Empire be it Catholic or Protestant,
one continues to worship dead saints (all hollows eve), use idols (the cross and statues of saints), observe pagan
holidays, and honor the day of the Sun-god (Sol Invictus). Their Pagan worship their statue of their Virgin
76

In fact, according to St. Alphonsus Liguori, priests are given the power to forgive sins, and Elohim must obey their judgment
decisions: “The priest has the power of the keys, or the power of delivering sinners from Hell, of making them worthy of Paradise, and
of changing them from the slaves of Satan into the children of God. And God Himself is obliged to abide by the judgment of His
priests, and either not to pardon or to pardon.”
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goddess Easter continues as before and people also keep all the Babylonian Holidays that honor the Sun, Moon
and Stars as gods, just as the ancient Egyptians and Romans did. Christians believe they have salvation from
following the tradition of the Pagan Roman Church that became the Roman Catholic Church and her daughters,
the Protestant church.77
It was Constantine who abolished the 7th Day Worship and instituted Sunday observance in its place. The
Roman Protestants Christians think they are following the Hebrew Bible in their Pagan Sunday Worship of
the Roman Empire. The Roman Catholic Church never did accept the TaNaK. They burnt it and any Protestant
who was caught reading it in Europe where the State religion ruled the masses, was killed. They give historical
prove in all of their writings to discredit their Protestant Daughters who claim that they are not part of her, The
Protestants are still truly subordinate to most of the teachings of the Roman Church under Constantine such as
Sunday and the Roman Pagan Holidays. The Catholic Church has historical proof that they changed the Day of
Worship from the 7th Day Rest of the Elohim of Yisrael to the Sun's day to worship in honor of the Sun god of
the Roman Empire.78 Ignatius, Barnabas and Justin, whose writings constitute our major source of information
for the first half of the second century, witnessed and participated in the process of separation from Judaism
which led the majority of the Christians to abandon the Sabbath and adopt Sunday as the new day of worship.

The Roman Church required a suitable history of its faith which vilified its enemies and celebrated its triumph
as a sign of its “God-given” destiny. The truth of Christianity's origins was, therefore, rigorously suppressed and

77

Luther’s so-called Reformation was not that radical of a reform. It is not a statement of throwing off the authority of Rome or even
an indictment of the worship of saints or Mary. It was only an argument against the selling of indulgences by the Roman Church.
78
In numerous pagan pictorial representations which have come down to us, the Sun or Mithra is portrayed as a man with a disk at
the back of his head. It is a known fact that this image of the Sun was used in early Christian art and literature to represent Christ, the
true “Sun of righteousness.”In the earliest known Christian mosaic (dated ca. C.E. 240) found in the Vatican necropolis below the altar
of St. Peter (in the small mausoleum M. or the Iulii), Christ is portrayed as the Sun (Helios) ascending on the quadriga chariot with a
flying cloak and a nimbus behind his head from which irradiate seven rays in the form of a T (allusion to the cross?). Thousands of
hours have been devoted to drawing the sun-disk with the equal armed cross behind the head of Christ and (from the fifth century) the
heads of other important persons. The motif of the Sun was used not only by Christian artists to portray Christ but also by Christian
teachers to proclaim Him to the pagan masses who were well acquainted with the rich Sun-symbology. Numerous Fathers abstracted
and reinterpreted the pagan symbols and beliefs about the Sun and used them apologetically to teach the Christian message. Does not
the fact that Christ was early associated in iconography and in literature (if not in actual worship) with the Sol Invictus— Invincible
Sun, suggest the possibility that even the day of the Sun could readily have been adopted for worshiping Christ, the Sol iustitiae—the
Sun of Justice? It would require only a short step to worship Christ-the Sun, on the day specifically dedicated to the Sun. Christians
who had previously venerated the Sun, facing the necessity of dissociating themselves from the Jews, apparently not only abandoned
Jerusalem as the orientation for prayer, but also reverted, unconsciously perhaps, to the direction of sunrise, reinterpreting its meaning
in the light of the Christian message. One wonders, was the change of direction for prayer from the Jewish temple to sunrise
interrelated also with the change of the worship day from the “Jewish” Sabbath to the day of the Sun? F.A. Regan writes:“A suitable,
single example of the pagan influence may be had from an investigation of the Christian custom of turning toward the East, the land of
the rising sun, while offering their prayers. ... For in the transition from the observance of the Sabbath to the celebration of the Lord’s
day, the primitive Christians not only substituted the first day of the week for the seventh, but they went even further and changed the
traditional Jewish practice of facing toward Jerusalem during their daily period of prayer.” The strong attraction exerted by the solar
cults on the Christians suggests the possibility therefore that these influenced not only the adoption of the eastward direction for daily
prayers but also of the day of the Sun for the weekly worship.
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a more acceptable history was concocted - a fabrication which is still taken to be accurate by the vast majority
of people to this day. It is a history imposed by a group of clergy who wished to control the populace or their
own profit and power. By the fifth century C.E. the “Jesus” invented by the Roman church had defeated the
Yahshua of history. The two became the same and accepted as “truth”. It is true that all roads lead to Rome. The
popes had the power to create an anti-Torah “Christ” and they alone had a monopoly on the pathway to truth.
Even the so-called Protestants have embraced the history, holy days, and the “Jesus” of Rome.
This traditional claim that the Church of Rome has been primarily responsible for the institution of Sunday
observance, though widely challenged by Catholic and Protestant scholarship, has been amply substantiated by
our short lesson in history. We have shown that Sunday arose not as a divine precept demanding the
sanctification of time, but as an ecclesiastical institution designed to force a differentiation from Jewish
Sabbath-keeping. How does this conclusion affect the theological legitimacy and relevancy of Sunday
observance? For those Christians who define their beliefs and practices exclusively by the Reformation
principle of sola Scriptura, to observe Sunday as the “Lord’s day” not on the authority of the Scripture but of
the tradition of the Church, is a paradoxical predicament. As well stated by John Gilmary Shea:

• “Protestantism, in discarding the authority of the Church, has no good reasons for its Sunday theory,
and ought logically to keep Saturday as the Sabbath”
The problem is that Christians have not educated themselves on ancient history and religious practices of the
world throughout the ages of mankind .Most are totally ignorant of the pagan myths of Osiris and Dionysus that
were obvious to the ancient Jews, the Romans, and Greeks. Those educated in mythology and pagan practices
are well aware of the infiltration and adopting of these beliefs into what is called Christianity. Pagan practices
were incorporated into Constantinian Christianity in order to unite the Roman Empire by bringing the gentiles
(pagans) into the fold. He knew that the “new religion” would be acceptable if the pagans could bring their
pagan myths and ways into the new State sanctified religion and in doing so would distance itself from Judaism.
When Christianity severed all connections to Judaism the Christian faith became distorted and polluted with
paganism.
Protestant theologians and preachers from a wide spectrum of denominations have been quite candid in
admitting that there is no Biblical authority for observing Sunday as a Sabbath.
Dr. Edward T. Hiscox, a paper read before a New York ministers' conference, Nov. 13, 1893, reported in
New York Examiner , Nov.16, 1893.
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• "There was and is a commandment to keep holy the Sabbath day, but that Sabbath day was not Sunday.
It will be said, however, and with some show of triumph, that the Sabbath was transferred from the
seventh to the first day of the week.... Where can the record of such a transaction be found? Not in the
New Testament absolutely not….To me it seems unaccountable that Jesus, during three years'
intercourse with His disciples, often conversing with them upon the Sabbath question . . . never alluded
to any transference of the day; also, that during forty days of His resurrection life, no such thing was
intimated…Of course, I quite well know that Sunday did come into use in early Christian history . . . .
But what a pity it comes branded with the mark of paganism, and christened with the name of the sun
god, adopted and sanctioned by the papal apostasy, and bequeathed as a sacred legacy to
Protestantism!"
William Owen Carver, The Lord's Day in Our Day, p. 49.
• "There was never any formal or authoritative change from the Jewish seventh-day Sabbath to the
Christian first-day observance."
Dr. R. W. Dale, The Ten Commandments (New York: Eaton &Mains), p. 127-129.
• “. . . It is quite clear that however rigidly or devotedly we may spend Sunday, we are not keeping the
Sabbath - . . 'Me Sabbath was founded on a specific Divine command. We can plead no such command
for the obligation to observe Sunday.... There is not a single sentence in the New Testament to suggest
that we incur any penalty by violating the supposed sanctity of Sunday."
Timothy Dwight, Theology: Explained and Defended (1823), Ser. 107, vol. 3, p. 258.
• “. . . The Christian Sabbath [Sunday] is not in the Scriptures, and was not by the primitive Church
called the Sabbath."
Alexander Campbell, The Christian Baptist, Feb. 2, 1824, vol. 1. no. 7, p. 164.
• "'But,' say some, 'it was changed from the seventh to the first day.' Where? When? And by whom? No
man can tell. No; it never was changed, nor could it be, unless creation was to be gone through again:
for the reason assigned must be changed before the observance, or respect to the reason, can be
changed! It is all old wives' fables to talk of the change of the Sabbath from the seventh to the first day.
If it be changed, it was that august personage changed it who changes times and laws ex officio - I
think his name is Doctor Antichrist. ‘First Day Observance, pp. 17, 19."The first day of the week is
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commonly called the Sabbath. This is a mistake. The Sabbath of the Bible was the day just preceding
the first day of the week. The first day of the week is never called the Sabbath anywhere in the entire
Scriptures. It is also an error to talk about the change of the Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday. There is
not in any place in the Bible any intimation of such a change."
The Sunday Problem, a study book of the United Lutheran Church (1923), p. 36.
• "We have seen how gradually the impression of the Jewish Sabbath faded from the mind of the Christian
Church, and how completely the newer thought underlying the observance of the first day took
possession of the church. We have seen that the Christians of the first three centuries never confused
one with the other, but for a time celebrated both."
Augsburg Confession of Faith art. 28; written by Melanchthon, approved by Martin Luther, 1530; as published
in The Book of Concord of the Evangelical Lutheran Church Henry Jacobs, ed. (1 91 1), p. 63.
• "They [Roman Catholics] refer to the Sabbath Day, a shaving been changed into the Lord's Day,
contrary to the Decalogue, as it seems. Neither is there any example whereof they make more than
concerning the changing of the Sabbath Day. Great, say they, is the power of the Church, since it has
dispensed with one of the Ten Commandments!"
Dr. Augustus Neander, The History of the Christian Religion and Church Henry John Rose, tr. (1843), p. 186.
• "The festival of Sunday, like all other festivals, was always only a human ordinance, and it was far from
the intentions of the apostles to establish a Divine command in this respect, far from them, and from the
early apostolic Church, to transfer the laws of the Sabbath to Sunday."
John Theodore Mueller, Sabbath or Sunday, pp. 15, 16.
• "But they err in teaching that Sunday has taken the place of the Old Testament Sabbath and therefore
must be kept as the seventh day had to be kept by the children of Israel .... These churches err in their
teaching, for Scripture has in no way ordained the first day of the week in place of the Sabbath. There is
simply no law in the New Testament to that effect."
D. L. Moody, Weighed and Wanting (Fleming H. Revell Co.: New York), pp. 47, 48.
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• “The Sabbath was binding in Eden, and it has been in force ever since. This fourth commandment
begins with the word 'remember,' showing that the Sabbath already existed when God wrote the law on
the tables of stone at Sinai. How can men claim that this one commandment has been done away with
when they will admit that the other nine are still binding?"
T. C. Blake, D.D., Theology Condensed, pp.474, 475.
• "The Sabbath is a part of the Decalogue - the Ten Commandments. This alone forever settles the
question as to the perpetuity of the institution . . . . Until, therefore, it can be shown that the whole
moral law has been repealed, the Sabbath will stand . . . . The teaching of Christ confirms the
perpetuity of the Sabbath."
You be the judge concerning the adoption of Catholic doctrine by the so-called protesting Catholics.
Pagan Trinity
'Many of the ideas of the Christians have been expressed better - and earlier – by the Greeks. Behind these
views is an ancient doctrine that has existed from the beginning.' Celsus
One of the most common beliefs among Pagan cultures was in a trinity of gods. We find this among the
Egyptians, Indians (of India),79 Japanese, Sumerians, Chaldeans, and of course, the Babylonians, to where
historians trace the roots of trinitarism. The Trinity doctrine is not unique to, nor original with, Christianity. It
has deep Pagan roots, dating back to at least two centuries BCE, and has been prominent in many Eastern
religions ever since.
Long before the founding of Roman Christianity the idea of a triune god or god-in-three persons was a common
belief in ancient religions. Although many of these religions had many minor deities, they distinctly
acknowledged that there was one supreme “God” who consisted of three persons or essences. The Babylonians
used an equilateral triangle to represent this three-in-one god, now the symbol of the modern three-in-one
believers. The Greek triad was composed of Zeus, Athena and Apollo. These three were said by the pagans to
'agree in one.' One of the largest pagan temples built by the Romans was constructed at Ballbek to their Trinity
79

The book "The Symbolism of Hindu Gods and Rituals" says regarding a Hindu trinity that existed centuries before Christ: "Siva is
one of the gods of the Trinity. He is said to be the god of destruction. The other two gods are Brahma, the god of creation and Vishnu,
the god of maintenance. . . . To indicate that these three processes are one and the same the three gods are combined in one form."—
Published by A. Parthasarathy, Bombay.
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of Jupiter, Mercury and Venus. In Babylon the planet Venus was revered as special and was worshipped as a
Trinity consisting of Venus, the moon and the sun. This triad became the Babylonian holy Trinity in the
fourteenth century BCE. Although other religions for thousands of years before Yahshua was born worshipped
a triune god, the Trinity was not a part of Christian dogma and formal documents of the first three centuries
after the Messiah.

Historian Will Durant observed: "Christianity did not destroy paganism; it adopted it. . . . From Egypt came the
ideas of a divine trinity." And in the book Egyptian Religion, Siegfried Morenz notes: "The trinity was a major
preoccupation of Egyptian theologians . . . Three gods are combined and treated as a single being, addressed in
the singular. In this way the spiritual force of Egyptian religion shows a direct link with Christian theology."
In the preface to Edward Gibbon's History of Christianity, we read:
• "If Paganism was conquered by Christianity, it is equally true that Christianity was corrupted by
Paganism. The pure Deism of the first Christians . . . was changed, by the Church of Rome, into the
incomprehensible dogma of the trinity. Many of the pagan tenets, invented by the Egyptians and
idealized by Plato, were retained as being worthy of belief."
• A Dictionary of Religious Knowledge notes that many say that the Trinity "is a corruption borrowed
from the heathen religions, and engrafted on the Christian faith." And The Paganism in Our
Christianity declares: "The origin of the [Trinity] is entirely pagan."
That is why, in the Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, James Hastings wrote:
• "In Indian religion, e.g., we meet with the Trinitarian group of Brahma, Siva, and Vishnu; and in
Egyptian religion with the Trinitarian group of Osiris, Isis, and Horus . . . Nor is it only in historical
religions that we find God viewed as a Trinity. One recalls in particular the Neo-Platonic view of the
Supreme or Ultimate Reality," which is "triadically represented."
The French Nouveau Dictionnaire Universel (New Universal Dictionary) says of Plato's influence:
• "The Platonic trinity, itself merely a rearrangement of older trinities dating back to earlier peoples,
appears to be the rational philosophic trinity of attributes that gave birth to the three hypostases or
divine persons taught by the Christian churches. . . . This Greek philosopher's conception of the divine
trinity . . . can be found in all the ancient [pagan] religions."
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The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge shows the influence of this Greek philosophy:
• "The doctrines of the Logos and the Trinity received their shape from Greek Fathers, who . . . were
much influenced, directly or indirectly, by the Platonic philosophy . . . That errors and corruptions
crept into the Church from this source cannot be denied."
Church history shows a gradual assimilation of Pagan ideas into Christianity, brought about mostly by the
Roman or Western Church, which became a political/religious extension of the Roman Empire. Foremost
among the pagan ideas was the adoption of the trinity doctrine into the dogma of the church. The Pagan
doctrines and traditions of Catholicism carried over into Protestantism and remain intact to this day.
The Church of the First Three Centuries says:
• "The doctrine of the Trinity was of gradual and comparatively late formation; . . . it had its origin in a
source entirely foreign from that of the Jewish and Christian Scriptures; . . . it grew up, and was
engrafted on Christianity, through the hands of the Platonizing Fathers."
Adolf Harnack states in Outlines of the History of Dogma, church doctrine became "firmly rooted in the soil of
Hellenism [pagan Greek thought]. Thereby it became a mystery to the great majority of Christians. In reality it
legitimized in its midst the Hellenic speculation, the superstitious views and customs of pagan mysteryworship."
In the book A Statement of Reasons, Andrews Norton says of the Trinity:
• "We can trace the history of this doctrine, and discover its source, not in the Christian revelation, but in
the Platonic philosophy . . . The Trinity is not a doctrine of Christ and his Apostles, but a fiction of the
school of the later Platonists."
The Rise of Christianity W.H.C. Frend 1985
• "We find Christianity tending to absorb Greek philosophical values, until by the end of the third century
the line between the beliefs of educated Christian and educated pagan in the east would often be hard
to draw."
The Roman Catholic and Orthodox Church Councils (Western and Eastern churches) brought the Trinity
doctrine into Christianity. This occurred before there was a final split between the two over authority. Even
those who voted the idea into Roman Catholic dogma declared it was a mystery that had to be accepted by faith.
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The theologians that wrote the Catholic Encyclopedia admit that there is no TaNaK indication of a trinity, and
very little in the Renewed Testament that can be construed that way. They also admit that it was a product of
tradition that evolved over four centuries. The Roman Catholic Church gives equal credence to tradition and
scripture. In this case tradition is almost the whole criteria for this dogma, aside from a few scriptures that are
wrenched out of context and misinterpreted, trying to give the idea legitimacy.
The evolution of this doctrine within Christianity began with The Apostle’s Creed, progressed to the Nicene
Creed, and finally culminated in the Athanasian Creed.
The Apostles Creed which was not written by the Apostles at all, but by the Roman Catholic Church. While
this simple statement of faith had nothing to say about a Trinity, or even hint that “Jesus was God”, it laid the
groundwork for further expansion, and was modified several times over the years.
The Nicene Creed established in 325 CE, was the next step. At the insistence of the Roman emperor,
Constantine, and for the purpose of establishing unity between Christianity and Pagan beliefs, “Jesus” was
declared to be coequal, coeternal, and consubstantial with “God”. This established Constantine made
Christianity the state religion of the Roman Empire.
Regarding the Nicene Council and those that followed, Hans Kung in Christianity says,
• "The councilor decisions plunged Christianity into undreamed-of theological confusions with constant
entanglements in church politics. They produced splits and sparked off a persecution of heretics unique
in the history of religion. This is what Christianity became as it changed its nature from a persecuted
minority to a majority persecuting others."
A History of Christianity 1976 Paul Johnson
• ". . . Appears to have been a sun-worshipper, one of a number of the late pagan cults which had
observances in common with Christians. Worship of such gods was not a novel idea. Every Greek or
Roman expected that political success followed from religious piety. Christianity was the religion of
Constantine’s father. Although Constantine claimed that he was the thirteenth apostle, his was no
sudden Damascus conversion. Indeed it is highly doubtful that he ever truly abandoned sun-worship.
After his professed acceptance of Christianity, he built a triumphal arch to the sun god and in
Constantinople set up a statue of the same sun god bearing his own features. He was finally deified
after his death by official edict in the Empire, as were many Roman rulers."
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The Athanasian Creed espouses the Trinitarian concepts of Athanasius, a fourth century CE theologian. The
time of its original writing is not known, nor is its author. Most historians agree that it was probably composed
in the fifth century CE, though some claim it may have been as late as the ninth century CE. Even the Catholic
Encyclopedia is vague about its origin.
• The Athanasian paradox that one is three, and three but one, is so incomprehensible to the human mind,
that no candid man can say he has any idea of it, and how can he believe what presents no idea? He
who thinks he does, only deceives himself. He proves, also, that man, once surrendering his reason, has
no remaining guard against absurdities the most monstrous, and like a ship without rudder, is the sport
of every wind. With such person, gullibility which they call faith, takes the helm from the hand of
reason, and the mind becomes a wreck." -- Thomas Jefferson: Letter to James Smith, Dec. 8, 1822
lbrecht Ritschl (1822-89 CE) saw the Trinity doctrine as flagrantly Hellenistic. It had corrupted the Christian
message by introducing an alien "layer of metaphysical concepts, derived from the natural philosophy of the
Greeks," and it had nothing to do with early the Nazarene faith.

Translation Errors
The Church has always used fear to keep the sheep in bondage. The fear of eternal punishment in the afterlife
has been a doctrine pagan religions used for centuries before the Nazarenes came on the scene. One of the
outstanding features of early Judaism and the Nazarenes was that they did not have a fire breathing dragon that
was going to roast his enemies. Their image of the Creator was one who would bless all the nations of the
world. Judaism offered sacrifices on behalf of their enemies! The doctrines of fear and demons entered the
church in full force when Constantine made Christianity the religion of the Roman Empire. When the political
system of Rome merged with the hierarchical structure of the church, the death knoll sounded. The church
became full of unconverted pagans who brought their pagan ideas with them. The church absorbed them and it
died. The Dark ages came and millions of people killed in the name of “Christ”. Fear and the doctrines of fear
and of demons again controlled the world. The pagan doctrine of eternal torment was added to the Latin
Vulgate. 80The early Protestant Scriptures were strongly influenced by Kings, Bishops and other rulers who still
believed fear as a powerful force which must be utilized.

80

The Mysteries of Orpheus were renowned in the ancient world for their vivid descriptions of the torments awaiting evil-doers in the
afterlife. As one modern authority tells us, 'Orphics created the Christian idea of purgatory. Indeed, the scholar Franz Cumont has
shown that the vivid descriptions of the happiness of the blessed and sufferings of sinners found in Orphic books were taken over by
the Jewish Books of Esdras, which were written in the first century CE and included amongst the apocryphal scriptures in some
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One of the main problems is that the books of the “New Testament” can sometimes be unreliable as a source of
historical information.81 Like all ancient texts they have been subject to selection, editing, translation, and
interpretation. Over the centuries parts have been added or deleted.82 Words have been mistranslated due to the
multiple meanings of words.83 Once these “facts” are assumed to be true, then they become part of the
theological myth perpetuated by the Church.84 In the English language the term “Gospel truth” has come to
mean the literal, unequivocal, and divinely inspired facts. Due to the time lapse between the events and the
written accounts of those events there is no way to prove which passages and accounts were based upon
historical true historical events, on rumor, or complete fabrication.85
How can one convey the true meaning of these various documents that were written in Hebrew or Aramaic by
Hebrews for Hebrews to a reader that is dependent upon the translators’ opinions of the best words to use? We
also have to consider that most the work of translations have been done by Christian theologians and church
scholars and conform to established ecclesiastical patterns.86 A great deal of the terminology is in the verbal
currency of the Christian faith that has been stereotyped in the course of long church traditions.87 The words
versions of the “New Testament”; these Pagan conceptions of the afterlife were then developed by St Ambrose and so became the
standard imagery of Catholicism.
81
Scholars have never established beyond a shadow of a doubt the simple question as where they were written, when they were
written, and even by whom they were written. The earliest surviving manuscripts are from the fourth century, but they are copies of
older texts. The Council of Nicea (Roman Catholic Church) rejected over fifty manuscripts with more or less equal claim to
authenticity. The rejected material immediately began to be called heretical. Even today “the Church” does not allow the public to
make up their own minds to decide about the surviving texts.
82
An example of additions would be 1 John 5:7 concerning the false trinity and the addition in the Gospel of John of the account of
the woman taken in adultery.
83
Yahshua is called a nagger, which can mean a carpenter or a scholar or learned man in Aramaic.
84
Just as people always read the “Xmass” story from the bible on December 25th and assume it is true because they have been told for
centuries that it is true.
85
St. Augustine said, “I should not believe the truth of the Gospels unless the authority of the Catholic Church forced me to do so.”
86
The books that ended up in the New Testament were finally settled on by Roman Catholic priests in the fourth century—among
other reasons, because specifically because they agreed with Roman Catholic dogma. (Christian apologist Bruce Metzger has a nice
summary of the priests' criteria for canonicity on pages 251- 5 of The Canon of the New Testament: Its Origin, Development, and
Significance (1997))
87
The Catholic Church took Hebrew words such as mikveh (immersion) and changed their meanings into a buzz words for their new
religion. “Baptism was a central rite in the Mysteries. As long ago as the Homeric hymns we hear that ritual purity was the condition
of salvation and that people were baptized to wash away all their previous sins. The Pyramid Texts show that there was a ceremonial
baptism of the Egyptian Pharaoh before the ceremony of his ritual birth as the embodiment of Osiris. In some Mystery rites baptism
was simply symbolized by the sprinkling of holy water. In others it involved complete immersion. Baptism tanks have been found at
initiation halls and shrines. At Eleusis initiates ritually cleansed themselves in the sea. In his initiation ceremony, after a confessional
prayer, Lucius Apuleius underwent a bath of purification, and later a baptism of sprinkling. In the Mysteries of Mithras initiates
underwent repeated baptisms to wash away their sins. Such initiations took place in March or April, at exactly the same time that in
later centuries Christians also baptized their new converts, called 'catechumens'. The similarities between Christian and Pagan rites
were obvious to early Christians. The Church father Tertullian tells us: 'In certain Mysteries it is by baptism that members are
initiated and they imagine that the result of this baptism is regeneration and the remission of the penalties of their sins.' Descriptions
by Christian authors of Christian baptism are indistinguishable from Pagan descriptions of Mystery baptism. Christian initiates went
to baptism naked, and then after they came out of the water they put on white garments and walked in a procession to a basilica
carrying a candle and wearing a crown. This is identical to the procession celebrating the Mysteries of Dionysus at Eleusis, where
initiates dressed in white, wearing a crown on their heads and carrying a torch in their hands, walked to the sanctuary singing hymns.
Justin Martyr found the similarities between Christian and Pagan rites of baptism deeply disturbing. He resorted once again to the
'diabolical mimicry’ argument. Evil demons, he claimed, had instigated a parody of Christian baptism in Pagan rites. “Father
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they use in translations have preconceived definitions by the dogmas and doctrines of their various
denominations.88The choice of English words by translators that do not honestly reflect the Hebrew word
meanings in accordance with the context in which they are used simply serve to confuse the reader by
connecting the Hebrew to English expressions they are familiar with because of church doctrines or previous
teachings by the clergy.89 Some words in Hebrew simply cannot be translated or accurately expressed in another
language by a single word. We must remember that these writings cannot be rightly comprehended unless they
are related to the culture and thoughts of the time period in which they were written. We cannot say what words
really mean in a religious context if they are divorced from their historical and social matrix. Words only mean
what they mean for a society using them to communicate shared understanding and intentions.
The dejudaizing by various translators of Yahshua and the Scriptures has had an effect on church creeds,
doctrines, and the comprehension of the Brit Chadasha, since it has been responsible for the mistranslations and
misinterpretations90 of the text. The entire Brit Chadasha can only be understood from a Hebraic perspective.
The Scriptures are entirely Hebraic, the writers are Hebrews, the culture is Hebrew, the traditions are Hebrew,
and the concepts are Hebrew. The TaNaK comprises almost 78% of the Scriptures while the Brit Chadasha
only 22 %. If we add the Hebraic portions of the Brit Chadasha (the four Gospels plus Acts or 43% of the Brit
Chadasha) to the TaNaK, the percentage of the scriptures written in Hebrew rises to 88% (or 87% if we omit
the portions of Daniel and Ezra written in Aramaic-less than 1% of the TaNaK).Only 12% of the whole bible
was written in Greek. When we subtract the quotes from the TaNaK found in the Brit Chadasha, the percentage
of the Scriptures written in Hebrew rises to over 90%.
The false assumption that the Brit Chadasha was originally written in Greek has led to a considerable
misunderstanding amount of misinterpretation on the part of scholars and students alike.
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Today in Bible

Newman himself admits, in regard to "holy water" (that is, water impregnated with "salt," and consecrated), and many other things
that were, as he says, "the very instruments and appendages of demon-worship"--that they were all of "Pagan" origin, and "sanctified
by adoption into the Church.”-Hislop, The Two Babylons
88
Examples of church jargon in translations would be the usage of the word baptize instead of immerse completely, church instead of
community, apostle instead of set one, bishop instead of supervisor, pastor instead of shepherd, and such Christian buzz words as
salvation, born-again, faith, grace, and righteousness.
89
Eugene Nida points out that "since no two languages are identical, there can be no absolute correspondence between languages.
Hence, there can be no fully exact translations. The total impact of a translation may be reasonably close to the original, but there can
be no identity in detail" (cited in Venuti 2000; 127)
90
We all interpret out of our own particular and unique life contexts which in turn shape the way we listen to the Bible. Our contexts
include elements such as age, gender, race, ethnicity, education, class, nationality, cultural identity, and other related characteristics.
Biblical scholars think of this as their "social location" and are careful to be aware of how it affects their interpretation. "Social
location" -- your own life context -- is not something to be denied or eliminated, but rather to be acknowledged and consciously
brought into the interpretation process.
91
Dr. David Flusser of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and the world’s leading Jewish authority on the Brit Chadasha and early
Nazarene faith, holds strongly to the view that the life of Yahshua was originally composed in Hebrew. Dr. Moshe Bar-Asher the
foremost Aramaic scholar at the Hebrew University says he believes the Gospels go back to a Greek translation of an original Hebrew
not Aramaic text. Dr. Pinchas Lapide, Director of the school from Translators and Interpreters at Bar-Ilan University at Tel Aviv,
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Colleges and Seminaries there has been too much stress placed on the study of Greek and Hellenism. The most
important tool for understanding the Scriptures is Hebrew, not Greek. Knowledge of Hebrew, Jewish history,
culture, and rabbinical literature is the key to unlocking those difficult sayings of the Messiah and his talmidim
since the Gospels are based on Greek texts derived from a Greek translation of the original Hebrew texts.
In the Greek text itself there are willful mistranslations and falsifications and even more of them in the English
translations based upon the Greek translations of the Hebrew originals. None of the manuscripts we have are the
originals, or can be proved to be exact copies of the originals. There are a number of textual differences in the
various Greek manuscripts and in the early translations like the Old Latin and Old Syriac. One basic problem
inherent in Bible translation is that we do not have the original manuscript of the Bible, but copies of copies of
copies... and this causes many problems because translators do not know which of all these copies is correct and
which is not, since none of them are identical.92 The differences are not very significant in the TaNaK, but they
are in the “New Testament”. The authors themselves are frequently in disagreement with one another, in the
ideas and convictions, and in the matters they recorded. For some of the fifteen hundred years Brit Chadasha
documents were hand written by scribes, and mistakes could be made by carelessness and inattentiveness on the
part of the copyists.93
Any translation without appropriate explanatory notes and references are an invitation to error on the part of
the reader since the Brit Chadasha is a product of their own period and varying environment.94 Because of this
fact, any translator of the Brit Chadasha has to be home not only in the Hebrew and the Greek; he has to be
informed of the history, both secular and religious, and the whole library of relevant literature of the period. The
sources used must contain various Jewish documents and teachings of the ancient sages of the Second Temple

believes in a Hebrew origin for the Gospels. Even the early “church fathers” give testimony of Hebrew copies of the Gospels up to the
Council of Nicea.
92
KJV Only advocates overlook the fact that none of the thousands of existing biblical manuscripts is free from errors--including
those from which the KJV was translated. This is due mainly to scribal mistakes when the manuscripts were being copied. It would be
negligent to fail to point out that the KJV contains literally hundreds of errors--many of them glaring and obvious, but fortunately not
subversive of any key point of doctrine. There are problems in the texts from which the KJV was translated (such as Erasmus' Textus
Receptus), as well as mistakes in translation. The KJV Only controversy feeds on ignorance regarding the origin, text, transmission
and translation of the Bible. The antidote is education.
93
One such error is found in Phil.2:21 by the usage of the word Christos (Christ) has been read instead of the correct word chrestos
(useful). According to The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, the word Christos was easily confused with the common Greek proper
name Chrestos, meaning "good." According to a French theological dictionary, it is absolutely beyond doubt that Christus and
Chrestus, and Christiani and Chrestiani were used indifferently by the profane and Christian authors of the first two centuries CE. The
word Christianos is a Latinism, being contributed neither by the Jews nor by the Christians themselves. The word was introduced from
one of three origins: the Roman police, the Roman populace, or an unspecified pagan origin. Its infrequent use in the New Testament
suggests a pagan origin. According to Realencyclopaedie, the inscription Chrestos is to be seen on a Mithras relief in the Vatican.
According to Christianity and Mythology, Osiris, the sun-deity of Egypt, was reverenced as Chrestos. In the Synagogue of the
Marcionites on Mount Hermon, built in the third century CE. the Messiah's title is spelled Chrestos. According to Tertullian and
Lactantius, the common people usually called Christ Chrestos.
94
The Scriptures were certainly inspired by YHWH; but human beings who possess different levels of comprehension have translated
what they understood and this in turn has been altered by scribes and copyists who have diluted, omitted, and even added certain texts.
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Period, the Book of Enoch, The Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, and especially the Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha. Because of this, the student must seek to inform himself as fully as possible to comprehend the
Scriptures and the Hebrew concept of Messianism that drove the writers of the Brit Chadasha in the light of all
the sources available. Again, the non-Jewish reader from Christianity finds it hard to understand the Messianic
concept because it is alien to the Western mind.95
Most Christians are not even aware that there were no chapters and verses in the manuscripts96. The chapters
now used were adopted in the 13th century, and the verse divisions as late as the 16th century97. Their only value
is to assist in reading and reference, but they are in no way authoritative.
Mistranslation and selective translation based on personal biases are not the only ways that language can
support conformity to a religious establishment. 98Over time, words which originally did not have any religious
connotation at all are often adopted by a religious community. The words are then used by that community so
often that they come to have an almost strictly religious connotation within the society at large. Such words then
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The use of the word “Christ” appeals to the pagan mind and was used by the Greeks so the heathens could see Christ the king was
the son of “God” as the Roman emperor was the son of Jupiter, worshipped as such, and the ruler of Egypt was the son of the god Re.
96
The TaNaK was originally divided into fifty-four sections by the Jews. One section was read in the synagogue every Sabbath day
(Acts 13:15). These sections were subdivided by the Masoretes into 669 “orders.” The divisions or sections found in the Greek and
Latin manuscripts are different from those of the Hebrew books, they are of unequal and arbitrary length, and very different from the
chapters in our modern printed Bibles.
97
The numerical division of the TaNaK and “New Testament” is ascribed to a number of individuals. Some scholars believe that the
chapter divisions should be attributed to the students of Cardinal Hugo of Saint Cher in 1240 CE. Cardinal Hugo was organizing a
concordance of the Bible and utilized the help of his eager students to reference the verses in the Bible in a way to locate individual
words quickly. Others believe that Stephen Langton, archbishop of Canterbury (1228 CE) is responsible for the chapter divisions. The
present” New Testament” verses were introduced by Robert Stephens first in his Greco-Latin Testament published in 1551 C.E., and
then later Stephens published the Latin Vulgate of 1555 CE, the first whole Bible divided into the present verses. Since this division of
the Scriptures was done by man unaided by inspiration there are notable instances in which the context caused by a division into
verses and chapters is destroyed. The careful Bible student will always read verses and even paragraphs before and after a statement to
insure that the complete thought of a context is considered.
98
The gospels have also been added to and altered over time. The Pagan critic Celsus complains that Christians 'altered the original
text of the gospels three or four times, or even more, with the intention of thus being able to destroy the arguments of their critics'.
Modern scholars have found that he was right. A careful study of over 3,000 early manuscripts has shown how scribes made many
changes. The Christian philosopher Origen, writing in the third century, acknowledges that manuscripts have been edited and
interpolated to suit the needs of the changing theological climate: 'It is an obvious fact today that there is much diversity among the
manuscripts, due either to the carelessness of the scribes, or the perverse audacity of some people in correcting the text, or again to the
fact that there are those who add or delete as they please, setting themselves up as correctors.” Scholars also know that whole sections
of the gospels were added later. For example, originally Mark did not contain any words beyond Chapter 16 verse 8 - the fear of the
women at their discovery of the empty tomb. The so-called long ending', in which the risen Jesus appears to his disciples, is not found
in any early manuscripts and yet now appears in nearly all New Testaments. Despite all of this editing and amending, the gospels
remain contradictory and inconsistent, as we have seen. For centuries, the Catholic Church prevented anyone other than priests
reading the New Testament for themselves, so few had the chance to discover just how confused the gospels are. The evidence
suggests that the New Testament as it exists today is not an accurate history of the historical events, but a history of the evolution of
Christian mythology. The earliest gospel is Mark, itself created from preexisting fragments. The authors of Matthew and Luke added
to and modified this gospel to create their own versions of the life of “Jesus”. From this we can conclude that they did not see Mark's
gospel as a valuable historical record that must be preserved intact. Neither did they see it as the inviolable 'Word of God' which must
never be altered. They evidently believed it to be a story which could be embellished and adjusted to their own needs - in exactly the
same way that Pagan philosophers had been developing and elaborating the myths of Osiris-Dionysus for centuries.
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lend further reinforcement to the structure of the religious system that thus infused them with their new
meanings.99
Today, most Scripturess are produced by merchants and publishing houses owned by denominations. The
church proved it perverted the "Word" when she declared herself the sole guardian of it. She hid it from the
people, and then she changed it. Now merchants produce most translations which must be sold for a profit
which usually means giving the market what they want. Over 350 English translations of the “New” Covenant
have been marketed to date. The most popular and accepted translations are, of course, those which can be used
to support Christendom's or certain doctrines. Pastors and denominations will push those translations which
work for them the most. What a person believes concerning any given words in Scripture is heavily influenced
by what a person believes at large. And what a person believes at large, if that person is a religious person, is
considerably shaped by whatever religious establishment/sect that person is most influenced by. Language and
translation can enable a religious establishment to exert greater control over large groups of people. Language
can do this both by helping the religion to draw in more converts and by then enabling the religion to enforce
conformity of thought/opinion among its adherents. Conformity can be towards specific teachings or towards
the religious establishment itself.
When a major Scriptures translation is undertaken by a publisher or some other institution, the directors are not
only responsible for getting the text translated; they must also make sure that the resulting work will pay for the
cost of translation and make a great profit for the corporation. They are under orders to make sure that the
finished “translation” supports the view of Christendom's doctrines. The market comes first, and accuracy to
original texts second. The bottom line of modern Scriptures translating is this- It must sell and make money for
the publishing house.
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For example, the word “preach” in the new 2011 NIV is often a translation of the Greek word “κηρύσσω", which means “to
announce publicly, to proclaim, to herald”. It referred to the public proclamations of the town-criers and heralds, who’s roles in that
society were similar to the roles of news anchors and radio/TV spokespeople today: to make announcements and deliver news to the
public. It was not a religious word. In our society today, however, the word “preach” has come to carry almost exclusively the
religious sense of “deliver a sermon”. So this word, in its common modern usage, is quite different than its original literal usage. From
the word “preach”, a religious establishment may justify the existence of a word like “preacher”, which refers to someone who makes
a living delivering their own religious sermons to groups of people. Thus, the structure of the religious system is reinforced by the
existence of this “office” and title: “preacher”, which is an extension of a word that originally had no religious connotation at all. The
religious establishment thus adopts language and infuses its own new meanings into it, and in turn these new meanings serve to
support and strengthen the structure of that same religious establishment. Another example of this is the Greek word "εκκλησια",
which the 2011 NIV (like the old NIV) translates as “church”. But "εκκλησια" was originally a political term referring to the public
assembly of all eligible voters in the Athenian democratic system. In such an assembly, each person could have their say, and all of
their opinions counted. In modern English, however, this word has religious meaning. If we say we are going to “church”, we mean
not that we are going to a democratic sort of assembly where we will each speak up as we see fit and each contribute our opinion on
important matters. We mean we are going to a place where, besides singing when we are instructed to do so, we are expected to sit in
silence and listen to one person, a “preacher”, whose title and office grant him to be the only one who voices his opinion in such an
assembly.
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Highway to Hell?
The very mention of the word “Hell” conjures up images of punished souls burning in a furious fire, being
pelted with brimstone for all of eternity. But, do the original manuscripts of the Bible really portray that image?
The traditional Christian concept of Hell does not come from the Hebrew or Greek manuscripts. It is a pagan
myth adopted as Christian doctrine in the third century by Roman church fathers. Yet, then as now, innocent
people are taught the traditional concept of Hell by trusted church authority figures. That trust deters questions,
so for hundreds of years the myth has perpetuated. The KJV and other translations have also perpetuated the
myth by less than the most accurate translation of the word Hell.

Yahshua never once used the English word "hell" and he never used any Greek, Hebrew, or Aramaic word
meaning what most people today in “Christianity believe "hell" means according to their church doctrines.
We know that Yahshua and the early Apostles did not believe in a literal hell, therefore, it does not surprise us
that the concept of eternal torment in the fires of hell originated from pagan philosophy and pagan beliefs.
The Roman Catholic Church fathers, Tertullian (160-220 C.E.), Jerome (347-420 C.E.) and Augustine (354-430
C.E.) all strongly believed in the doctrine of hell. These early Roman Church Fathers are highly venerated
Roman Catholic saints who believed that “God’s punishment” of unbelievers would be in a hell of everlasting
torment.
The first person to write about Eternal Hell was the Latin North African Tertullian who is considered the Father
of the Latin Church. Tertullian fantasized that not only the wicked would be in Hell but also every philosopher
and theologian who did not agree with him. He envisioned a time when he would look down from Heaven at
those people in Hell and laugh with glee at their misery.100
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“It is well known that regeneration by baptism is a fundamental article of Rome, yea, that it stands at the very threshold of the
Roman system. So important, according to Rome, is baptism for this purpose, that, on the one hand, it is pronounced of "absolute
necessity for salvation," insomuch that infants dying without it cannot be admitted to glory; and on the other, its virtues are so great,
that it is declared in all cases infallibly to "regenerate us by a new spiritual birth, making us children of God":--it is pronounced to be
"the first door by which we enter into the fold of Jesus Christ, the first means by which we receive the grace of reconciliation with
God; therefore the merits of His death are by baptism applied to our souls in so superabundant a manner, as fully to satisfy Divine
justice for all demands against us, whether for original or actual sin…Question: What becomes of young children who die without
baptism? Answer: If a young child were put to death for the sake of Christ, this would be to it the baptism of blood, and carry it to
heaven; but except in this case, as such infants are incapable of having the desire of baptism, with the other necessary dispositions, if
they are not actually baptized with water, THEY CANNOT GO TO HEAVEN." As this doctrine never came from the Bible, whence
came it? It came from heathenism.” -Hislop, The Two Babylons
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The main person responsible for making Hell eternal in the Western Church was St. Augustine (354-430 CE).
Augustine's Christian mother ousted him when he became a Manichean Gnostic. Later, he renounced
Manichaeism and returned to the Roman Church where he was made Bishop of Hippo in North Africa. He did
not know Greek, had tried to study it, but stated that he hated it. Sadly, it is his misunderstanding of Greek that
cemented the concept of Eternal Hell in the pagan Western Church. Augustine not only said that Hell was
eternal for the wicked but also for anyone who wasn't a “Christian” but reserved for anyone who disagreed with
him.
In 382 C.E. Pope Damasus commissioned Jerome to make a revised translation of the Bible in Latin. Jerome, a
Roman Catholic by birth, believed in the doctrine of hell and he produced the revised translation of the
complete Bible in Latin known as the Latin Vulgate (circa 405 C.E.). Jerome mistranslated and misinterpreted
several key Hebrew and Greek words into the Latin Vulgate in support of the already established doctrine of
hell in the Roman Catholic Church.
The Latin Vulgate became the official Bible of the Roman Catholic Church, and to this day, it is regarded to be
free from any doctrinal errors by the Roman Catholic Church. The Latin Vulgate reigned supreme for over a
thousand years and the doctrine of hell became deeply entrenched into the psyche of the Christian world as a
true biblical doctrine. This was because of the complete dominance of the Roman Catholic Church throughout
the Middle Ages, from the 5th century to the 16th century C.E.
Jerome, through the Latin Vulgate, and Augustine, through his book City of God, are the most important and
influential figures in the development of Roman Catholicism.
Augustine was canonized and recognized as a Doctor of the Church in 1298 C.E. by Pope Boniface. Augustine
has profoundly influenced both Roman Catholic and Protestant doctrines. Many Protestants, especially
Calvinists, consider him to be one of the theological fathers of the Protestant Reformation. It is ironic that
Augustine, reputed to have combated heresies in the church, was himself the very one who championed belief
in one of the greatest pagan church heresies of all time, namely, the doctrine of eternal hell.
From circa 590-1517 C.E. the Roman Church reigned supreme and dominated the western world where it
controlled religion, philosophy, morals, politics, art and education, and became a very wealthy institution(today
most denominations are corporations). During the Dark Middle Ages, the Roman Catholic Church refused to
allow Scripture to be available in any language other than Latin. Those in possession of non-Latin Scriptures
were persecuted and sometimes even killed. Only priests were educated to understand Latin, and this gave the
church ultimate power. Power to control and rule the masses without question. The Roman Catholic Church
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capitalized on this enforced ignorance of the peoples for over a thousand years. Some of the most influential
figures in Christendom; Tertullian, Constantine, Jerome, John Chrysostom, Augustine, Martin Luther and John
Calvin, all believed in the doctrine of hell101 and everyone of them were anti-Semitic!
It is not surprising that the translators of the KJV (1611 C.E.) were greatly influenced, both directly and
indirectly, by the Latin Vulgate and they simply copied many of the translation errors made by the Latin
Vulgate in support of the doctrine of eternal hell.102 The KJV has been the major influence on formulating the
traditional Protestant Christian doctrine of eternal hell, which is of course similar to the Roman Catholic
doctrine of hell.

Unfortunately, the problem does not lie with the Jews lack of understanding of their own

language, but with a false doctrine perpetuated by Christians for many years. The Doctrine of Biblical Inerrancy
has caused Christian leaders to have to outright lie to maintain their position. They have to take the facts and
hide them from their followers. Because they have locked themselves into the teaching that the King James
Scriptures is "the inerrant" translation of the "so-called" original texts, they have locked themselves into a
position where lying and distorting are the only options left to maintain their power and positions They say the
66 books of the present King James Scriptures are inerrant, but they do not tell you it lacks 14 entire books
which were in the original King James of 1611. They do not tell you the King James Scriptures has been
changed in the last 350 years and there have been thousands of corrections. They do not tell you the King James
Scriptures was never authorized by anyone. They do not tell you the original KJV had a calendar of annual Holy
101

The old English word hell comes from helan, and means to cover or conceal. Similar words coming from the same root have a
similar meaning. Hill for example is a mound of dirt or stone that covers the level surface of earth. Hull is the covering of a nut or the
covered part of a ship. Heal is the covering of a wound. Hall is a building space which is used to cover people or goods. Hole is an
uncovering.-Shell. In the early days to hell potatoes meant to cover them, as to store them in a cellar or underground. To hel a house
meant to cover a portion of it with tile. The term heling a house is still used in the New England portions of the United States.
At first the use of hell had no pagan meaning to it. It was simply used as the common grave of man. To go to hell in the old English
language meant simply that one was dead and buried. It was in Germany and England that the word began to evolve into the pagan
unscriptural meaning of eternal punishment.
102

Concerning the KJV, New Testament scholar Dr. Bart Ehrman remarks:…The King James Version is filled with places in which
the translators rendered a Greek text derived ultimately from Erasmus's edition, which was based on a single twelfth-century
manuscript that is one of the worst of the manuscripts that we now have available to us!……The King James was not given by God
but was a translation by a group of scholars in the early seventeenth century who based their rendition on a faulty Greek text.” Hence,
despite the esteem by evangelical Christians, it is understood by various scholars that the King James Bible was not "given by God"
and possesses "grave defects." In fact, the Greek text that the KJV largely followed is now considered a seriously flawed composition,
"hastily compiled" by Desiderius Erasmus, who pieced it together using a single Greek text from the 12th century and a few other
manuscript portions, producing the "Textus Receptus" or "Received Text."Not finding the last six verses of the New Testament, from
the book of Revelation, Erasmus used the Latin Vulgate to translate the pertinent verses back into Greek. Thus, these particular
scriptures were not rendered from the original or even early Greek texts but are the retranslations from a Latin translation of a Greek
copy of the New Testament. It is upon this defective translation that the King James Bible is based in large part, further demonstrating
the tenuousness and frailty of maintaining that the KJV was infallibly inspired by the Holy Spirit. Regarding the KJV, the RSV says:
The King James Version of the New Testament was based upon a Greek text that was marred by mistakes, containing the accumulated
errors of fourteen centuries of manuscript copying. It was essentially the Greek text of the New Testament as edited by Beza, 1589,
who closely followed that published by Erasmus, 1516-1535, which was based upon a few medieval manuscripts….We now possess
many more ancient manuscripts of the New Testament, and are far better equipped to seek to recover the original wording of the
Greek text…”
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days which all believers were to follow such as: Purification of the Virgin Mary, annunciation of our Lady,
Innocents day, etc. They do not tell you the Greek text used by the King James translators produced by
Erasmus, a Roman Catholic humanist monk, did not have manuscripts that contained all 27 books of the
Renewed Covenant, so he borrowed out of the Latin Catholic Vulgate. They cannot tell you these things
because that would be the end of the lies that have kept them in power over the populace for centuries!103
Many subsequent versions of the Bible have corrected translation errors found in the KJV to varying degrees.
However, the most popular versions of the Bible like the NIV, the NKJV, the NAS, the RSV and others have
still retained the basic translation errors, which support the doctrine of hell. Some versions of the Bible like
YLT (Young’s Literal Translation) have been true to the literal meanings of the original Hebrew.
Jewish scholars were not ashamed to tell the world they were not perfect and therefore could not produce an
inerrant translation, we noticed something else even more startling than the footnotes. We could not find the
word "hell," even once! The TaNaK, three quarters of the Scriptures, and the word "hell" could not be found. In
searching dozens of English translations of the TaNaK the word "hell" could not be found in most of the
translations. Avraham, Mosheh, David, and all the people of the TaNaK only knew one place where all people
went, whether they were good or bad. And that is Sheol, the grave, the place of the dead. Gehenna is never
mentioned in the Apocrypha as a place of future punishment, as it would have been, had such been its meaning
before and at the time of Messiah. No Jewish writer, such as Josephus, or Philo, ever used it as the name of a
place of future punishment, as they would have done had such then been its meaning. Gehenna is never said to
be of endless duration, nor spoken of as destined to last forever, so that even admitting the popular ideas of its
existence after death, it gives no support to the idea of endless torment. The first Jewish writer who ever names
103

The King James Version (KJV) was the only standard version of the Bible for English speaking Protestant Christians for nearly 350
years, until the general acceptance of the Revised Standard Version in 1952. Therefore, the KJV has had a major influence on
formulating the traditional Christian view of the doctrine of hell in Protestant Christianity. There are four words in the Bible that have
been translated as hell, by the translators of the KJV. These are one Hebrew word, Sheol and three Greek words, hades, Tartarus and
Gehenna. The word hell occurs 54 times in total in the KJV. Sheol occurs 65 times in the Old Testament and hades occurs 11 times in
the New Testament. The Greek word hades is the direct equivalent of the Hebrew word Sheol. A study of all of the verses where these
two words occur in the Bible proves that the correct meaning of Sheol and hades is the grave (the place of the dead) or the pit, and not
hell. The KJV translators were wrong when they translated Sheol 31 times and hades 10 times to mean hell. They had no justification
to translate these words as hell, especially when they understood that the correct meaning of sheol was the grave or the pit, as they
correctly translated sheol 34 times out of the 65 times it occurs, to mean the grave or the pit. As the Greek word hades is the direct
equivalent of the Hebrew word Sheol, hades also means the grave or the pit, and not hell. So, why did the KJV translators incorrectly
translate these words as hell in the Bible? The obvious answer is that the KJV translators were strongly influenced by the deeply
entrenched doctrine of hell, which was strictly taught by Roman Catholicism for hundreds of years. In fact, the translators of most
subsequent versions of the Bible have corrected the errors made by the KJV translators, to varying degrees. In some Bible Versions,
Sheol and hades are translated to mean the underworld in a couple of places. This meaning is a mistranslation. It is clear that the
translation of Sheol and hades to mean the underworld has been influenced by pagan Greek mythology and it is not supported
anywhere in Scripture. It is clear to us that Bible translators have been hugely influenced by the deeply entrenched false doctrine of
Eternal Torture in Hell, first championed by Augustine and embraced by the Roman Catholic Church in 553 CE. Perhaps there is no
other single theologian, who has exerted as much influence as Augustine on Roman Catholicism and Protestantism throughout the
history of Christianity, since the fourth century. Augustine was steeped in pagan philosophy and religion before he converted to
Roman Catholicism, and the doctrine of hell is entirely pagan in its origin.
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it as a place of future punishment is Jonathan Ben Uzziel, who wrote, according to various authorities, from
somewhere between the second to the eighth century C.E.
Hebrew scholars say that the TaNaK does not teach eternal punishment. Certainly there were penalties and
rewards, but the vast majority of these scholars say that these recompenses were always earthly and did not
relate to some future punishment. Knappius, a Hebrew and Greek scholar of undisputed reputation says:
•

“The pure idea of eternity is too abstract to have been conceived in the early ages of the world, and
accordingly is not found expressed by any word in the ancient languages. The Hebrews and other
ancient people have no one word for expressing the precise idea of eternity.”

Gehenna is the name given by Jews to Hell. Rev. H. N. Adler, a Jewish Rabbi, says:
"They do not teach endless retributive suffering. They hold that it is not conceivable that an Elohim of mercy
and justice would ordain infinite punishment for finite wrong-doing."
Dr. Dentsch declares:
•

"There is not a word in the Talmud that lends any support to that damnable dogma of endless torment."

Dr. Dewes in his "Plea for Rational Translation
•

“Says that Gehenna is alluded to four or five times in the Mishna, thus: "The judgment of Gehenna is for
twelve months;" "Gehenna is a day in which the impious shall be burnt."

Bartolocci declares that
•

"The Jews did not believe in a material fire, and thought that such fire as they did believe in would one
day be put out."

Rabbi Akiba, "the second Moses," said:
•

"The duration of the punishment of the wicked in Gehenna is twelve months."

Other Jewish sources state: Adyoth 3: 10. Some rabbis said Gehenna only lasted from Passover to Shavuot.
This was the prevalent conception. (Abridged from Excursus 5, in Canon Farrar's "Eternal Hope." He gives in
a note these testimonies to prove that the Jews, to whom Yahshua spoke, did not regard Gehenna as of endless
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duration). Asarath Maamaroth, f. 35, 1: "There will hereafter be no Gehenna." Jalkuth Shimoni, f. 46, 1:
"Gabriel and Michael will open the eight thousand gates of Gehenna, and let out Israelites and righteous
Gentiles." A passage in Othoth, (attributed to R. Akiba) declares that Gabriel and Michael will open the forty
thousand gates of Gehenna, and set free the damned, and in Emek Hammelech, f. 138, 4, we read: "The wicked
stay in Gehenna till the resurrection, and then the Messiah, passing through it redeems them."
In comparison to the Hebraic view, “Church father” Augustine, commenting on the purpose of such doctrines
such as eternal hell, said:
•

This seems to have been done on no other account, but as it was the business of princes, out of their
wisdom and civil prudence, to deceive the people in their religion; princes, under the name of religion,
persuaded the people to believe those things true, which they themselves knew to be idle fables; by this
means, for their own ease in government, tying them the more closely to civil society. (Augustine, City
of God, Book IV, p. 32, cited by Thayer, Origin & History, p. 37.)

Polybius, the historian, says:
•

“Since the multitude is ever fickle, full of lawless desires, irrational passions and violence, there is no
other way to keep them in order but by the fear and terror of the invisible world; on which account our
ancestors seem to me to have acted judiciously, when they contrived to bring into the popular belief
these notions of the gods, and of the infernal regions. B. vi 56. .

Livy, the celebrated historian, speaks of it in the same spirit; and he praises the wisdom of Numa, because he
invented the fear of the gods, as “a most efficacious means of governing an ignorant and barbarous populace.
Hist., I 19.
Strabo, the geographer, says:
•

“The multitude are restrained from vice by the punishments the gods are said to inflict upon offenders,
and by those terrors and threatenings which certain dreadful words and monstrous forms imprint upon
their minds...For it is impossible to govern the crowd of women, and all the common rabble, by
philosophical reasoning, and lead them to piety, holiness and virtue-but this must be done by superstition, or the fear of the gods, by means of fables and wonders; for the thunder, the aegis, the
trident, the torches (of the Furies), the dragons, &c., are all fables, as is also all the ancient theology.
These things the legislators used as scarecrows to terrify the childish multitude.” Geog., B., I
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•

Aristotle. “It has been handed down in mythical form from earliest times to posterity, that there are
gods, and that the divine (Deity) compasses all nature. All beside this has been added, after the mythical
style, for the purpose of persuading the multitude, and for the interests of the laws, and the advantage of
the state.” Neander’s Church Hist., I, p. 7. , (Origin & History, 41-43.)

Samuel G. Dawson was a physics and mathematics graduate from Texas Tech who did research in celestial
mechanics and intercontinental missile guidance in the aerospace industry. He left science to begin 22 years of
public teaching about religious topics. He did extensive live call-in radio work daily for eight years and
participated in a number of religious debates. He still believed the church's conception of a real hell when a
caller to his call-in radio show said, "Don't you know that hell is just something the Catholic Church invented to
scare people into obedience?" He was "righteously indignant," but began research to find the origins of the
church's hell theology to make sure he was correct. After extensive study, this was his conclusion:
•

I now believe that hell is the invention of Roman Catholicism; and surprisingly, most, if not all,
of our popular concepts of hell can be found in the writings of Roman Catholic writers like the
Italian poet Dante Alighieri104 (1265-1321), author of Dante's Inferno. The English poet John
Milton (1608-1674), author of Paradise Lost, set forth the same concepts in a fashion highly
acceptable to the Roman Catholic faith. Yet none of our concepts of hell can be found in the
teaching of Jesus Christ! [Dawson's italics] We get indignant at the mention of purgatory—we
know that's not in the Bible. We may also find that our popular concepts of hell came from the
same place that purgatory did—Roman Catholicism.

Concordant Publishing Concern is a well-known publisher of Bible literature, including the Concordant
Literal New Testament, Concordant Version of the Old Testament, Concordant Greek Text, and
104

Consider what the Encyclopedia Americana says about hell: “…As generally understood, hell is the abode of evil spirits; the
infernal regions…whither lost and condemned souls go after death to suffer indescribable torments and eternal punishment…Some
have thought of it as the place created by the Deity, where He punishes with inconceivable severity, and through all eternity, the souls
of those who through unbelief or through the worship of false gods have angered Him. It is the place of divine revenge, untempered,
never ending.” An additional quote, also from the Encyclopedia Americana, makes this stunning admission about the almost universal
acceptance of the popular belief about hell: “The main features of hell as conceived by Hindu, Persian, Egyptian, Grecian and
Christian theologians are essentially the same.”About Dante’s Inferno, almost no one understands that it was primarily pagan poets
who authored today’s widely believed concept about an underground, ever-burning hell. Much of the tradition surrounding this
subject came from Dante Alighieri’s (1265-1321) famous work Divine Comedy. In it, he described his view of paradise, purgatory and
hell. Notice this quote from a book about his life, Dante and His Inferno: “Of all poets of modern times, Dante Alighieri was, perhaps,
the greatest educator. He possibly had a greater influence on the course of civilization than any other man since his day…He wrote, in
incomprehensible verse, an imaginative and lurid account of a dismal hell—a long poem containing certain phrases which have
caught the attention of the world, such as, ‘all hope abandon…ye, who enter here!’ This had a tremendous impression and influence
on the popular Christian thought and teaching. His Inferno was based on Virgil and Plato.” This makes obvious where Dante got his
ideas. He believed that the pagan philosophers Plato and Virgil were divinely inspired. His fascination with the Greek philosopher
Plato caused him to accept Plato’s ideas about the immortality of the soul as described in his famous work, Phaedo. Here is what the
Encyclopedia Americana says about Virgil: “Virgil, pagan Roman poet, 70-12 B.C. belonged to the national school of pagan Roman
thought, influenced by the Greek writers. Christians of the Middle Ages, including Dante, believed he had received some measure of
divine inspiration.”
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Concordant Commentary. They make the point strongly that the English word "hell" should no longer be
used in Bible texts because of the "corrupting influence of human tradition" that has given it the image of a
place of torment where judged souls are condemned to spend eternity, an image that is simply untrue:
•

THE OLD ENGLISH “hell,” denoted that which is covered (hidden or unseen). Consequently, it
once served as a suitable translation of the Greek hades, which means “imperceptible” or
“unseen.” In modern English, however, due to the corrupting influence of human tradition,
“hell” has come to mean “the abode of the dead; the place of punishment after death [in which
the dead are alive].” Consequently, since in modern English the notion represented by the term
“hell” constitutes, to say the least, interpretation, not translation, it is unconscionable for
modern translators to render either the Hebrew sheol or the Greek hades by this expression. Yet
it is worse still, whether in old English or modern English, to render the Greek tartarosas and
especially the Greek geenna, also as “hell.” Such “translations” are not translations at all; they
are but the product of circular reasoning and hoary tradition. Whatever one’s understanding
may be concerning the matters to which these words make reference, as a translation of the
Original, the rendering “hell,” in all cases, is wholly unjustifiable. Yet it is this very rendering,
the single term, “hell,” for all these distinct words in the Original, which has spawned all the
familiar talk concerning “hell” which prevails among “Bible-believing Christians” today.
(James Coram, "The Gehenna of Fire," Concordant Publishing Concern, 2006)

Dr. Thayer has been described as "a biblical scholar of rare breadth" (Virtual American Biographies,
2006). He devoted considerable study to the theology of hell and wrote The Origin and History of the
Doctrine of Endless Punishment (1855), still a standard treatise widely quoted. This is a portion from
the chapter titled "The Biblical Doctrine of Hell."
•

The word hell, in the Old Testament, is always a translation of the Hebrew word Sheol, which
occurs sixty-four times, and is rendered "hell" thirty-two times, "grave" twenty-nine times, and
"pit" three times. By examination of the Hebrew Scriptures it will be found that its radical or
primary meaning is the place or state of the dead. It is plain that it has here no reference to a
place of endless torment after death. It is plain, then, from these citations, that the word Sheol,
"hell," makes nothing for the doctrine of future unending punishment as a part of the Law
penalties. It is never used by Moses or the Prophets in the sense of a place of torment after
death; and in no way conflicts with the statement already proved, that the Law of Moses deals
wholly in temporal rewards and punishments. Hell in the New Testament [continuing Thayer's
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explanation] Now no one believes in such a hell as this. A material hell of fire, and torments by
flame, have been long ago abandoned. And the Savior cannot be understood as believing or
teaching future torments, . . . We have now passed in review, as far as our limits will permit, the
New Testament doctrine of hell, and we have not, surely, found it to be the doctrine of endless
punishment, but something very wide from this.
Scholar J.W. Hanson says:
•

Is it possible that our heavenly Father had created a world of endless torture, to which his children for
thousands of years were crowding in myriads, and that he not only had not revealed the fact to them, but
was so short-sighted that he had not given them a word to express the fact, or even a capacity sufficient
to bring the idea of the eternal suffering to which they were liable, within the compass of their
cognition? If Elohim’s punishments are limited, we can understand how this word was used only
fourteen times to define them. But if they are endless, how can we explain the employment of this word
only fourteen times in the entire Renewed Covenant? A doctrine that, if true, ought to crowd every
sentence, frown in every line, only stated fourteen times, and that, too, by a word whose uniform
meaning everywhere else is limited duration! The idea is preposterous. But if it means endless, how
can we account for the fact that neither Luke nor John records one instance of its use by the Savior, and
Matthew but four, Mark but two, and Paul employs it but twice in his ministry, while John and James in
their epistles never allude to it? Such silence is an unanswerable refutation of all attempts to foist the
meaning of endless into the word. The word means limited duration all through the Old Covenant; it
never had the meaning of endless duration among those who spoke the language, but Yahshua
announced the doctrine of endless punishment, and selected as the Greek word to convey His meaning
the very word that in the Classics and the Septuagint never contained any such thought, when there were
several words in the copious Greek tongue that unequivocally conveyed the idea of interminable
duration!

Dr. F.W. Farrar says:
•

"It may be worthwhile, however, to point out once more to less educated readers that aion, aionios, and
their Hebrew equivalents in all combinations are repeatedly used of things which have come to an end.
Even Augustine admits (what, indeed, no one can deny), that in Scripture aion and aionios must in many
instances mean 'having an end,' and St. Gregory of Nyssa, who at least knew Greek, uses aionios as the
epithet for 'an interval.'" Dean Farrar also states: "The pages of theologians in all ages show a startling
prevalence of such terms as 'everlasting death, everlasting damnation, everlasting torments, everlasting
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vengeance, everlasting fire'-not one of which has Scriptural authority." Dr. Farrar was well versed in the
Biblical languages, author of books on the life of Yahshua, the life of Rav Shaul, and Greek grammar, as
well as others.
Professor Knappe of Halle wrote,
•

"The Hebrew was destitute of any single word to express endless duration. The pure idea of eternity is
not found in any of the ancient languages."

Lexicographers note the fact that it was not until the fifth century C.E. that theologians began to read the sense
of endlessness into Scriptures words. Dr. Lewis S. Chafer deplores the difficulty that the average reader of the
Scriptures will encounter in seeking to understand the real meaning of these passages, when he notes how
hopelessly the KJV has obscured the word aion. He said:
•

"The word, which in common usage has a limited meaning, is used by the translators as the one English
rendering for at least four widely differing ideas in the original. So that if the truth contained in this
important body of Scripture is to be understood, the student must not only know the various meanings
which are expressed by the one word, but also be able to determine the correct use of it in the many
passages in which it occurs. Therefore, the KJV has placed the simple truth they contain beyond the
average reader of the Scriptures. The English word 'world,' as used in the Renewed Covenant, may
mean a distinct period of time, commonly known as an age (as its original is a few times translated), or
it may refer to the things created: the earth, its inhabitants, or their institution. The ages are often
referred to in Scripture and the study of the exact conditions and purposes of each of them are not
fanciful; but it is rather the only adequate foundation for any true knowledge of the Scriptures."

Almost no one understands that it was primarily pagan poets who authored today’s widely believed concept
about an underground, ever-burning hell. Much of the tradition surrounding this subject came from Dante
Alighieri’s (1265-1321 C.E.) famous work Divine Comedy. In it, he described his view of paradise, purgatory
and hell. Notice this quote from a book about his life, Dante and His Inferno:
•

“Of all poets of modern times, Dante Alighieri was, perhaps, the greatest educator. He possibly had a
greater influence on the course of civilization than any other man since his day…He wrote, in
incomprehensible verse, an imaginative and lurid account of a dismal hell—a long poem containing
certain phrases which have caught the attention of the world, such as, ‘all hope abandon…ye, who enter
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here!’ This had a tremendous impression and influence on the popular Christian thought and teaching.
His Inferno was based on Virgil and Plato.
This makes obvious where Dante got his ideas. He believed that the pagan philosophers Plato and Virgil were
divinely inspired.

105

His fascination with the Greek philosopher Plato caused him to accept Plato’s ideas about

the immortality of the soul as described in his famous work, Phaedo. Here is what the Encyclopedia
Americana says about Virgil:
•

“Virgil, pagan Roman poet, 70-12 B.C. Belonged to the national school of pagan Roman thought,
influenced by the Greek writers. Christians of the Middle Ages, including Dante, believed he had
received some measure of divine inspiration.”

A quick tour through the Norse and Germanic mythologies of the godless Hel and her domain Hell should be a
wakeup call to any person whose mind is still functioning. The Encyclopedia Britannica tells us of "Hel":
•

"Hel or Hela, in Scandinavian mythology, goddess of the dead, a child of Loki and the giantess
Angurboga, dwelt beneath the roots of the sacred ash, Yggdrasil (q.v.), and ruled the nine worlds of
Helheim. In early myth all the dead went to her: in later legend only those who died of old age or
sickness; she then became synonymous with suffering and horror."

In his book Counterfeit Christianity, E. Raymond Capt describes today’s concept of hell:
•

“It is interesting to note that the Book of Acts contains the history of the journeys, labors, and preaching
of the apostles for over thirty years. Yet in all that time they did not preach or warn their converts about
hell! Nor is the word ‘hell’ found in the writings of the Apostle Paul. He was a preacher of the Gospel
for thirty years, and he asserts that he did not fail to declare ‘The whole counsel of God.’ Yet he never,
in a single instance, used the word ‘hell.’ It is not found in Romans, or in 1st or 2nd Corinthians,
Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, in 1st or 2nd Thessalonians, in 1st or 2nd Timothy, Titus,
Philemon, or Hebrews. Nor is it found in 1st Peter, or in 1st, 2nd or 3rd John…The current concept of
hell as a place of eternal fire and punishment was brought to the world by Greek and Iranian
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"In Christian literature," writes William Crockett, "we find blasphemers hanging by their tongues. Adulterous women who plaited
their hair to entice men dangle over boiling mire by their neck or hair. Slanderers chew their tongues, hot irons burn their eyes. Other
evildoers suffer in equally picturesque ways. Murderers are cast into pits filled with venomous reptiles, and worms fill their bodies.
Women who had abortions sit neck deep in the excretions of the damned. Those who chatted idly during church stand in a pool of
burning sulphur and pitch. Idolaters are driven up cliffs by demons where they plunge to the rocks below, only to be driven up again.
Those who turned their back on God are turned and baked slowly in the fires of hell.”
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mythology...Our present hell which has gradually undergone changes in its meaning, is not a proper
translation of either the Hebrew or Greek.”
It is common knowledge to anyone who has studied church history even just a little bit, that the Roman Catholic
Church made it a practice to absorb the pagan traditions of the nations which it tried to covert. She, the Roman
Catholic Church, by the power she claimed, just Christianized them. From this practice, the Christians have
inherited all the superstitions of the world. Under the word "Hell" they incorporated the mythologies of the
Romans, Greeks, Babylonians, Egyptians, Teutons, Druids, and only Elohim knows what else.
This work cannot go into the thousands of pagan words, myths, rituals, artifacts, originating in pagan religions
which have been brought into the Messianic religion. Reading Hislop's Two Babylons, published by Loizeaux
Brothers, or Babylonian Mystery Religion by Ralph Woodrow would be two good places to begin. For those of
the Protestant persuasion who think they are immune to the influence of Romanism, think again, the entire
Protestant Sunday morning church ritual, including the structure of the building and its interior furniture, will
not be found among the early believers in Yahshua Messiah.
A self-righteous religious person is probably the most "stinky" thing on the face of the earth. But amazingly,
that kind of individual loves their own stink and no one can dissuade them from it. This kind of individual is
tortured in their “hell” already and seeks to enlarge it by bringing others under their power. The church
buildings of the world and the temples of the world are full of these people-putting burdens upon the backs of
Elohim's people which the Master did not command-placing fear into their minds which never allows them to
enter into the rest of the Good Shepherd. They continue in their fleecing and devouring the sheep for the benefit
of their own religious kingdom, no matter how small, even if it is as small as their own family over which they
can rule as a tyrant, locking out the love of Elohim by filling their little minds with fear of eternal punishment.
False teachings of eternal punishment of the wicked have done unfathomable damage in the religious realm.
Untold millions of people have obeyed YHWH purely out of fear of a false concept of eternal hell.
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In recent months, dioceses around the world have been offering Catholics a spiritual benefit that fell out of favor decades ago —
the indulgence, a sort of amnesty from punishment in the afterlife — and reminding them of the church’s clout in mitigating the wages
of sin. According to Roman church teaching, even after sinners are absolved in the confessional and say their Our Fathers or Hail
Marys as penance, they still face punishment after death, in Purgatory, before they can enter heaven. In exchange for certain prayers,
devotions or pilgrimages in special years, a Catholic can receive an indulgence, which reduces or erases that punishment instantly,
with no formal ceremony or sacrament. Here are partial indulgences, which reduce purgatorial time by a certain number of days or
years, and plenary indulgences, which eliminate all of it, until another sin is committed. You can get one for yourself, or for someone
who is dead. You cannot buy one — the church outlawed the sale of indulgences in 1567 — but charitable contributions, combined
with other acts, can help you earn one. There is a limit of one plenary indulgence per sinner per day. The return of indulgences began
with Pope John Paul II, who authorized bishops to offer them in 2000 as part of the celebration of the church’s third millennium. But
the offers have increased markedly under his successor, Pope Benedict, who has made plenary indulgences part of church anniversary
celebrations nine times in the last three years.
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untold millions have turned their backs on YHWH because of a false sense of hell, as described by Roman
Catholic sources, and their followers in Protestant denominations. The Roman Catholic Church has used the
doctrine of eternal torment for centuries and it has never manifested the kingdom of Elohim nor its
righteousness, but just the opposite. Study European history, which is nothing more than church history. See
what thousands of wars, killings, hatred, and decadent societies the doctrine of eternal torment has wrought
upon the earth. The just and inevitable conclusion then, is, that for twenty-five centuries, Elohim had no design
or thought of inflicting so dreadful an evil as endless punishment on His children. The concept of an everburning hell comes from outright paganism.
The Stairway to Heaven
Where did the idea of an eternity in heaven come from? It most certainly does not come from Judaism because
there is no such concept in the TaNaK. It definitely did not come from Yahshua's teaching, and therefore could
not have been part of the original Gospel that Yahshua commanded to be taken into the entire world.
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The

hope of believers according to Yahshua and Judaism was the Kingdom of YHWH to come here on earth at his
coming. At no time in Jewish history have the concepts of heaven and hell played a role in its teachings. This is
supported by Jewish writings dating back to the Babylonian exile including the TaNaK which makes almost no
mention of what might happen when we die. The Christian concepts of heaven and hell have their origins in
several regional religions of the time including Zoroastrianism and the various religions found among the
Greeks, Romans, and Egyptians.
The idea of a heavenly destiny was common in the first century among pagans schooled in Greek philosophy.
Westerners are still trying to read and understand a Jewish book through these same Greco-Roman cultural
glasses. The church adopted the Greco-Roman Platonic dualistic way of thinking108 in their theology instead of
oneness or unity of the Hebraic mind. A dualistic type of thinking has had nothing but negative consequences
for the church. The father of Christian theology, Origen, was a Platonic philosopher at the school of Alexandria.
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If Heaven were a real physical place, the way the Pagans and early Christians thought, you could see it with a telescope, you could
go there. But when you look through a telescope, you don't see heaven; you see the Earth and planets circling the sun. Now do you see
why the Catholic bishops were so highly pissed at Galileo? His experiments destroyed ideas fundamental to their religion.
108
In theology, the concept of dualism assumes that there are two separate entities—good and evil—which are equally powerful. In
“Christian” dualism, “God” represents the good entity and “Satan” represents the evil entity. Dualism is a theology based on the belief
in two gods: a good god of light and immaterial things, and an evil god of darkness and material things. The theology appears for the
first time in ancient Persia, where Zoroastrianism a Dualist religion, becomes the official state religion (there are still Zoroastrians in
modern Iran, regarded by Moslems as one of the peoples of the Book. They also exist in India, where they are known as Parsees (ie
Persians) There can be no dualism existing in any corner of our universe. There is only one power that is overriding, and that power is
the Almighty as revealed to us in the Bible. According to the scriptural evidence, there is only one power that is omnipotent, not two.
Thus, any doctrine of dualism which contends that there are two equal powers opposing each other (good and evil) is a false doctrine.
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He built into Christian doctrine the whole cosmic drama of the soul,109 which he took from Plato, which is still
the foundation of the church’s philosophy of the human soul.110The result has been the emphasis on a “pie in the
sky” theology111 that focuses the person’s attention on the pleasures of some future spiritual to come after death
109

In Hebrew thought, a person is a body-soul. He is viewed as a unity, a single entity, an invisible whole. In Hebrew thought, the soul
or spirit refers to the whole person as a living being. Human beings live as souls; they do not have “souls”. They live as an animated
body or a nefesh chayyah. Man is a living being, the soul being his vitality –never a separate part of man. The Greeks taught that the
soul is a nonphysical, immortal part of a person. At death it escapes the prison of the body and goes to the world of eternal reality.
110
The reader may read more about dualism in my free book “Beginner Torah Lessons” at www.bnaiavraham.net .
111
If this is what the Apostles taught, where did the idea of 'heaven' as the eternal inheritance come from? The answer is not hard to
find for those familiar with paganism and Greek philosophy. The pagans developed a mythology of afterlife in the "underworld." No
doubt, this was because corpses were buried in the earth. In ancient paganism, the afterlife was seen as a further descent into the
underworld. However, around the 5th century BC, Greek influence greatly altered this pagan view, from a descent into Hades to an
ascent of the soul into heaven. When the concept of the soul was further developed in the Greek world, a sharp distinction was made
between the mortal body and the immortal soul which originates in the divine world. Only the latter journeys in the world to come.
The idea of a journey of the soul now makes its appearance in Greek literature. According to the Orphic writings (6th - 5th century
[BCE]), which introduce the idea, the goal of souls is to return to their heavenly home after long travels. Hades now becomes the place
of punishment, hell. Plato introduced into Greek philosophy the belief of the immortality of the soul and its many [re]incarnations up
to the goal of final purification. According to the myth ... the soul goes to the place of judgment after leaving the body. There the
judges order the righteous ... to ascend to heaven. ... The idea gradually changes from a descent of the soul to the underworld, to an
ascent of the soul into heaven. The descent becomes an ascent. Plato taught that souls lived in heaven before being born into this
creation, and that they ascend back to heaven when they have sufficiently learned philosophy after a series of reincarnations. He
taught that the material body causes the corruption of the soul. Thus, the destiny of the body was to decay into dust. But the hope of
the soul was to be released from the material flesh, to leave this physical creation and to ascend into heaven as pure spirit. Both the
physical body and the physical creation were seen as prisons of the soul, for which the soul longed for release. Consequently, the hope
of the resurrection of the flesh and an eternal Land inheritance within this creation were foreign ideas to the Greek mind. Rav Shaul
and his Gospel were mocked at the philosophical forum at Athens when he mentioned the resurrection of the dead. The ancient
Hebrew "hope" left the Greek intellectual scoffing. Shaul warned the early Nazarenes to avoid Greek philosophy, which he called
"foolishness," the "wisdom of men" in contrast to the "wisdom of Elohim," "profane and idle babblings," something to be avoided as
"knowledge falsely so called," which had caused those professing it to have "strayed concerning the faith. But, late in the second
century C.E., as the early apologists who defended the Apostolic Faith fell in martyrdom, a new breed took their place. These men
were not personally acquainted with the Apostles. They were 'baptized' students of Greek philosophy. The age of the 'theologian' was
born. These early theologians had little interest in defending the faith as handed down by the Apostles. They were on a mission to
make “Christianity” a respectable philosophy to the Greek mind, and able to compete in the philosophical arena of intelligentsia.
Physical matter itself was the source of the soul's corruption in the Greek mind. The only way for the new 'theologians' to make
Christianity palatable was to incorporate the pagan philosophy and hope into Christianity. They also borrowed the "allegorical"
method of interpretation from the mystery religions and Gnosticism in order to explain away the promises contained in the Scriptures
about the restoration of Jerusalem, the Land of Yisrael, and the resurrection of the body. They simply claimed that all the prophecies
about resurrection and restoration of Jerusalem, Yisrael, and the whole earth, were mere allegories of Plato's heavenly spheres.
Clement of Alexandria and his pupil and successor, Origen, were such theologians, intent on repackaging the faith in a Platonic mold.
Clement and Origen turned “Jesus” into an apologist for Plato, rather than seeing Him as affirming the Hebrew Prophets. The
Messiah’s "many mansions" statement in John 14 was the "proof text" they used to show that “Jesus” was a Platonist, affirming Plato's
'heavenly spheres.' It mattered not that the disciples to whom Yahshua spoke would certainly have understood Him as affirming the
Hebrew prophecies, not Plato's pagan cosmology. According to Clement, Plato was the forerunner of “Jesus Christ” for the Greek
mind. Thus, he interpreted the Master’s words in a Platonic paradigm, where the soul progressively ascends after death through a
series of heavenly spheres, by means of philosophical education, into eventual union with Elohim in heaven. Origen, Clement's pupil
and successor, developed the association of Plato's heavenly spheres even further. He wrote, "We shall be caught up in the clouds to
meet Christ in the air, and so shall we ever be with the Lord.’ We are therefore to suppose that the saints will remain there until they
recognize the twofold mode of government in those things which are performed in the air. ... I think, therefore, that all the saints who
depart from this life will remain in some place situated on the earth, which holy Scripture calls paradise, as in some place of
instruction, and, so to speak, class-room or school of souls, in which they are to be instructed regarding all the things which they had
seen on earth. … If anyone indeed be pure in heart, and holy in mind, and more practiced in perception, he will, by making more rapid
progress, quickly ascend to a place in the air, and reach the kingdom of heaven, through those mansions, so to speak, in the various
places which the Greeks have termed spheres, i.e., globes, but which holy Scripture has called heavens; in each of which he will first
see clearly what is done there, and in the second place, will discover the reason why things are so done: and thus he will, in order, pass
through all gradations, following Him who hath passed into the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, who said, “I will that where I am, these
may be also.” And of this diversity of places He speaks, when He says, “In My Father’s house are many mansions.” During the third
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and a minimizing the importance of living in the present, short-lived opportunity to actively participate in the
tikkun olam and to glorify YHWH in the body right now by observance of the mitzvot.. They have forgotten that
the service of YHWH and our fellow man is while we are in the body and this present material world.
The pages of church history reveal how the church has twisted the Hebraic concepts of marriage, drinking,
eating112, singing, dancing, and enjoying the good gifts that the Creator has given mankind to enjoy and in
which to take delight. This twisted dualistic theology resulted in adoption of the pagan philosophies of
asceticism, celibacy, sexuality, and the denial of any earthly pleasures and happiness.113 Westerners define
spirituality as denying oneself, being detached from earthly concerns, and being intent on otherworldly values.
Christians are fixated upon a place called “heaven114” and looking upward in the sky for a “better place” for
their loved ones.

115

Salvation to the Christian is being lifted out of this world and into a heaven at death.

century C.E. when these 'theologians' held great influence, there were still many who held firmly to the Faith taught by the Apostles.
Yet, the influence of the new seminary of Clement and Origen greatly impacted thinking, throwing the faith into confusion between a
"Jewish" based thought and a sophisticated "Greek" version. As the Jews themselves were increasingly looked on with disdain, so too
was the Jewish hope that had been the foundation of the apostolic faith. With the conversion of the Emperor Constantine, and his
declaring 'Christianity' the official religion of Rome, the squabble among “Christians” over the eternal destiny of the redeemed had to
be settled once and for all. Constantine himself cast a large shadow over the Nicene Council which he convened for the Christian
bishops. And in his opening address, he made it perfectly clear which of these "hopes" ought to be adopted as the official view of the
new Roman Church-State. He sided decisively with Plato and his Alexandrian devotees, Clement and Origen, and against the earlier
martyrs. Not a few bishops were dazzled by Constantine, including Eusebius, the church historian. Pleasing the new 'Christian'
emperor became a very high priority among many bishops. His royal favor was a great incentive to set apart their doctrinal
differences, even overpowering for some the incentive to please “Christ”. And Constantine lavished church leaders with honor and
wealth when they pleased him and assisted him in achieving his goals. Those who did not go along with the program were labeled
'heretics''; their properties were seized and they were forbidden to congregate for worship. This was the birth of the Roman Catholic
Church, with the backing of political Rome. It was a blend of paganism and Scripture. The Protestant Reformers simply adopted the
same philosophical 'Christianity' as Rome, with some notable changes. Yet, the eschatology of Rome and the Platonic presuppositions
remained, giving us the Protestant eschatology called amillennialism. Dispensationalism came later as a hybrid of amillennialism and
the ancient hope. It simply adopted the Pharisees' view that the land inheritance was promised exclusively to the physical descendants
of Avraham. Yet for the "Church," dispensationalists maintained the same Platonic heavenly destiny as amillennialism, which
originated in Greek paganism.
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In Bible times people did not see the need to bless food, drink, or other material things. In prayer they blessed the Creator and the
Giver of all good gifts. The Brit Chadasha indicates that Yahshua followed that same custom. The Hebrews never would have thought
of blessing what they ate. The idea would have been totally foreign to them; it is also an insult to the Creator since everything He
created was “very good”. The pagan concept that one needed to cleanse or purify what YHWH had already created and declared good
would be totally strange to any of the writers of the Scriptures. It suggests that food and drink are unacceptable gifts from YHWH
until magically made holy through human prayer. The influence of Greek dualistic thought created the need to make holy things
related to the physical world. Grecianization was the consequence of the paganism of the church and departing from Judaism.
Interestingly enough the first thing called “holy” was the Sabbath, a time sanctified not by man but by Elohim. Bible history is not the
history of people celebrating “space”, but the revelation of how a people learned to sanctify moments and events in time.
113
In its more ascetic and unworldly forms, Gnosticism was distinguished by celibacy and vegetarianism. In the Catholic Church
through the teaching of Clement of Alexandria and the school of Origen, this gave rise to monasticism.
114
In Hebrew the word “heaven” is always plural “the heavens”.
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The idea that "souls" go to heaven at death originated in pagan religion, not the Bible. A brief look at ancient history reveals that
the people of Babylon, Egypt, and other kingdoms imagined such an afterlife. The idea of a heavenly destiny was common in the first
century among pagans schooled in Greek philosophy. It entered Christianity gradually, after the deaths of the Apostles, through the
incorporation of elements of Gnosticism. The Gnostics taught that matter was evil, and the creation was a mistake, made by a lesser
god who sought to imprison mankind in physical bodies, and demand their worship. Christian Gnosticism held that “Jesus” came
from the “supreme God” to free mankind from this evil physical realm, in which he had been trapped by the “lesser god” whom the
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Salvation116 was when one could escape this world and experience the peace of a nether world. Otherworldly
theology always appeals to the victims of violence, war, hunger, poverty, immortality, and disease. It appeals to
their desire to escape from a corrupt world and to focus upon some future time of bliss and peace.117
Hebrews never viewed salvation118 as deliverance from this world. Their commitment was not to escape this
world but to know YHWH’s power and presence, which would transform both their lives and their society. The

Jews worshipped. Jesus' mission according to Gnosticism was to show mankind the way to a higher heavenly reality (not atone
for sins). Salvation was attained through levels of "gnosis" (the Greek word for "knowledge"). Through the attainment of supernatural
knowledge of various mysteries, converts were supposed to advance through stages (helped along the way by certain spirit guides)
until one reached the "pleroma," the Gnostics' version of "heaven." Since the material world was evil, Gnostics denied the resurrection
of the body as well. Being freed from the bonds of earth and the material cosmos, so they could soar into the heavens, was the hope of
the Gnostics. The central hermeneutic of Gnosticism, allegorical interpretation, survived and found a haven with the Alexandrian
writers, Clement and Origen. Because of the influence of the Alexandrian school, the millennial hope was gradually displaced entirely
as Greek philosophy continued to invade Christianity in a much more subtle form. The doctrine of heaven, as the final destiny, began
to penetrate mainstream Christianity in the late second and third centuries thanks largely to the wide influence of Origen's writings. He
made liberal use of the allegorical method of interpreting prophecy. Origen saw the physical existence on this planet as only a
temporary detour in a mystical spiritual existence. In the fourth century, Augustine was more successful in popularizing the heavenly
destiny idea, making it mainstream Christian (Catholic) doctrine. He tended toward Origen's allegorical interpretation, but toned down
the system to make it less objectionable to orthodox Christians. Unlike Origen, Augustine admitted the resurrection of the body. The
heavenly destiny concept was a staple of the a-millennial view that grew out of Origen's and Augustine's allegorical methods of
viewing Scripture. The solution devised by the early dispensationalists was a kind of dichotomy (absolute division) between the Old
Testament program, which was seen as Jewish and earthly, and a New Testament program for the Church, which was seen as
heavenly. In the early 1300s, Italian poet Dante Alighieri created a vision of heaven in the Paradiso, the last section of The Divine
Comedy, a long allegory about the soul's journey. Drawing on both Christian and pagan traditions, Dante portrayed paradise as
high above the earthly world. It consisted of nine heavens, one inside the other, rotating around the earth. The tenth heaven, which
included all the others, was the destination of blessed souls who were ranked in order of their virtue, the more virtuous being closer to
“God”. Artists and writers of the Renaissance developed three visions of heaven. The first, the realm beyond the skies, was the source
of images of heaven as a place of clouds and winged angels. The second, the garden of paradise, was the natural world raised to the
level of divine perfection—an image associated with the Garden of Eden, the lost paradise that once existed on earth. The third vision
was that of the heavenly city, a symbol of perfect organization and harmony.
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Salvation is “yasha” in Hebrew. It means to save or deliver. This verb is never used in association with a great escape to heaven. It
means to liberate, to deliver from evil, or free from oppression. The Hebraic concept of salvation embraces an earthly deliverance. The
Hebraic meaning of salvation carries over into the Brit Chadasha. To do the work of salvation is to bring healing, relief, and victory to
those weighed down by the debilitating cares and concerns of the here and now. Matt.25:31-46
117
Indulgences played a paramount part in the shaping in creation of capital events the history of Europe. Yet, if they were positive
factors in certain spheres of the Church’s activity, they also contributed mightily to her mounting corruption and decadence. Their
trading for money became such a scandal that it turned, as already hinted, into a universal, well-organized abuse, which operated all
levels, is chief exponent and proponent being the papacy itself. Papal dynastic and personal greed was at the bottom of such gross
profiteering. The corruption of the clergy, ever ready to make money by selling their offices, was a contributory factor. Recently, on
a Christian television station, it was fund-raising time. Unfortunately, this means it was time to parade across the screen a line-up of
fund-raising experts. These are preachers who travel around to different sites and exhort Christians to give money to various
ministries, television and otherwise. Just about everyone of them has the same message. Sometimes the message is approached from
one angle, and sometimes it is presented from another. But when all is said and done, the message is the same.
The message is
actually quite time-worn. The Roman Church of the middle ages used to preach it. It was the reason Martin Luther began his part of
the reformation. Back then, it was called "selling indulgences." If you gave money to the church, the pope, or one of his
representatives, their god bestowed an indulgence upon you An indulgence was usually a reduction of time you had to spend in
"purgatory." In one case, it was a complete pardon. If you gave enough money for the right cause, the pope said that “God” would
actually honor his promise to absolve you of your deserved punishment. Today, of course, this practice isn't called "the selling of
indulgences." Purgatory isn't brought into the picture, simply because most of the Christian television stations which practice this
don't believe it exists. But many of these fund-raising preachers do sell “God's favor”. They sell financial prosperity, healing,
freedom from depression, restored relationships, and even the salvation of your loved ones. They sell all of these -- openly and
boldly. They just don't CALL IT "selling."
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Hebrew nation was a socially involved people who lived life to its fullness. They knew that to “fly away” from
this life through death was no permanent solution to solving the problems of this world. As the people of
YHWH they knew they must affirm His presence in every experience of life, the good and the bad, trusting
themselves to His chesed (loving-kindness) and chen (grace).
The TaNaK and the Brit Chadasha celebrate life and the living. They dwell on the life here and now, rather than
some hereafter as the other world religions do. Life is precious in the here and now. It is the influence of the
pagan religions that has shifted the focus from this world to the escape to some heavenly afterlife. True
spirituality is life- affirming, this world orientation that proclaims the sanctity and significance of life in this
physical world. This world, divinely given to mankind to enjoy, appreciate, and sanctify, is important because it
is only within the context of a physical embodied life that one can fulfill the mitzvot. Yahshua and his followers
are committed to tikkun olam (repairing the world) - the total transformation of the sociopolitical realm of
human existence. This does not imply there is not some sort of afterlife, but our focus and energy need to be on
transforming this world and bringing heaven down to earth.
The Hebraic mind focuses on collective eschatology rather than the individual. Eschatology means the end of
days or the last days. Eschatology includes the topic of life after death; reincarnation and postmortem survival
of the human soul; the end of time and the last judgment; messianic redemption of the world; and the ultimate
fate of the universe. Hebraic eschatology focuses on the fate of YHWH’s chosen nation of Yisrael at the end of
time rather than the afterlife experiences of the individual. It is a PEOPLE who stood collectively in direct
relationship with YHWH at Sinai not the individual. Redemption according to the TaNaK implies the
redemption of the entire Yisraelite nation, not the individual Yisraelite. The question is not what happens after
death, but rather what will happen to the nation of Yisrael at a future time when YHWH will save and transform
the world. The idea of some type of individual salvation distinct from the national redemption of Yisrael does
not emerge until after the sixth century BCE. Even after that date, the teachings of the end time redemption of
Yisrael takes precedence over the beliefs in an individual hereafter. Thus, according to the TaNaK, collective
eschatology always supersedes individual afterlife eschatology or some kind of individual “salvation”.
Yahshua called men and women not to escape from the earthly pleasures but to act responsibly as thankful
stewards and servants, those privileged to share in the temporal blessings that the Creator has bestowed. The
teachings of the Scriptures view both humanity and the world as a dynamic unity, not dualistically.
Consequently, the church’s perspective on enjoying the material and physical pleasures become distorted and
118

The TaNaK does not teach individual salvation as defined by Christianity. It is always a corporate salvation of a people. The Torah
emphasizes the building up a holy people, fit to be the dwelling place of YHWH. The responsibility of each individual is to remain in
covenant with YHWH by following its provisions.
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perverted and severed from the Hebraic thought of the Torah and the Master. For the Hebrews, spirituality did
not mean turning inward; true piety meant to be fully human, being fully alive, empowered in service to YHWH
and humanity.
The entire ministry of the Messiah was a rescue mission. His mission was not to help people to escape this
world and “go to heaven when they died”. Instead, he came to free them from the clutches of their sin (Torah
breaking), self119, sickness, and oppression to prepare them for the olam haba (age to come). He came to
reconcile people to their Creator and to each other (Matt. 22:33-40).He taught his followers to be involved in
the lives of people in order to make them whole. The current display of individualism and private personal faith
that is seen in the church must give way to a greater emphasis on the corporate life of the community of true
faith120 as found in the teachings of the Master121. Yahshua’s concern with social justice and the needs of people
falls within the historic Jewish tradition of community and social responsibility (1 Cor.12:13-26). This was the
work of the Messiah, and this is the work of his people, Yisrael- to bring salvation down to earth. Whenever the
church forsook the Hebraic concepts of the early Jewish believers in Yahshua, it became authoritarian and
hierarchically centered, rather than people centered, and it lost its social consciousness. The Torah teaches that
YHWH and one’s neighbor belong inseparably together. Each member of the Body functions as a priest not
only to YHWH but also unto his neighbor.
The Devil Made Me do it?
The words Satan, Devil122, demon, Lucifer, fallen angel etc. simply don't occur in the whole of the book of
Bereshith. Throughout the TaNaK, the One Elohim is recorded as all powerful, without equal and in no
119

A Jewish sage once said, “There is no room for Elohim in him who is full of self.”
Hebrew prayer is always in the plural not in the singular. Prayer is the cry of the whole community. Yahshua taught us to pray,
“OUR Father" (plural).An old Hasidic saying says, “A prayer which is not spoken in the name of all Yisrael is no prayer at all.” In
Hebraic thought the individual always thought of the collective (family, tribe, and nation). The community (past, present, and future)
was viewed as one personality. Deut.29:15. Adam refers not only to an individual but also mankind as a whole. The Hebrew for
family, mishpachah, refers not only to grandparents, parents aunts, uncles, cousins, and children; it is a whole social unit that includes
the worldwide family or community. Every person has a communal accountability to all the people in the “family”. The Master
includes this Hebraic concept in his reply when asked the question, “Who is my neighbor?”
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The concept of a monastery is a concept foreign to Scripture. Monasticism stresses seclusion from the world and society by
withdrawal to a private life of faith.
122
At times the original words of the Bible text are left untranslated (“Mammon”, in Mt. 6:24, is an Aramaic example of this). ‘Satan’
is an untranslated Hebrew word which means ‘adversary’, while ‘Devil’ is a translation of the Greek word ‘diabolos’, meaning a liar,
an enemy or false accuser. ‘Satan’ has been transferred from the Hebrew untranslated, just like ‘Sabaoth’ (James 5:4), ‘Armageddon’
(Rev. 16:16) and ‘Halleluyah’ (Rev. 19:1-6). If we are to believe that Satan and the Devil are some being outside of us which is
responsible for sin, then whenever we come across these words in the Bible, we have to make them refer to this evil person. The
Biblical usage of these words shows that they can be used as ordinary nouns, describing ordinary people. This fact makes it impossible
to reason that the words Devil and Satan as used in the Bible do in themselves refer to a wicked being outside of us. J.H. Walton
comments upon the word "Satan": "We would have to conclude... that there was little of a sinister nature" in the word originally. The
negative associations of the word were what he calls "a secondary development" as a "technical usage". They arose in the
interpretations of men rather than from the Bible text itself. He continues: "Based on the use of "Satan" in the OT, we would have to
conclude that Israel had little knowledge of a being named Satan or of a chief of demons, the Devil, during the OT period”. J.H.
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competition with any other evil cosmic force. The TaNaK makes it clear that any 'adversary' to Yisrael was
ultimately under the control of YHWH Himself. All angels (malakim) are spoken of as being righteous and the
servants of YHWH, even "angels of evil / disaster/death", who may bring destruction and death, are still
YHWH’s messengers carrying out His will and judgments. Yisrael initially held this view; but later they mixed
their true beliefs with those of the pagan world around them. Earlier Judaism spoke of the human tendency to
evil (yetzer ha-ra) and the tendency to good (yetzer ha-tov). This tendency to evil they understood as being at
times personified or symbolized by "the devil or the adversary": "Satan and the yetzer ha-ra are actually the
same thing.
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Early Judaism rejected the idea that angels had rebelled, and they specifically rejected the idea

that the serpent in Bereshith was Hasatan. The Jewish devil was little more than an allegory of the evil
inclination among humans.124 It is noted by the editor of Dent's edition of the Talmud that neither the Talmud
nor the Midrash (the Jewish interpretations of the Torah) even mention HaSatan as being a fallen angel. Even in
the Zohar- a second century CE Jewish book that became the basis of the Kabbalah- the sitra achra, the "dark
side" is presented as an aspect of Elohim and the Tree of Life, not independent of Him, which operates on earth

Walton, 'Serpent', in T.D. Alexander and D.W. Baker, eds, Dictionary Of The Old Testament And Pentateuch (Leicester: I.V.P.,
2003) p. 738.This of course highlights the fact that the popular idea of the Devil grew over time, and requires to be 'read back' into
Hebrew texts. The TaNaK of itself simply doesn't state any doctrine of Satan as a personal being. George Lamsa grew up in a remote
part of Kurdistan which spoke a language similar to the Aramaic of Yahshua’s times, and which had survived virtually unchanged. He
moved to America and became an academic, writing over 20 books of Biblical and linguistic research. Significantly, he came to the
conclusion that the idea of a personal Satan was unknown to the Biblical writers, and that Western Christians have built their concept
of it on a serious misreading of Biblical passages, failing to understand the original meaning of the word "Satan" and the associated
idioms which went with it. Consider a few of his conclusions in this area: "Satan" is very common in Aramaic and Arabic speech. At
times a father may call his own son "Satan" without any malicious intent. Moreover, an ingenious man is also called "Satan" (Arabic
shitan)". "Easterners in their conversations often say, "He has been a Satan to me", which means that he has caused me to err or
mislead me" George Lamsa, New Testament Light (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1968) p. 24, and 604 .The TaNaK, along with the
Brit Chadasha personifies evil and sin. However, Alfred Edersheim outlines reasons for believing that as Rabbinic Judaism developed
during the exile in Babylon, this personification of evil became extended in the Jewish writings to such a point that sin and evil began
to be spoken of as independent beings. And of course, we can understand why this happened- in order to narrow the gap between
Judaism and the surrounding Babylonian belief in such beings. Edersheim shows how the Biblical understanding of the yetzer ha'ra,
the sinful inclination within humanity, became understood as an evil personal being called "the tempter". Alfred Edersheim, The Life
And Times Of Jesus The Messiah (London: Longmans, 1899) Vol. 2, Appendices 13 and 16.
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The Hebrew word "satan" literally means "adversary" and in Jewish thought one of the things we struggle against every day is the
"evil inclination," also known as the yetzer hara. The yetzer hara is not a force or a being, but rather refers to mankind's innate
capacity for doing evil in the world. Using the term Satan to describe this impulse is not very common though. (The "good inclination"
is called the yetzer hatov.)References to "satan" can be found in some Orthodox and Conservative prayer books, but they are viewed
as symbolic descriptions of one aspect of mankind's nature. The dualistic notion of a powerful anti-Elohim figure that fights with
YHWH for the destiny of the human race is incompatible with the TaNaK. There is no power of evil independent of YHWH;
otherwise this would imply a lack of YHWH's all-inclusive control and power. Obviously then, the Satan is not an autonomous force
who opposes Elohim and recruits people to his army. The Zohar compares the Satan to a harlot who is hired by a king to try to seduce
his son, because the king wants to test his son's morality and worthiness. Both the king and the harlot (who is devoted to the king)
truly want the son to stand firm and reject the harlot's advances. The Talmud sums it up saying that the Satan, the impulse to evil
("yetzer ha-ra"), and the angel of death are one and the same personality. He descends from heaven and leads astray, then ascends and
brings accusations against humankind, and then carries out the verdict.
124

The idea of "selling one's soul to the devil"—meaning, becoming a slave of the devil in exchange for favors provided—does not
exist in Torah. Jewish ethical works do describe instances where one can be somewhat "possessed" by evil drives. But even that state
is always reversible.
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as a result of human sin. The Zohar uses the ideas of the Shechinta b'galuta (YHWH's glory in exile) and sitra
achra in order to speak of Elohim's struggle with evil and to explain its existence. The Zohar doesn't teach
dualism, a universe split or battle between Elohim and Satan, but rather teaches that the struggle between good
and evil occurs within Elohim's own self.
Satan, demons, and fallen angels of later Christian myth is virtually absent in the Hebrew Bible. The early
stage of Yisraelite religion knows no Satan; if a power attacks a man and threatens him, it is proper to recognize
YHWH in it or behind it. The TaNaK teaches that Elohim is all powerful, with no equal; sin comes from within
the human mind or heart125. Never is there any indication of some cosmic battle YHWH and Satan or between
angels and demons, and angels falling from Heaven to earth.126 Indeed, the Biblical record at times makes
allusions to the surrounding myths about a personal Satan and deconstructs them. It took thousands of years of
tradition and the influence of paganism to characterize HaSatan into a spirit being opposed to YHWH and man.
The ancient near East was full of myths of cosmic combat, such as Tiamat

127

rebelling against Marduk,

Athtar128 the rebel. The TaNaK stands out from other local pagan religions by not teaching such concepts.
125

Such church fathers such as Justin Martyr (140 CE) attributed afflictions, natural disasters, and illness to the “works of the Devil”
rather than YHWH’s will.
126
Set (Seth) the god of evil, chaos, and darkness. Set began with a peaceful and benign nature. Central to the religious beliefs of the
ancient Egyptians was the myth of Isis and Osiris, in which Isis’s husband, Osiris, is killed by their evil brother Set, who tricks Osiris
into climbing into a box. Set is mentioned in the Pyramid Texts as ruling the sky with Horus, the falcon god. Early mythology refers to
a platform of iron resting on four pillars that formed the floor of heaven and declares that Set and Horus worked together to help Osiris
reach the floor of heaven. But a rivalry soon occurred. Horus was the god of the sky by day, and Set was the god of the night sky, but
he was not satisfied. Their conflict was viewed as the battle between good and evil. The opposition of day and night was manifested in
a battle called the Contendings of Horus and Set. In one version of the myth, Set wished to stop the sun from appearing in the sky each
morning, and he changed into various forms, one of which was Apep, the evil serpent of the Underworld, in order to stop the sun. Set
also had an association with Sobek, the crocodile god, who had an evil side to his nature as well. The Set animal … has never been
identified, but scholars have suggested that it is a mythical creature. It has a canine body, with a long nose resembling that of an
anteater; the ears are tall and squared off; the tail is long and forked. The Set animal was associated with the color red, the color of the
desert, and animals with red fur, even men with red hair, were believed to be followers of Set. One of the most popular Egyptian tales,
the Isis and Osiris myth, relates how Set, the archetype of the devil, killed his brother Osiris, dismembered the body, and scattered the
pieces. To avenge his father’s death, Horus battled with Set for 70 years, and finally the gods settled the dispute, making Set ruler of
the desert, foreign lands and the night sky. Set figures as the eternal adversary, a personification of the arid desert, of drought and
darkness in opposition to the fertile earth, life bringing water and light. All that is creation and blessing comes from Osiris; all that is
destruction and perversity arises from Set.
127
In Babylonian myths, Tiamat is a huge, bloated female dragon that personifies the saltwater ocean, the water of Chaos. She is also
the primordial mother of all that exists, including the gods themselves. Her consort is Apsu, the personification of the freshwater abyss
that lies beneath the Earth. From their union, saltwater with freshwater, the first pair of gods were born. They are Lachmu and
Lachamu, parents of Ansar and Kisar, grandparents of Anu and Ea. In the creation epic Enuma elish, written around 2000 BCE, their
descendants started to irritate Tiamat and Apsu so they decided to kill their offspring. Ea discovered their plans and he managed to kill
Apsu while the latter was asleep. Tiamat flew into a rage when she learned about Apsu's death and wanted to avenge her husband. She
created an army of monstrous creatures, which was to be led by her new consort Kingu, who is also her son. Eventually, Tiamat was
defeated by the young god Marduk, who was born in the deep freshwater sea. Marduk cleaved her body in half, and from the upper
half he created the sky and from the lower half he made the earth. From her water came forth the clouds and her tears became the
source of the Tigris and the Euphratus. Kingu also perished, and from his blood Marduk created the first humans.
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Athtar (Ashtar, 'Athtar, Atra of the sky) 'the terrible' is a son of Athirat. He may have been a god of the desert or of artificial
irrigation. He loses his kingship to Yam. He complains to Shapsu about his lack of status. When Baal dies, Athtar tries to take his
throne, but doesn't fit, so he becomes king of the earth. Athtar is depicted in the Ras Shamra text of Canaan. He attempted to act as a
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There are a number of Biblical passages which allude to these myths and show them to be false. Psalm/Tehillim
104 is full of allusions to the Ninurta129 myth. But the writer stresses that it is YHWH and not Ninurta who rides
a chariot "on the wings of the wind"; Ninurta supposedly struggles with the Satan figure who is in the "waters",
but in Tehillim 104 it is shown that YHWH does with the oceans or tehom (cognate with the Akkadian Satan
figure Tiamat) just what He wishes. Job/Iyov 26:5-14 has allusions to popular Canaanite myths of cosmic
combat; and the point of the passage is that YHWH is so far greater than them that effectively they do not exist.
Thus "The Shades writhe beneath Him (a reference to Mot130, writhing as a serpent); he strips naked Abaddon;
stretches Zaphon by his power he stilled the Sea (a reference to the pagan god Yamm). By his cunning he smote
Rahab. By his wind the heavens are cleared (a reference to the Labbu131 myth, in which the dragon is cleared
out of Heaven), his hand pierced the twisting serpent". Compared to YHWH, those pagan gods have no power,
and they simply do not exist in the cosmos. Although the Gospels do use the language of the day, it should be
noted that implicitly, Yahshua is working to correct the misunderstandings. Thus in the storm on Galilee, which
would have been understood today by Christians as the machinations of the Devil, Yahshua tells the sea to "shut
up" (Mk. 4:37-41). Note that he addressed the sea directly, rather than any dragon, demon, or Satan figure.
The well known 'Lucifer' passage in Isaiah/Yeshayahu 14 is another relevant passage .This passage is about
the rise and fall of the King of Babylon- the words Satan, angel and devil do not occur in the text at all. But the
likening of Babylon's king to the morning star suggests parallels with the Canaanite myths about Athtar, the
"shining one, Son of Dawn", who goes up to "the reaches of Zaphon" to challenge King Baal, and is hurled
down. Surely Yeshayahu’s point was that Yisrael and Judah should be concerned about the King of Babylon,
keep their eyes on realities here on earth, rather than be involved with such cosmic speculations which were
obviously familiar to them. It was the King of Babylon, and not a bunch of demons, who were tyrannizing
Yisrael and Judah. The Babylonian power invaded Yisrael from the north, down the Fertile Crescent. And yet
"the north" was associated in pagan thinking with the origin of the gods of evil. The prophets were attempting to
substitute for Ba’al, but when he was unsuccessful, he descended to become the lord of the underworld instead. He is known as the
chief divinity of the Minaeans, so perhaps his descent into the underworld indicates hostilities between the Canaanites and Minaeans.
Athtar, apparently from the word athara, "to be fertile, to irrigate," would be an appropriate name for an underworld god, but is only
considered a minor vegetation deity.
129
The Sumero-Babylonian god of rain, fertility, war, thunderstorms, wells, canals, floods, the plough and the South Wind. His name
means "lord of the earth" and mankind owed to him the fertile fields and the healthy live-stock. He is a son of Enlil, and his wife is
Gula. When the Tablets of Destiny were stolen by the storm-bird Zu he managed to retrieve them. As the 'great hunter' is related to
Nimrod, as mentioned in Genesis 10: 8-12. The city of Nippur (ca. 100 km. south of Babylon) was the center of his cult. Ninurta is
often confused with Ningirsu, the god of the city of Girsu, and who is probably the earlier form of Ninurta. According to one poem he
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Mot, (West Semitic: “Death”) ancient West Semitic god of the dead and of all the powers that opposed life and fertility. He was the
favorite son of the god El, and the most prominent enemy of the god Baal, a god of springs, sky, and fertility. Mot was the god of
sterility and the master of all barren places. Traditionally, Mot and Baal were perpetually engaged in a seasonal struggle in which
Baal, like many similar harvest deities, was annually vanquished and slain. Mot, however, was also annually killed by Baal’s sister
Anath, who thus aided Baal’s resurrection.
131
In Mesopotamian myth Labbu was a lion-serpent sea-dragon, that was killed by the god-king Tishpak, "warrior of the gods”. The
myth recounting the predations and defeat of this supernatural adversary figure, of which the most familiar is Satan,
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steer Yisrael away from such a fear by emphasizing that the literal, human enemy of Yisrael was to come from
the literal north. They were to quit their cosmic myths and fairy tales and get real, facing up to actual realities in
human life on earth. The point is to refocus Yisrael away from the mythical beings and onto actual realities and
enemies here on earth.132
The pagan gods of Canaan were in two groups- good and evil.133 The Canaanites were dualists; they believed
in Mot as the god of the underworld, called "the angel of death" in the Ras Shamra tablets, with various
supporting monsters; over against all of which was Baal as the god of the heavens. "The angel of death" is an
idea picked up by Moshe in the account of the Passover deliverance, to show that the Angel of death is not in
fact Mot but an angel of YHWH, completely under His control. For it was none less than YHWH Himself who
slew the firstborn of Egypt (Ex. 12:11, 12). Likewise it was YHWH's angel who played the role of the Angel of
death in smiting the Assyrian army dead (Is. 37:36).
The final TaNaK era influence upon Jewish thinking about the Devil was that of the Greeks. Their idea that
there was Tartarus (a place of darkness under the earth for the wicked), the Asphodel Fields (a kind of
purgatory) and the Elysian Fields (a kind of heaven for the righteous) was picked up by Judaism. The Greeks
had multiple legends of cosmic combat between the gods, some of them like Ophioneus taking the form of a
serpent; and often with the sequence of rebellion and being cast out (as with Prometheus and Zeus, Phaethon ).
This all intermeshed with the other ideas the Jews were picking up of a personal Satan. The horns and hairy
features of the Greek god Pan, the trident of Poseidon and the wings of Hermes all became incorporated in the
common Jewish idea of this being, and this in turn influenced later Christian misunderstandings and images of
this legendary being and they even applied to the Jews at a later period. No wonder Origen and the early church
fathers were accused of merely adapting pagan legends in this area of the Devil. Origen and many others tried to
parry this accusation by trying to read back into TaNaK passages the pagan ideas which they had incorporated
into Christianity.
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For more explanation of this passage see my free book “Lilith: The Fall of Man and the Origins of Evil”

133

Zoroastrianism is the religion of the Parsees, the Babylonians. Around the year 580 B.C.E., he came to a revelation that everything
that happens in the world that is good is the act of “God,” and everything that is bad is the result of a single controlling under-lord, the
evil mind, Anya Maynu. This is the evil one; this is Satan. Through the Babylonian captivity, the Jews encountered Zoroastrianism,
and became familiar with the idea of the Devil. When they came back, the Devil was intimately a part of their religion. As they
chronicled their early history, some things were rewritten with their new understanding and their new interpretation, saying that you
know it couldn't have been YHWH who inspired David to do that census. It had to have been the Devil. Oh, that serpent of old, you
know, that had to have been the Devil. This was a new interpretation. So you have choices, and these are the choices of history--not
theology--history. Either, the people who wrote the earliest Biblical records understood that YHWH was the only active agent and
they were correct, but that through the influx of paganism the notion of a devil crept into the Bible.
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A survey of the church fathers shows how the idea of the Devil as a personal being and fallen angel began to
develop. Writing at the end of the 1st century CE, Clement of Rome wrote to the Corinthians as if Satan was a
personal being responsible for urging Christians to sin (Clement 51:1). Ignatius about the same time started
writing of how there are good and sinful angels in Heaven, and the sinful ones follow a being called the Devil
(Trallians 5:2; Smyrneans 6:1; Ephesians 13:1). As Christianity encountered opposition and persecution, the
language of the Devil came to be applied to the Jews and heretics who were seen as on the side of Satan,
playing out on earth a reflection of some cosmic battle between “Christ” and Satan which was supposed to be
going on in Heaven. Polycarp's letter to the Philippians around 150 CE develops this idea- as he sees those who
don't agree with him as followers of Satan. He and so many others started to 'play God' as countless church
leaders have done since, and use the idea of a cosmic battle being played out on earth as a good excuse for
demonizing their opposition or people they disagree with. These ideas were used to justify the crusades, just as
they are used to justify war today. The “other side” are the bad guys, reflective of Satan; and 'our' side are the
good guys, with “God” on our side. Hence the common pagan idea of cosmic conflict was imported into
Christianity, and used to justify the demonization of anyone seen as opposed to the Christians. It enabled
'Christians' to use the foulest and bitterest of language against their opponents, on the basis that in so doing they
were reflecting the supposed cosmic war which “Jesus” was waging against Satan 'up there'. Those who believe
this myth tend to see themselves as fighting on the side of “God” and therefore that end justifying whatever
means they chose to use. Satan has become a reflection of how we perceive ourselves and those we call
“others”. Satan defines negatively what we think of as simply being human. We equals “human” and the
“others” are non-human.
As Christianity merged with paganism over the centuries, it picked up the pagan ideas. J.B. Russell summarizes
the situation in this period:
•

"The Christian concept of the Devil was influenced by folklore elements, some from the older,
Mediterranean cultures and others from the Celtic, Teutonic and Slavic religions of the north. Pagan
ideas penetrated Christianity while Christian ideas penetrated paganism"

Thus the Celtic god of the underworld, Cernunnos, "the horned god", was easily assimilated into
Christianity134. The horned gods of the Scandinavians were easily compared to the Devil- and hence the idea
134

"The Horned One" is a Celtic god of fertility, life, animals, wealth, and the underworld. He was worshipped all over Gaul, and his
cult spread into Britain as well. Cernunnos is depicted with the antlers of a stag, sometimes carries a purse filled with coin. The
Horned God is born at the winter solstice, marries the goddess at Beltane, and dies at the summer solstice. He alternates with the
goddess of the moon in ruling over life and death, continuing the cycle of death, rebirth and reincarnation. Paleolithic cave paintings
found in France that depict a stag standing upright or a man dressed in stag costume seem to indicate that Cernunnos' origins date to
those times. Romans sometimes portrayed him with three cranes flying above his head. Known to the Druids as Hu Gadarn. God of
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that the Devil has horns became more popular in Christian art (although there is absolutely no Biblical
association of the Devil with horns). Once the Devil was associated with Pan,135 he became presented as having
hooves, goat hair and a large nose. Thus 'converts' to Christianity were allowed to keep their existing ideas, and
these soon became part of the core theology of modern Christianity.
The Biblical conclusions are that the words HaSatan (adversary)and Devil (false accuser) are simply words
which can be used in Scripture with no negative connotation; and that at times they essentially refer to the
greatest 'adversary' we face, namely the yetzer hara. The myth of a personal being called Satan, a fallen angel,
is simply not found in the Bible text. For many readers these conclusions are startling and concerning.
The following quotations from Elaine Pagels reflect our own conclusions:
•

“In the Hebrew Bible…Satan never appears as Western Christendom has come to know him, as the
leader of an “evil empire”, an army of hostile spirits who make war on God…in the Hebrew Bible,
Satan is not necessarily evil, much less opposed to God. On the contrary, he appears in the book of
Numbers and in Job as one of God’s obedient servants- a messenger, or angel, a word that translates
the Hebrew term for messenger (malak) into Greek (angelos)… In biblical sources the Hebrew term the
Satan describes an adversarial role. It is not the name of a particular character… the root stn means
“one who opposes, obstructs, or acts as an adversary”... But this messenger is not necessarily
malevolent… John dismisses the device of the devil as an independent supernatural character… Paul
holds a perception that Satan acts as God’s agent not to corrupt people but to test them” Origins of
Satan (pp. 111, 183)”.

Neil Forsyth comments likewise:
•

“In… the Old Testament, the word [Satan] never appears as the name of the adversary… rather, when
the Satan appears in the Old Testament, he is a member of the heavenly court, albeit with unusual
tasks”. Neil Forsyth, The Old Enemy: Satan and The Combat Myth (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1987) p. 107.

the underworld and astral planes. The consort of the great goddess. He was often depicted holding a bag of money, or accompanied by
a ram-headed serpent and a stag. Most notably is the famous Gundestrup cauldron discovered in Denmark.
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The Greek god of shepherds and flocks, who was especially popular in Arcadia. He is a son of the god Hermes. He was depicted as
a satyr with a reed pipe, a shepherd's crook and a branch of pine or crown of pine needles. He had a wrinkled face with a very
prominent chin. On his forehead were two horns and his body was hairy. He was a swift runner and climbed rocks with ease. Pan
belonged to the retinue of Dionysus. Pan was also a god of fertility, unbridled male sexuality and carnal desire. He chased nymphs
through the forests and mountains in the shape of a goat. Pan was not very liked by the other Greek gods.
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•

Satan: Term used in the Bible with the general connotation of "adversary," being applied (1) to an
enemy in war (I Kings v. 18 [A. V. 4]; xi. 14, 23, 25), from which use is developed the concept of a
traitor in battle (I Sam. xxix. 4); (2) to an accuser before the judgment-seat (Ps. cix. 6); and (3) to any
opponent (II Sam. xix. 23 [A. V. 22]). The word is likewise used to denote an antagonist who puts
obstacles in the way, as in Num. xxii. 32, where the angel of God is described as opposing Balaam in the
guise of a satan or adversary; so that the concept of Satan as a distinct being was not then known. The
Jewish Encyclopedia

Several respected commentators have pointed out the same. Commenting on the 'satan' of Job and Zechariah,
the respected Anchor Bible notes:
•

"Neither in Job nor in Zechariah is the Accuser an independent entity with real power, except that which
Yahweh consents to give him”. C.L. Meyers and E.M. Meyers, The Anchor Bible: Haggai, Zechariah
1-8 (New York: Doubleday, 2004 ed.) p. 184.

Here are some hard questions thrown up by the pagan ideas imported into Christendom on the devil:
•

- Where exactly is the Devil now? If he's indeed a personal being, he must surely have a location? If
angels literally fell from Heaven, where are they?

•

- Could or would we sin if the Devil didn't exist? If not, then surely we suffer and are punished unfairly
for our sins? If we would, then to what extent is the devil responsible for our sins, seeing we would sin
anyway?

•

- If the Devil is a personal being, does he have a body? What does he look like? If he is claimed to be a
"spirit being", then in what sense is he a person?

•

- According to Ezk. 28:15 "Thou wast perfect in thy ways till iniquity was found in thee" and Jn. 8:44
"the devil was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there was no truth in
him", those who believe in a personal Devil are faced with a contradiction- was the Devil originally a
sinner, or, was he once perfect but fell?

•

- What exactly is our defense against the Devil? Why would the Devil get scared off by our Bible
reading, uttering the name of “Christ”, getting baptized, wearing or touching a cross, making the sign of
the cross, reciting charms and the other things suggested by the early church "fathers"?

•

- What are the Devil's powers, what function does he perform in our world? Is he responsible for the
effects of the curse placed on the earth after Adam fell? Does he cause disasters?

•

- Was the Devil the serpent, or did he merely use the serpent? The Genesis record states that the serpent
was punished by having to eat dust "all the days of your life"- hinting at his mortality. Does the Devil
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literally eat dust? What is the relationship between the snakes we know today, crawling on their bellies
as they do, and Satan?
•

- Does the Devil enter our minds or our bodies? How does the Devil tempt us? How exactly does a
personal devil tempt us and lead us to sin?

•

- Does the Devil punish sinners after death, or administer condemnation to them?

•

- What will the Devil do in the Millennium, seeing he will be "bound"? Why does a literal being have to
be "bound" to restrain him if he is so spiritually active?

•

- The curse that came upon the earth and humanity after Adam's sin was from YHWH, not the Devilaccording to Genesis. From whence did the curse come- from YHWH or the Devil?

•

- If we accept that Satan exists as a person, with power to lead every human being into temptation, he
must have enormous power and knowledge. From where did he get such power and authority? Is the
supposed Satan really this powerful? Is not the idea of any cosmic opposition to the Creator simply
absurd?
The Verdict?

We come to the verdict of the evidence presented in the short history lesson. Once Christianity is stripped of its
anti-Jewish elements, what is left is Judaism. Once we look at the beginnings of the Nazarenes without our rosecolored glasses of the Church, we find the movement was largely composed of Zealots for the Torah, and were
involved in the Jewish struggle for freedom from Roman domination. The Gospels were written well after the
Jewish uprisings against Rome and thus the documents either purposely omitted any anti-Roman material or the
original texts (which we do not have) were tampered with in order to present the Romans in a blameless role in
the death of Yahshua. All this will be expanded upon in the third chapter. Remember history is written by the
victors, and the Romans were the victors over the Jews in 70 CE. The death blow to the historical Yahshua
came with the rule of Constantine and the establishment of his church and the Council of Nicea. What followed
simply expanded upon the foundations he laid in the building of his church based upon paganism and various
myths from around the world.
Christianity without its anti-Torah “Jesus” is unimaginable. Christianity with a Jewish Messiah named Yahshua
is impossible. People must choose between a faith based in historical myth or a faith based on the historical
Jewish Messiah. They cannot have both. If the Church continues on its ancient path of anti-Judaism, it will not
survive spiritually. It has no right or authority to be called “The Church of God” because YHWH chose Yisrael
as His Chosen people, and His Messiah was a faithful Jew. It is an institutional shell that was spawned out of
lies and deception by power hungry emperors and popes.
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Chapter Two
Jewish Scholars Speak
Many of our Jewish brethren react negatively to the name of Yahshua136. They forget like the Christians that
the Nazarene faith137 was birthed in the Middle East (Yisrael) not Europe or America. Because of the early
influence from the West (Greece and Rome), the Jewishness of Yahshua was subordinated to the now popular
“orthodox” Christian image of a “Jesus the Christ”. For over 2,000 years the implications of the Jewish
Yahshua has been overlooked or shunned by both Jews and the modern Christian. The average Christian makes
the mistake of reading the Hebrew Scriptures through Western Greco-Roman eyes instead of reading and
interpreting the Renewed Covenant through the Hebraic eyes and language of the Hebrew Scriptures (TaNaK).
Judaism’s reluctance to accept the Moshiach has been fortified by adverse pagan symbolism and imagery from
the church. Due to centuries of persecution by the “Church”, their “cross’ has been turned into a symbol of
hatred, cruelty, prejudice, and murder for the Jewish people. So-called Christians spoke and acted in hatred in
the name of “Jesus” so it became difficult for the Jews to separate the words and acts of these imposters from
the true Torah teachings of the Jewish Messiah. A false image of Yahshua was birthed for the Jews by Rome,
one that had no sanction either in the reality of the Jewish Yahshua or in the teachings of the Master and his
talmidim. This new image meant only pain and despair for the Jew; the new image was and is still being
rejected and will always (and rightly so) by the Jewish population. It has reached the point where the name of
Yahshua produces a conditioned reflex among the Jews because of its connection with centuries of persecution
and the blatant paganism in the church.
There is every reason for the Jews to lose their reluctance towards Yahshua. The true presence of Yahshua is a
projection of Judaism, not a repudiation of it. Yahshua should not be held responsible for the unscriptural
actions and words of those who claim to speak in his Name. Yahshua was born a Jew and proud to be a Jew, yet
did not confine himself to Judaism. He never practiced religious exclusivity for the Jew or the Gentile. He
expressed his Jewishness within a universal context, and no other figure has had a greater impact on history
than the Messiah Yahshua.
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Yahshua is sometimes referred to as “ish ploni” –the unnamed one. The name Yeshu (May his name and memory deserved to
perish) is also used by those not wishing to utter His Name.
137
We are not Christians, but Nazarenes. In this article we use the term “Christian” to refer to those in the church, the Hellenized
institution established by the Nicene Council. It is a religion about Yahshua, but not the religion of Yahshua.
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This article is a collection of quotes from various Jewish scholars, rabbis, and authors. It is our prayer that by
reading the thoughts of their brethren, many Yehudim will reconsider their views concerning the Jew Yahshua.
•

“He (Yahshua) strengthened the Torah of Moses majestically…not one of our sages spoke out more
emphatically concerning the immutability of the Torah.” Rabbi Harvey Falk

•

“No one before him and no one after him has bound our world with the fetters of law, justice, and of
love, and brought it ot the feet of the one Living Almighty Eternal One as effectively as did this
personage who came to n Yisraelite house in Nazareth in Galilee- and this he did, nit by the might of the
sword, of fire and steel, like the lawgivers of other nations, but by the power of his mighty spirit and his
teachings…I, as a Jew, whose very move is bound up with the Elohim of Yisrael, want to know nothing
of any other historical wonder, of any other faith, save only the wonder and faith that radiate from the
Elohim of Yisrael…Without the Nazarene faith, Jews would become a second tribe of Samaritans. The
two are one…For Yahshua , the Messiah, to me is the outstanding personality of all time, all history,
both as the Son of Elohim and as the Son of Man. Everything He ever said or did has value for us today,
and that is something you can say of no other man, alive or dead. No other teacher-Jewish, Christian,
Buddhist, Mohammedan- is still a teacher whose teaching is such a guidepost for the world we live
in…Yahshua has value for all of us, wherever we are. He became the Light of the world. Why shouldn’t
I, a Jew, be proud of it?” Sholem Asch.138 One Destiny, 1945, Putnum, N.Y.

•

“ Most portrayers of the life of Yahshua neglect to point out that Yahshua is in every characteristic a
genuinely Jewish character, that a man like him could have grown only in the soil of Judaism, only there
and nowhere else. Yahshua is a genuine Jewish personality, all his struggles and works, his bearing and
feeling, his speech and silence, bear the stamp of Jewish style, the mark of Jewish idealism, of the best
that was and is in Judaism, but which then existed only in Judaism. He was a Jew among Jews; from no
other people could a man like him have come forth, and in no other people could a man like him work;
no other people could he have found the apostles who believed in him.” Leo Baeck139, Harnack
Vorlesungen uber das Wesen des Christentums, Breslau, 1902.

•

‘It is amazing how many Jews write about Jews and Judaism while ignoring the super-Jew and superJudaism. I refer to Yahshua the Messiah and to the Nazarenes…What happened here? Is it only the Jew
who is incapable of seeing and hearing all that others see and hear? Are the Jews stricken with
blindness and deafness as regards to Yahshua the Messiah, so that to them alone he has nothing to
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Sholem Asch was born in Poland in 1880.He wrote his works in Yiddish.
Leo Baeck was a prominent Jewish theologian born in Germany. He became a rabbi 1897 and was the leader of German Jewry. He
survived the camps and moved to England in 1946.
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say?...Understand, then, what we shall do: We shall bring him back to us. Messiah Yahshua is not dead
for us-for us he has not yet lived: and he will not slay us, he will make us alive again. His profound and
holy words, and all that is true and heart-appealing in the New Testament, must from now on be heard
in our synagogues and taught to our children, in order that the wrong we had committed may be made
good, the curse turned into a blessing, and that he at last may find us who has always been seeking after
us.” Constantin Brunner140, Der Judnhass und Die Juden, Berlin, 1918.
•

“We must overcome the superstitious fear which we harbor about the Messianic movement of Yahshua,
and we must place this movement where it belongs, namely, in the spiritual history of Judaism. From my
youth onwards have found in Yahshua my great brother. That the Nazarenes have regarded and does
regard him as Elohim and Savior has always appeared to me a fact of high importance which, for his
own sake and my own, I must endeavor to understand…My own fraternally open relationship to him has
grown ever stronger and clearer, and today I see him more strongly and clearly than ever before. I am
more than ever certain that a great place belongs to him in Israel’s history of faith and that this place
cannot be described by any of the usual categories.” Martin Buber141, Two Types of Faith, 1952

•

“There is a more fundamental, a more dignified reason for the Jewish reclamation of Yahshua. A very
simple, a very honest reason. And that is that Yahshua was a Jew-the best of Jews…Yahshua was not
only a Jew. He was the apex and acme of Jewish teaching, which began with Moses and ran the entire
evolving gamut of kings, teachers, prophets, and rabbis-David and Isaiah and Daniel and Hillel-until
their pith and essence was crystallized in the greatest of all Jews…For a Jew, therefore, to forget that
Yahshua was a Jew, and to deny him, is to forget and deny all the Jewish teaching that was before
Yahshua: it is to reject the Jewish heritage, to betray what was best in Israel. For a Nazarene to forget
that Yahshua was a Jew is to deny the Nazarene faith itself… that the time has come is indeed ripe, for
the Jews to reclaim Yahshua. I am not alone... however, in arriving at that inevitable conclusion voiced
throughout this book. For I know a number of Jews who believe as I do, who believe it is time that the
Jews reclaimed Yahshua, and that it is desirable that they should do so. Some of them are hesitant to
speak, lest their own people disclaim them…And one Jewish scholar interested in Jewish Sunday
schools-if he were permitted by the elders he would include among his readings of “gems” of Jewish
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Constantine Brunner (1862-1937) was a German Jewish philosopher. He looked upon Yahshua as the representative of pure
Judaism.
141
Martin Buber (1878-1965) was born in Vienna and educated in Germany. He was a professor of social philosophy at the Hebrew
University from 1938-1951.
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literature the Sermon on the Mount.” John Cournos,142 An Open Letter to Jews & Christians , N.Y.
1938
•

“The earliest Nazarenes knew neither awkwardness nor reticence over the fact that Yahshua was a Jew.
Most, if not ALL, were Jews themselves. The Nazarene faith to them was not a faith apart from Judaism
but an assertion of it. They never claimed to be the originators of a new religion; they were summoning
men to Yahshua’s vision of moral excellence. They called for a return to the great simplicities of
essential Judaism, for an awareness of the reality of Biblical prophecy, and for a response to the sense
of Elohim that lay deep within man…And they affirmed the fundamentals of Judaism; the oneness of
Elohim, the omniscience of Elohim, the justness of Elohim, and the reality of Elohim’s total command of
the universe and history, now and forever. The purpose they saw in Yahshua was to awaken and
strengthen this faith and not replace it…His coming , they believed, had been foretold in the Hebrew
Scriptures…The Jews who carried this message of Yahshua carried it primarily to their own people. If,
for example, there would appear in our time a figure of the same character and dimensions as Yahshua,
would it be easy to find a church that would accept him?...The Apostles were Jewish…And the religious
ideas in the New Testament are preponderantly and authentically Jewish in accent and outlook. Indeed,
there is a consistent progression from the Torah, with its revelation of the word of Elohim, and its
spiritual poetry, to the New Testament which is not based alone on the reality of the fulfillment, but on
the nature of Elohim-His presence, His words, His acts on earth, and His direct teachings for
man…Moreover, the early Nazarenes reiterated they were not trying to start a new religion but to act on
the revelations that Judaism had been awaiting for many centuries. In this sense, what they were
espousing was a reformed or a Nazarene Judaism. In any event, a branch was breaking away and
finding its deep and powerful root…And Nazarenes rest their faith on the reality of the Old Testament
prophecy and its fulfillment in Yahshua. And they therefore do not question that fact that Yahshua chose
to be born a Jew. Yet, it should also follow, in the same terms, that Nazarenes must not allow themselves
to become separated from Yahshua’s own religion? THERE IS A SINGLE WORD IN JOHN OR MARK
OR MATTHEW OR LUKE IN WHICH YAHSHUA REPUDIUATES JUDAISM. He practiced Judaism
scrupulously. He gave constant expression to the religious and ethical requirements of Judaism. He
observed all the Jewish Holy Days…Can a Nazarene, believing in revelation through Yahshua, accept
him as Messiah but reject his own religion? And if it is contended that Yahshua did not believe in
Judaism, why did he chose to be born a Jew? In the same sense, are not acts against Jews, solely
because they are Jews, a direct repudiation of Yahshua?...Should not the Nazarene faith regard itself
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John Cournos (1881-1966) was born in Russia. In 1912 he moved to London and became a writer for periodicals. He regarded
Yahshua as the leading Jewish prophet.
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actually a kind of Nazarene Judaism- that is a religion accepting the mission of Yahshua as he himself
defined it-namely, to simplify, purify, and rekindle the Hebrew faith into which he was born?...the
essentials of the Old Testament that Yahshua himself held sacred cannot be set aside by Nazarenes. For
the reforms of Yahshua were not directed to the elimination of the essentials but to the recognition of
their full significance…The modern synagogue can live openly and fully with Yahshua…And the
rediscovery of Yahshua can help Jews in the most vital respect of all; he can help them forgive their
tormentors- including those who have done evil in his name…For twenty centuries two branches if the
same religion have lived without harmony and understanding. Both have a common origin and can
come together in a new attitude toward the figure of Yahshua, the Jew.” Norman Cousins143, The
Jewishness of J-sus, American Judaism, Issue 10 , no.1,1960,pgs.35-36
•

“As a child I received instruction both in the Bible and in the Talmud. I am a Jew, but I am enthralled
by the luminous figure of the Nazarene…No one can read the Gospels without feeling the actual
presence of Yahshua. His personality pulsates I every word. No myth is filled with such life.” Albert
Einstein144, What Life Means to Albert Einstein, Saturday Evening Post, 26 Oct.1929.

•

“The Jew cannot help glorying in what Yahshua thus meant to the world; nor can he help hoping that
Yahshua may yet serve as a bond of union between Jew and Nazarene, once his teaching is better known
and the bane of misunderstanding at last is removed from his words and his ideal.” Hyman G.
Enelow145, A Jewish View of J-sus, N.Y. 1920,pp.4-5,9,181

•

“There can be no doubt that the Crucified appeared to Peter, then to the twelve. Then he appeared to
more than five hundred brethren at one time…The he appeared to James, then to all the apostles. Last of
all, he appeared to Paul on the road to Damascus.” David Flusser,146J-sus,p.122

•

“Yahshua from Nazareth” is the most famous name in the world. The Galilean teacher looms as large
today as he did centuries ago…To some he is Divine, the veritable Son of Elohim, foretold by inspired
prophecy, born miraculously, who lived and died in order to fulfill his Father’s plan of salvation, and
after death was resurrected from the tomb, and enthroned in heaven as part of the three-fold
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Norman Cousins (b.1912) is a graduate of Teachers College of Columbia University. He was the executive director and editor of
the Saturday Review from 1940-1977.
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Albert Einstein (1879-1955) was born Jewish and educated in Germany. He received the Nobel Prize for physics in 1922.He served
as the professor of mathematics and theoretical science at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton University, 1933-1945.
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Hyman Enelow received the Doctor of Divinity from Hebrew Union College. He was president of the Central Conference of
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1939 and became one of the leading students of the Dead Sea Scrolls. In 1965 he was appointed head of the department of New
Testament at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. In his book, J-sus, Dr. Flusser accepts the account of the transfiguration as an
authentic vision and seems to accept the resurrection. The Talmud teaches in Sanhedrin 11:1-2, “He who says that the resurrection of
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Elohim…The personality of Yahshua was such that his sonship of Elohim was magnificently evident. The
Divine spirit seemed to manifest in his words and deeds…No Moslem ever sings, Mohammed, lover of
my soul,’ nor does any Jew say of Moses, the teacher, “I need thee every hour.” Solomon B. Freehof147,
Stormers of Heaven, N.Y. 1931, pp.205-210
•

“Yahshua of Nazareth was a product of Yisrael alone, a product of Judaism unaffected by any foreign
admixture. There were many Gentiles in the Galilee but Yahshua was in no way influenced by them. In
his days, Galilee was the stronghold of the most enthusiastic Jewish patriotism…Without any exception
he is wholly explainable by the Scriptural and Pharisaic Judaism of his time…Yahshua was a Jew and a
Jew he remained till his last breath. In all this Yahshua is the most Jewish of Jews…more Jewish even
than Hillel…His disciples have raised the lighted torch of the Law of Yisrael…among the heathen of the
four quarters of the world. No Jew can, therefore, overlook the value of Yahshua and his teachings from
the point of view of universal history. This was a fact that neither Maimonides nor Yehudah ha-Levi
ignored.” Joseph G. Klausner148, J-sus of Nazareth, N.Y. 1925; The Messianic Ideal in Yisrael, 1955.

•

“ No ethical system, no textbook on religion, are capable of exerting such a deep impression on us as
that great personality of Yahshua, standing as none other, midway between heaven and earth, equally
near to Elohim as to man. He was the ideal representative of the Essene brotherhood, no, he was the
embodiment of brotherliness of all mankind…Yahshua, the most lowly of all men, the despised, beyond
comparison, of the despised Jewish nation, has ascended the world’s throne to become the Great King
of

the

whole

earth.”

Koffmann

Kohler149,Judaism

at

the

World’s

Parliament

of

Religions,Cincinnati;1894,pp.118-120,122-123
•

“ We certainly do not get in the Hebrew Bible any teacher speaking of Elohim and to Elohim as ‘Father,
my Father, your Father’, and ‘our Father,’ like the Yahshua of Matthew…The sinners drew near to
him-surely this is a new note, something we do not hear in the Talmud of its heroes. His teaching did not
repel them. It did not palter with or make light of sin, but yet it gave comfort to the sinner. The virtues of
repentance are gloriously praised in the rabbinical literature, but this direct search for, and appeal to,
the sinner, are new and moving notes of high import and significance. The good shepherd who searches
for the lost sheep, and reclaims it and rejoices over it, is a new figure, which has never ceased to play its
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great part in the moral and religious development of the world.” Claude G. Montefiore150, The
Synoptic Gospels and the Jewish Consciousness, 1904-5, The Old Testament and After ,pp.208-210
•

“A change of attitude must take place between the Jew and the Nazarenes…Mutual prejudice between
Judaism and the Nazarenes must cease and Judaism must take the first step in this direction. The
Nazarenes are bone of our bones, and flesh of our flesh. The bearers of the Nazarene message were
Jews, and they hailed from Judaism. The Nazarene faith was a Jewish movement. We oppose it on
ideological grounds, but we cannot exclude it from Judaism. Judaism’s prejudice against the Nazarenes
must end, and then Judaism will perceive the Nazarene’s true meaning and significance, namely, that it
was sent by Elohim for the revival of Judaism, and that the Nazarenes truly fulfill Judaism’s mission,
and that it is part and parcel of the salvation of Israel.” Isaac Joseph Poysner151, The Kingdom of the
Messiah.

•

“Neither Nazarene protest nor Jewish lamentation can annul the fact that Yahshua was a Jew, a
Hebrew of Hebrews.” Stephen S. Wise152, The Life and Teaching of J-sus the Jew”, Outlook, June 7,
191“The figure of Yahshua, the Jew from Nazareth, looms large on the Israeli horizon, although not is
being said about him openly and most Jews cautiously refrain from mentioning his name in public. Still
h is very much in the mind of the Israeli Jew, more now than ever, and the awareness of his shadow in
Israel is constantly growing…Being confronted with Yahshua in this way is a new experience to the Jew.
In the Diaspora Yahshua looked alien to the Jew, an outsider, an interloper. But in Israel he is seen as
the Jew from Nazareth, a native of this country, a Sabra, with claims to the land as strong as any. He
cannot be brushed aside as a foreign influence…Can Yahshua the Jew be taken back to the fold where
he belongs, can he be incorporated in the body of Judaism, as a genuine Israeli product?...Yahshua
wanted to build out of Jewry a Temple of True Community…Firstly, the Jews are a spiritual nation with
spiritual needs and aspirations…Secondly ,Israel is a new society which has been built on new
foundations…Thirdly, Israel is ingathering her Tribes which need a common creed as a cementing
factor…The Jewish religion seems to be at present to the large masses of Israeli Jews uninspiring and
uninspired. Could it be that Yahshua could give it a new lease of life? Could a new, Israeli stage of
Jewish religion escape from the Ghetto wall made up of 613 bricks, and instead incorporate the
personality and message of Yahshua, the Jew from Nazareth, as a major prophet for Israel, of course
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excluding all Christianized stylization of “J-sus the Christ”?” Ferdynand Zweig,153 Israel: The Sword
and the Harp ,N.J. 1969,pp.219-229
•

“The people Yisrael, bearers of the Torah: in the other case, the Peron of Messiah, one-man
embodiment of Yisrael and the Torah…Even the miracles of Yahshua need not be denied by a believing
Jew.” Rabbi Herschel Matt, How Shall a Believing Jew View Chr-stianity?”

There is one Yahshua, the Jewish rabbi named Yahshua, Who taught nothing He did not learn from the Torah
and the Judaism of the Era of the Second Temple. The image of Yahshua from traditional Judaism is false as is
the distorted image formed by the church, Jesus the Christ. The second and third descriptions stand as
insurmountable obstacles to a real understanding between Jews and Nazarenes. If (and there is) there is a
Messianic message in the Hebrew Scriptures, then it cannot be maintained that the Moshiach is for the “Gentiles
only” as some are teaching154. The Good News was initially spread by Jews who believed that Yahshua was the
promised Moshiach.
When the Nazarenes exhibits the true teachings and in their lives the Messiahship of Yahshua and His
Mastership over their lives, then the world, and the Jews especially, will take notice. Just as we are now seeing a
“Hebrew Roots wave” passing through the church, then we will truly see a “Yahshua wave” passing through
Judaism. The Jewish people are our people; the Jewish Hope is our Hope; the Jewish destiny is our destiny. We
follow Yahshua because we believe He is Yisrael’s Messiah and in Him Yisrael will fulfill their purpose.
Unfortunately, the determination to cut off the Jew from the knowledge of Yahshua has led traditional Judaism
to adopt a severe attitude to the Jew who believes in the Messiah155. A Jew does not stop being a Jew by
believing in Messiah, nor does he abandon his Jewish heritage, but rather, by accepting the Jewish Messiah, he
fully enters upon his heritage and truly glorifies the name “Jew” to the entire world.
“Vayomer elov, atah hu Hamoshiach.”
•

“Are You the One Who is to come156, or shall we look for another?” Mattitayahu 11:2
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Chapter Three
Exposing the Myth of the Anti-Torah /Anti-Jewish
Messiah
“He who possesses My mitzvot and guards them (is shomer); it is he who loves Me. And he who loves
Me shall be loved by My Father, and I shall love him and MANIFEST MYSELF to him.” Yochanan
14:21
Manifest: 1: to be readily perceived by the senses and esp. the sight.2: easily understood or RECOGNIZED by
the mind. Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary
There is a great deception that has permeated the whole world by the man-made world religion called
“Christianity”. This deception claims to be based upon history, Scripture, and the recorded teachings of our
Master Yahshua, His disciples, and Rav Shaul. It is the myth of the anti-Torah and anti-Jewish life and
teachings of a “Christ” whom they call by a Greek/Latin name- “Jesus”. They believe His purported contention
with the Jewish people became a divine judgment upon a “faithless people” that rejected Him and His teachings
and killed him because of his religion and opposition to the Torah of Moshe. The believing Christian is
convinced that the Jewish Yahshua of history and the “Christ” of the church are one and the same157. They
could not be more deceived.
Between the time that Yahshua walked the earth and the time his teachings were written down (around the end
of the first century C.E) and the third century Yahshua was made into the image of a “Christian”. This meant
they molded him into an anti-Torah teacher who was far removed from the teachings of Judaism. He no longer
was the Torah observant Jewish rabbi who lived and died as a Jew but a combination of all the pagan mystery
religious figures combined into one god-man. The new “church” of Constantine created a false “Christ” called
“Jesus” who came to do away with the Law of Moshe and replace the people of Yisrael with a new and better
157

The Jesus of the Catholic Church was born of a virgin (who remained a virgin all her life) and had no brothers or sisters .The Jesus
of the Protestant Church had brothers and sisters. The Mormon Jesus had a spirit brother called Satan. Talk about confused!
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religion that offered salvation to anyone who would only believe in the person called “Jesus”. The audience for
the message had changed: it was no longer intended for the Jews but focused upon the pagans- believers on the
gods and goddesses like Mithras, Dionysius, Isis, and Demeter- and thus needed a new package flavored with
anti-Jewish statements and replacement theology. The Torah of Moshe had been left behind along with the true
history of the Jewish Messiah, Yahshua. The distance between reality and fiction created a gap that was now
forever unbridgeable. The church has effectively buried the Yahshua of history and substituted their theological
myths of the “Christ”, a fictional figure with a streak of anti-Semitism, wholly incompatible with the Messiah of
the Jewish apostolic tradition158. There would be no compromise between fact and fiction in what would
become “Christian Orthodoxy”. This required a reinterpretation of historical facts and a triumphant victory of
the artificial “Jesus” of the Roman church over the true Yahshua of history.
The Christian historians and theologians have robbed Yahshua from Nazareth of his Jewishness and made him
into a Christian after their own image. Not only Yahshua, but his family and disciples have been treated as
Christians rather than Jews. There is not one verse in the Brit Chadasha that even hints that they were anything
other than Orthodox, observant Jews in the most traditional sense of the word. They never called themselves
Christians, nor were they ever called Christians. It was the Roman church that invented this deception and is
truly the mother of all those who adhere to it. In order that their Replacement theology could be put into place
and written into their commentaries, the Jewishness of Yahshua and the disciples had to be stripped from them.
Every effort has been made to deny the Jewishness of the Brit Chadasha and its authors. It is very difficult for
the average reader of the Brit Chadasha to separate the gold from the dross in the Gospels and the letters of
Shaul.
The truth is that no such disagreement existed except in the minds of people who read the Brit Chadasha
without clear Scriptural understanding. Yahshua said, “If you seek, you will find.”One always finds what he is
looking for. If you seek a Hellenistic-anti-Torah, anti-Jewish “Jesus”, you will find a white blond haired blueeyed Anglo-Saxon, wearing a white robe and some other-worldly expression, whose message was anti- Torah
and anti-Jewish. You will find a “Jesus” who started a new superior religion called Christianity that is totally
separated from Judaism.

158

The word Messiah in Hebrew means “anointed one”. Kings and High Priests were anointed with oil upon becoming consecrated to
their office. The word Mashiach in Hebrew whether used as a verb or noun is as some form of anoint. The concept of a Messiah
developed in Judaism as an expansion of the prophetic passages in the TaNaK. He would liberate the Jews from the oppression in their
Land, bring about world peace, through him the nations would come to worship the One True Elohim of Yisrael, he would be the
instrument of social justice throughout the world, and regather the tribes of Yisrael. A Messiah was conceived as a king. The term had
political significance. During the Second Temple period the term Messiah meant the one who would liberate the Land from Roman
domination. This message was not lost on the Romans. They knew the Messiah meant rebellion and treason. To be called the Messiah
meant that you were the king. To the Romans it meant a call to insurrection. There was only one response to such a rebellion;
execution by crucifixion, or beheading, or flaying alive.
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If you seek a Jewish Torah observant Yahshua HaMoshiach, then that is who you will find. You will find a
Jew, who was probably short and dark-skinned. His beard was long and untrimmed. He wore ear-locks (peyot),
tefillin when he prayed, and fringes on his four cornered garment .He must have went to the mikveh upon
entering the Temple grounds before participating in the sacrificial worship at the Temple. He said the blessings
before drinking his wine and eating his bread. We cannot allow Christian theology to separate us from the
historical factors and circumstances present in Judaism during the Second Temple period.
Yahshua of Nazareth was a Torah observant Jew and a recognized teacher and authority among the Jewish
people. The Christian Church has clouded, indeed distorted, the true identity of Messiah, clothing him in pagan
theology and ritual and giving him a foreign name. To put it bluntly, to follow Yahshua you must first be able to
recognize the real Messiah. It is easy for a Jew to recognize a fellow Jew by his cultural ties, religious
convictions, or his national identity. In the case of Yahshua, his Jewishness comes through loud and clear in the
Gospels. He kept the Shabbat, went to synagogue, observed the Torah dietary laws, made pilgrimages to the
Temple at Yerushalayim during the Feasts of YHWH, used expressions found in Jewish Oral Law, and was
totally loyal to the Torah of Moshe. His Jewishness, even though it has been misrepresented by the church,
shines through nevertheless. In his practices, beliefs, habits, and mode of teaching and speech, Yahshua
declared his Jewishness to the world. All the accounts in the Gospels depict a typical, loyal, dedicated Jew.
Yahshua lived as a Jew, died a Jew, and was resurrected as a Jew- not a Christian. As hard as it is for you to
imagine this fact; the one who returns and plants his feet on the Mount of Olives in Yisrael will be a Jew!
•

Zech 8:23 Thus saith YHWH of hosts: In those days it shall come to pass, that ten men shall take hold,
out of all the languages of the nations, shall even take hold of the skirt of him that is a Jew, saying: We
will go with you, for we have heard that Elohim is with you.'

When we study the life and teachings of the history of Yahshua within its proper Jewish context, we discover
an observant Jew. The truth is that Yahshua was a Yehudi (Jew) and a Sabra from Beth-Lechem of Judea, born
the eldest son into a Jewish family, circumcised the eighth day according ot the Law of Moshe, worked in his
father’s trade as a carpenter (probably an itinerant craftsman known as Nazoreans), and as far as we know he
never left the Land of Yisrael. Yahshua as a Jew kept the Shabbat and Feasts of YHWH, he a prophetic rabbi
(teacher), the son of Elohim and the son of man (a northern Messianic title) that loved his people and his Father
(known as a Yiddish heretz), he was tempted in all manner as any man, and taught everyone to follow the Law
of Moshe from the heart with great kevanah (intensity), and was familiar with the religious teachings of the
various Jewish sects in Yisrael. His own words declare the inner “soul” or “spirit” of the Torah of His Father in
the heavens and never contradicted the Written Torah of Moshe.
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He also came from a Pharisee family and background and steeped in Pharisaic thought. His teachings were not
unique or new. Many of his teachings paralleled those of the Jewish sage Hillel and Shammai, both Pharisees.
They also contain some Essene thought as the Dead Sea scrolls attest. However, his methods of spreading his
message was unique (healings, miracles, exorcisms, etc.), as was his claim to be the rightful heir to the throne of
David, the Messiah.
According to some commentators, Yahshua himself was a Pharisee. Yahshua also seemed to draw heavily from
the mystical teachings of the Essenes159 (who were in the Galilee), and yet he also had some Zealots (a political
and military group not a religious sect) as his followers.160
Only if one takes a verse here and there to prove his own theological viewpoint, ignoring the rest of the
Scriptures and historical records that say otherwise, he will find what he is looking for and any other
perspective will be hidden from him. Because of this erroneous perspective, many read the Brit Chadasha
(Renewed Covenant) and come away distrusting the Jews and see them as belonging to the forces of evil,
“Christ-killers”, and thus making the tragic events of the Holocaust possible. A rediscovery of the TRUE
MESSIAH strikes a blow at this anti- Torah/Jewish myth. The real Yahshua did not teach in opposition to the
Torah of Moshe as He lived the Torah perfectly Himself, and therefore could not have been opposed by His
fellow Yehudites for what He taught or the way He lived. Being profoundly ignorant of Judaism during the
Second Temple Period, many fail to understand the allusions to the Jewish faith and culture in the four accounts
of his life and the writings of Rav Shaul.
Yahshua was never a called a “Christian”, never started a “Christian church”, never celebrated Easter161
,Lent162, or Christ-mass,

163

did not attend “church” on SUNday, never had a “New Testament”164, and never

159

The public ministry of Yahshua of Nazareth was about three years long. He went around teaching about the Kingdom of Elohim,
and He acquired many followers who responded to his teachings. His followers included members of the P'rushim (Pharisees) and the
Essenes - a group living in the wilderness of which Yochanan the Immerser probably belonged. These followers of Yahshua gave rise
to a new branch of Judaism -- the Sect of the Netzarim. After the resurrection of Yahshua, He instructed his disciples to go and preach
teshuvah (repentance) and Torah to all nations in His name, which means according to His teachings. He established a Nazarene Beit
Din (Rabbi's Court, literally "House of Judgment")) and gave them the authority to "bind and loose" (make halakhic rulings) on issues
of Torah.
160

In the Greek text, Yahshua was impaled between two lestai. This word does not mean thieves but brigands, terrorists, or
revolutionaries.
161
Venerable Bede, an eighth century Christian historian, indicated that the name Easter came from the festival of Oestre (also found
as Ostere or Ostara), the Anglo-Saxon goddess of spring and fertility. There was also a Teutonic (Germanic) goddess known as Eostre
(also found as Eastre or Estre), who was the goddess of dawn and light, fertility, and spring. It is from these deities where the name
Easter actually originates. The festival in her honor was held during the vernal equinox The name can be traced back to the name
Astarte, the Syrian sun goddess, known as the "queen of heaven" (the consort of the Chaldean sun god Baal) who is mentioned in
connection with the Canaanites (where she was known as Asherah), and in Jeremiah 7:17-20 and Jeremiah 44 .Constantine's
Nicaean Council in 325 CE officially ruled that Easter was to be held on the Sunday after the first full moon after the vernal equinox,
which, because of the difficulty in correlating it with the Jewish calendar, gives us a date variation from March 22nd to April 25th
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.Easter was never seen as a Christian holiday until the fourth century Spring celebrations continued to be held at Easter to honor
various fertility goddesses until 399, when the Theodosian Code banned the observance of pagan rituals during the holy days of
Easter and Christmas. However, pagan worshipers were able to continue worshipping Isis, by calling their feast by another name–
Easter. Saltman, in his book On Roman Time: The Codex Calendar of 354 CE said that the rituals connected with Isis became part of
the Easter holiday. By 752 CE, the Church had totally given up fighting the pagans, and Christianized the elements of this pagan
celebration The Puritans who founded this country were against the Catholic Church, and did not celebrate Easter or Christmas;
however, after the Civil War, the Protestant churches began to observe them as special days. The most common Easter custom is the
brightly colored Easter egg. Eggs, the origin of life, have always been considered as symbols of fertility, and represented renewal. The
ancient Persians believed that the earth was hatched from an egg during the spring equinox. The ancient Egyptians believed that the
universe was created from a huge egg by a god of the sky, out of which came the sun-bird which ruled over the earth and sky. They
hung eggs in their temples, as did the Greeks. The Hindus and early Phoenicians taught that an immense egg split, and formed heaven
and earth. In Rome, pregnant women wore eggs around their necks to protect them from evil. They were planted with seeds, in hopes
of having a productive harvest. A procession in honor of the Roman goddess Ceres was always preceded by an egg Pope Gregory
(590-604 CE), forbid the followers of the Catholic Church to eat eggs during Lent, so they became a treat at Easter. The people in
Poland said that the Virgin Mary dyed eggs in various colors for Jesus to play with when He was a child. The Ukrainians
incorporated blue dots in the design of their eggs, which they say represent the tears of Mary. They believe she took a basket of
colored eggs to Pontius Pilate as a gift, in hopes of convincing him to have mercy on Jesus. As she was making them, she began crying
and the tears fell on the shells, making the dots. The orthodox of Romania dyed their eggs red, because they believed Mary left a
basket of eggs at the cross during the crucifixion to appease the soldiers so they would treat Jesus better. They were not accepted, and
his blood dripped on them. In Russia, there is a tradition that Mary Magdalene gave an egg to the Roman emperor as a symbolic
token of the resurrection of Jesus. There is also a pagan tradition concerning a bird who wanted to be a rabbit, so the goddess Oestre
turned the bird into a rabbit, who could still lay eggs. Every spring, during the festival dedicated to Oestre, the rabbit laid beautiful
colored eggs for the goddess. This tradition is exemplified in the Cadbury television commercial for the filled chocolate eggs. Another
tradition, which has been passed down, comes from Germany. According to the legend, during a famine, a poor woman dyed some
eggs and hid them in a nest, as Easter presents for her children. When the children found the nest, a big rabbit leaped away, the story
that the rabbit brought the eggs The Easter sunrise service actually stems from the pagan rite of spring that was held during the
vernal equinox to welcome the coming sun. According to pagan tradition, when the sun would rise on Easter morning, it would dance
in the heavens, so, those who would congregate, would dance in honor of the sun. The verse found in Mark 16:2 is given to justify the
promotion of sunrise services: "Andvery early in the morning the first day of the week, they came unto the sepulcher at the rising sun."
While it has been a long-standing tradition that Jesus rose from the dead on Sunday, the Scriptural study on the matter that you just
read above seems to indicate that he rose from the dead on Sabbath. Millions of people all over the world who attend sunrise services
on Easter morning are actually keeping alive a ritual of worshipping the sun god Baal, and his consort, the queen of heaven. The
Easter lily, the flowery symbol of Easter, which turns up at church altars everywhere that day, is actually not a spring flower. It was a
pagan phallic symbol that represented a sexual reproductive organ. The history of the hot cross bun goes back to the Babylonian
queen of heaven (Ishtar), and a reference to it is made in Jeremiah 7:18, which talks about making "cakes to the queen of heaven."
The Hebrew word for "cakes" is kavvan and is more properly translated as "buns." At Athens, about 1500 years before Messiah, these
buns or sacred bread, were used in the worship of the goddess. They were called boun. Egyptians made buns inscribed with two horns
in honor of the moon goddess, and the Greeks changed it to a cross, so it could be easily separated. The Angle-Saxons made buns with
a cross on them in honor of their goddess of light. How about an Easter ham? The pig was sacred to the Greek goddess Demeter, the
corn goddess, who represented fertility and abundance, and is another counterpart of Astarte. In various depictions of her, she is
either shown carrying, or being accompanied by a pig. So, pigs were regularly sacrificed to her, and it was believed, that by eating
what they felt represented and embodied their goddess, they were in fact, eating of her body. The prophet Yeshayahu warned of this in
Isaiah 65:3-5. Another source says that the pig represents the wild boar that killed Tammuz, and eating ham was done in
remembrance of him. The tradition of the Easter Ham evolved from an English tradition of eating a gammon (smoked buttock or thigh
of a pig) of bacon to show their resentment and contempt for the Jewish custom of not eating pork. “In like manner the Catholic
Church has been accustomed to bring before its followers in a visible form the death and resurrection of the Redeemer. Such sacred
dramas are well fitted to impress the lively imagination and to stir the warm feelings of a susceptible southern race, to whom the pomp
and pageantry of Catholicism are more congenial than to the colder temperament of the Teutonic peoples. When we reflect how often
the Church has skillfully contrived to plant the seeds of the new faith on the old stock of paganism, we may surmise that the Easter
celebration of the dead and risen Christ was grafted upon a similar celebration of the dead and risen Adonis, which, as we have seen
reason to believe, was celebrated in Syria at the same season. The type, created by Greek artists, of the sorrowful goddess with her
dying lover in her arms, resembles and may have been the model of the Pietà of Christian art, the Virgin with the dead body of her
divine Son in her lap, of which the most celebrated example is the one by Michael Angelo in St. Peters. That noble group, in which the
living sorrow of the mother contrasts so wonderfully with the languor of death in the son, is one of the finest compositions in marble.
Ancient Greek art has bequeathed to us few works so beautiful, and none so pathetic. In this connetion a well-known statement of
Jerome may not be without significance. He tells us that Bethlehem, the traditionary birthplace of the Lord, was shaded by a grove of
that still older Syrian Lord, Adonis, and that where the infant Jesus had wept, the lover of Venus was bewailed. Though he does not
expressly say so, Jerome seems to have thought that the grove of Adonis had been planted by the heathen after the birth of Christ for
the purpose of defiling the sacred spot. In this he may have been mistaken. If Adonis was indeed, as I have
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argued, the spirit of the corn, a more suitable name for his dwelling-place could hardly be found than Bethlehem, “the House of
Bread,” and he may well have been worshipped there at his House of Bread long ages before the birth of Him who said, “I am the
bread of life.” Even on the hypothesis that Adonis followed rather than preceded Christ at Bethlehem, the choice of his sad figure to
divert the allegiance of Christians from their Lord cannot but strike us as eminently appropriate when we remember the similarity of
the rites which commemorated the death and resurrection of the two. One of the earliest seats of the worship of the new god was
Antioch, and at Antioch, as we have seen, the death of the old god was annually celebrated with great solemnity. A circumstance
which attended the entrance of Julian into the city at the time of the Adonis festival may perhaps throw some light on the date of its
celebration. When the emperor drew near to the city he was received with public prayers as if he had been a god, and he marveled at
the voices of a great multitude who cried that the Star of Salvation had dawned upon them in the East. This may doubtless have been
no more than a fulsome compliment paid by an obsequious Oriental crowd to the Roman emperor. But it is also possible that the
rising of a bright star regularly gave the signal for the festival, and that as chance would have it the star emerged above the rim of the
eastern horizon at the very moment of the emperor’s approach. The coincidence, if it happened, could hardly fail to strike the
imagination of a superstitious and excited multitude, who might thereupon hail the great man as the deity whose coming was
announced by the sign in the heavens. Or the emperor may have mistaken for a greeting to himself the shouts which were addressed to
the star. Now Astarte, the divine mistress of Adonis, was identified with the planet Venus, and her changes from a morning to an
evening star were carefully noted by the Babylonian astronomers, who drew omens from her alternate appearance and
disappearance. Hence we may conjecture that the festival of Adonis was regularly timed to coincide with the appearance of Venus as
the Morning or Evening Star. But the star which the people of Antioch saluted at the festival was seen in the East; therefore, if it was
indeed Venus, it can only have been the Morning Star. At Aphaca in Syria, where there was a famous temple of Astarte, the signal for
the celebration of the rites was apparently given by the flashing of a meteor, which on a certain day fell like a star from the top of
Mount Lebanon into the river Adonis. The meteor was thought to be Astarte herself, and its flight through the air might naturally be
interpreted as the descent of the amorous goddess to the arms of her lover. At Antioch and elsewhere the appearance of the Morning
Star on the day of the festival may in like manner have been hailed as the coming of the goddess of love to wake her dead leman from
his earthy bed. If that were so, we may surmise that it was the Morning Star which guided the wise men of the East to Bethlehem, the
hallowed spot which heard, in the language of Jerome, the weeping of the infant Christ and the lament for Adonis.”-The Golden
Bough, Frazer
162
The word "lent" comes from the old English lencten, which means "spring." Created by the Catholic Church around 525 CE, under
the guidance of Abbot Dionysus the Little, Lent is the 40- day period from Ash Wednesday until Easter that is set aside for fasting and
seeking repentance. The observance is not found in the Bible, so it was not recognized by Yahshua, the apostles, or the early
Nazarenes. However, now-a-days, it usually just means "giving-up" something, usually some bad habit, or even just cutting back, in
order to please “God”. This period of abstinence actually originated in Babylon, as a preliminary to the annual day that honored the
death and resurrection of Tammuz; and later was observed in Egypt to honor Osiris, the son of Isis, who was the counterpart of
Tammuz. When Nimrod died, and was made the sun god, Semiramis then had an illegitimate son called Tammuz, who she claimed to
be the son of Nimrod. She said that he was the "promised seed of the woman," (Genesis 3:15) and demanded that both her and
Tammuz be worshipped. He became symbolized by the golden calf. She became known as the "queen of heaven," and was the
prototype from which all other pagan goddesses came. Her representation can be seen in the Roman Catholic Church's worship of
Mary, who is called the "Mother of the Church," the "Queen of Heaven and Earth," and the "Queen of the Universe According to
Babylonian tradition, when Tammuz was killed, his mother cried so much, that he came back to life. The manifestation of this was the
rebirth and blooming of all vegetation in the spring, which came to symbolize his resurrection, and why Tammuz is honored in the
spring. Very similar, is the story in the ancient writings of the Sumerians, in Mesopotamia, which said that Tammuz was married to
the goddess Inanna (Ishtar), the "mother goddess." When he was killed, she was so overcome with grief that she followed him to the
underworld, and in her absence, the earth began dying, crops stopped growing, and animals stopped mating. Ea, the god of water and
wisdom, sent a message that Inanna was to be brought back. This messenger sprinkled both Inanna and Tammuz with the water of life,
and they were given the power to return to the light of the sun for six months of the year. Then Tammuz would again have to return to
the underworld, prompting Inanna to seek him, and again, Ea would have to retrieve them. Ezekiel 8:12-13 talks about the women
weeping for Tammuz and this actually refers to what became the 40-day Lenten period.
163
It is the birthday of the sun god that was Christianized by the Roman Catholic Church to be the birthday of the son of God. In
addition, December 25th, which the Julian calendar incorrectly identified as the winter solstice (it is actually December 21st), was also
the birthday of the Persian god Mithra (the god of light and truth), known as the Sun of Righteousness; Horus, the son of Osiris (the
Egyptian sun god) and Isis (the queen of heaven), as well as Bracchus, Adonis, Jupiter, Tammuz, and Saturn. In 354 CE, after
December 25th was officially recognized by the Roman Catholic Church as the day Jesus was born, its observance soon spread to
Constantinople in (379), Cappadocia (380), Antioch (386), and Alexandria (431). The Catholic Encyclopedia admitted that it was not
among the early church observances. According to an ancient Syrian Christian source, the reason why the birth of Jesus was moved
from January 6th to December 25th was that it "was a custom of heathen to celebrate on the same twenty-fifth of December the
birthday of the sun at which they kindled lights in token of festivity. In these solemnities and festivities the Christians also took part.
Accordingly when the doctors of the Church perceived that the Christians had a leaning to this festival, they took counsel and resolved
that the true Nativity should be solemnized on that day and the festival of the Epiphany on the sixth of January.
164
Jer 31:31 Behold, the days come, saith YHWH, that I will make a new covenant with the house of Yisrael, and with the house of
Judah: The word translated “new” is “chadash” in Hebrew. The “Etymological Dictionary of Biblical Hebrew” by Mattitayahu Clark
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intended to establish a new world religion based upon the worship of a “Christ” figure. He came to revive,
reveal, and reform Judaism not to destroy or even replace it. The dilemma is that “Christianity” has defined the
Messiah outside the appropriate context of the religious, historical, political, and cultural settings before and
after the Second Temple period. The Western alien concepts are useless as a standard by which to interpret and
understand the Jewish Messianic concepts and prophecies presented in the TaNaK and brought over into the
Brit Chadasha.
We desperately need accurate knowledge brought about by an unbiased study of the Gospels to open the Jewish
world in the Gospels and restore them to their original Hebraic context. We have forgotten that the Scriptures
are a Hebraic book. The roots of Yahshua’s teachings are twisted and distorted outside their cultural setting and
historical situation in the pseudo-intellectual jargon of Gnosticism revisited. This is a reinterpretation of the
Messiah and a presentation of a false “Christ” that is anti-Jewish and anti-Torah. This modern day
Marcionism165 that rejects all things Jewish continues to exert its powerful and deceptive influence in the
“Church”. The church wears vestments woven with antinomian ideas .It is literally preaching a new religion far
removed from our Master’s original teachings. This garment is woven with the erroneous ideas of Marcion,
Chrysostom, Tertullian, Valentinus, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and other popes, preachers, theologians
practicing their textual “science” of anti-Mosaic Law. Most of these leaders have been guilty of elevating
believing in the Word Incarnate above learning the Word spoken by the Master and obeying His
commandments and teachings which were the Torah of Moshe. By studying and learning the teachings of
Yahshua, it should challenge, guide, and actually enhance true faith in the WORD (Torah) MANIFESTED IN
THE FLESH. It is a tragedy that the preaching of “simply having faith in Christ” has replaced responding to the
Master’s call of true discipleship and obedience to the Torah. They do not understand that faith (emunah)166 is
defined as DOING the Torah of Moshe.

gives the definition of this Hebrew word as “renewed.” Another important thing to notice here is that the Renewed Covenant is made
ONLY with the House of Yisrael and the House of Judah. The “Church” does not replace Yisrael and must be grafted into Yisrael
through the Messiah to have a part in this Renewed Covenant. The term "new covenant" would be meaningless unless what Jeremiah
meant by it was the renewing of the old covenant, which will thereby regain its full original vigor. The covenant of old is of eternal
duration, never to be rescinded or to be superseded by a new covenant (Leviticus 26:44-45). The covenant between YHWH and
Yisrael is frequently referred to as everlasting (e.g., Genesis 17:7, 13, 19; Psalms 105:8, 10; 1 Chronicles 16:13-18). Jeremiah's "new
covenant" is not a replacement of the existing covenant, but merely a figure of speech expressing the reinvigoration and revitalization
of the existing covenant. The people of Yisrael possess an old covenant yet a new covenant, truly an everlasting covenant.
165
Bishop Marcion from Sinop (in Turkey) rejected the TaNaK and believed the “Jesus” was the true manifestation of the angry and
cruel “God” of the TaNaK. For Marcion, Paul was the only true apostle, and he rejected most of the other books of the “N.T.” as too
Jewish. Other “church fathers” were anti-Jewish also and it was with this kind of thinking that the doctrine of anti- nomianism became
forever firmly entrenched in “church doctrine”.
166
Faith or emunah signifies support, complete trust, and reliability in action. See the book of Ya’akov (James in your Bible)
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•

1 John 2:3 -4 And hereby we know that we know him, if we keep his commandments. He that saith, I
know him, and keepeth not his commandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in him; 167

•

James 2:17 -20 So also faith, if it does not have works, is dead being by itself. But someone will say,
you have faith, and I have works. Show me your faith apart from your works, and I will show you my
faith out of my works.

You believe that YHWH is One168. You do well; even the demons believe and

shudder. But are you willing to know, O vain man, that faith apart from works is dead? 169
•

“If you love me, you will keep my commands (mitzvot);170 .. Whoever has my commands and keeps them
is the one who loves me, and the one who loves me will be loved by my Father, and I will love him and
reveal myself to him.” Yochanan(John) 14:15;21

A Messiah robbed of His Jewishness and Torah observance results in a gross misconception about Him and His
teachings that are encountered in the Brit Chadasha. The church has literally crucified or murdered Yahshua
again by destroying his connections to his Judaism and people, and resurrected the Greek/Roman Gentile
“Jesus” in his place. Believers in the Messiah are therefore compelled to kill the Jew within them and the Jewish
Messiah by the “doctrines of deceptive demons” by attending a Sunday church.
•

“For, indeed, if he who is coming proclaims ANOTHER YAHSHUA, WHOM WE HAVE NOT
PROCLAIMED, or if you receive different spirit which you have not received, or a different Good News
which you have not accepted, you put up with it well enough.” 2 Corinthians 11:4

•

“And fall away, to renew them again to repentance-having impaled for themselves the Son of Elohim
again, and put Him to open shame.” Ivrim (Heb.) 6: 6
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Two ways not to have the truth: (1) to claim not to have sin (1:8), and (2) to say “I know him” but not obey his commands (as Ya
2:14–26 teaches). In the TaNaK the word “know” can mean “have intimate experience”; here “knowing Yahshua” means having
intimate spiritual experience with him, to the degree that one obeys his commands from the heart. Anything less is not true
knowledge; there is a difference between giving mental assent to Yahshua’s Messiahship and knowing him. Elsewhere Yochanan
reports that Yahshua said, “If you love me, you will keep my commands,” and “If you keep my commands, you will stay in my love”
(Yn 14:15, 15:10; compare Yn 14:21, 15:14).
168
Reference to the Shema
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Thus mental or emotional faith by itself (v. 17) or faith alone (v. 24), unaccompanied by the right kinds of actions, is dead (vv. 17,
26), barren (v. 20), no better than the so-called “faith” demons have (v. 19) because they know the reality of the spirit world. But only
by actions is faith made complete (v. 22) and capable of giving YHWH ground to declare a person righteous (v. 24). The word “faith”
is used here because Ya‘akov is really speaking about not all of trust, but just a part of it, the confessional, intellectual part. Ya‘akov
brings this out by using restrictive modifiers: such faith (v. 14; literally, “the faith”), faith by itself (v. 17), faith without actions (v. 26;
compare v. 20) and faith alone (v. 24); moreover, he points out specifically that actions must be added to this limited part of faith in
order for faith to be made complete (or “made perfect,” v. 22). Ya‘akov and Shaul are in complete harmony; both understand genuine
faith as consisting of an inward acknowledgement of YHWH’s truth which is expressed and flows outward in the form of good works.
Not in Romans, Ephesians or anywhere else does Shaul demean the importance of works in the life of faith. On the contrary, such
verses as Gal 5:6, 1 Ti 5:8 and Titus 3:2 express the importance of expressing one’s faith through good works; indeed, in a fully
Jewish way, his letters contain whole chapters full of advice on which good works to do, and when and how to do them. Genuine faith
is perceived not through talk, but through the deeds that issue from it.
170
It is wrong to think of the Nazarene faith as requiring no actions to prove it. Dake’s Annotated Reference Bible lists 1,050 Brit
Chadasha commands which, according to this verse, are to be obeyed by those who love Yahshua. The distinction drawn between Old
Testament Judaism as a “religion of law” and Messianic faith as a religion of love is totally unfounded. In both the TaNaKand the
Brit Chadasha biblical faith is based on both love and law, both mercy and justice; it has always been so and always will be.
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•

Fall away: #3895 peripipto “to fall aside, to apostatize”; a renunciation of a religious faith or belief
once held. From Unger’s Bible Dictionary, “a disowning the name of ‘Christ’... Such as seducing
spirits, doctrines of demons, hypocritical lying, a seared conscience, forbidding to marry, A form of
‘Godliness” without power.”
First Century Judaism

In the First Century CE, the Second Temple was still standing in Jerusalem. It was the center for the worship of
YHWH by all Yisrael. The animal sacrifices were still offered daily and the priests (Cohanim) were the trustees
of the Torah. There was not at that time any group of “ordained rabbis”, as we know it today in Nazarene
Yisrael and traditional Judaism. Teachers of the Torah were called “rabboni” or “my teacher “but there were no
ordained ecclesiastic hierarchies. The majority of the people went up to Jerusalem for the three pilgrimage
Feasts (Pesach, Shavuot, and Sukkot). The weekly Shabbat was a day of rest and worship. During rest of the
year the center the people’s lives was the local synagogue, the Beit haKnesset, or house of assembly. It was a
place of prayer and study of the Torah. In the synagogue could be found the Scrolls of the Torah, Prophets, and
The Writings (TaNaK). Every town or village had a synagogue where they assembled on Shabbat for prayer and
study of the Torah.
The language of the people was Hebrew. There is an abundance of evidence that proves the Scrolls, prayers,
studies in the class-room, and everyday speech was Hebrew not Aramaic. This is one way the Jewish people
resisted the paganism of Greece and preserved their loyalty to the Torah. The Torah rooted faith in the One
Elohim and a strong sense of national identity created the setting in which Yahshua taught and worked among
His people-Yisrael.
•

Hebrew was both the daily language and the language of study…The parables in the Rabbinical
literature, on the other hand, were delivered in Hebrew in all periods.

•

“There is THUS NO GROUND FOR ASSUMING THAT JESUS DID NOT SPEAK HEBREW…This
question of the spoken language is especially important for understanding the doctrines of Jesus. There
are some sayings of Jesus which can be rendered both into Hebrew and Aramaic; but there are some
which can only be rendered into Hebrew, and none of them can be rendered only in Aramaic. One can
thus demonstrate the HEBREW ORIGINS OF THE GOSPELS by retranslating them into Hebrew.”
Professor David Flusser, Hebrew University of Jerusalem-1989-Israel; the world’s leading Jewish
authority on the New Testament and early Christianity.
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•

“Many scholars in Israel are now convinced that the spoken and written language of the Jews in the
land of Israel at the time of Jesus was indeed Hebrew and that the Synoptic Gospels are derived from
original Hebrew sources…The greatest Jewish scholars of our generation, David Flusser, Moshe BarAsher, and Pichas Lapide, all agree that the first book of the New Testament was originally written in
Hebrew.” The Messiah Conspiracy by Phillip N. Moore pages 1120-1121

•

William Sanford Lasor, professor emeritus at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena California (an
outstanding Semitic scholar) has stated that the language that Yahshua spoke was Hebrew and not
Aramaic as many teach.

•

Professor Frank Cross, of Harvard University, the leading living authority on the Dead Sea Scrolls has
stated that the Dead Sea Scrolls prove that the dominant language of Israel, beginning about 130 BCE,
was Hebrew and they had an inferior knowledge of Aramaic grammar and syntax.

This was the world, as Yahshua knew it. As a babe, His father and mother took Him to the Temple. He
underwent the ritual of brit milah on the eighth day and presented in the Temple for the pidyon haben. He also
possibly underwent some puberty rite at the age of twelve years old as recorded in Luke chapter 2. He never
visited Rome or Athens because the life of Yahshua was lived almost entirely within the boundaries of His
small country-Yisrael.
He may have touched the non-Jewish world in an episodic way from time to time, but it was only in those
places where that world impinged on the world of the Yehudim. He was born a Jew and died a Jew. We have to
also remember that the people of that region are dark-skinned and dark haired. They were lean and possessed
Middle Eastern features. He taught in Hebrew at the Temple courtyard and the local synagogues. The “Sh’ma
Yisrael” was on His lips daily as He prayed the prayers and recited the Tehillim (Psalms) in Hebrew.
Second Temple Torah
The teachings of the Torah (the five books of Moshe) required constant interpretation. Some circumstances had
changed since Mt.Sinai by the time of Yahshua, so the Torah had to be reinterpreted, applied, and modified to
fit the present circumstances and specific cases. This originally was the duty of the priests and Levites. But
since the Temple was in Jerusalem, the priests could not be everywhere in the Land of Yisrael, so circumstances
required adjustment for the times.
A class of “lay-interpreters” sprang up, called Scribes (Soferim). At first, they were strictly the writers of the
Torah Scrolls, but as time passed they became “men of the book” or experts in the Law (lawyers). Thus, in this
period, the Oral Tradition of Torah interpretation assumed a much larger importance in the typical person’s
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lifestyle and observance than in the former times. This Oral Tradition had existed for sometime before the
Second Temple Period, but later was written down in what became known as the Talmud. The men of old who
were scholars of the Torah were called sages (hachamim). The earliest version of these sages was called The
Scribes.
Some sages were also found among the leaders of the Pharisees, the most powerful and popular group of people
at large. By the Second Temple Period they set the halakah or way of walking out the Torah for the people. You
will not find the word “sage” in the Gospels, but rather they are called Scribes and Pharisees. The true sages
were considered the successors of the prophets (Nevaim); taking over some of their functions after prophecy had
died out.
The traditions therefore provided an authorized application of the provisions in the Torah. It was called Oral
Law since the text of the Torah was sacred and could not be altered, even though the circumstances for which it
was written had changed. Since the tradition was not fixed, it was open to debate and change so long as the new
interpretation could be consistent with the written text of the Torah.
If it was in conflict with the written text, it was called “destroying the law”. If it clearly was a true interpretation
and application of the written Torah, then it was called “fulfilling the law”. Mattitayahu 5:17-19 is a rabbinical
discussion questioning Yahshua’s interpretation of the Torah.
• “Do not think that I came to DESTROY the Torah and the Prophets. I did not come to DESTROY but to
fulfill. Mattitayahu 5:17
• The Greek word-kataluo means “abolish” and the Hebrew –batel- means “cancel, destroy, and
abolish”. BATEL in Hebrew is often used in the context of interpreting Scripture. Thus, one cancels the
Torah when it is misunderstood. The word “fulfill or complete” refers to interpreting a passage
correctly. The Greek word-pleroo- means to “fulfill-complete”.
• The Hebrew equivalent is –KIYEM and is derived from the root that means “to cause to stand, to
uphold, to observe, or to place on a firmer footing or foundation.”It too is used in the context of dealing
with Scripture. When one misunderstands the Torah, one may not obey YHWH’s will and thereby
cancel the Torah. So the person may abolish the Torah by misunderstanding the Divine Revelation of
the Torah. If one properly understands the Torah, he will obey it and therefore “fulfill” it. The
misinterpretation of this ONE WORD used by Yahshua created the environment that Neo-Marcionism
could feed upon in the “church”.
• “No letter from will ever be abolished from the Law.” Exodus Rabbah 6:1
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The Jewish people know that the Moshiach when he came would not abolish the Torah as the “church” teaches.
This is one of their main problems with “Jesus” the Greek/Roman “Christ”.
•

“This is the main thrust of the matter: This Torah, with its statutes and laws, is everlasting. We may
neither add to them nor detract from them. Whoever adds to the mitzvot or detracts from them, or
MISINTERPRETS THE TORAH, implying the mitzvot are not intended to be understood literally, is
surely a wicked impostor and a heretic.” The Rambam “Hilchot Melachim ”

•

“For truly I say to you, till heaven and the earth pass away, one jot (YUD) or tittle (CROWN) shall by
no means pass from the Torah.” Yahshua HaMoshiach Mattitayahu 5:18

•

“And it is easier for the heaven and earth to pass away than for one tittle (CROWN) of the Torah to
fall.” Yahshua HaMoshiach Luke 16:17

At the synagogue there was a weekly communal reading from the Torah on Shabbat, divided into portions for
each week and Feast Day. A Scribe or some other teacher would stand and read the portion, and then give a
teaching on that portion. The Scribal interpretation of the Torah represented the mainstream tradition. The
Sadducees rejected the Oral Tradition altogether, adhering to a literal interpretation of the written Torah. But
even the Saducean interpretation was also an interpretation, rivaling the others that existed at the time.
• “And He came to Natsareth, where He had been brought up. And according to His custom (minhag) or
practice, He went into the congregation (shul) on Yom Ha Shabbat, and stood up to read (given aliyah
as the ba’al koreh). [ After the hagbah]And the Scroll (Megillah sefer) of prophet Yeshayahu was
handed to Him. and having found the place where it is written.” Luke 4:16-17
In Yahshua’s time there was great tolerance of diversity within Judaism. Diversity did not mean fragmentation.
Obedience to the Torah was of first importance for each sect, and each group regarded it as such. There was a
broad agreement on observance but diversity in the application. The views of the Pharisees were more humane
and tolerant than their rivals, the Sadducees. The teachings of Yahshua that have survived in the Gospels are
more in line with the Pharisees than the teachings of the Sadducees.
Yahshua and the Judaism of the Time
Some well-qualified scholars of our time, such as David Flusser and Hyam Maccoby, make a good case for
Yahshua being a Pharisee. We can be certain by his actions; He did not contravene the Torah as the Pharisees
understood it. BUT, we also have to understand that Yahshua had little if any interesting either legal scholarship
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or sometimes the purity traditions of His time (as the Pharisees were). If He was not a Pharisee, then He
certainly identified with the majority of their interpretations of the Torah.
One of the myths the Gospels have bequeathed to the world is a wrong definition and stereotype of the word
“Pharisee”. Most people associate the word with the term “hypocrite”. Even Webster’s define a Pharisee as:
self-righteous, sanctimonious, pretending to be highly moral or virtuous without actually being so; hypocritical.
This is not an accurate definition of the term because the Pharisees themselves were well aware of their shortcomings in themselves and their followers. They denounced hypocrisy as well as other human failings which
they saw around them. In a large population there are always hypocritical people. However, to define and
generalize an entire generation of people as hypocrites is unfair and unscientific.
The Pharisees were the majority of the Jews at the time of Yahshua and the ethical principles and interpretation
of the Torah of the early Pharisees have had a lasting effect upon Judaism. In fact the faith the Jews observe
today is Pharisaic Judaism. They were teachers of the Torah and also the scribes. The accounts in the Gospels
portray the Pharisees as malicious and unceasing in the schemes to trap Yahshua. Their sole purpose in the
Gospels seems to ensnare him with his words. They are portrayed as too dumb to understand his teachings and
recognize his wisdom. However, the Pharisees were the scholars of their day. In fact Yahshua’s explanations of
Torah almost always agreed with either of the two main schools of thought among the Pharisees. According to
Jewish law Yahshua could have his own views which differed from the majority opinion. But like any other
holder of a minority view, he could not set halakah for the Jewish nation171. Teachers could hold the minority
opinion and never be persecuted for their sentiments. There were scholars before and after Yahshua who freely
expressed unpopular opinions without fear of ostracism, ridicule, or even excommunication. Unlike the
Inquisition, it was not the job of the Pharisees to root out heresy or dissident opinions. And even more
importantly, the Pharisees never crucified anyone! Crucifixion was a violation of their human values as
reflected in the Jewish legal codes.
Is the picture we see in the “New Testament” an accurate picture of the Pharisees? Were they really like the
description we read about in the Gospels and Acts? Was there always conflict between Yahshua and the
Pharisees and did this conflict eventually lead to his arrest, trial, and execution? Did Yahshua really bring a new
spiritual message that was superior to that to which his people adhered, and thus incur jealousy and rejection by
the Pharisees? Did they condemn him for blasphemy because he claimed to be the Messiah, the son of Elohim?
The answer to all these questions is NO! Yahshua’s teaching, like his life, does not transcend the Judaism in
which it is set. It is a part of Second Temple Period Jewish life and faith. It does not negate it nor does it replace
171

Halakah was determined by a majority vote after thorough study; no one could impose his opinion on the rest.
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with something new and superior. There is no hint of him teaching a new religion, or anything outside the
Jewish people and its destiny.
The Hasidim (a very devout, spiritually inclined people) were every active in the Galilee area about the time of
Yahshua. They performed important spiritual functions, while occupying no official position. They were not
priests, rabbis, or Scribes. They experienced direct and unmediated relationship with YHWH. The Hasidim had
little attachment to material possessions as Yahshua taught His talmidim. They also gave spiritual help and
guidance to their fellow Jews. Some of the Hasidim, like Yahshua, were exorcists and healers. Geza Vermes in
his book, “Jesus the Jew”, makes a very academic case regarding Yahshua as an influential Hasidic leader, in
the Galilean tradition of His day.
• “For He was teaching them as one possessing authority, and not as the Scribes.” Mattitayahu 7:29
We should think of Yahshua as a Jew of His age, with links to the Pharisees, perhaps the Galilean Hasidim to
whom He was very close, and even perhaps with some of the esoterics and mystics of His day. He was not
sectarian, nor an extremist, at odds with all His fellow Jews. The Truth is that Yahshua fit in very well with the
Jewish tradition of His day.
Was Messiah Married?
The thought of the Messiah having been married is pure heresy to most Christians. The issue being suggested,
even within Messianic circles, is blasphemous and meets with great opposition. We have to understand that the
guilt (especially Catholic guilt) associated with sex is deeply engrained in our religious culture that any
suggestion that Yahshua had had a wife –even in the context of a monogamous and loving Hebrew marriage- is
seen as sacrilegious and disgusting.172 The idea of a married Messiah is seen as unlikely at best and the
“doctrine of demons” at worst. Yet the reasons for believing or even speculating that Yahshua was married are
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In Jewish law, sex is not considered shameful, sinful or obscene. Sex is not thought of as a necessary evil for the sole purpose of
procreation. Although sexual desire comes from the yetzer ra (the evil impulse), it is no more evil than hunger or thirst, which also
come from the yetzer ra. Like hunger, thirst or other basic instincts, sexual desire must be controlled and channeled, satisfied at the
proper time, place and manner. But when sexual desire is satisfied between a husband and wife at the proper time, out of mutual love
and desire, sex is a mitzvah. Sex is permissible only within the context of a marriage. In Judaism, sex is not merely a way of
experiencing physical pleasure. It is an act of immense significance, which requires commitment and responsibility. The requirement
of marriage before sex ensures that sense of commitment and responsibility. Jewish law also forbids sexual contact short of
intercourse outside of the context of marriage, recognizing that such contact will inevitably lead to intercourse. The primary purpose
of sex is to reinforce the loving marital bond between husband and wife. The first and foremost purpose of marriage is companionship,
and sexual relations play an important role.
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many and even possible. The prophecies of the Messiah found in the TaNaK are silent concerning the marriage
status of the Promised One.
The fact that the TaNaK and the Brit Chadasha are completely silent about the marital status of the promised
Messiah is very odd to me. If Yahshua was so different from any other Jewish teacher during the Second temple
Period, surely his chroniclers would have recorded the historical fact that he was a Jewish man over thirty and
single. The Hebrew regarded celibacy as improper (unlike the Catholics), for it suggested an unwillingness to
father the next generation of the Chosen people. Celibacy was also a matter for rebuke from the elders of the
synagogue. Geza Vermes, a Jewish scholar and expert on Second Temple Judaism has stated that the rabbis
“compare deliberate abstention from procreation to murder.”173 Jews were a dynastic people and kept elaborate
genealogies because they value family ties and past generations. Marriage has always been the central hub of
Jewish life, especially when the Jews were under persecution or under threat, as it was under Roman rule. For a
rabbi or teacher not to have been husband would be a scandal and it would be a miracle if he could gain any
followers. William E. Phipps published Was Jesus Married? The Distortion of Sexuality in the Christian
Tradition. In this book Phipps argued that the silence of the New Testament about the marital status of Yahshua
indicates that Yahshua was in fact married. Why? It is because virtually every Jewish man in Yahshua’s day did
marry, especially those who were considered to be rabbis.174 If Yahshua was recognized as a teacher of the
Torah, then marriage would have been expected if not certain. Jewish Mishnaic Law stated that, “An unmarried
man may not be a teacher.” All rabbis teaching in the Temple had to have established, well-known families, and
had to be married. Clearly, Yahshua could have met these criteria; otherwise he would not have been allowed to
teach in the Temple.175 One problem with this argument is that it makes no room for an exception.
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Jesus the Jew Vermes, pg.101-102
On the matter of marriage Shaul explicitly mentions that Cephas (Peter), the other apostles, as well as the “brothers of the Master,”
are accompanied on their travels by their wives, so that not only their expenses are carried by the community but those of their wives
as well (1 Corinthians 9:5). One might assume those who made up Yahshua’s council of Twelve, as well as Yahshua’s brothers,
would likely be married with children, but other than Peter’s unnamed “mother-in-law” being mentioned in Mark 1:30, no wives are
ever mentioned much less identified by name. One might conclude, incorrectly, it seems, that the “silence” of the gospels regarding
wives for the apostles and brothers of Yahshua indicates they were living celibate or single lives. We have to accept that the gospels,
as theological treatises, simply do not supply us with such details, particularly when it comes to women or children. They are simply
not considered important to the story, but it does not mean they did not exist.
175
Aryeh Kaplan in his Sepher Yetzirah mentions a leading sage of the first century CE called Rabbi Yehoshuah a well-known
Kabbalist and one of the five leading disciples of Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai (47 BCE-73 CE).The secrets of the mystical crowns on
the Hebrew letters was handed down orally from rabbi to rabbi in the following manner. Menachem revealed the secrets to Rabbi
Nehunia, who passed it on to Rabbi Elazar, who passed it on to Rabbi Yehoshuah, who passed it on to Rabbi Akibah. He also revealed
the secrets of the Merkabah (chariot) to Akibah. Rabbi Akibah then passed these secrets on to Rabbi Shimon ben Yochai, who wrote
the Zohar. If this Rabbi Yehoshuah taught Rabbi Akibah, who in turn taught Shimon ben Yochai, then it is clear that the Zohar
contains the lost teachings of Rabbi Yehoshuah (Yahshua).The seat of Kabbalistic teachings in the first century was Emmaus, where
Rabbi Nehunia and Rabbi Elazar lived. Rabbi Elazar was one of this Rabbi Yehoshuah’s teachers who passed onto him the secrets of
the crowns on the Hebrew letters. This makes sense according to Luke 24:13-10. Is it possible that Rabbi Yehoshuah is really
Yahshua the Messiah? If he is one and the same, could he have fallen from grace in the eyes of the leading Jewish sages of his day for
174
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Two prominent Jewish writers from the first-century CE., Philo and Josephus, mention that some Jewish men in
the time of Yahshua were single by choice. Philo, a contemporary of Yahshua, was a Jewish philosopher who
lived in Alexandria, Egypt, and who wrote many volumes in the first half of the century. Josephus was a Jewish
historian who wrote near the end of the century. Both Philo and Josephus mention that the Essenes, a group of
apocalyptic Jews who eagerly awaited YHWH’s intervention in history, did not marry by choice. There can be
no doubt that many Essenes (scholars say that some might have been married) chose to be unmarried.
According to Philo and Josephus, they did so because they thought that women had a negative impact on men.
There’s no reason to believe that Yahshua shared this perspective. But He did join the Essenes in accepting an
apocalyptic worldview that anticipated the coming of Kingdom. Both Philo and Josephus attest to the fact that
Essene men remained single in the time of Yahshua. But, one might argue, this kind of behavior was common
only on the outskirts of Jewish society. Mainline Jews would have looked down upon Essene celibacy.
Historically, many Christians have thought that sex is somehow intrinsically sinful. Although the TaNaK makes
it abundantly clear that sex was a part of Elohim’s good creation (Genesis 1-2 or the Song of Solomon), as
pagan Christianity was pressed through the mold of Greek philosophy and early Catholic Christian asceticism, it
emerged with a different shape, one in which sexual intimacy between husband and wife was a physical
necessity, but not a wonderful part of creation. Christians who reject the goodness of sex argue that Yahshua did
not marry because it would have been wrong for him to be sexually intimate with his wife. This view is not
consistent with biblical revelation, which celebrates sexual intimacy in marriage. So it was not the wrongness of
sex that may have kept Yahshua single.
There are no surviving recorded accusations of Yahshua and his disciples being an enclave of homosexuals,176
as doubtless there would have if they had been a group of single celibate men traveling the countryside. If
Yahshua or any of his disciples had taught celibacy it would have caused a stir among the Jewish authorities.
Scholars avoid the celibacy question due to pressure from the Roman church177 and say we have to trust the
Church’s tradition concerning “Jesus” being unmarried and celibate. Even Geza Vermes, who claims Yahshua
revealing to the masses things that were only meant for the ears of the elect? Is Yahshua then the real source of the teachings called
Kabbalah?
176
It is important to note that in Jewish Law it is homosexual acts that are forbidden, not homosexual orientation. Judaism focuses on
a person's actions rather than a person's desires. A man's desire to have sex with another man is not a sin, so long as he does not act
upon that desire. In fact, it could be said that a man who feels such desires but does not act upon them is worthy of more merit in that
regard than a man who does not feel such desires at all, just as one who refrains from pork because it is forbidden deserves more merit
than one who refrains from pork because he doesn't like the taste.
177
One might inquire that if Yahshua was not celibate, then why did the Roman Catholic Church become so enamored with something
which is so obviously a clear indication of mental illness. It is rather abundantly clear that priests, bishops, cardinals, and more than a
few popes did have sex with the females rather than small boys on more than one occasion. But to make such a big deal of it, even to
this day!? Perhaps, one might conjecture, there was the attempt to make the Roman pontiffs and would-be pontiffs independent of the
females and the potential of those females having influence -- particularly with regard to worship of other females, such as mother
goddesses and the like. Celibacy would then appear to be a defense against the worship of Astarte/Inanna/Ishtar -- and the possibility
of such empowerment in women thus derived, from influencing the horny old celibates.
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was a Hasid, admits that the Hasid of Yahshua’s time period were married and fathered children. There is no
suggestion that Yahshua’s lifestyle or message emphasized or even promoted celibacy; if it had, we would
certainly have some record of it in the Gospels. If he did not advocate celibacy, then we have no reason to
suspect he practiced it. Did he conform to the culture and customs of his time and embrace marriage?
It has been suggested that the wedding at Cana was in fact Yahshua’s own wedding. In the account, his status
seems to be that of the groom. He is expected, for inexplicable reasons, to provide a steady supply of wine for
the feast. Is Mariyam, his mother, the hostess of this feast? She seems to command the servants to obey
whatever her son tells them to do, as if they are accustomed to receiving orders from her and Yahshua. Why
would Yahshua put on such a blatant display of his powers for someone else’s wedding? Why should mere
guests of someone else’s wedding assume the responsibility for catering the feast, since by custom it was a duty
reserved for the host? However, if Yahshua, as the groom, had been called to the wedding feast, then it would
indeed be his responsibility to replenish the wine supplies. Immediately after the miracle, the master of
ceremonies tastes the newly produced wine. His words found in John 2:9-10 seem to be addressed to Yahshua,
the bridegroom.
This begs the question: if Yahshua was married, then why are there no specific mention of his wife or a family
in the Gospels? If he was married, who was his wife? Why would his disciples want to omit any record of her?
There must be some factor that inspired this possible cover-up. Maybe it was not the fact that Yahshua was
married, but rather to whom he was married? These are all valid questions one may ask.
Is it possible that Yahshua was married? Yes, there is nothing which completely excludes the possibility and
there are reasons to think it possible. The arguments in defense of this idea are not conclusive, however, and
cannot justify positively in saying that Yahshua was definitely married. Although several women were included
in his camp of followers, no wife is mentioned. He does not seem to have left one at home as he advised his
disciples to do. We have no record of him being a widower either, so one may assume he was unmarried by
choice. Due to a lack of evidence of Yahshua’s situation before his mikveh in the Jordan, the answer to this
question is beyond the scope of this book. Was Yahshua married? There is no explicit statement in the Gospels
to the effect that he was not married- and there is no explicit statement stating he was. There is complete silence
concerning the marital status of Yahshua.
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His Mission and Message
Yahshua came as a Teacher of Righteousness, the One to come like Moshe, a teacher of the Torah, preaching
teshuvah (repentance) and calling the Yisraelite people to a nearness to their Elohim. His message was the same
message the prophets had uttered to both Judah and the House of Yisrael.
• “I shall raise up for them a Prophet like you out of the midst of their brothers. And I shall put My words
(the Torah) in his mouth, and He shall speak to them all that I command Him. And it shall be, the man
who does not listen to My Words which He speaks in My Name, I require it of him. Devarim (Deut.)
18:18-19. Read Acts 3:22; Yochanan 1:45, 5:46.
• Targum Pseudo-Jonathan says of this passage: “And a right Prophet (a Prophet of Righteousness) will
the L-rd your G-d give you, a Prophet from among you, of your brethren like unto me, with the Ruach
Hakodesh (Holy Spirit), will the L-rd your G-d raise up unto you; to him shall you be obedient.”
• Rabbi Levi Ben Gershon (RALBAG), of the 14th Century, identified this prophet as Messiah: “A
Prophet from the midst of thee. In fact, the Messiah is the Prophet as it is stated in the Midrash of the
verse, ‘Behold my Servant shall prosper’ (Is.52: 3)...Moshe, by the miracles which he wrought, brought
a single nation to the worship of G-d, but the Messiah will draw ALL PEOPLES to the worship of G-d.”
This is exactly why they asked Yochanan the Immerser if he was “That Prophet” in Yochanan 1:25.
• “Now they have come to know that all You gave to Me is from You. Because the words You gave to Me, I
have given them. And they have received them, and have truly known that I came forth from You, and
they believed that you sent Me.” Yochanan 17:7-8
• The Talmud teaches in Zebahim 101a that, “All the prophets prophesied only for the coming of the
Messiah”
• “For ALL the prophets and the Torah prophesied till Yochanan.” Matt.11: 13
• “And beginning at Moshe and all the Prophets, He was explaining to them in all the Scriptures the
matters concerning Himself.” Luke 24:27
• “But this is how Elohim has filled what He had announced beforehand through the mouth of ALL the
prophets, that his Messiah was to suffer.” Acts 3:18
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As a Teacher of the Torah
Yahshua’s teachings on the Torah set a standard that few have been able to give rise to. They were a radical and
uncompromising interpretation of the Torah itself. His perfectionism did not impose impossible demands upon
his talmidim. Divorced from the Hebraic background and “Christian” interpretation and alien background of
asceticism, they have been misinterpreted as making demands that no one can live up to or even aspire to.
• “Therefore be complete (shlemim), even as your Av (Father) in the heavens.” Matt.5:48
• And YHWH spoke to Moshe, saying, “Speak to all the congregation of the B’nai Yisrael, and say to
them, Be set-apart (HOLY), for I YHWH your Elohim am set-apart.” Wayyiqra 19:1
The context of His teaching was to prepare the people for the Messiah. His ethical teachings on becoming
perfect were balanced by His teaching about YHWH’s compassion, and mercy for sinners, who had strayed
from the path of the Torah. He taught that YHWH was willing to forgive the sinner and bring them back to the
Torah, and He was actively seeking them out by sending the Moshiach to “Lost Sheep from the house of
Yisrael.” His teachings on the nearness of Elohim spoke of YHWH’s manifest love by caring for His children.
He addressed the Father as ABBA, Aramaic for the Father of a family. By using that term-“ABBA”- He was
linking the individual to the Father as opposed to the AVINU (our Father) in his model prayer in Mattitayahu 6.
Thus He was making the relationship with YHWH personal as well as nationalistic. The Yisraelites as a nation
had always known YHWH as FATHER. Some of the Hasidim of the Galilee even called YHWH-“Father”
(some of them were also called ABBA by their disciples). In fact, the Master'’ Prayer is so Hebraic that most
Jews do not have any theological problems with its composition. It is only when the Master’s model prayer is
viewed through “Christian” interpretations and prejudices that difficulties arise. He granted forgiveness to the
repentant sinner and healed the sick in His Father’s Name. His mission was to the sick and the sinner, NOT the
righteous.
• And hearing this, Yahshua said to them, “Those who are strong have no need of a physician, but those
who are sick. I did not come to call the righteous to repentance, but sinners.”Mark 2:17
• And when Yahshua saw their belief, He said to the paralytic, “Son, your sins are forgiven you.” Now
some of the Scribes were sitting there, and reasoning in their hearts, “Why does this One talk like this?
He is blaspheming! Who is able to forgive sins but Elohim alone?” Mark 2:5-7
•

“To YHWH our Elohim are the compassions and forgivenesses, for we have rebelled against Him.”
Daniel 9:9
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He showed compassion to those who had given up on trying to live the life prescribed by the Torah. He
basically had no interest in the Gentile world of His time, to which the movement that, would later bear His
Name, would turn to and imitate. His personal horizon was limited to the “House of Yisrael” and His fellow
Yehudim.
•

“While the claim of Jesus was to redeem those who had strayed from the beaten path of morality, he yet
restricted his attention and that of his followers to the lost sons of Israel. He particularly forbade his
disciples to seek the heathens and Samaritans, and for the same reason at first refused to heal the
Syrophenician woman. His choice of twelve apostles had a distinct reference to the tribes of Israel.”
The Jewish Encyclopedia Vol. 7 page 162.

•

“..In the way of the Gentiles [Gentile territory] do not go, and do not enter into any Shomron town, but
go rather to the Lost sheep of the House of Israel (Seh Oveid HaBeth Yisrael).” Matt.8:6

•

“But, Rebbe, Melek HaMoshiach said in reply, ‘I was not sent EXCEPT to the lost sheep of the House of
Yisrael.” Matt.15:24

Only “Christian” prejudice would think that Yahshua thought of all Torah observant Jews of His time as
hypocrites and worse than the open sinners. He was an observant Jew Himself. He never made the modern
distinction between the ritual and ethical mitzvot in the Torah as many try to do. He kept the Feasts and the
Shabbat (Mark 2:23), wore fringes (tzitzit) on his garments, and took it for granted that Torah observant people
would wear tefillin, tithe, and fast (read Mattitayahu 23).
• “Jesus wore the tzitzit; he went out of his way to pay the Temple tax of two drachmas; and his disciples
offered sacrifice.” The Jewish Encyclopedia Vol.7 page 162
However, he did have an eye for religious pretense of piety when He saw it. His call to teshuvah was also to the
religious hypocrites of his day who had already hardened their hearts and closed their ears to his message. He
was always prepared to make known to his critics that they should include themselves in the position before
YHWH as sinners needing teshuvah, since they were guilty of inward spiritual sins just as grave in YHWH’s
sight as the outward sins of the disobedient sinner. This was the essence of the controversy surrounding
Yahshua as a Torah Teacher and the Messiah. His teachings ripped the cloak of religious self-righteousness
from them and exposed their nakedness for all to see.
The controversy Yahshua found himself involved in were centered on his mission to the sinners or outcasts
and not from any claim that he, as the Moshiach, was above the Torah of Moshe that his fellow Jews were
obligated to keep. In order to live out His mission as the Messiah, Yahshua purposely went out of his way to
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scandalize the devout in order to expose their hypocrisy. This behavior then raised questions in their minds
about his own observance of the Torah that may have differed from their sect’s or schools’ interpretation of
Torah Halakah but did not transgress the written Torah of Moshe.
Viva the Revolution
“In a time of deceit telling the truth is a revolutionary act.” ― George Orwell
The circumstances of Yisrael during the Second Temple period were not peaceful as portrayed in SUNday
lessons and the media. Christians imagine their “Jesus” touring the peaceful countryside preaching, teaching,
and healing as the Wonder-Rabbi, totally unconcerned with the contemporary political, economic, and social
atmosphere. Mention of the Romans is at a minimum. They are only in the background blending into the
landscape the church has painted. Life seems to go on peacefully under the benevolent supervision of the
Romans. Yisrael is portrayed as a peaceful Roman province. In the Gospels, farmers till their fields untroubled,
fishermen cast their nets in the Sea of Galilee undisturbed, shepherds tend their flocks peacefully, and craftsmen
apply their trades unthreatened. This cover-up gets so ridiculous that the Gospels claim that the “fair-minded”
Pilate was manipulated and eventually succumbs to the cries of the mob of “evil Jews” to execute an innocent
man. The reason Yahshua was crucified, according to the Brit Chadasha, was the malice and machinations of
the Jews and their intimidation of the well-meaning Roman procurator. Throughout the Gospels, Acts, and 1
Thessalonians the charge is repeated, “The Jews killed Christ.”This lie has been hurled at Jews throughout the
ages and is the root of all anti-Semitism.178
Such views are completely unrealistic and do the Messiah the gravest injustice. Again a cover-up seeks to hide
the Hebraic idea of the Messiah, his mission, and his goals. How could a man who was the prophesied Jewish
Messiah be unconcerned with the desperate plight of his people and land? How could he ignore their suffering
and injustices suffered under the domination of the sadistic Romans? Roman rule pervaded everywhere,
especially in Judea where the Roman procurator, based in Caesarea, was in total command. Pontius Pilate was
named Procurator of Judea in 26 C.E. He was determined to show the Jews that they were no longer masters of
their own house. All the High Priests were appointed by Rome and were collaborators with the occupying
Romans with which their position depended. Some had even given bribes to obtain their office, and were
regarded by the people as traitors to Yisrael. These were the Jewish leaders who acted against Yahshua, while
the Jewish people were on his side.
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The writings in the Brit Chadasha never find fault with the Romans except possibly in the cryptic language of The Revelation.
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Many patriotic Jews had been branded outlaws by Rome, and were forced to live by violence and highway
robbery. Galilee was seething with unrest. Many of the fishermen on the Sea of Galilee were sympathetic to
these rebels and sometimes acted as a link between the rebels and their secret sympathizers around Yisrael.
Yahshua told spoke of these circumstances in the veiled language of the Hebraic parable.
In Yisrael beggary had multiplied to the extent that it was common to see beggars on the roads and streets.
Robbery and violence was so common that the Roman authorities had trouble dealing with the cases in their
courts. Disease was rampant and the traveling physicians could not begin to deal with all the cases of epileptics,
paralytics, the dumb and blind, mental illness, and the lepers. Most of these cases were due to the dire economic
conditions of the day.179 Many ran naked in the waste places and sheltered themselves in the rocks and tombs.
Religious superstition and hypocrisy flourished in these conditions. This does not sound like the peaceful
countryside that we find taught in Sunday school quarterlies because the period of Roman occupation was
fraught with nothing but misery and turmoil for the Jewish population.
Jerusalem was under a Roman cloud. Roman troops in Fort Antonia kept the Temple under heavy surveillance.
The atmosphere Jerusalem was at this time was tense and anxious. Pontius Pilate was detested, and the family
of Annas the High Priest was feared and rejected by the Jewish populace. The chief priests wanted to show
they were loyal to the emperor, but they were plotting and scheming to get Pilate discredited so that Tiberius
would be forced to recall him. In order for this to happen they had to make sure that there should be no further
demonstrations against Rome. But Pilate had laid hands on the Temple treasury to finance a conduit to bring
more water into the city and there had been demonstrations against him, which he broke up using undercover
soldiers who killed and wounded many. Luke refers to Galileans whose blood Pilate had mingled with their
sacrifices, and Mark speaks of a certain Bar-Abbas180 and others with him held prisoners for their part in the
179

The taxes imposed upon the Jews by the Romans were a heavy burden. It included the following: land, income, poll, water, city,
meat, salt, roads, house, boundary, and market as well as customs duties and bridge tolls. The tax burden was increased by the system
of contracting out the collecting of taxes to private individuals whose profit depended on collecting as much as possible over the
actual amount owed to Rome. The Roman governor received bids from individuals for the right to collect taxes. These tax collectors
were usually Jews under contract with the governor. Roman troops were used to back up the collection of taxes on the exploited
population. Jews who cooperated in this form of extortion were despised of their countrymen as traitors and criminals. These were the
publicans in the Gospels with whom Yahshua associated, perhaps in order to reform them.
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In books and movies, Barabbas is usually depicted as an evil criminal. But he may have actually been a freedom fighter in the
Jewish resistance to the Romans. Evidence for this can be found at Mark 15:7, which says that he was in prison because he had taken
part in a recent uprising. In fact, some biblical scholars think that he was an important rebel leader. Barabbas was likely a Zealot; a
revolutionary hero if you were a Jew. Like Yahshua, Barabbas was also involved in an insurrection in Jerusalem and was caught and
arrested as a rebel on charges of sedition. Also, like Yahshua, Barabbas had many hundreds, perhaps thousands, of followers who
were likely to riot in support of him. The Zealots were patriots for Judaea. They desired to rid their country of the Romans and the
corrupt temple hierarchy whose high priests were pro-Roman collaborators and mere puppets of state. By attacking the temple
infrastructure, Yahshua and those of his disciples who were also Zealots displayed their affinity for Barabbas' cause. The Zealots
carried their nationalistic struggle into the temple itself in an attempt to topple the collaborating high priests. The Jewish historian
Josephus (himself pro-Roman and from a priestly family) tells us of one successful assassination in the temple writing that the Zealots
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insurrection.
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There was a struggle by the chief priests for the survival of what was left of their religious and

political autonomy, and Yahshua, claiming to be the Messiah, was the last thing the Sanhedrin wanted at this
time. Yahshua needed to be watched and spied upon to stop him, a fiery Galilean, from stirring up trouble and
thus inviting Roman punitive measures.
• John 18:13-14 First they brought him to Annas, for he was the father-in-law of Caiaphas, the high
priest that year. Caiaphas was the person who had advised the Jews that it was better to have one man
die for the people.
A system of spying on the meetings of the citizens had been introduced by Herod the Great, and was still in
operation during the time of Yahshua. When Yahshua spoke of the Kingdom of Heaven, he was not speaking of
some heavenly realm in the clouds, but a new world order on the earth, and this was a very dangerous theme to
be teaching. He was forced to speak in parables so that his message would not be readily understood to his
audience. Remember any talk of a king other than Caesar was considered high treason and punishable by death
on a stake. Yahshua was careful to use the title the Son of Man, which would not convey to the Roman
government that he claimed to be king of the Jews. Under Tiberius no king of the Jews could exist who had not
been approved by Rome and it was the duty of the authorities in Yisrael, both Jewish and Roman, to apprehend
anyone claiming to be king.182
One who was not a Roman citizen would be condemned to death by crucifixion183 on a stake. Slaves were
crucified so routinely that crucifixion became known as the slaves’ punishment (servile supplicium).
Crucifixion is forbidden by Jewish Law. It was the Roman punishment for rebellion against the State. It was
reserved for the most heinous of criminals, and meted out for the crime of treason, rebellion, and highway
robbery. Insurrection was a political crime.
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Jews who sought freedom from Rome and wanted the liberation

"had daggers under their garments, and, by thus mingling themselves among the multitude, they slew Jonathan [the high priest]."
Barabbas is from the Hebrew bar (son) and Abba (Father), which is to say "son of the Father" because the term Abba was a name for
the Father. Origen and other manuscripts refer to Jesus Barabbas and the translators of the Scholars Version now include Yahshua
Barabbas as "probably the original reading" of the biblical texts. Later manuscripts drop "Yahshua" from Barabbas perhaps to
alleviate Origen's confusion over how a "sinner" could share the Son’s name.
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Bar-Abbas is called a lestai in Greek (John 18:40). This was a term applied by the Romans to the Zealots. Thus, it is safe to
conclude that Bar-Abbas was a zealot. Could Bar-abbas even have been among the crowd that followed Yahshua and had hoped he
would free Yisrael from Rome?
182
One group of scholars has pointed out the discrepancies between Sanhedrin procedure described in the Mishnah and the gospel
accounts of the trial of Yahshua before the Sanhedrin which call into question the accuracy of the records in the gospels. Simon
Bernfield declared in 1910 that, “the whole trial before the Sanhedrin is nothing more than an invention of a later date.”
183
Crucifixion probably began among the Persians. It is recorded that King Darius had 3,000 Babylonians crucified around 519 BCE.
Alexander the Great used crucifixion in his conquests and introduced it to Egypt and Carthage. Romans may have learned it from the
Carthaginians. The Assyrians, the Scythians, and the Celts, and later the Germanic tribes and the Britons also used crucifixion as a
means of execution.
184
According to Appian, when the slave rebellion of Spartacus was crushed, Crassus crucified 6,000 slave prisoners along the Appian
Way, the main road to Rome. According to Josephus I n 70 CE Titus crucified around 500 Jews a day.
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of their homeland were considered the worst kind of criminals and were crucified by the tens of thousands. Both
the reasons for his execution and the identity of his killers have been obscured, if not fabricated by the Christian
historians. Yahshua’s claim to be the Messiah and being acclaimed as such by the multitudes was committing
the ultimate transgression against Rome.
Roman crucifixion adhered to very precise procedures. They had perfected it as a form of torture and
execution designed to cause a slow death with the maximum amount of pain and suffering .After sentencing a
victim would be flogged185, while tied naked to a stake, with a flagellum (a short whip made of several pieces of
leather thongs imbedded with sharp bone and small iron balls) and weakened because of his loss of blood. The
back, buttocks, and legs were scourged until the person collapsed. The amount of blood loss would determine
how long it would take the person to die when he was crucified. Many people actually died just from the
flogging.
The victim would then be led to the place of execution outside the city by a complete military guard led by a
centurion.186 A sign (titulus) telling what the convicted criminal had been convicted of was carried by a soldier
or put around the victim’s neck. Once they arrived at the place of execution, with the victim hanging from it, the
beam would be raised and attached to a vertical post or stake (stipes). The Romans used two types of stakes, the
long and the short stake. The latter was about seven feet tall. Most scholars agree that Yahshua’s stake was the
short version.
Roman law stated that upon reaching the place of execution, the victim would be offered a drink of wine mixed
with myrrh (gall).This was a mild narcotic intended to deaden the pain as an ironic show of the “mercies” of the
Roman court. The victim was then thrown on his back, with his arms outstretched on the cross-beam. His
outstretched arms would then be fastened usually by thongs but sometimes by nails to be heavy wooden
beam187.Nailing the arms was the preferred method of the Romans. The nails were made of iron, about seven
inches long with a square head, and were driven through the wrists, not the hands because the hands could not
hold the weight of the person as they were hoisted up to the upright beam. The titulus was attached to the top of
the stake over the victim’s head.

185

In the Gospels we are not told the number of stripes the Romans gave Yahshua. The number of blows in Jewish Law was set at 40
(Deut.25:3), but later reduced to 39 to make sure no counting error occurred. Roman law did not put any limits on the number of
blows given during a scourging. It may have been 39, or it may have more or less. We do not know for sure. We do know that it was
the Romans who scourged Yahshua. It was the Roman soldiers who placed a crown of thorns on his head and mocked him. These
thorns were one or two inches long and the crown probably covered the whole scalp. It was the Roman soldiers who beat him on the
head and spit on him. These blows would have driven the thorns deeper onto the forehead and scalp, causing bleeding and abrasions.
186
The distance Yahshua walked carrying the cross-beam was about 650 yards.
187
The person would only carry the cross beam (patibulum) which weighed approximately 80 pounds, as the whole stake (with the
cross beam) would weigh over 300 pounds.
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Hanging from his wrists, it would be impossible for the victim to breathe unless his feet were also fixed to the
stake, thus enabling him to press down on them to relieve the pressure on his chest. There was tremendous
strain on the wrists, arms, and shoulders, often resulting in the dislocation of the shoulder and elbow joints. The
muscles, due to a lack of oxygen, would undergo severe spasms and cramps. The victim’s raw back, having
been flogged, would scrape against the wood beam as he tried to lift himself with his feet to breathe. This up
and down motion would make speech very difficult, if not impossible, as speech takes place upon exhalation.
Despite all this torture, a healthy man could survive for days in this position. Sometimes he could even last a
week before eventually dying from suffocation, thirst, exhaustion, or blood poisoning. Breaking the legs of the
victim would hasten his death and was considered by the Romans an act of mercy in order to put a quick end to
the victim’s suffering. Without the breaking of the legs, a crucified man could hang for days as the object of
jeers and insults; insects crawling on his eyes, mouth, and open wounds; exposed to the elements; unable to eat
or drink. If his legs were broken the person would die very quickly and “mercifully” from asphyxiation. Also,
according to Roman law, a crucified man was denied a burial. Guards were posted by the body to prevent the
family or friends removing the bodies of the dead. The victim would be left on the stake, at the mercy of the
elements and vultures.188
As history teaches us, a spiritual leader, given sufficient popular support, poses a threat to an existing regime.
Yahshua’s theology did not prompt His death. He was a devout Jew loyal to the Torah and His nation, Yisrael.
His death was a political murder by the Romans, the Imperial Emperor cult, who sought to root and destroy
every Jewish Messianic Hope. The Romans executed him as a revolutionary terrorist convicted of the crime of
sedition rather than any questions concerning his religious teachings. He was convicted of political crimes
against the State and his execution was carried out by the Roman governor and other Roman officials.
Impalement upon a stake was the Roman method of dealing with political sedition, not religious arguments over
Jewish Halakah.
Unfortunately, the writers of the Brit Chadasha denied any political content to Yahshua’s message and
teachings. No verse in the Brit Chadasha accurately describes the Roman tyranny, corruption, and exploitation.
In the 27 books of the Brit Chadasha there is not a single chapter devoted to exposing the despair and
unhappiness of the Jewish people or their hopes of liberation from Rome by a Messiah. There is not one verse
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It is very curious to me that during the crucifixion of Yahshua Roman law seems to have been violated or some other unknown or
undisclosed factors were at work during all of these happenings. In Mark’s account when Yosef asks for the “body” of Yahshua the
writer uses the Greek word soma- a word only applied to a living body. While granting his request for the body Pilate uses the word
ptoma- which means corpse. What claim did Yosef have on the “body” of Yahshua? Why was Yahshua given a proper Jewish burial
in spite of Roman law? More questions than answers in my mind at this time. Was Pilate secretly bribed by Yosef, a wealthy member
of the Sanhedrin?
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which explicitly indicates concern on the part of Yahshua for what the Romans were doing to his people and his
homeland. It is incomprehensible in a man who is portrayed as the epitome of compassion for suffering
mankind not to express a response to the Roman presence and tyranny. Something is deliberately missing or
removed in the four accounts of his life in the Brit Chadasha. The Hebraic idea of the Messiah being a king in
the tradition of David, liberating the Jews from their oppressors189, a national redemption and salvation,
historical not some other –worldly pie in the sky mythology, underlies the concept of the Messiah in the TaNaK
and seems to be missing from the Gospels and Shaul’s letters.
We have to remember that during the composition of the Brit Chadasha two Jewish –Roman wars occurred.
The Temple had been destroyed, Judea was conquered, and many Jews exiled from the Land. The Jews were
defeated, enslaved, and subjugated while Roman power reached greater heights. The writers tended to appease
the ascendant Roman power and distance itself from Judaism. Yet, the very Kingdom of YHWH that Yahshua
taught demanded that the Torah must prevail upon the earth and was replete with political implications. He was
not teaching about some future kingdom or pie in the sky, but rather a call for revolt; to replace the injustices of
the Roman State with the Kingdom of Heaven in the Land of Yisrael. At the root of the Nazarene and Judaism
conflict in the First Century (and even today) is the struggle centering on the role and identity of the Messiah,
and not whether the Nazarenes should observe Torah. The church, by using the word “Christ” instead of
Messiah/Moshiach changed the meaning of the word and its new meaning became a part of the usage in the
religious vocabulary of the new religion “Christianity”. Christ and Messiah are two different words, with
different social context and a different meaning. For critical scholars, the proper meaning of the word Messiah
will still be a warrior king whose role is to liberate the Land from pagan occupation and bring about the era of
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The 18 blessings prayer recited daily regards the Messiah as the son of David and a king and may have even been recited during the
Second Temple Period.
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universal peace and righteousness based upon the observance of the Torah.190 The Christian concept of a
“Christ” is far outside the semantic range of the word Messiah.
The region in which Yahshua began to proclaim his message was in his native Galilee, among a people who
were fiercely independent and loved freedom. The Galileans were known as hot-headed patriots. They hated the
domination of Rome and the government of Antipas, son of their old enemy King Herod. Galileans were in the
forefront of rebellious movements in Yisrael. For Yahshua to say he was the son of David, the rightful King of
Yisrael was treason in the eyes of Rome, but could make him the rallying point for the Zealots 191in the region.
Christians simply do not realize nor given any serious to the political situation during Yahshua’s ministry. They
have not been taught the political implications and how explosive the conditions in Yisrael really were.
The Christian mind of today can with difficulty conceive the apostles of faith in the setting of revolution,
conducting a propaganda which was half a revivalist campaign and half a class war. To enter into the spirit of
those days, to sympathize with the exuberant communism, the fanaticism, that turned the narrow streets of
Jerusalem and the steps of the Temple into a battle-ground of explosive elements subversive of ordered
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When one studies rabbinic views of the Messiah one finds something very interesting. Many ancient rabbis spoke of two Messiahs,
one who was the "Son of David" and another who was the "Son of Joseph." Though one can find the sufferings of Messiah attributed
to the sufferings of the Davidic Messiah in many rabbinic writings, often a second Messiah is posited, the "Son of Joseph" or "Son of
Ephraim," who is the one who suffers while the Davidic Messiah conquers. The rabbis struggled with Biblical portraits of a suffering
Messiah, as found in Isaiah 53 and other places, and portraits of a conquering Messiah, also found in the Hebrew Bible. They posited
two Messiahs, but could it not also be reasonable to believe there is just one Messiah but two aspects of his mission, a suffering aspect
and a conquering aspect? The eminent scholar Raphael Patai, who "taught Hebrew at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem" and served
as Professor of Anthropology at Dropsie University, said this of the two-messiah theory:"When the death of the Messiah became an
established tenet in Talmudic times, this was felt to be irreconcilable with the belief in the Messiah as Redeemer who would usher in
the blissful millennium of the Messianic Age. The dilemma was solved by splitting the person of the Messiah in two: one of them,
called Messiah ben Joseph, was to raise the armies of Israel against their enemies, and, after many victories and miracles, would fall
victim Gog and Magog. The other, Messiah ben David, will come after him (in some legends will bring him back to life, which
psychologically hints at the identity of the two), and will lead Israel to the ultimate victory, the triumph, and the Messianic era of
bliss." The earliest sources for the two Messiah theory are the Dead Sea Scrolls and Targum Jonathan. Targum Jonathan identifies
the pierced one of Zech. 12:10 as the "Messiah son of Ephraim." Targum Jonathan was supposed to have been written in the first
century by Jonathan ben Uziel the student of Hillel. The Zohar also seems to allude to the fact that the "two Messiahs" are actually
combined into a single Messiah. The Zohar says: This is also hinted at in the verse “the sceptre shall not depart from Judah nor the
ruler's staff from between his feet”, “the scepter” referring to the Messiah of the house of Judah, and “the staff” to the Messiah of the
house of Joseph. (Zohar 1:25b)Here the Zohar alludes to Gen. 49:10 obviously in light of Ezekiel 37 where two sticks represent the
two houses of Israel and become one stick. The Zohar is clearly identifying these with the scepter and the staff from Gen. 49:10 and
thus indicating that in reality these "two Messiahs" are one. There is only one Messiah, but there are two comings and two aspects of
his ministry. The Messiah came the first time to provide atonement for sin. He is now expanding his kingdom and conquering the
Gentiles, not by the sword, but by taking the Torah into all the world through sent ones.
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The Zealots were freedom fighters. They were founded in 6 C.E. by Judah of Galilee who organized a rebellion against Roman rule
and taxation. At his death, his sons became the leaders of the movement. The Zealots played an important role in Jewish history
between 6 -73 CE. Most of their members were drawn from the Pharisees and could be called the military branch of that party.
Essenes, Galileans, Nazarenes, and the poorer priests were also attracted to the Zealots. They were ruthless and fearless. Yahshua had
some Zealots as his talmidim; Shimon the Zealot, Shimon Kepha (Bar-Yonah which means outlaw or rebel); Yochanan and Ya’akov,
the sons of thunder (Boanerges); and Yahudah Iscariot. After Jerusalem fell in 70 CE, the Zealots held off the Roman legions for three
years at Masada. There were 10,000 Roman troops arrayed against 960 men, women, and children when the fortress fell. Today the
modern IDF soldiers are sworn in at Masada.
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government, a great many traditional conceptions have to be sacrificed. The canonical documents smooth away
most of the rough edges, but the truth will not be gainsaid, and through different documents we obtain a picture
more in keeping with the conditions as from the pages of Josephus and the Talmud we know them to have been.
In a fragment of the Gospel of Peter the disciples after the crucifixion are found in hiding for fear of the
authorities, “for we were sought for by them as malefactors, and as desiring to burn the temple.” An uncensored
edition of the Josippon states that, “In those days (i.e., of the Emperor Caius), there were wars and quarrels in
Judaea between the Pharisees and the brigands of our people who followed the son of Joseph.”192

Later the Nazarene party became so large that the civil authorities joined hand with the religious in a belated
effort to suppress the movement. James (Ya’akov), the son of Zebedee, one of the most active members of the
Jerusalem community, was seized by order of King Herod Agrippa, and beheaded, while Peter (Kepha) was
imprisoned, but providentially escaped. The movement was in every way a Jewish one, and its leaders were
closely identified with Jewish affairs.
The writers of the Gospels also seemed to deny the Roman culpability in the death of Yahshua.193 They seem to
go out of their way to transfer guilt and responsibility from Rome and onto the Jews. Everything associated with
his “trial” and execution is contrary to Jewish Law and custom, but is consistent with Roman practice. Blame
was shifted from the offenders and transferred to the victims. By denying the crucifixion of thousands of Jews
by the Romans, the Gospels convey the impression that he was the rare victim of this brutal form of execution
carried out by the Romans. The Romans crucified Jewish prisoners by the thousands, therefore no Jew in the
first century C.E. would have transformed the “cross194” into an idealized emblem of salvation any more than a
twentieth century Jew would raise the swastika as a sign of his faith around which to rally. No blame is attached
to Rome in his death. It seems that the writers of the Brit Chadasha indulged and pacified the Romans by
projecting all the guilt for Yahshua’s death onto the vanquished foe-the Jews.

192

The announcement of Yahshua’s resurrection was originally disseminated among the people by the Jewish Nazarenes in
connection with a purely political message and with a distinctly political aim. The resurrection of Yahshua was originally preached,
not to a circle of mystics, like the resurrection of the dying mystery gods or that of the grass and corn spirit rising again from the earth,
as an illustration and guarantee of the individual’s immortality. The Jewish partisans of Yahshua preached to the people that certainty
of the impending “liberation from bondage”; nor did they mean, like Shaul, liberation from the bondage of sin and wicked spirits, but
quite literally liberation from the yoke of their well known worldly oppressors. Yahshua was to return and liberate Yisrael from
bondage in no other sense that King Arthur was believed by the Welsh of the Middle Ages to return to free his people from the Saxon
and Norman oppressors
193
The Romans are never called “sons of Satan or the Devil”, the gospel writers consistently associate the Devil with the Jewish
people, which should make us suspect of the accounts. Thus, the gospels tend to demonize the “other”, meaning the Jews, while
including the Romans in the “we”. Rome was the real enemy of the Jewish people and Yahshua, which the writers chose to ignore.
194
By elevating the cross to a symbol of salvation rather than Roman execution of Jews, Constantine would forever separate Judaism
from his Christianity. The cross is now accepted as the universal symbol for Christianity. The cross would become a good-luck charm
hanging around necks of Christians and the symbol to cause demons to flee in Catholic exorcisms. The cross and the Nicean creed
forever united the church under Roman dominance.
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Even Pontius Pilate is falsely portrayed in the Gospels as an unwilling accomplice in Yahshua’s death. The
apparent offer to free Yahshua according to a custom of the Passover seems to be a myth, since modern
authorities agree that no such custom existed on the part of Rome, and Pilate’s offer to free Yahshua or BarAbbas is sheer fiction invented to please Rome. Again this is fabricated to exonerate the Romans, to transfer
blame to the Jews, and make “Jesus” acceptable to a Roman audience. It makes no sense that Pilate would free a
potentially dangerous man who led a rebellion against Rome and execute a harmless teacher who taught to
“render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s”. Pilate’s choice to free Bar-Abbas makes no sense unless he viewed
Yahshua as a greater threat to Rome and Caesar than Bar-Abbas. Yahshua claimed to be a king, Bar-Abbas
made no such claim.
The Pilate we find in the gospel narratives has little or nothing in common with the Pilate of history. The more
removed from history, the more sympathetic a character he becomes. History tells us that Pilate ruled Judea
from 26 to 36 C.E. He was corrupt, cruel, and brutal. He massacred Samaritans and had Jews clubbed to death
when they challenged his power. Pilate would have viewed Yahshua’s claim to Messiahship as a threat to the
Roman Empire and put him to death as a revolutionary enemy of the State. He would have been derelict in his
duty to Rome if he failed to execute Yahshua.195 Only political cases were dealt with by the Roman procurator
while religious matters were the domain of the Sanhedrin. Eventually Pilate was sent back to Rome to stand
trial for his excesses. Pilate was not a mild mannered, well-meaning man who reluctantly sent Yahshua to his
death, along with thousands of other Jews. He was a mass murder of Jews similar to a Hitler or Stalin. The
historical facts are that Yahshua was the victim of a Roman administration, a Roman court, a Roman sentence
of death, and a Roman crucifixion.
Yahshua did not die for “the Christian gospel”, a “church”, or a new world religion that replaced Judaism. Nor
did the Jewish people kill him because they opposed his teachings because he was not executed for crimes
against Judaism. In fact, a factual study of the Gospels cannot find one clue for evidence of any religious
offense against the Torah by Yahshua, but he was guilty of crimes against Rome and Caesar. Yahshua was a
faithful, loyal, and observant Jew to the end. Yahshua was killed because of the enthusiasm his own followers
195

The story of Yahshua’s trial is also highly suspicious. It clearly tries to placate the Romans while defaming the Jews. The historical
Pontius Pilate was arrogant and despotic. He hated the Jews and never delegated any authority to them. However, in Christian
mythology, he is portrayed as a concerned ruler who distanced himself from the accusations against Jesus and who was coerced into
obeying the demands of the Jews. According to Christian mythology, every Passover, the Jews would ask Pilate to free any one
criminal they chose. This is, of course, a blatant lie. Jews never had a custom of freeing guilty criminals at Passover or any other time
of the year. According to the myth, Pilate gave the Jews the choice of freeing “Jesus the Christ” or a murderer named Yehoshua
Barabbas. The Jews are alleged to have enthusiastically chosen Jesus Barabbas. This story is a vicious anti-Semitic lie, one of many
such lies found in the New Testament (largely written by anti-Semites). A Roman judge, while admitting that he finds no guilt in
Yahshua deserving of death, is nevertheless represented as handing him over to the mob to be killed, after he has himself scourged
him. No Roman judge could have behaved as this Pilate is reported to have behaved toward an accused person on trial for his life. The
narrative gospels can no longer be viewed as the trustworthy accounts of unique and stupendous historical events at the foundation of
the Christian faith. The gospels must now be seen as the result of early Christian mythmaking
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and he was King Messiah-a political threat to the Imperial Roman domination of Yisrael and a convicted enemy
of Caesar. He was killed by the ruthless practices of an occupying imperialistic power in Yisrael. He was
condemned to death by a Roman Court, with little interest in true justice and none of the safeguards of the
Jewish religious court. He was put to death by a method of execution only used by the Romans, not the Jews.
The Romans knew that any person claiming to be the Messiah was the true King of Yisrael. This was a direct
challenge to the domination and authority of Rome and Caesar. Yes, some of the Jewish leadership did have
apart in his death, but it was for political reasons not religious. If he died for any religious reason, it can be said
He died as a tzaddik for the sins of His people-the nation of Yisrael, not a new religion called “Christianity” or
something called the “church”. He came for the lost sheep of the House of Yisrael who were oppressed,
suffering, and governed by a powerful heathen people (Rome). Upon Yisrael’s redemption there awaited peace,
justice, righteousness for the whole world, which would come from Yisrael’s return to YHWH, when worship
of the one true Elohim would be extended to all nations. The shepherd would be required to give his life for his
sheep and bring about the restoration of all things.
•

“Him, a Prince and a Saviour, Elohim has exalted to His right hand, to give repentance to Yisrael and
forgiveness of sins.” Acts 5:31

• Mat 15:24 But answering, He said, I was not sent except to the lost sheep of the house of Yisrael.
• Acts 1:6-7 Then, indeed, coming together they questioned Him, saying, Master, do You restore the
kingdom to Yisrael at this time? And He said to them, It is not yours to know times or seasons which
the Father placed in His own authority;

The Christian myth of a meek, lamb-like savior, who eschews violence and bids one to turn the other cheek, is
another example of their fairy-tale “Christ”. The true Messiah was a very different figure: a stern martial leader
and a liberator, ready to use force if necessary against Rome196. He brazenly entered Jerusalem as the son of
David as prophecy foretold, the rightful king of the Jewish people. Such an action was fraught with political and
revolutionary implications and consequences. It is an “in your face” explicit challenge to Rome, an act of
deliberate, militant provocation. The Messiah was regarded as a liberator. When he overturned the tables of the
money-changers in the Temple, there must have been a full-scale riot. It is a deliberate challenge to the
established authority. During the last few days of his life, Yahshua behaves in a manner which must provoke
violence and confrontation. He is staging public displays which assert his claim as Yisrael’s prophesied Messiah
and shows the Romans that he has a large following that obviously includes far more than just twelve disciples.

196

See Luke 22:36
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There is no doubt that Rome perceived Yahshua as a political threat to their power and control over the Jews.
They dealt with him strictly on that basis. 197

Even the account of the betrayal by “Judas” is suspect to an anti-Jewish slant in the Gospels. But then again,
are we speaking of the historical Yahshua or the “Jesus Christ” of the Christian faith? We cannot deny the
distinction between the two figures. The Judas story has some inconsistencies and contradictions. First of all,
Judas had always been a faithful disciple of Yahshua and there is no record of any disagreements between them.
Judas was a respected disciple of Yahshua who completely accepted Yahshua’ teachings. He was as hopeful as
were all the disciples, that Yahshua was the long awaited Messiah who would bring about the downfall of
Roman tyranny and redeem the Jewish nation.198

Secondly, Judas certainly did not sell out his Master for financial gain as recorded; thirty pieces of silver
(shekels) was a paltry sum.199 Judas did not even keep the money he supposedly received. If he was as ruthless
as he is portrayed, then he would not have had any remorse for his betrayal of Yahshua. Another significant
problem concerns Judas identifying Yahshua in the Garden. According to the Gospels, Yahshua was well
known throughout the Galilee and Jerusalem .Everyone knew who he was. He rode into Jerusalem in plain sight
of thousands of people. He was not hiding his identity from the Romans or the Jewish leadership. So, the
Romans did not need someone to pick him out of the crowd. If Yahshua did not want to be found by the
Romans, why did he send Judas out to bring them to pick him up? Even the fate of Judas is contradictory
(Matt.27:3; Acts 1:18-20).

197

Amazingly, since Christianity is built upon the historicity of Yahshua's death and resurrection, even the events surrounding his
crucifixion are not uniformly recorded by the gospels. According to Matthew and Mark, Yahshua was both tried and sentenced by the
Jewish priests of the Sanhedrin. Luke has it that Yahshua was tried by the Sanhedrin, but not sentenced by them. Yet according to
Yochanan, Yahshua does not appear before the Sanhedrin at all. Yahshua then goes to his death by crucifixion. Or is it, as Shaul says,
to be 'hanged on a gibbet'? Or, as Kepha has it in the Acts of the Apostles, that he was 'hung on a tree'? The same confusion exists
about the death of Yahshua’s supposed betrayer, Judas Iscariot. In Matthew, Judas 'went and hanged himself'. But the Acts of the
Apostles tells us he died from an accidental fall after betraying Yahshua. The gospel writers, who we are supposed to believe were
Yahshua’s close disciples, cannot even remember their master's last words correctly! According to Matthew and Mark Yahshua quotes
psalm 22 as his parting words, asking, 'Eli, Eli, why have you forsaken me?' But Luke has Yahshua quote psalm 31: 'Father, into your
hands I commend my spirit.' For those who don't like either of these, there is always Yochanan's account, in which Yahshua says
simply, 'I am thirsty,' and then, 'It is finished”. According to Mark, when Joseph of Arimathea goes to Pilate to ask if he can have
Yahshua’s body for burial, the governor is shocked to learn that Yahshua has died so quickly. One wonders why he was surprised,
however, since Yochanan tells us that Pilate had himself already agreed to quicken Yahshua’s death by breaking his legs and stabbing
him with a spear. According to Matthew, Yahshua had predicted that: 'Just as Jonah was in the hollow of the whale for three days and
three nights, so the Son of Humanity will be in the heart of the earth for three days and three nights.' Alas, it seems his calculations
were inaccurate, for according to the Church, Yahshua died on Good Friday and rose on the following Sunday, thus spending only two
nights 'in the heart of the earth'.
198
The name Iscariot is the Greek form of the Aramaic Sicarii who were known political terrorists and assassins.
199
About $950-$1800 during that time period
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We should understand that Judas represents the entire Jewish nation and his action is the action of the Jewish
nation. His betrayal of “Jesus” means that the entire Jewish nation betrayed “Jesus”. When Yahshua allegedly
says of Judas, ‘‘woe to that one by whom the Son of Man is betrayed! It would have been better for that one not
to have been born’’ (Mark 14:21), Saint Augustine’s teaching implies that this curse applies to all Jews who
reject the Christian Jesus. This Augustinian analysis has imposed itself on Christian thought throughout the
ages, and all Jews who rejected Christ were deemed evil and wicked, better that they not be born.
The whole story of Judas is like two pictures from two different puzzles. The pieces do not fit together. Its
purpose was to associate a despicable deed (the betrayal of Yahshua) with a person’s eponymous name. Judas is
Greek for Judah (Yahudah), the name from which the Jewish people get their name. The word, Judas=Jewtherefore for all time the Jews are linked to the betrayal of the “Christ” of Christianity. It served to forever
preserve in print the anti-Jewish agenda of making the Jews, collectively and individually, responsible for the
death of Yahshua. No other disciple is singles out for their disgraceful behavior.200 They all deserted Yahshua at
his arrest and Kepha denied him three times. Yet, despite Kepha’s cowardly behavior, the writers have dealt
kindly with him. Peter (Kepha) is considered a great apostle and the founder of the Catholic Church. Please also
note that Kepha’s or Peter’s name had no Jewish connotations.

The “New Testament” narration of Judas as betrayer has been the direct cause of the death of millions of Jews
at the hands of faithful Christians. It is a shameful history based on a preposterous fabrication which distorts the
truth about Jews in the time of Yahshua. How sad that so many Christian ‘soldiers’ continue to march to the
sound of that false drumbeat.

Yahshua’s arrest in the Gan Gethsemane was not a small affair as we think. Most Christians think a small band
of about ten or thirty soldiers and a few representatives of the High Priest came to the Garden to arrest him. The
translators translated the Greek word “speirian” as a “cohort”. This means nothing to the modern reader and is a

200

The Gospel of John indicates that the Jewish authorities feared that the popularity of Jesus would lead to a military reaction against
the Jewish people. The entrance of Yahshua and his entourage into Jerusalem during a crowded holiday festival, possibly in the
aftermath of an insurrection led by Barabbas, would have created a volatile situation that could lead to military intervention, riots, and
many Jewish deaths. Perhaps the Jewish priests negotiated a three-way deal among Pilate, Yahshua and the Jewish authorities and that
Judas represented Yahshua in the negotiations. The agreement initially held that Yahshua would ensure that his followers remain quiet
during the holiday by agreeing to be placed under house arrest with the politically influential Jewish priest Annas and that he would be
released after the holiday ended. When Herod heard about this arrangement he was furious. He wanted Yahshua dead and forced Pilate
to execute Yahshua by threatening to bring treason charges against the Governor for allowing an unauthorized person to claim
kingship. Pilate relented and, despite Jewish pleas to honor the agreement, had Yahshua crucified. Under this scenario, Judas became
known as the one who handed over Yahshua, and the description attached to him like a Homeric epithet, initially a neutral term, and
then, by Gospel times, understood in a negative sarcastic manner.
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vague word implying a large but still not too specific number. However, the Greek word is a very precise term
and was known to the early translators. The Roman Army was organized into centuries, cohorts, and legions. A
Roman legion was larger than a brigade in the British Army-6,000 troops .A cohort was a tenth of a legion-600
soldiers. A cohort in the Holy Land during the Second temple Period would be around 500 soldiers and
sometimes as many as 2,000 if it included its auxiliaries- 760 infantry and 1,240 cavalry troops. Why would
Pilate send upwards of 500-600 troops to arrest one man attended by 12 disciples? That would be an example of
overkill! Something occurred in the Garden of Gethsemane that obviously was not some small activity. The
Romans must have been expecting or actually did experience a civil disturbance of substantial size. Perhaps
there was some fighting. But, whether there was actual fighting or not, the situation was obviously perceived by
the Romans as a military threat, who reacted to it with a large show of military force. Yahshua’s arrest was not
a quiet affair as portrayed by the Gospels, books, and movies. The arrest was a large scale military maneuver by
the Romans against a leader of a revolution who came announcing he was the Messiah and rightful king of
Yisrael.

Once again the assignment of the Jews guilt for Yahshua’s death had historical and religious implications. The
guilt is deflected from the powerful Romans onto the Jews. To make this accusation stick required some
twisting of the facts and historical accounts of what really happened. In the light of historical fact the accounts
of Yahshua’s arrest, trial, and execution appear to be a falsified history and reflect the need of the Church to be
in good standing in the Roman world at the time they were written. The Romans come out of these accounts,
collectively and individually, reasonable well, while the Jews are represented to be a bloodthirsty lynch mob.
Today, no one blames the Italian people, the descendants of the Romans, for what their ancestors did in
executing Yahshua, but the so-called guilt of the Jews has echoed through the ages justifying the massacre of
entire generations of Jews. What little role the Jewish religious leadership played in Yahshua’s death was
motivated not by religious reasons, as recorded in the gospels, but political reasons. Yahshua was not the victim
of any Jewish hostility toward his teachings but of the ruthless practices of the occupying Romans. Moral
responsibility for Yahshua’s death rests squarely on Roman, not Jewish, shoulders.

Corruptions in bible translations have tended to obscure more than just names. It has concealed or altered the
historical background and the facts. Despite the cover-up by the writers of the Brit Chadasha, if one looks
closely at the writings with investigative eyes, he will still find a Yahshua who was a military and political
Messiah King. We can still see the historical Yahshua who would be a political threat to the Rome Empire and
Caesar. These facts are no longer disputed among reliable and impartial scholars. There can be no doubt the
Romans bear the responsibility for Yahshua’s death, which they brought about.
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How did He view the Torah?
Yahshua did not regard the Torah as mechanical or ritualistic. He loved the Torah and observed it. He was not
the gentile “Jesus”, meek and mild, as the church teaches. He was the toughest of teachers and exposed the
hypocritical religious phonies of his day. Yet, he had the greatest compassion for sinners and the outcasts of
society. If his message caused opposition, it was not because it was un-Jewish, but it was because he wanted to
be fulfilled by everyone as perfectly as possible, from the heart. Conventional “Christian” views of the Torah
make it very troublesome to comprehend Yahshua’s teachings in their legitimate context. For example: What is
Torah?
• Torah: Derived from the Hebrew root-YARAH. It means to “shoot an arrow, or instruct, or teach”.
Torah is teaching or instruction that is true and straight. The words of the Torah are like an arrow shot
straight in a path with great power and force to empower a person to live life to its fullest of blessings
from the heavens. It is the goal for all people who truly love Elohim.
• “If you love Me, you shall guard My commands (mitzvot)” Yochanan 14:15
There are four perceptions of the Torah:
1. The Hebraic viewpoint: Torah is YHWH’s Wisdom and Blueprint for all creation. The Torah reveals
YHWH’s nature and character. It is loving instructions from the Heavenly Father to His children to be blessed.
2. The “Christian” viewpoint: The Old Law is nothing but legalism and bondage. We are FREE from the Torah
and all its laws and requirements because of “Jesus”. It is all Jewish stuff anyway.
3. The “Christian” viewpoint of the Hebraic view-the most perverted view: The Torah is a salvation by works
system that leaves no room for the Messiah and His work. It is a works salvation and a religious system of
bondage and dead ritual. The Jews think they gain salvation by dead-works.
4. Yahshua’s viewpoint-the correct view: How did our Rebbe HaMoshiach Yahshua view the Torah?
The common view is that Yahshua held a low opinion of the Torah, thus generating an erroneous teaching for
some superior basis for a relationship with YHWH. We have to remember that it was from the TaNaK that the
Yisraelites knew YHWH as a compassionate, merciful, and loving Father. Yahshua never claimed that His
teachings were superior to those of Moshe as found in the Torah. Such a claim would have cut Him off
completely from the Jewish community. We know this is not true as we are told that the chief priests feared His
followers because of the multitude that followed Him and His teachings (Luke 20:19).
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•

“Jesus appears to have preached regularly in the synagogue, which would not have been possible if his
doctrines had been recognized as being essentially different from the current Pharisaic beliefs. In his
preaching he adopted the popular method of “mashal” or parable...”The Jewish Encyclopedia Vol. 7
page 162

Even the Pharisees opposed any action against Yahshua, and even warned Him about Herod’s plan to kill Him
(Luke13: 31). We must take into account that the majority of the people possessed strong leanings towards the
Pharisees and their theology and practice. 201Yahshua never criticized their Halakah, but their hypocrisy in their
observance of the Torah. Yahshua’s main enemies were among the Sadducees, who were the priests. They were
the ones questioning His authority, the paying of taxes, and His views on the resurrection from the dead. They
were the ones who were in league with Rome. Caiaphas and his power base could not agree with Yahshua or
even the Pharisees’ views of the Torah and its application. It is very similar to the relationship that exists today
between the Karaites and the rabbis of traditional Judaism.
Sermon from the Mount
The famous Sermon on the Mount is comparable to the giving of the Torah at Mt.Sinai. Yahshua’s exposition of
the Torah as given on the Mount NEVER contradicts the Torah of Moshe. These are not criticisms of the Torah
but interpretations. We must stress that the Torah itself is not in question in His teachings. It is an interpretation

201

Nothing could have been more loathsome to the genuine Pharisee than Hypocrisy. "Whatever good a man does he should do it for
the glory of God" (Ab. ii. 13; Ber. 17a). Nicodemus is blamed for having given of his wealth to the poor in an ostentatious manner
(Ket. 66b). An evil action may be justified where the motive is a good one (Ber. 63a). Still, the very air of sanctity surrounding the life
of the Pharisees often led to abuses. Alexander Jannæus warned his wife not against the Pharisees, his declared enemies, but against
"the chameleon- or hyena- ["ẓebo'im"-] like hypocrites who act like Zimri and claim the reward of Phinehas:" (Soṭah 22b). An ancient
baraita enumerates seven classes of Pharisees, of which five consist of either eccentric fools or hypocrites: (1) "the shoulder
Pharisee," who wears, as it were, his good actions. ostentatiously upon his shoulder; (2) "the wait-a-little Pharisee," whoever says,
"Wait a little, until I have performed the good act awaiting me"; (3), "the bruised Pharisee," who in order to avoid looking at a
woman runs against the wall so as to bruise himself and bleed; (4) "the pestle Pharisee," who walks with head down like the pestle in
the mortar; (5) "the ever-reckoning Pharisee," who says, "Let me know what good I may do to counteract my neglect"; (6) "the Godfearing Pharisee," after the manner of Job; (7) "the God-loving Pharisee," after the manner of Abraham (Yer. Ber. ix. 14b; Soṭah 22b;
Ab. R. N., text A, xxxvii.; text B, xlv. [ed. Schechter, pp. 55, 62]; the explanations in both Talmuds vary greatly; see Chwolson, "Das
Letzte-Passahmahl," p. 116). R. Joshua b. Hananiah, at the beginning of the second century, calls eccentric Pharisees "destroyers of
the world" (Soṭah iii. 4); and the term "Pharisaic plagues" is frequently used by the leaders of the time (Yer. Soṭah iii. 19a).It is such
types of Pharisees that Jesus had in view when hurling his scathing words of condemnation against the Pharisees, whom he
denounced as "hypocrites," calling them "offspring of vipers" ("hyenas"; see Ẓebu'im); "whited sepulchers which outwardly appear
beautiful, but inwardly are full of dead men's bones"; "blind guides," "which strain out the gnat and swallow the camel" (Matt. vi. 2-5,
16; xii. 34; xv. 14; xxiii. 24, 27, Greek). He himself tells his disciples to do as the Scribes and "Pharisees who sit on Moses' seat [see
Almemar] bid them do"; but he blames them for not acting in the right spirit, for wearing large phylacteries and ẓiẓit, and for
pretentiousness in many other things (ib. xxiii. 2-7). Exactly so are hypocrites censured in the Midrash (Pes. R. xxii. [ed. Friedmann,
p. 111]); wearing tefillin and ẓiẓit, they harbor evil intentions in their breasts. Otherwise the Pharisees appear as friends of Jesus
(Luke vii. 37, xiii. 31) and of the early Christians (Acts v. 38, xxiii. 9; "Ant." xx. 9, § 1).-The Jewish Encyclopedia
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of the Torah in light of the full realization of the Kingship of YHWH in one’s life. It is not a new interpretation
of the Torah, but well grounded in the TaNaK or the Jewish traditional teachings of the sages that later were
incorporated almost word for word in the Talmud.
Yahshua understood the ethics of the Torah as an imitation of YHWH’s goodness. Not one word of the Sermon
is opposed to the Torah in detail or spirit. Love for YHWH and love for your neighbor is the norm and
foundation of all His teachings.
In this sermon, the Torah itself is not in question. That is clearly understood by reading Mattitayahu 5:17-20.
The teaching contained in this sermon (which actually may be accumulation of Yahshua’s teachings) does not
digress significantly from the teachings of the Pharisaic sages, as there are many Talmudic parallels to these
teachings. Only those who are set-apart can live out the teachings that Yahshua’s presents in this religious
discourse. He is teaching that avoidance of a particular negative mitzvah is not sufficient for true righteousness
in the Malkut of YHWH. The inner condition would be the root for the appropriate outward action. He extends
the mitzvah of murder to include anger without cause and the mitzvah forbidding adultery to include lusting
after women. His teachings on divorce and remarriage must be viewed within the framework of the debate
among the different “Houses of Study” of His day, the House of Shammai and the House of Hillel. In his
teaching on divorce, Yahshua sides with the House of Shammai in its stricter view. The Torah always allowed
divorce and remarriage, but the Torah also requires the husband to give the wife a get or certificate of divorce.
There is no good evidence that Yahshua forbade divorce in all situations as taught by many in Messianic circles.
The exception for immorality and adultery makes perfect sense in context, since divorce cannot make a woman
an adulteress if she already is one. His teaching on oaths simply means anyone who has to back up his words
with an oath is already considering the possibility of breaking it. The famous “eye for an eye” teaching in the
Hebraic mind simply refers to monetary compensation for an injury. It is not to be interpreted literally, a
peculiarity of “Christianity” not Judaism. Finally, no where does the Torah say to hate your enemies. The Torah
commands us to love our enemies in Wayyiqra 19:18.This saying probably came from the Qumran
community, not the Torah of Moshe.
If we do not know the Torah, then this quote seems to be the most anti-Jewish quote in the Brit Chadasha. Note
that Yahshua says, “You have heard it SAID (not WRITTEN)” as He did the other Torah commands. Every one
of these teachings are within the framework of the Torah as given by Moshe at Mt.Sinai. Yahshua’s inner
teachings of Torah are within the parameters of the teachings of traditional Judaism of His time and the
teachings of the TaNaK.
EXAMPLES of parallels in TaNaK and Talmud- all from Mattitayahu 5-7:Matt. 5:3- Prov.29:23; 5:4- Ps.132

Ps.147:3; 5:5- Ps.37:11; 5:6-Ps.5:13; 5:7- Talmud Shabbat 151b; 5:8-Ps.24:3-4; 5:9-Ps.34:15; 5:10, 11Talmud
, Baba Kamma 93a; 5:24-Talmud, Avot 5:14; 5:28-Talmud Kallah 1; 5:32-Talmud, Gittin 90a; 5:37- Talmud
Baba Mezia 49; 5:39 –Lam. 3:30 ;5:42- Ps.37:21 & Ps.37:26; 5:44 –Prov.25:21 ;5:45 –Ecc.9:2 ; 5:48 –
Talmud Shabbat 133b; 6:3-4 –Talmud Baba Bathra 9b; 6:7-Talmud, Berakot 61a; 6:14,15 –Talmud, Rosh
Hashannah 17a; 6:19,20 –Talmud, Baba Bathra 11a ; 6:24- Prov.30:8-9; 6:26 –Ps.147:9 6:33- Ps.37:4 ;6:34
–Talmud, Sotah 48b; 6:34 Talmud, Berakot 9b; 7:1,2 –Talmud, Sotah 8b; 7:3,4,5-Talmud , Arakin 16b;7:6 –
Prov.23:9; 7:7 –Jer.29:13; 7:12 –Talmud, Shabbat 31 a; 7:23 –Ps.6:9
•

“It would even appear that later tradition regarded him as scrupulous in keeping the whole Law. Yet in
several particulars, Jesus declined to follow the directions of the Law, at least as it was interpreted by
the Rabbis.” The Jewish Encyclopedia Vol. 7 page 162

Our Rebbe’s teachings develop a systematic interpretation for the sanctification of everyday life for his
talmidim. It was a practical system and demanded an extreme high standard of personal self-discipline and
commitment to him as their Master. According to Yahshua, there must be a purification of inward motives for
Torah observance. The inner spiritual condition was the root of the outward action. All His teachings and
application of the mitzvot remain within the parameter of Torah and the spirit behind it. Yahshua lived perfectly
what he taught-the Torah of Moshe in ruach and emet.202
Erroneous Conclusions
Debate or even disputes on the application of the Torah are common within Judaism. Debate among rabbis or
teachers can hardly be interpreted as a rejection of the Torah. Contrary to popular teaching, Yahshua did not
differ on the observance of the Shabbat or even Kashrut. He kept all the Torah.
Yahshua did heal the sick on the Shabbat. Some teachers may have criticized him for doing so. He healed some
by speaking the word alone or by the laying on of hands and neither of these practices according to the
interpretation of the Torah in His time, constituted work on the Shabbat. The plucking of grain on the Shabbat
was actually allowed by the School of Hillel. Even Yahshua’s defense of His actions for plucking grain on the
Shabbat is based upon a principle from the Pharisees, or Oral Law that the Shabbat may be violated to save a
202

The prayer he gave his disciples to pray, the “Our Father” prayer is not the “Lord’s prayer” as he never prayed it. He gave it to his
disciples as a model for their prayers. It is a very Hebraic prayer based upon other known Hebrew prayers at that time. It is not a
Christian prayer, but a Kingdom movement prayer similar to the Aleinu prayer.
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life, even if there is remote chance of the life being in danger (mYoma 8:6). In Mekhilta on Ex.31: 14 a rabbi
says, “The Sabbath is delivered to you and not to you to the Sabbath (cross-reference this to Mark 2:27).
The record by Mark (Mark 7) is a debate concerning the washing of hands before eating, not an issue of clean
and unclean food being done way with by Yahshua. This teaching, besides from the mouths of the Scriptural
Prophets, can be found in the Letter of Aristeas in 200 BCE, Philo in Special Laws, Rabbi Hillel in bShabbat 31
a, and Tobit 4:15. Evidently Kepha had not heard that his Master Yahshua had “ declared all foods clean” in
Acts chapter 10 nor the other talmidim in Acts Chapter 15.The four beginning mitzvot for the returning
Yisraelites deal with the laws of Kashrut or ritual purity. No one in the First Century that was a true disciple of
Yahshua had ever heard of him “doing away with the laws of Kashrut.”
We are told that Yahshua was condemned for eating with the sinners. According to “Christians”, our Rebbe
deliberately violated the Torah to be among them. Was a Jew forbidden to eat with sinners? According to
Torah, breaking the laws of purity does not make one a sinner. It only renders one unclean for a period of time.
Sometimes the Torah commands one to become unclean, as with the burial of a dead loved one. Did Yahshua
contract uncleanness by eating with sinners?
A proper understanding that certain groups (called Chaverim) took upon themselves VOLUNTARY rules of
purity (such as the Pharisees) which would have forbid them to eat with sinners. Some even went beyond the
laws that were applicable for the priests. Such restrictions went beyond the Torah, and therefore these sects
could not force others in society or non-members to confirm to their practices. Since Yahshua did not belong to
any of these groups, He was not bound by their stricter non-Torah rules. Yahshua could not have violated any
Torah commandment by eating with sinners. He could not have even contracted uncleanness from them, as He
was not part of any group that observed these stricter rules of purity. Eating with the sinners, then, would not
have put him in conflict with the majority of the Jewish people. There was no such law in the Torah.
Yahshua’s criticism of other Jews is nothing more than what one Jew might say to another Jew, and we also see
that they were equally critical of him. This practice still exists today among Judaism. He was not critical of
other Jews for being Torah observant, since He was Torah observant Himself. Essentially; Yahshua’s charges
against His opponents are the lack of correspondence of inner attitudes and their outward behavior- called
hypocrisy. He was critical of their lack of observance of the inner dimensions of the Torah of Moshe and their
hardness of heart. He NEVER suggests that the outward keeping of the mitzvot was wrong or the Torah should
not be kept. This is the same message the prophets had to the House of Yisrael and the House of Yehudah. We
can read such statements in Yeshayahu 30:8-9; Yechezqel 2:3-6, 3:4-7.
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ONLY THE GENTILE ANTINOMIAN CHURCH NEEDED TO SEE HIS CRITICISMS OF
HYPOCRISY AS ANTI-TORAH AND ANTI-JEWISH STATEMENTS AND DECREES!
• “While claiming not to infringe or curtail the Law, Jesus directed his followers to pay more attention to the
intention and motive with which any act was done rather than the deed itself. This was by no means a novelty in
Jewish religious development: the prophets and rabbis had continuously and consistently insisted upon the
inner motive with which pious deeds should be performed…In making these pretensions he was following a
tendency which at this period of his career was especially marked in the Hasideans and Essenes, though they
associated it with views of external purity and seclusion from the world, which differentiated them from Jesus.
He does not appear, however, to have contended that the new spirit would involve any particular change in the
application of the Law. ..Apart from these points, no change in the Law was indicated by Jesus...”The Jewish
Encyclopedia Vol. 7 page 163
End of the Captivity
How often have any commentators or “Christian” authors begun with the suggestion that the books we call the
Gospels were Jewish narratives written by Jewish authors? Has it not occurred to anyone to ask the question,
“How can a Jewish work be understood if the author or student completely ignores the Hebraic context, the
Hebraic mindset, the Hebraic frame of reference, the Hebrew language and its idioms, and even understanding
the history of the Land of Yisrael that shaped the mind-set of the writer?” But unfortunately that has been the
actuality in our Western /Greco civilization and Seminaries.
The reign of Constantine created the long period of history in which the Gospels were cut off from their
Hebraic roots and reinterpreted as if they were Greco-Roman Gentile books written by Christians. We are just
beginning to emerge from that mode of thought. During that period the Hebraic roots of the Gospel was
DESTROYED! The modern reader of the Gospels has distorted the message of these books, creating
circumstances by which many well meaning Believers today read what they believe is the clear message of the
Scriptures and do not recognize how destructively prejudiced is their understanding of TRUTH. The prejudice
lies in the belief that the TaNaK’s value is exhausted once its task has been “fulfilled” in the Brit Chadasha.
They think the Torah is no longer applicable for them. Therefore, we have imposed a Western understanding of
the message and mission of the Messiah as recorded in the first four books of the Brit Chadasha. As long as
these texts are read and interpreted only by the Western mind, the ancient connections of the Gospels to the
TaNaK will remain unknown. They must be read in the Midrashic style of the Hebraic storyteller, a style most
of us do not even comprehend. This style is concerned with meaning and understanding.
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• EXAMPLE: The heavens (plural) parting at the mikveh of Yahshua is symbolic of the splitting of the Red Sea
for Moshe. The heavens, to the Hebrew mind were nothing more than a firmament separated by waters above
and below. Thus demonstrating to the Hebrew mind that the Elohim of Yisrael encountered His son, Yahshua,
in a way that went beyond Moshe (Ex.14), Yehoshua (Josh.3), Eliyahu (2 Kings 1:9), and Elisha (2 Kings 2:8).
That is how the Midrashic principle worked.
The Gospels have been in Gentile “captivity” for centuries. The price we have paid is the deprivation of the
essential meaning of the message and mission of Moshiach Yahshua. The TRUTH of the Gospels can only be
revealed to one who is willing to interpret the written word through the Hebraic eyes of Yahshua and His early
talmidim. The negativity of the anti-Jewishness is only now beginning to reverse itself. Because teachers are
now awakening to TRUTH, an uncontaminated method of how to examine the Brit Chadasha is emanating
from undistorted LIGHT! We have to understand that the Hebrew authors of the Brit Chadasha filtered
everything through the corporate history of their people. If we are to recover the POWER present in the Brit
Chadasha in our lifetime, then this evidence to their original meaning must be totally recovered and understood
by all Nazarene Yisrael.
•

For I am not ashamed of the Besuras HaGeulah (Good News). It is the ko’ach (power) of Elohim for
deliverance to everyone who believes (has emunah), to the Yehudite first and also the Yevani
(Greek).Romans 1:16
Conclusion from the Evidence

Is, then, the recovery of the Scriptural Yahshua beyond our reach? I do not believe it is. If we can recreate the
milieu of His time, then we can truly have Him manifest Himself to us. We can then get an impression of Him
as He really was in the cultural, historical, and religious settings of His time. The writers of the four Gospels
implicitly portray Yahshua as a Jewish Messiah, that kept the whole Torah of Moshe, and all His teachings
confirm the same.203

203

While the aim of Jesus was to redeem those who had strayed from the beaten path of morality, he yet restricted his attention and
that of his followers to the lost sons of Israel (vii. 24). He particularly forbade his disciples to seek heathens and Samaritans (x. 5),
and for the same reason at first refused to heal the Syrophenician woman (vii. 24). His choice of twelve apostles had distinct reference
to the tribes of Israel (iii. 13-16). He regarded dogs and swine as unholy (Matt. vii. 6). His special prayer is merely a shortened form
of the third, fifth, sixth, ninth, and fifteenth of the Eighteen Benedictions (see Lord's Prayer). Jesus wore the Ẓiẓit (Matt. ix. 20); he
went out of his way to pay the Temple tax of two drachmas (ib. xvii. 24-27); and his disciples offered sacrifice (ib. v. 23-24). In the
Sermon on the Mount he expressly declared that he had come not to destroy the Law, but to fulfil it (ib. v. 17, quoted in Shab. 116b),
and that not a jot or tittle of the Law should ever pass away (ib. v. 18; comp. Luke xvi. 17). It would even appear that later tradition
regarded him as scrupulous in keeping the whole Law (comp. John viii. 46).-The Jewish Encyclopedia
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By conscientious unbiased study of the Four Gospels, there emerges a picture of an itinerant rabbi, healer,
exorcist, a prophet, an Anointed One that was followed by multitudes, and opposed by the hypocritical religious
leaders. The authenticity of His teachings of the Torah cause deep embarrassment to the antinomian religious
systems. There never existed a Jewish man named Yahshua that fits the description of the church’s antiTorah/Jewish “Christ”. Let us no longer be children in our understanding of Messiah and grow into the mature
ONE NEW MAN of Yisrael! It starts with the re-Judaization of Yahshua and the Brit Chadasha without any
ulterior motive other than serious honest scholarship and a factual look at history.
When Christianity no longer looks for its affirmation in Hebrew Scriptures, it will be able to stop attacking
the people who believe in those Scriptures and the Yahshua depicted in them. An essential part of maturation is
facing the facts and coming to terms with them. It involves Christian liberation from a mind-set that calls for a
degradation of the Torah and the Jewish people in order to promote a hidden religious agenda. It must come to
terms with the fact that Christianity has not superseded Judaism any more than Christianity has been supplanted
by Islam. They are two separate sets of belief systems.
The Renewed Covenant is made with the House of Yisrael and the House of Judah, and places the Torah of
Moshe in the hearts of the people. The writings found in the Brit Chadasha reflect the ideas, beliefs, views, and
trends in Second Temple Judaism. The Greek translations of the Gospels clearly contain changes and alterations
from the original Hebrew versions.
The uncovering (Revelation) of Yahshua’s real history and true Jewishness is more than just clearing away
the misunderstandings which are responsible for the creation of the false “Jesus”. It requires the student to stare
into the face truth and decide if they want to continue in a lie or begin the journey into the faith of Yahshua’s
early disciples. They can continue on the Roman road paved with good intentions that leads to a “Jesus”
unrecognizable within the framework of Judaism or follow the narrow path that leads to another figure;
Yahshua the Jew, the Messiah, the teacher, the prophet, healer, leader, tzaddik (righteous one), master, and son
of Elohim.
We have to conclude, after having examined the evidence that the “New Testament” offers a portrait of
Yahshua, his followers, and his time period, that conforms to the needs of certain vested interests – of certain
religious institutions and individuals who had, and still have, an important stake in the matter.
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And anything
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The fact that the TaNaK was changed to the Old Testament by Christians seems to infer to the reader of the Bible that the “NEW”
replaces or supersedes the OLD. The “old” is even separated from the “new” by a title page, dividing the book into two separate parts.
According to the church the OLD should be read prophetically or typologically and not used as Torah. The OLD had to be read in
light of the NEW, rather than the “new” being read in light of the “old”. Thus, the whole Bible even became a new and different book.
The church could not maintain the lie that Torah was no longer valid without a complete transformation of the Scriptures.
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that compromises or embarrasses these interests has been excised from its history and “inspired” documents.
The political elements of the accounts were purged or edited to favor the Romans and demonize the Jews. All
references to the influence of the Zealots and Essenes were also discreetly removed. In the end, all that was left
is what was allowed into the Gospels- a mythical record occurring only incidentally in a Roman occupied
Yisrael of the first century. With the Jews now cast in the role of the scapegoats, the message was assured its
acceptance by the Roman audience. The “New Testament” would become the principle tool used to implant the
anti-Semitic myth into the minds of all future generations of Christians.205Anyone who reads the “New
Testament” cannot help but come away with a negative view of the Jewish people. Christian anti-Judaism is
imbedded in the very foundation of its documents of faith. Since Christians accept these documents as binding
in matters of faith, they have no theological defense to deny the church’s anti-Semitism.206 Only honest critical
scholarship, driven by a passion for historical truth, can disentangle Christianity from its anti-Judaism.
According to the church, the law has been transformed by their “Jesus”. Christian grace and forgiveness
replaces Jewish vengeance, the Jewish bondage to the Law is now replaced with liberty and freedom from it.
The “old law” is abolished by having been “nailed to the cross of Jesus”. Christian worship is superior in every
aspect because they have the “person of the Holy Spirit”. They can call on “God the Father” in prayer, which
Jews could not because, according to them, the Jews never knew YHWH as “Father”. The Gentile “God” no
longer hears the prayers of the Jews because they do not pray “in the Name of Jesus”. The Torah is now
fulfilled spiritually by circumcision of the heart, they can rest any day of the week on a spiritual Sabbath, and
they offer spiritual sacrifices. Spiritual fulfillment of the commandments is better than the physical carnal
worship of the Jews. The church now replaces Yisrael in the Divine plan of their “god”. The church is the new,

205

John 8:31 even goes as far to say the Jews are the children of the Devil.
Early Christians specialized in causing trouble at synagogues, and disrupting Jewish services. Such behavior had been censured by
the pagan emperors, but under Christian ones official censure changed to toleration, and even encouragement. The first nominally
Christian emperor, Constantine, was also the first significantly to limit the rights of Jews as citizens of the Roman Empire. He
imposed heavy penalties on anyone who converted to Judaism, and also on any Jewish community that received converts. In the next
generation any Christian converting to Judaism would have all of his property confiscated. Marriages between Christians and Jews
became capital offences. In later centuries the emperors became more strongly Christian, and the laws concerning Jews became
correspondingly more discriminatory, intolerant and oppressive. John Chrysostom, a Christian saint and a Doctor of the Church, was
even more extreme. He claimed that Jews sacrificed their children to Satan, an accusation which was to be amplified and believed
throughout Christendom for centuries. He also claimed that “God” hated the Jews and always had done. His eight sermons of 387
whipped congregations into a frenzy of excitement and fanaticism: Jews were drunkards, whoremongers, criminals. They were
lascivious, obscene, demonic, and accursed. They murdered prophets, Christ, even God himself... Before long the sort of massacre of
Jews by Christians, which in time would come to be known as pogroms, were being instigated by Christian leaders. St Jerome
regarded the Jews as vipers. St Cyril, bishop of Alexandria, instigated a series of riots directed against them. Massacres and riots
occurred elsewhere in the empire but, as so often, surviving records are patchy, and have been so sanitized by Christian hands that
they are unreliable. We shall almost certainly never know how many Jews were murdered by Christians during the Dark Ages. Under
the Emperor Justin I (518-27) Jews were forbidden to make wills, to receive inheritances, to give testimony in court, or to perform any
other legal act. From now on they would be second class citizens. The next Emperor, Justinian, produced a new code in CE 529
confirming their legal disabilities. This code would be influential for many hundreds of years - up to the present day, through Gratian.
Marriage between Christian and Jew was confirmed as a capital offence. Synagogues were sequestered and converted into churches.
The burning down of synagogues was also explicitly made legal.
206
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superior people supplanting the old. Theology has caught up with myth. How can Christianity say they that they
accept all the Scriptures, while at the same time teach that the first part, the TaNaK, is no longer relevant to our
daily lives? They are so blinded by the pagan image created by Rome (Jesus), that they are completely unaware
of the coming great deception of their anti-Christ known by the Jews as Armilus, whom they will recognize and
welcome back as “Jesus”.207

207

ARMILUS, legendary name of the Messiah's antagonist or anti-Messiah. Armilus appears frequently in the later Apocalyptic
Midrashim, such as Midrash Va-Yosha, Sefer Zerubbavel, and Nistarot shel R. Shimon b. Yohai. He is also mentioned in the Targum
pseudo-Jonathan, Isa. 11:14 and in the Targum Yerushalmi A (Deut. 34:3). Armilus is first mentioned otherwise in Saadiah Gaon's
Emunot ve-De'ot (Ma'amar 8), apparently under the influence of Sefer Zerubbavel. The legend of Armilus thus originated not earlier
than the beginning of the geonic period. Its basis, however, is the Talmudic legend of Messiah the son of Joseph, who would be slain
in the war between the nations prior to the redemption that would come through Messiah the son of David (Suk. 52a). In Otot haMashi'ah (Midreshei Ge'ullah, p. 320), there is reference to "the Satan Armilus whom the Gentiles call Antichrist" but this is no proof
of Christian influence.Of the numerous conjectures about the origin of the name Armilus, the most probable is that it is derived from
Romulus (founder of Rome, with Remus), although other suggestions are that it may be a corruption of Angra-Mainyu, the Persian
god of evil, or from the Greek 'Arimanoj (Ahriman). The legend that he was born of a beautiful virgin (see below) likewise connects it
with Rome. It is most likely that as a result of the sufferings of the Jews at the hands of the Romans at the time of the destruction of the
Second Temple, and during and after the Bar Kokhba War, and especially after Christianity had conquered the Roman Empire and
initiated a ruthless persecution of Judaism from which it had sprung, the Jews began to regard Rome, founded by Romulus, as the
kingdom of Satan, the antithesis of the kingdom of Heaven. Hence they applied the name of Armilus to that diabolic power which had
gained a transient, terrestrial victory (in contrast to the celestial and eternal kingdom of the Messiah).Armilus and his evil deeds are
described in detail only in the above-mentioned later Hebrew Midrashim now republished with detailed introduction and valuable
notes, by J. Even Shemuel (Kaufmann) in his Midreshei Ge'ullah (1942, 19442). Armilus is the least of the kings, the son of a
bondwoman, and monstrous in appearance (Midreshei Ge'ullah, Sefer Eliyahu, 42; Yemot ha-Mashi'ah, 96–97; Nistarot shel R.
Shimon b. Yohai, 4, 195; see also textual variants, 382b, 402). He is frequently referred to briefly as "the son of a stone." This brief
reference is fully explained in a legend: "They tell that in Rome there is a marble statue of a beautiful maiden, fashioned not by human
hand but by the Holy One blessed be He, who created it in His might. The wicked of the nations of the world, the sons of Belial, come
and warm her and lie with her, and He preserves their seed within the stone from which He creates a being and forms it into a child,
whereupon she splits asunder and there issues from her the likeness of a man whose name is the Satan Armilus, whom the Gentiles
call Antichrist. He is 12 cubits tall and two cubits broad, there is a span between his eyes which are crooked and red, his hair is
golden-colored, the soles of his feet are green, and he has two heads" (Pirkei ha-Mashi'ah, in Midreshei Ge'ullah, p. 320). This
Armilus will deceive the whole world into believing that he is God and will reign over the entire world. He will come with ten kings
and together they will fight over Jerusalem, and Armilus will slay Nehemiah b. Hushi'el, who is Messiah the son of Joseph, as well as
many righteous men with him, and "Israel will mourn for him as one that is in bitterness for his only son" (cf. Zech. 12:19–12).
Armilus will banish Israel "to the wilderness" and it will be a time of unprecedented distress for Israel: there will be increasing
famine, and the Gentiles will expel the Jews from their lands, and they will hide in caves and towers. Armilus will conquer not only
Jerusalem but also Antioch (the capital of Syria, where non-Jewish Christianity originated—Acts 11:26). "He will take the stone from
which he was born," and make her "the chief of all idolatry." All the Gentiles will bow down to her, burn incense and pour out
libations to her, "and whosoever will venture to look upon her will be unable to do so, for no man can look upon her face by reason of
her beauty" (Sefer Zerubbavel, in Midreshei Ge'ullah, p. 80ff.). The legendary "marble virgin" is based on the fable current in the
Middle Ages, and associated with the name of Virgil, that in Rome there was a stone statue of a virgin with which the Romans had
immoral relations, though it also probably contains elements of the Immaculate Conception and the Christian worship of images. God
will war against the host of Armilus (or of Gog and Magog), and all this host and all Judah's enemies will perish in the valley of
Arbel. 500 men of Israel, with Nehemiah and Elijah at their head, will defeat 500,000 of the host of Armilus. Then there will be a great
deliverance for Israel and the kingdom of Heaven will spread over all the earth. These are the main features of the Armilus legend, as
contained in Sefer Zerubbavel. In the other smaller Midrashim and in the works of Saadiah Gaon and Hai Gaon there are variants
and addenda. All these legends, that embody the beautiful and the moral as well as the curious and the coarse, originated from an
intermingling of Persian, Roman, and Christian beliefs with an ancient Jewish tradition concerning "messianic birth pangs" which
would precede the messianic age and during which Messiah the son of Joseph would be killed by Romulus-Rome, even as Bar Kokhba
was killed by Rome, which had adopted the belief, so strange in Jewish eyes, in a holy virgin and in beautiful stone images. The
yearning for the downfall of Christian Rome, which persecuted Israel after adopting its Torah, gave rise to the legend of Armilus, the
anti-Messiah, who would multiply evils upon Israel. But Messiah the son of David would vanquish him (that is, Romulus-Rome) and
bring the kingdom of Heaven upon earth.-The Jewish Encyclopedia
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If one sees Yahshua as fully Jewish as we have attempted to show and what we can discern from the synoptic
Gospels, it is impossible that he could have been the founder of Christianity. If we mean by Christianity
anything that looks like the Catholic and Protestant church of history, we can be sure that Yahshua did not
found it, since it contains too many anti-Jewish ideas that are inseparable from it. The church is an invention of
Constantine and those who later followed its path in history. Christianity is and has been anti-Jewish. It depends
on a massive cover-up and misunderstanding of Yahshua himself, of the Jewishness of his spiritual life and his
conception of his own mission as the Messiah. Few Christians even realize that Yahshua was Jewish. The
church has replaced Yahshua with an image that fits the people’s vivid imagination of a pagan god-man
disconnected from the Jewish people and the nation of Yisrael.
The WWJD bracelet people wear asks the question; “What Would Jesus Do?” Unfortunately the person that
comes to the person’s mind is not the historical Yahshua. It would scare them to death to know the real Yahshua
and what Yahshua would do. For the average Christian to do what Yahshua did would require them to leave
their Sunday church and embrace the yoke of the Torah, just as Yahshua did. However, most Christians really
do not want to learn what Yahshua actually did. They would rather recite nice little catch phrases of religious
jargon that have no real significance or based upon Scriptural truth. Removed from the pages of Scripture,
Yahshua has merely become a religious icon, a celebrity, or a super-hero shaped and reshaped by the church
into a golden calf for the masses to worship as YHWH.
Can the church honestly envision what would happen if the Torah were to be accepted as YHWH’s standard
for living and worship? No more Sunday worship, no church buildings, no Xmass, no Easter, no ham dinners
for “Jesus”, no heaven or hell, and no pope, TV evangelists, or clergy class? Can we imagine the transformation
in the world as people actually began to live the Torah? Can we envision communities that find their definition
in the Jewish Messiah Yahshua and experience the wonder of Torah life exemplified by the Shabbat and Feasts
of YHWH instead of the poisoned pagan doctrines and holy days of the Constantine Church? I guarantee that
whenever the Bible is read without theological prejudice and manipulation of translators, the student will return
to the Torah and this dream can become a reality.
I have tried in this short history lesson to open the eyes of the blind and the ears of the deaf. Hopefully I have
presented enough evidence that Yahshua the Messiah did not found Christianity. The reader has been presented
a transformed picture of the Messiah, making it clear beyond a reasonable doubt that he was a faithful Jew, in
harmony, not contradiction, with the religion and the world of his people. We have proved that the “Jesus” that
was created by the church exists only in their minds of their twentieth-century imagination. Perhaps I have
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accomplished the feat of opening the minds and hearts of the spiritually hungry of lost sheep of the house of
Yisrael that have been starving for food and thirsty for water. I have sought to introduce them to the truth of the
Good News that has been smothered by the myths of the past. I have sought to teach them to view the Bible and
the Messiah with a different set of eyes-Hebrew eyes. We cannot live on Gerber baby food theology anymore,
eating only infant food prepared for us by someone else. I appeal to you to seek and to know the Scriptures for
yourself, and to commit yourself to make the necessary changes to implement the Torah into your life.
•

Heb 5:12-14 For indeed because of the time you are due to be teachers, yet you need to have someone
to teach you again the rudiments of the beginning of the Words of Elohim, and you came to be having
need of milk, and not of solid food; for everyone partaking of milk is without experience in the Word of
Righteousness, for he is an infant. But solid food is for those full grown, having exercised the faculties
through habit, for distinction of both good and bad.

•

Ecc 12:13 The end of the matter, all having been heard: fear Elohim, and keep His commandments; for
this is the whole man.

•

Mark 12:29 -31 And Yahshua answered him, The first of all the commandments is, ‘Shema Yisrael
YHWH Eloheinu YHWH echad”; and you shall love YHWH your Elohim with all your heart, and with
all your soul, and with all your mind, and with all your strength." This is the first commandment. And
the second is like this: You shall love your neighbor as yourself. There is no other commandment greater
than these.

So, “Who is Yahshua?” He is the embodiment of the 10 Divine Seiferot of the Tree of Life in Kabbalah. He
is the 22 Hebrew letters and the Living Torah of YHWH. Yahshua is the life of Elohim being lived out in a
human arena. He is the Memra (Word) and the Second Adam. He is the physical garment that clothes the soul
of the Torah and the Moshiach. His was a life so full that it was not diminished when he was abused. It was a
life that calls other to abundant living. His was a Divine life that invites you and me into the fullness of our own
lives. He is the vessel through which the love of the Creator was loosed into human history. Yahshua lived the
love of YHWH. It is a love that overflows any human boundaries, prejudices, and cultural divides. He loved
those who betrayed him, the ones who denied him, the ones who forsook him and even the ones who killed him.
He is the expression of the “Being” of Elohim. This is the Being expressed under human limits- inside time and
space. He is the being of the most real Self-Elohim.
•

“A true Jew would have immediately recognized the teaching of Jesus as a reaffirmation of what Moses
had taught. But to many a pagan, it must have seemed new and strange and perhaps a little complicated.
Most of the pagans still believed in a multitude of gods who, it was thought, mixed freely with human
beings, mated with them, and took part in every sphere of human life. To the common people of Greece,
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any description of Jesus must have seemed like a description of one of their gods, and they were
probably quite ready to accept Jesus in this capacity. There was always room for one more god.
However, the actual teaching of Jesus negated all their gods, since it affirmed the Divine Unity”.
(Muhammad Ataur-Raheem, Jesus Prophet of Islam, p. 62)
•

“Christianity began with a Jew. Jesus lived as a Jew, around the same time as many of our great
Talmudic sages. The great Hillel lived just one generation earlier, and Rabbi Akiba, a generation after.
Our own sources however, record very little about Jesus’ life….it is therefore impossible to separate the
historical person of Jesus from the Christ required by early Christianity…The early doctrines of
Christianity seemed closer to those of the pagan gentiles than those of the Jews. There is nothing in all
the teachings of Jesus that would have added even one iota to the strength of the Torah.”Aryeh
Kaplan208

•

Rev 22:14 -15 Blessed are they who do His commandments, that their authority will be over the Tree of
Life, and they may enter in by the gates into the city. But outside are the dogs, and the sorcerers, and the
fornicators, and the murderers, and the idolaters, and everyone who loves and makes a lie.
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Today the Jews do not recognize Yahshua as the Messiah because of the myths surrounding the historical Yahshua. They know the
Messiah would not abolish the Torah nor start a new religion that replaces YHWH’s Chosen People, Yisrael. In no place does the
Torah teach that one may be saved from “damnation” by mere belief in a person. Any true faith in YHWH must lead a person to also
follow His Torah. The early Nazarenes held firm to this in faith and practice. They knew nothing of a saving confession of faith
without a return to the Torah. A person must think of how he can serve YHWH through his actions.
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Zoroasterism Dualism-You Got to Laugh!
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Beware of Counterfeits!
Yefuneh / David L. Weimer B’nai Avraham 01-JAN-2012
A young boy received a gold coin as a special gift from his father, who was quite knowledgeable of coins. His
father told him that the coin was extremely rare and exceedingly valuable. Many years later, after the boy had
himself become a father, he was attending a coin show when he noticed another coin that seemed quite similar
to the one his father had given him, but there were differences that piqued his curiosity. Upon further
investigation, and much to his dismay, he came to the realization that his coin was a counterfeit. At first he was
in denial, then enraged, but eventually he learned to accept the fact that his counterfeit was worthless. In the
end, he decided to purchase the real coin as a gift for his son.
Deception is like a counterfeit coin.
A counterfeiter of paper money seeks to produce bills that are essentially copies of the real thing. The ideal
counterfeit bill would be perfectly identical to the genuine article. In contrast, a counterfeiter of metal coins
endeavors to fashion fakes that are fundamentally different than the real thing. Since gold bullion, for example,
has intrinsic value attributed mainly to its gold content, a fake would contain as little gold as possible. Even if
its appearance seems to be a perfect match, the counterfeit would differ significantly in size or weight or other
physical properties. To identify a counterfeit coin, one needs only to compare it to the known characteristics of
the genuine coin.
The spirit of Anti-messiah operates in a mode similar to a counterfeiter of gold coins. It is a spirit of subtle, yet
seductive, deception—a profound deception that leads to great loss and bondage. It weaves a few of the most
beautiful aspects of the Good Message of the Messianic Kingdom together with destructive lies that undermine
the entire Truth. It entices mankind with another messiah, another spirit, and another message (2 Corinthians
11:4), which are not just harmless alternative viewpoints—they are fundamentally different—100% counterfeit!
To identify a false messiah, a false spirit, or a false message, one must compare them to the true Messiah, the
true Spirit, and the true Message.
First Corinthians 15:1-4 is often cited as a summary of the Good Message, “that Messiah died for our sins
according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He was raised the third day according to the
Scriptures”. Despite the clarity of this statement, the masses fail to recognize the significance of that qualifying
phrase “according to the Scriptures.” This is an unequivocal reference to the TaNaK—the Torah in particular.
Without a deep reverence for the Torah and diligent study of it, we cannot begin to understand the true essence
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of Messiah, sin, His death, and the third day, for example.

Accursed men who disregard the Torah seek “to

pervert the Good Message of Messiah” (Galatians 1:6-12) and proclaim a “different” message that is pleasing
to the ears.
We cannot possibly cling to a false messiah in our hearts and believe a false “gospel” without rejecting the true
Messiah and His Good Message concerning His Kingdom. Therefore, we must diligently search the Scriptures
and become knowledgeable of the truth so that we might recognize the lie. “For false messiahs and false
prophets shall arise and show signs and wonders to lead astray, if possible, even the chosen ones” (Mark
13:22). Sound spiritual discernment is required. So, let us compare a few characteristics of the true Messianic
Kingdom with those of the counterfeit kingdom.
The Law of the Kingdom
The true Law of the Kingdom is the Torah—the Creator’s caring guidance and instruction—the first five books
of the Scriptures that contain the 613 commandments, which can be regarded as a single unified command. The
Torah is exceedingly good (Tehillim 119). Conversely, the counterfeit law consists of rules established by
sanctimonious men who have done away with the “old law” and replaced it with a “new and improved law” that
is compatible with the counterfeit “grace” by which they gain entrance into the kingdom. Since they are not
“under law”, they claim to be guided by the “spirit”, which is in fact “another spirit” that has no regard for the
Torah. Scripture admonishes the man who “turns away his ear from hearing the Torah that even his prayer is an
abomination” (Mishle 28:9). To those who reject the Good Message of the Torah, the Messiah will declare, “I
never knew you, depart from me, all you workers of lawlessness” (Mattitayahu 7:23, Tehillim 6:8).
The Leader of the Kingdom
The true Messiah is the eternal Torah revealed in the flesh—the Son of Adam, the Son of ELOHIM—
YAHUSHUA (or Hebrew equivalent)—whose eternal Name according to the Torah is spelled in Hebrew as
YOD-HEH-VAV-HEH,

יהוה, HASHEM.

As for the counterfeit, he offers a counterfeit “grace” that is always

presented in stark contrast and opposition to “works” or “law”—especially “Jewish law”. His single most
distinguishing characteristic, by which we can distinguish him from the true Messiah, is his lawlessness—his
animosity toward and opposition against the Torah (Daniel 7:25, 2 Thessalonians 2:7-9). His believers profess
to repent of their sin but do not define sin as transgression of the Torah nor do they cease to commit it. The
false messiah is believed to have abolished the Torah on a Roman cross and now offers a counterfeit “salvation”
that frees one from the Torah if one accepts it by faith alone. His followers believe that his death and
resurrection ended the old dispensation of law and ushered in a new dispensation of grace. They claim that his
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name is the sweetest they know—that there is no other name, the name above all names, by which we must be
saved. This esteemed name is the equivalent of its original Latin name, which is none other than HIESVS
CRISTVS (pronounced hee-ay-soos krees-toos). Refer to the image below. (More about this name later!)

The Loyal Servants of the Kingdom
True servants of HASHEM are members of the redeemed Torah-observant community, the called-out assembly
of Yisrael, who have entered into a renewed covenant with HASHEM, which is His everlasting Torah. These
are those of whom Yochanan spoke when he testified, “I saw like a sea of glass mixed with fire, and those
overcoming the beast and his image and his mark and the number of his name, standing on the sea of glass,
holding harps of ELOHIM, and they sing the song of Mosheh, the servant of ELOHIM, and the song of the
Lamb, saying , ‘Great and marvelous are Your works, HASHEM EL SHADDAI, righteous and true are Your
ways, O King of the set-apart ones!’” (Khazon 15:2-3). These are those of whom Daniel spoke when he
prayed, “O ADONAI, great and awesome EL, guarding the covenant and the loving-kindness toward those who
love Him, to those who guard His commandments” (Daniel 9:4). The counterfeit servants, on the other hand,
serve an anti-Torah messiah, and thus they have become slaves to Torah-transgression, which is sin (1
Yochanan 3:4). Their leader is betrothed to “another” bride—the so-called “church”. They call themselves
“Christians”, but no such label can be found in any unadulterated Scriptures. There is no Scriptural basis for the
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“church”, Christians, or Christianity. YAHUSHUA said, “I was not sent except to the lost sheep of the house of
Yisrael” (Mattitayahu 15:24).
The Land of the Kingdom
The true Holy Land has its boundaries defined according to the Torah. It is divided among the twelve tribes of
Yisrael. It is the land of Tzion, Yerushalayim, mount Moriyah, and the Heykhal. Following a meal, the
children of Yisrael bless HASHEM their ELOHIM for the good land that He has given to them (Devarim 8:10),
even though they may still be in exile. With great hope and anticipation, they await the Olam Haba as foretold
by the malakim who summoned Yochanan, saying, “Come, I will show you the bride, the Lamb’s wife” and
then showed him “the set-apart Yerushalayim… having twelve gates... and names written on them, which are
[the names] of the twelve tribes of the children of Yisrael” (Khazon 21:9-12). Conversely, the counterfeit
“holy land” may be regarded as the nation whose “holy city” is Rome or Salt Lake City. More likely, however,
it is just a corrupt view of heaven, a “mansion over the hilltop”, where the “church” will reside throughout all
eternity. Perhaps, in this fantasy land, every day will be like “Christ-mass” day.
The Language of the Kingdom
The set-apart language of Yisrael is the language of the Torah. It is the holy language of prayer. It is a
language of unity and clarity. HASHEM spoke through the prophet Tsefanyah, saying, “I will exchange unto
the peoples a pure language so that they all call upon the Name of HASHEM to serve Him with one shoulder
[shoulder to shoulder in one accord]… The remnant of Yisrael shall do no unrighteousness and speak no
falsehood” (Tsefanyah 3:9, 13). In contrast, the language of the counterfeit kingdom is actually a multitude of
languages that have fostered division and confusion. The languages of the nations have been greatly influenced
by Torah-less cultures and idolatrous religions. The majority of Bible translations compromise the truth using
terms, phrases, and definitions that dishonor the Word of ELOHIM and His Name. Many of these words are
imbued with negativity against the Torah and its Hebraic mindset.
The Beast
Having compared the two kingdoms, let us further investigate the leader of the counterfeit kingdom. From the
Revelation of YAHUSHUA (the book of Khazon), which was witnessed by His servant Yochanan, we are told
of two “beasts”. The first beast seems to represent a spiritual king and his kingdom—the present-day “spirit” of
Anti-messiah. The second beast seems to represent a literal manifestation of the first beast—Anti-messiah in
the flesh who appears in the latter days.
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The first beast comes out the sea (Khazon 13:1), a spiritual realm, representing both “another spirit” and
“another message” that is directly opposed to the Torah of HASHEM and His Name (Khazon 13:5-6). The
“dragon who gave authority to the [first] beast” (Khazon 13:4) is none other than “that serpent of old, called the
Devil and Satan, who leads all of the world astray” (Khazon 12:9). In an effort to deceive mankind with regard
to the consequences for disobeying the commandments of ELOHIM, he claims that age-old lie, “you shall
surely not die” (Bereshith 3:4).
Although the first beast is perceived to be a real person, he is not really a man in the flesh—for no child by the
name of HIESVS CRISTVS was actually born on “Christ-mass” day. And no “messiah” has come to “destroy
the Torah” on a Roman cross. No “Jesus” ever founded Christianity. No “Christ” is building his “church”. He
is merely a concept—“another messiah” and “another spirit”—an idol fashioned in the minds of men in the
likeness of man. He is a figment of the imaginations of those who “became vain in their reasoning” and whose
“undiscerning heart was darkened” (Romans 1:21). He is given “life” only in the individuals who invite him
into their hearts and follow him.
The second beast will be a literal human being “coming up out of the earth” (Khazon 13:11) during the latter
days. He will become the consummate representation of the first beast, and will thus give “life” to the image of
the first beast (Khazon 13:15). He “exercises all the authority of the first beast in his presence [in his
countenance, appearance, or likeness], and causes the earth and those who dwell in it to worship the first beast,
whose deadly wound was healed” (Khazon 13:12). Like YAHUSHUA, the first beast, who is the counterfeit
messiah, “was wounded by the sword, yet lived” (Khazon 13:14) according to the counterfeit gospel.
The second beast will rise up in the name of the first beast and be regarded as the savior, whose “return” is
highly anticipated by more than a billion Christians. He is not a mere “vicar of Christ”—he is the quintessential
Christian messiah. Most of the world will be absolutely fooled by him, because they are under the delusion that
an “antichrist” must be opposed to Christianity. To the contrary, this beast will prove to be an effective
Christian ruler who will advance Christianity and its dominance around the world. The deception will be
reinforced when they identify another “antichrist”—a tyrant from among three rulers that arise—who will be
destroyed by their savior (Daniel 7:8, 24).
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Indeed, for a time, the second beast will become the leader of all nations, and “he
causes all, both small and great, and rich and poor, and free and slave, to be given a
mark upon their right hand or upon their foreheads, and that no one
shall be able to buy or sell except he that has the mark or the name of
the beast, or the number of his name. Here is the wisdom! He who
has understanding, let him calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man,
and his number is six hundred sixty six” (Khazon 13:16-18). So then, what is the name of
the beast and the number of his name?
In the quest to identify the name of Anti-messiah and the number of his name, one must first identify the
language of his name. If there does exist a language that could be regarded as the “counterfeit holy tongue”, it
would be Latin—the official language of the early Christian church. Thus, the “official” name of Anti-messiah
is his Latin name, which is HIESVS CRISTVS, as mentioned above. This is a “name of blasphemy” (Khazon
13:1) because its meaning is “HIESVS is the anointed one.”
To calculate the number of his name, understanding is needed. According to the Greek system of alphabetic
numeration, the Greek equivalent of “HIESVS” has a numerical value of 888, which might prompt one to
conclude that it is a good name. Although this number may be intriguing, it is completely irrelevant and,
perhaps, demonstrates an intentional manipulation of its spelling to force a “meaningful” result. Here is
understanding: As far as Scripture is concerned, the only meaningful numerical value of a word is its gematria
value derived from its Hebrew spelling. Hence, following the rules of Hebrew transliteration for proper nouns,
the correct Hebrew spelling of this Latin name HIESVS CRISTVS is “”היעיסוס קריסטוס.
This name of blasphemy has a gematria value, as calculated below, equal to…

…exactly 666! Beware of the counterfeit messiah!
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For HASHEM will again rejoice over you for good as He rejoiced over your fathers, if you obey the voice of
HASHEM your ELOHIM, to guard His commandments and His laws which are written in this Book of the
Torah, if you turn back to HASHEM your ELOHIM with all you heart and with all your being. For this
command, which I am commanding you today, is not too difficult for you, nor is it far off... For the Word is very
near to you, in your mouth and in your heart, to do it. See, I have set before you today life and goodness, and
death and evil, in that I am commanding you today to love HASHEM your ELOHIM, to walk in His ways, and
to guard His commandments, and His laws, and His right-rulings. And you shall live and increase, and
HASHEM your ELOHIM shall bless you in the land which you go to possess. But if your heart turns away, and
you do not obey, and shall be drawn away, and shall bow down to other elohim and serve them, I have declared
to you today that you shall surely perish... (Devarim 30:9b-11, 14-18a)
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The Spring Festivals of HASHEM: A Timeline
Yefuneh / David L. Weimer B’nai Avraham 18-MAR-2012
When one considers the most blatant “errors” found in the various translations of the Brit Chadashah (renewedcovenant Scriptures), perhaps the one most often thought of is the despicable selection of the pagan word
“Easter” for the Greek word meaning “Passover” or “Pesakh” (Acts 12:4). Another, perhaps, is the ridiculous
choice of another pagan word, “church”, to replace the “Kahal” of Yisrael (the summoned-assembly of Yisrael,
Greek: ekklesia) that was “called out” and led out “of the land of Mitsrayim” and was “in the wilderness forty
years” (Acts 7:36, 38, 40).
And yet the most egregious translation error is, quite possibly, the least known. In actuality, this particularly
bad translation is not an error at all, at least not in the sense of an unintentional mistake. It is a deliberate
deception—a sinister adulteration of Scripture intended to undermine the Truth. It is the inspired byproduct of
anti-Semitism, which is simply a manifestation of an anti-Torah spirit. This deception is prevalent in nearly all
translations of the Brit Chadashah and is found in nine passages—five of which are directly related to the
particular day of the week on which the resurrection occurred (Matt 28:1, Mark 16:2, Mark 16:9, Luke 24:1,
Yokh 20:1).
In each of these passages, the Greek phrase “mia ton sabbaton” (or a slight variation of this) is translated as “the
first day of the week” (i.e., “Sunday”—the day of sun-god worship and the Christian “Sabbath day”). In stark
contrast, however, the literal translation of the Greek is “one of those Sabbaths”. Which one? In one instance
(Mark 16:9) the Greek is rendered “protos sabbatou” meaning “the first Sabbath”. But, what are “those
Sabbaths” (Hebrew: “Shabbatot”) of which there is a first? The answer can be found within the Torah.
Immediately following the first day of the spring festival “Chag HaMatzot” the children of Yisrael are
instructed to begin counting simultaneously fifty days and seven weekly Shabbatot (Vayikra 23:15) leading up
to the spring festival “Chag Shavuot”. Obviously, one of those seven weekly Shabbatot is the first Shabbat—
“Shabbat one”. Despite the fact that the Brit Chadashah was written solely by Jewish authors, their references
to this Jewish tradition of counting the seven Shabbatot were grossly perverted through translation, as well as
through interpretation, in order to fabricate and promote entirely non-Jewish Christian traditions, such as “palm
Sunday”, “good Friday”, “Easter Sunday”, and Sunday worship in churches.
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YAHUSHUA prophesied “even as Yonah was in the belly of the great fish three days and three nights, so shall
the Son of Adam be in the heart of the earth three days and three nights” (Matt 12:40). Furthermore, “The Son
of Adam is delivered into the hands of men, and they shall kill Him, and having been killed, He shall rise the
third day” (Mark 9:31). On the 14th day of Aviv—the same day that the Pesakh lambs were killed—so was
“Mashiach our Pesakh” killed (1 Cor 5:7). On the 17th day of Aviv, precisely three days and three nights
later—on the third day of Chag HaMatzot—He arose. This day also happened to be the first Shabbat of those
seven weekly Shabbatot.
The timeline is provided to promote a clearer understanding of these profoundly significant events described in
the Brit Chadashah in light of the spring festivals of HASHEM commanded in the Torah. It is important to
understand that according to the Torah a day begins and ends at sundown, which is represented on the timeline
using a black (nighttime) and blue (daytime) pattern. Since a common secular day begins and ends at midnight,
it is shown offset slightly from that of a Scriptural day. The two rows immediately below the black and blue
timeline indicate the Hebrew day of the week, day of the month, the Hebrew month, and the years-sincecreation (3788). Refer to the key below the timeline for abbreviations representing significant events and for
further explanations provided in the footnotes.
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Addendum:
Some Profession of Faith Required of Jewish Converts From the Church of Constantinople As a preliminary
to his acceptance as a catechumen, a Jew “must confess and denounce verbally, the whole Hebrew people,
forthwith declare that with a whole heart and sincere faith he desires to be received among the Christians. Then
he must renounce openly in the church all Jewish superstition, the priest saying, and he, or his sponsor if he is a
child, replying in these words:

“I renounce all customs, rites, legalisms, unleavened breads and sacrifice of lambs of the Hebrews, and all the
other feasts of the Hebrews, sacrifices, prayers, aspersions, purifications, sanctifications, and propitiations, and
fasts, and new moons, and Sabbaths, and superstitions, and hymns and chants and observances and
synagogues, and the food and drink of the Hebrew; in one word, I renounce absolutely everything Jewish, every
law, rite and custom, and above all I renounce Antichrist, whom all the Jews await in the figure and form of
Christ; and I join myself to the true Christ and God. and I believe in the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, the
Holy. Consubstantial and Indivisible Trinity, and the dispensation in the flesh and the descent to men of the
Word of God, of the one person of the Holy Trinity, and I confess that he was truly made man, and I believe and
proclaim that after the flesh in very truth, the Blessed Virgin Mary bore him, the Son of God; and I believe in,
receive, venerate and embrace the adorable Cross of Christ, and the holy images: and thus, with my whole
heart, and soul, and with a true faith I come to the Christian Faith. But if it be with deceit and hypocrisy, and
not with a sincere and perfect faith and a genuine love of Christ, but with a pretence to be a Christian that I
come, and if afterwards I shall wish to deny and return to Jewish superstition, or shall be found eating with
Jews, or feasting with them, or secretly conversing and condemning the Christian religion instead of openly
confuting them and condemning their vain faith, then let tine trembling of Cain and the leprosy of Gehazi cleave
to me, as well as the legal punishments to which I acknowledge myself liable. And may I be anathema in the
world to come, and may my soul be set down with Satan and the devils.”
Of Uncertain Eastern Origin, attached to the Clementine Recognitions
“It is my desire today to come from the Hebrew to the Christian faith. I have not been brought by any force,
necessity, fear, annoyance or poverty; nor because of a debt, or of an accusation lodged against me; nor for the
sake of worldly honors, of advantages, of money or property which has been promised me by anyone; nor for
the sake of its useful consequences, nor to obtain human patronage; nor because of any quarrel or dispute
which I have had with people of my own religion; nor for secret purposes of revenge on the Christians, by a
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feigned admiration for their law, nor because I have been wronged by them: but I have been brought by a
wholehearted love of Christ and of faith in Him. I renounce the whole worship of the Hebrew, circumcision, all
its legalisms, unleavened bread, Passover, the sacrificing of lambs, the feasts of Weeks, Jubilees, Trumpets,
Atonement, Tabernacles, and all the other Hebrew feasts, their sacrifices, prayers, aspersions, purifications,
expiations, fasts, Sabbaths, new moons, foods and drinks. And I absolutely renounce every custom and
institution of the Jewish laws.

Moreover, I place under anathema the heresies among the Jews, and the heretics themselves. I anathematize the
Sadducees, who are called just, who blaspheme the Holy Spirit, who attack the resurrection of the dead, and
deny the existence of angels. I anathematize the Pharisees, the separate ones, who fast on the second and fifth
days, who pretend to sexual abstinence at definite times, and afterwards despise all continence, who foretell the
future, and waste their time on astrology. I anathematize the Nazarenes, the stubborn ones, who deny that the
laws of sacrifices was given by Moses, who abstain from eating living things, and who never offer sacrifice: I
anathematize the Osseans, the blindest of all men, who use other scriptures that the Law, and reject most of the
prophets, and who boast in a man as master, one Elzai, that is ‘the hidden virtue,’ and who worship, as Gods,
two women of his offspring. Marthonis and Marthana: I anathematize the Herodians, who worship as Christ a
foreign king of the Jews, Herod, who was eaten of worms. I anathematize the Hemerobaptists, who believe as
do the Pharisees, but also teach that a man cannot be saved without daily washing. I anathematize the scribes,
or doctors of the Law, who are not content to live according to the Law, but of their own free will perform more
than is prescribed by the Law, and devising washing of vessels and cups and platters and other articles of
furniture, and frequently wash their hands and their feet; and who call all these many traditions they have
added to the Law ‘Deuteroses,’ as though they were a second series of Divine Laws, and they falsely ascribe the
first to Moses, and the second to Rabbi Akiba, and the third to Annas who is also called Judas, and the fourth to
the suns of the Hasmoneans, who even violated the Sabbath in battle. and the second to Rabbi Akiba, and the
third to Annas who is also called Judas, and the fourth to the suns of the Hasmoneans, who even violated the
Sabbath in battle. Together with all these Jewish heresies and heresiarchs, deuteroses and Together with all
these Jewish heresies and heresiarchs, deuteroses and givers thereof, I anathematize those who celebrate the
feast of Mordecai on the first Sabbath of the Christian fast, hanging the effigy of Haman on a gibbet, and
mingling the sign of the cross therewith, and burning alt together, and subjecting the Christians to every kind of
curse and anathema.

II. Together with the ancients, I anathematize also the Chief Rabbis and new evil doctors of the Jews, to wit,
Lazarus the inventor of the abominable feast which they call Monopodaria, and Elijah who was no less
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impious, and Benjamin, Zebedee, Abraham, Symbatius and the rest of them. Further, I invoke every curse and
anathema on him whose coming is expected by the Jews as the Christ or Anointed, but is rather Anti-Christ, and
I renounce him and commit myself to the only true Christ and God. And I believe in the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit, the Holy consubstantial and Indivisible Trinity; I confess the Incarnation and the coming to man of
the one of the Holy Trinity, to wit, the only begotten son and Word of God, begotten of the Father before all the
centuries, through Whom all things were made. I believe Him to be the Messiah foretold by the Law and the
prophets: and I am convinced that He has already come into the world for the salvation of mankind; that He
was truly made man, and did not surrender His Divinity, that he is truly God and truly man, without confusion,
change or alteration, of one person and two natures. I believe that He suffered all things of His own will, and
was crucified in the flesh, while His Divinity remained impassable, and was buried, and rose again on the third
day, and ascended into heaven, and shall come again in glory to judge both the living and the dead. And I
believe and profess the Blessed Virgin Mary, who bore Him according to the flesh, and who remained a virgin,
to be truly and actually the Mother of God, and I venerate and honor her truly as the Mother of God Incarnate,
and as the Lady and mistress thereby of all creation. I am convinced and confess and believe that the bread and
the wine which is mystically consecrated among Christians, and which they take in their sacred rites, is the very
body and blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, transmuted by His Divine power reasonably and invisibly, in His own
way beyond all natural understanding, and I confess that in taking the sacrament I am taking His very body and
blood, to the gaining of life eternal and the inheritance of the Kingdom of heaven which belongs to those who
receive them in perfect faith. Finally, I beg for Christian baptism, out of a pure and a spotless heart and mind,
and a sincere faith, truly persuaded that it is the true spiritual washing, and regeneration of the soul and body.

III. I receive, honor and accept as symbols and indications of their prototypes, the venerable Cross of the true
Christ and God, no longer the instrument of death and crime, but of liberty and eternal life, and the sign of
victory over death and Satan; likewise, I receive the hitherto venerated images of both the Word of God
according to the flesh among men, and likewise, of the most pure and ineffable Mother of God, of the holy
angels, and finally of all the saints. I honor and venerate with the honor due to them the blessed angels and all
the saints, not only the patriarchs and prophets, but the apostles, martyrs, confessors, doctors, saints, all indeed
who pleased Christ when lie came, as His servants and faithful followers. Wherefore, with my whole heart and
mind and with deliberate choice, I come to the Christian faith. But if I make this statement falsely and
deceitfully, and not on the witness of my whole conviction and in love for the Christ who has already come, but
because of some compulsion, necessity, fear, loss, poverty, debt, accusation brought against me, worldly honor,
dignity of any kind, money, promised gifts, or to serve some end, or for human protection, or because of dispute
and quarrel with some of my own faith, or to revenge myself thus on the Christians, feigning respect for their
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law, or if I pretend to become a Christian because of some injuries suffered from them, and then revert to
Judaism, or be found eating with the Jews, or observing their feasts and fasts, or speaking secretly with them,
or defaming the Christian faith, or visiting their synagogues or oratories, or taking them tinder my protecting.
and do not rather confute the said Jews and their acts openly, and revile their empty faith, then may there come
upon me all the curses which Moses wrote in Deuteronomy, and the trembling of Cain, and the leprosy of
Gehazi, in addition to the penalties by law established, and may I be without any hope of pardon, and in the age
to come may I be anathema and double anathema, and may my soul be set down with Satan and his demons.”

Byzantine Emperor, Heraclius, ordered the compulsory conversion of all the Jews in the Visigothic kingdom
was decreed by King Sisebut in C.E. 614. The proclamation, as preserved in the Spanish code Fuero Jusgo,
runs as follows:

Whereas Truth itself instructs us to ask, and to knock, assuring us that the kingdom of heaven suffereth
violence: it cannot be doubted that whosoever fails to approach it with an ardent desire, is a despiser of the
proffered grace. Wherefore, if any of those Jews as yet unbaptized, shall delay to be himself baptized, or neglect
to send his children and slaves to the priest for baptism while it is offered, thus abiding without the grace of
baptism, for the space of one year from the issue of this decree: every such transgressor, wherever found, shall
be stripped, and shall suffer one hundred lashes, as likewise the due penalty of exile: his goods shall be forfeit
to the king; and in order that his life may be the more painful, if unamended. such goods shall become the
perpetual property of those on whom the king shall bestow them.
Von den Juden und ihren Jugen (Of the Jews and their Lies) by Martin Luther:209
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In Mein Kampf, Hitler listed Martin Luther as one of the greatest reformers. And similar to Luther in the 1500s, Hitler spoke
against the Jews. The Nazi plan to create a German Reich Church laid its bases on the "Spirit of Dr. Martin Luther." The first physical
violence against the Jews came on November 9-10 on Kristallnacht (Crystal Night) where the Nazis killed Jews, shattered glass
windows, and destroyed hundreds of synagogues, just as Luther had proposed. In Daniel Johah Goldhagen's book, Hitler's Willing
Executioners, he writes:"One leading Protestant churchman, Bishop Martin Sasse published a compendium of Martin Luther's antiSemitic vitriol shortly after Kristallnacht's orgy of anti-Jewish violence. In the foreword to the volume, he applauded the burning of
the synagogues and the coincidence of the day: 'On November 10, 1938, on Luther's birthday, the synagogues are burning in
Germany. The German people, he urged, ought to heed these words 'of the greatest anti-Semite of his time, the warner of his people
against the Jews.'"Walter Buch, the head of the Nazi Party court, admitted Luther's influence on Nazi Germany: When Luther turned
his attention to the Jews, after he completed his translation of the Bible, he left behind "on the Jews and their Lies" for posterity.” cited from Richard Steigmann-Gall's The Holy Reich] Many people confess their amazement that Hitler preaches ideas which they
have always held.... From the Middle Ages we can look to the same example in Martin Luther. What stirred in the soul and spirit of
the German people of that time, finally found expression in his person, in his words and deeds. -"Geist und Kampf" (speech),
Bundesarchiv Berlin-Zehlendorf, [cited from Richard Steigmann-Gall's The Holy Reich] British historian Paul Johnson has called On
the Jews and their Lies the "first work of modern anti-Semitism, and a giant step forward on the road to the Holocaust." (Johnson, A
History of the Jews, p. 242.)While some Lutherans deny the charge, the Nazis did cite Luther's treatise to justify the Final Solution
(Egil Grislis, "Martin Luther and the Jews," Consensus 27 (2001) No. 1:64.).The line of "anti-Semitic descent" from Luther to Hitler
is "easy to draw," according to American historian Lucy Dawidowicz. In her "The War Against the Jews, 1933-1945", she writes that
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(1) Burn their synagogues and schools; what will not burn, bury with earth, that neither stone nor rubbish
remain. (2) In like manner, break into and destroy their houses. (3) Take away all their prayer-books and
Talmuds, in which are nothing but godlessness, lies, cursing and swearing. (4) Forbid their rabbis to teach on
pain of life and limb. (5) Forbid them to travel: as they are neither lords nor officials, nor merchants, they
should stay at home. (6) Interdict all usury: we are not their subjects, but they ours. (7) In the hands of all
young Jews and Jewesses should be placed flails, axes, mattocks, spades, distaffs, spinning-wheels, and let them
get their livelihood in the sweat of their brow, as should all the children of Adam.

both Luther and Hitler were obsessed by the "demonologized universe" inhabited by Jews, with Hitler asserting that the later Luther,
the author of On the Jews and Their Lies was the 'real Luther'. Professor Robert Michael, Professor Emeritus of European History at
the University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, has argued that Luther scholars who try to tone down Luther's views on the Jews ignore
the murderous implications of his anti-Semitism. Michael argues that there is a "strong parallel" between Luther's ideas and the antiSemitism of most German Lutherans throughout the Holocaust. Like the Nazis, Luther mythologized the Jews as evil, he writes. “They
could be saved only if they converted to Christianity, but their hostility to the idea made it inconceivable” (Robert Michael, "Luther,
Luther Scholars, and the Jews," Encounter 46:4 (Autumn 1985), pp. 339-56.). Luther's sentiments were widely echoed in the
Germany of the 1930s, particularly within the Nazi party. Hitler's Education Minister, Bernhard Rust, was quoted by the Völkischer
Beobachter as saying that: "Since Martin Luther closed his eyes, no such son of our people has appeared again. It has been decided
that we shall be the first to witness his reappearance ... I think the time is past when one may not say the names of Hitler and Luther in
the same breath. They belong together; they are of the same old stam”p [Schrot und Korn]" (Volkischer Beobachter, August 25, 1933
cited in Steigmann-Gall, Richard. The Holy Reich: Nazi Conceptions of Christianity, 1991-1945. Cambridge University Press, 2003,
pp. 136-7.).
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“If there arises a ruler from the House of David, who is
immersed in the Torah and the mitzvot like David his
ancestor, following both the Written and Oral Law. Who
leads Yisrael back to the Torah, strengthening its laws and
fighting Elohim’s battles, then we may assume that he is the
Messiah. If he is further successful in rebuilding the Temple
on its original sight and gathering the dispersed of Yisrael,
then his identity as the Messiah is certain.” –The Rambam
(Maimonides)
Now ask yourself the question? Does the “Jesus” of the Church meet these accomplishments if he is the
anti-Torah, anti-Jewish “Christ?

or
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